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 Th e Time Diaries 
A Novel

by Kenneth Womack

Berlin | Lemont



For Lori, 

Friend, Teacher, Inspiration

         



By far the most valuable things, which we know or can 
imagine, are certain states of consciousness, which may 
be roughly described as the pleasures of human inter-

course and the enjoyment of beautiful objects.

                               ~G. E. Moore, Principia Ethica

I am yours, you are mine,
You are what you are.

    ~Crosby, Stills, and Nash, 
“Suite: Judy Blue Eyes”
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An Enterprising Young Thing
June 2015

Judy Coker waits alone in the narrow cinder-block corridor of 
the University of Chicago’s Department of Art History. She 
reminds herself, for the umpteenth time that morning, not 

to stare indiscriminately at the artwork that adorns the walls of 
Professor Bleeker’s office. No wayward looks this way and that—
no lingering glances at the murals and prints—or it’s curtains. Or 
at least it could be.

And it’s not as if Judy weren’t already nervous. Being called 
into her dissertation director’s office is a frightening enough 
proposition in and of itself—and especially since the spring quar-
ter had ended only a week earlier. Judy’s uncertainty about the 
day’s events has already placed her on high alert.

“It’s about time I started listening to Dr. Vicki,” Judy mutters 
to herself, as her anxiety reaches its fever-pitch. “I have to reassert 
control over my life if it kills me. Or worse.”

At the appointed hour, Judy makes the long walk down 
the corridor—head down, eyes lowered—to Professor Bleeker’s 
second-floor office in the University’s Art Center. Of Austrian 
descent, Professor Amos Pascal Bleeker is, by a considerable mar-
gin, the oldest member of the faculty. At departmental events, 
he enjoys joking about joining the university so long ago that it 

Chapter One

PART ONE
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still operated collegiate sports programs when he first trolled the 
green fields of Hyde Park. “Big Ten sports at the University of 
Chicago ended in 1946,” he fondly observes, “but I’m still here. 
Still going strong!”

For her part, Judy adores Professor Bleeker—and most cer-
tainly, she freely admits, because of the warmth and richness of 
his thick European accent. But his most fervent appeal involves 
his remarkable storytelling power. He can really spin a yarn, 
turning his graduate seminars into the stuff of great novels. And 
in Judy’s world, where sensory overload always seems to beckon, 
Professor Bleeker’s legendary narrative prowess is a welcome re-
spite from the other instructors’ seminars, what with their over-
reliance on so many PowerPoint images. Sometimes, she simply 
closes her eyes during Professor Bleeker’s courses . . . and listens.

Besides, it’s safer that way.
When she arrives at the entrance to Professor Bleeker’s of-

fice, the door is already open. As she crosses the threshold, the 
unmistakable smell of pipe tobacco greets her, with its lush un-
dertones of chocolate, vanilla, and exotic fruit. For the briefest of 
moments, her senses are dizzied by the rich marriage of aromas.

“Sweet Judy Blue Eyes!” he exclaims, in his buoyant Ger-
manic accent, shaking her out of her reverie. “You are here—and 
right on time, I see!”

Carefully navigating her way through six decades of collective 
academic detritus, Judy eases herself into the overstuffed chair in 
front of Professor Bleeker’s disheveled desk, making certain that 
her attentions are concentrated fully upon the smiling octogenar-
ian in front of her and purposefully avoiding the multitudinous 
artwork that pocks every inch of his office wall space. 

“You must be wondering why I called you in today,” he an-
nounces, “why I am being so mysterious.”

Judy enthusiastically nods in Professor Bleeker’s direction. 
“You can say that again,” she replies, never breaking eye contact.

“Then let’s get down to brass tacks, shall we?” he continues. 
“Neither of us has any time to spare. You have a dissertation to 
write, and I—well, let’s just say that I am already living on bor-
rowed time at my age!”
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Judy smiles awkwardly at this last remark, puzzled by Profes-
sor Bleeker’s blasé approach to death, wondering to herself how 
someone—anyone—can be so carefree about no longer existing. 
About facing their own oblivion. 

“Congratulations!” Professor Bleeker announces, even more 
jovially than before, which is saying quite a lot, given his un-
quenched enthusiasm for life. “You have won the department’s 
annual summer Genius Award.”

“That’s amazing,” Judy answers, still trying to hold her atten-
tion on Professor Bleeker and doing her level best to avoid any 
wayward glances. “But I didn’t even know that I had applied—” 

“Why, my dear, you hadn’t,” Professor Bleeker interjects. “I 
took the liberty of applying on your behalf!”

“For me?” she replies, perplexed by her sudden good fortune.
“Of course, for you,” he continues. “You are my best student. 

My goodness, you are the best student in the department. Who 
else should be the recipient of $20,000 for the singular pursuit of 
any project of her choice? It has to be you!”

“What an unexpected honor,” she replies, still uncertain 
about the nature of her prize.

“Which begs the question,” says Professor Bleeker, “about 
how you intend to spend these monies, no?”

Judy closes her eyes for a moment, desperately trying to imag-
ine how she might go about spending her unforeseen largesse. 
And then just as suddenly, she opens them up again: she’s got it.

“I could go to the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, 
I suppose,” Judy answers, sighing deeply to herself. “I am still 
trying to suss out the problem—the one we talked about during 
our last meeting—about the institutional custody of Winslow 
Homer’s The Fox Hunt—”

“Pshaw,” Professor Bleeker interrupts yet again. “Homer will 
still be waiting for you in the fall.”

For a moment, it occurs to Judy that she has never actually 
heard someone say “Pshaw” before in any context, only having 
encountered the phrase in the pages of Victorian novels.

“But you said it was a publishable idea,” she replies, absent-
mindedly brushing a strand of chestnut hair out of her eyes. 
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“That it could help me land a job after I finish my dissertation?”
“Ah, but what if I had something better?” he answers, his 

voice brimming with mystery. “Something, shall we say, more 
interesting in mind?”

As Judy sits there, staring into Professor Bleeker’s faded blue 
eyes, he breaks her gaze and carefully removes a timeworn grey 
Photostat from his desk drawer, gently sliding it across the desk 
for her inspection.

She briefly holds the document up to the pale fluorescent 
light above Professor Bleeker’s desk, squinting her eyes in a futile 
effort to make sense out of its contents. 

“Let me save you the trouble,” says Professor Bleeker. “It is 
a Photostat of a bill of lading. From Paris. In 1926.” His earlier 
enthusiasm and unabashed joviality have been transformed into 
solemnity. This is serious business here.

For a moment, Judy breaks Professor Bleeker’s stare, catch-
ing sight of a framed series of sketches above his right shoulder. 
As she takes in the contours of the artwork, she quickly begins 
to feel those pangs of nausea that she knows so well. Feeling her 
stomach begin to turn itself inside out, she forces herself to avert 
her eyes and recapture the professor’s gaze. To escape disaster af-
ter so much careful planning.

“Let me guess,” says Judy, regaining her composure. “It’s a 
bill of lading for a painting?”

“Not just any painting,” replies Professor Bleeker. “A Cassatt. 
Or better put, a missing Mary Cassatt.”

“That would be quite a find,” Judy admits, still trying to de-
cipher the minute particulars of the Photostat.

“Do you know what a Cassatt is worth on the open market?” 
Professor Bleeker asks, almost incredulously. “Three million, at least. 
Maybe five. And a new Cassatt? One that nobody has laid eyes on 
for nearly a century? A painting that almost no one has ever heard 
of—that comes back into the world like a bolt out of the blue?” 

“But someone would have to find it first, right? Judy asks.
“Say, somebody with a Genius Award?” Professor Bleeker re-

plies, the enthusiastic twinkle having returned to his eyes with a 
vengeance.
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“But where to begin?” Judy retorts. “A bill of lading is noth-
ing more than a transit document—”

“Try Altoona,” Professor Bleeker interrupts.
“Iowa?” asks Judy.
“Pennsylvania,” Professor Bleeker replies. “The last time any-

one saw the painting in question was in Altoona, Pennsylvania, 
in 1926.”

“And what else do you know about the painting’s prove-
nance?” she asks.

“What else? Absolutely nothing!” he answers. “In mint con-
dition, it would become a media sensation. It would go for $10 
million, maybe more. Much more if Max Hagen could get his 
grubby hands anywhere near it.”

“The New York City art broker?” Judy asks.
“One and the same,” says Professor Bleeker. “Hagen fashions 

himself as President of the International Mary Cassatt Society, as 
if it actually has any members. The Society is just another one of 
his shell companies. A means to an end for an unscrupulous art 
dealer to bilk unsuspecting patrons.”

“I’ve barely even heard of him,” Judy replies. “How does he 
figure in the mystery of this lost painting?”

“He doesn’t—at least not yet,” Professor Bleeker answers. 
“But some years back, when I first laid hands on the Photostat 
before you, he was on the phone to me within a matter of hours 
of my acquisition of the bill of lading. And he was ruthless, I tell 
you—threatening me, demanding to know my sources. As if I 
knew anything. Any new detective work would likely attract un-
due attention from the likes of Max Hagen. And for all I know, 
there may be others.”

“But why me?” Judy asks. “How could somebody like me 
possibly hold the keys to solving a mystery like this?”

“Why, Judy,” says Professor Bleeker, smiling even more deep-
ly than before, “whom else would I possibly choose? You are an 
enterprising young thing!”

“But—” says Judy.
“But nothing!” Professor Bleeker interrupts. “It could be the 

making of us—of you!” 
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“And then what?” she asks.
“Then you finish your dissertation,” he answers, “we place 

the doctoral hood upon your well-deserving shoulders, and you 
live happily ever after. And you go down magisterially as an art-
history legend, to boot!”

“Is there really such a thing?” Judy asks, incredulously.
“Oh, there most certainly is, Sweet Judy Blue Eyes,” Professor 

Bleeker replies. “There most certainly is!”

That night, sitting alone in her South Side boarding house, 
Judy contemplates the possibilities of Professor Bleeker’s proposi-
tion. For the first time since her days as a working artist in her 
loft back in Evanston, Judy feels the tremors of excitement. Of 
experiencing the possibilities of what comes next.

Deftly removing her iPad from the bowels of her navy blue 
Longchamp tote bag, she opens up a new page in her NoteTak-
er app. “This is for you, Dr. Vicki,” she thinks to herself. After 
saving the file as “Judy’s Time Diary,” she begins typing on the 
empty screenscape:

The future starts now.
With every keystroke, Judy types each of the words as care-

fully, as deliberately as she is able, luxuriating in their letters, 
loving them as she renders them within the contours of her iPad. 
Taking in the singular beauty of the vowels and the consonants, 
she allows herself to marinate in the hopefulness of the words, 
willing herself to believe in them in spite of her purposeful delu-
sion. Or rather, of Dr. Vicki’s purposeful delusion in keeping a 
time diary as a form of therapeutic control.

But Judy knows one thing for sure: only one page into this 
new enterprise and her time diary is already the best part of her 
day.
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Tuesday, June 2, 2015

The future starts now.

Where to begin? Today was unusual by any stretch—but 
in an exciting, unexpected way. Professor Bleeker surprised 
me with a summer Genius Award. It’s 20K to pursue any proj-
ect of my choice. I was ready to pounce on my dissertation 
topic, Homer’s The Fox Hunt, but it turns out that Herr Pro-
fessor Doktor has something else in mind. Something about a 
lost Cassatt painting in the backwaters of Pennsylvania. The 
trail runs cold in 1926, so it’s probably a wild-goose chase. But 
as diversions go. . . .

As I’m sure you’ve already guessed, Dr. Vicki, this kind 
of assignment will have me skirting perilously close to my 
particular danger zone, so I’ll need a sidekick. Let’s face it: 
there’s a better than even chance that I’ll be coming into close 
proximity with a great many objets d’art—especially if I am 
somehow able to land the, um, big fish in this sporting con-
test. There may be a mixed metaphor in there somewhere, but 
you get my drift.

I have a good idea already about whom I’m going to re-
cruit. Now I know what you’re thinking ’cause I’m thinking 
it, too. But the risk is decidedly low. Sure, we’ve got some 
mutual history, but our relationship is deeply platonic at this 
point. The negative side is obvious: I could relapse, which, ad-
mittedly, would be devastating. The plus side? First, it’s been 
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six months since the last incident. I don’t expect a gold medal 
or anything like that for reaching this milestone, but there it 
is. Second, my Recruit needs the money. Who doesn’t, right? 
So I’ll be helping a brother out. Third, I clearly need someone 
to assist me in negotiating the tight spots. It already takes ev-
erything I can muster to make the trip from my apartment to 
the Art Center. Heck, you should have seen me trying to situ-
ate myself in Herr Professor Doktor’s office this afternoon. I 
practically needed a power bar to stay focused! As you can 
imagine, driving cross-country seems like it might be slightly 
more daunting. . . . 

Now, if you’ll allow me a moment of honesty here (it nev-
er hurts to start, right?): I have to admit that I’m enjoying this 
time diary so far: A) it allows me to use one of my favorite 
apps, which is always to my benefit; B) it is textual and not 
pictorial, which speaks for itself; and C) it affords me with a 
space for addressing the point of all of this. To elaborate: in 
our last session, you told me that a time diary is a good way 
to record my negative stimuli and to learn how to counteract 
them. But in the same breath, you also told me that it was a 
technique you typically employ with your Alzheimer’s pa-
tients. Now grad school can be awfully tough—as I’m sure 
you already know, Dr. Vicki!—but I like to think that my par-
ticular chronic, um, disorder is more than a little different 
from the symptomology associated with Alzheimer’s, much 
less its fairly inevitable conclusion. In other words, I need to 
believe that I’ve got a fighting chance to lick this thing. What-
ever it is.

Also, I know that you wanted me to report my daily Stress 
Level, but I’ve decided to go with Threat Level instead. Thank 
you, Homeland Security! 

Call it nostalgia, call it what you will, but here goes: 

Threat Level Blue: Guarded (But optimistic!)
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Château de Beaufresne
June 1897

Mary Cassatt cocks a knowing eye at Edgar Degas. The 
older man is pacing again, ambling back and forth 
along the mossy cobblestones behind her estate. 

“There is really no need for you to wait,” she announces curtly, 
stepping back from the easel and steadying her gaze upon the canvas.

“I am not waiting,” says Degas, who is clearly waiting for 
something. He pauses in his well-honed tracks to take another 
pull from his cigar.

“There is no need for you to wait for me, then,” she adds, 
more sternly now. “I am going to work until the light fades. And 
that could be another half-hour. Maybe longer.”

“Oh, I am not waiting for you,” says Degas, the sound of 
mischief creeping into his voice. “I am waiting for supper.” His 
eyes glow merrily at this last remark.

“Then try pacing behind me for a change,” she replies. “You 
are blocking out the light.” After studying the canvas from another 
angle, Mary steps back towards her easel, mixing in a fresh hue from 
her wooden palette and drawing her brush across the painting.

“You could work inside, you know,” says Degas, resuming his 
well-trodden path behind the château. “Perhaps tomorrow? In 
the morning, when the light is fresh?”

Chapter Two
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“This sounds like an obvious ploy devised by your stomach 
to thwart my art,” Mary answers, allowing herself the tiniest of 
smiles as she pulls away from the canvas.

“My stomach is not motivated by fits of ambition,” Degas 
replies, chomping hungrily upon his cigar. “What does my stom-
ach possibly care if you finish another painting? You have already 
earned renown for yourself—how did Le Monde put it?—as one 
of les trois grandes dames de l’impressionnisme.”

“Those are weighty words coming from Impressionism’s 
grand master,” Mary replies, before attacking her painting yet 
again, working her brush with a renewed intensity.

“Oh, come now,” Degas retorts. “You know that I am not an 
Impressionist.” He is clearly becoming incensed. “I have never 
adopted the Impressionist color fleck. The dazzling artistry of 
painting en plein air. No, I am not an Impressionist,” he fumes, 
increasing his intensity. “I am a realist. I don’t mute the world in 
colors and pastels. I expose it!” 

And with that, Degas ends his impromptu lecture with a 
flourish, tossing the dregs of his cigar onto the cobblestone path 
as if to punctuate the almighty power of his statement.

“Are you quite done?” Mary asks, pausing to look up from 
her easel.

Standing there at the edge of the château’s massive back lawn, 
Degas seems to catch himself, the fury in his eyes slowly dissipat-
ing.

“Was that your stomach talking, or were you raging about 
the past again?” Mary wonders aloud.

“You are right, of course,” Degas answers, carefully straight-
ening up the pleats of his dinner jacket and, as an afterthought, 
repositioning his bowtie. “Those are arguments that have long 
since been resolved for me. They have no place on this pleasant 
evening,” he sighs. 

“They don’t sound very resolved to these ears,” says Mary as 
she begins working one of the far corners of her canvas, pausing 
occasionally to study her painting from a different perspective.

“Those debates are two decades old,” says Degas, removing 
a fresh cigar from his jacket pocket. “Those wounds have long 
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since healed. Before my sojourn in New Orleans and before your 
great triumph in Chicago, even. May I ask,” he says, awkwardly 
changing the subject, “why are you still working on commis-
sion? Surely, you don’t need the money,” he adds, gesturing with 
a wave of his free hand towards the grand château and its expan-
sive lawn.

“Wasn’t it you who said that the only artist who matters is a 
working artist?” says Mary, concentrating the fullness of her gaze 
upon the canvas.

“I suppose I did,” Degas sheepishly replies, still fumbling 
with his cigar.

“Oh, you said it, all right. It was 20 years ago to the day, and 
we were strolling through the Louvre—the Richelieu wing, to 
be precise—and you told me, a little too paternally I might add, 
that the only way to control my destiny as an artist was to seize 
both hands upon the coin purse and never let go.”

“That does sound a bit like me,” Degas admits, shrugging his 
shoulders.

“Well, then,” answers Mary. “I am a working artist. And this 
is my art. This is my life.”

“But surely—”
“A working artist is an empowered artist,” Mary forcefully 

interrupts, not bothering to look up from her painting. “That is 
all.”

As Mary continues plying away at her canvas, Degas slowly 
moves his stocky frame behind her, taking in the contours of 
her painting from his vantage point above the precipice of her 
shoulders. 

“Do you know what you are?” he asks, observing as she works 
her brush upon the canvas, her mind gripped in deep concentra-
tion.

“I can only wager,” Mary answers, “that you will be telling 
me shortly.”

“You are an amorist!” Degas pronounces. “An amorist, by 
God!”

“Is that a fact?” she replies, looking up from her painting. 
Degas suddenly possesses her full attention.
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“Yes, it is,” says Degas, searching for his words. “You are an 
artist who traffics in love. Sometimes in its more sensual forms. 
But that was also a long time ago.”

“Oh, it has been some time all right,” Mary interjects, laugh-
ing quietly to herself.

“Ah, but there was a time, wasn’t there?” says Degas, his eyes 
having regained their twinkle. “You are an amorist. That is what 
you are. You are a depicter of love!”

“And this painting?” she asks, making ever-thickening brush 
strokes across the canvas.

“In this painting, you are true to form!” Degas playful-
ly retorts. “This is the purest state of love, is it not? A mother 
and her child. Another one of your domestic creations. This 
is none other than Mary Cassatt, as amorist, in full flower. 
Your depiction of love could pierce even the most stolid of 
exteriors, penetrating even the coldest of the cold-hearted.” 
“Even your cold heart?” Mary replies, tilting her gaze in Degas’ 
direction.

“Oh, most certainly,” he replies. “You already know how to 
pick my locks. And besides, I am hardly dead yet.”

“Perhaps only to your friends,” Mary answers, turning her 
attention back to her canvas.

“Oh, you are mistaken, ma chérie. They are dead only to me. 
But for them—well, for them, I am an ongoing concern. I am to 
be reckoned with.”

“You once told me never to mix politics and religion with 
art,” says Mary.

“Yes, I did say that,” replies Degas, as he resumes his slow 
progress along the cobblestone path. “But that is in reference 
to other people’s politics. Other people’s religion. Not my 
own.”

“Sounds a trifle one-sided,” says Mary.
“Oh, but it is,” answers Degas, as he contemplates Mary’s 

great lawn and the diminishing light as it fades behind the châ-
teau, the stately home disappearing into the shadows. “What 
once were friends have now become enemies, but they are, alas, 
still mine.”
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“And me?” Mary asks. “Where do I fit into your social equa-
tion?”

“You?” replies Degas, nervously. “You are the one who re-
mains. The most cherished. The most genuine. What is it that 
you wrote just the other day? It was so very American of you. You 
said that we were like—how did you put it?—two peas in a pod. 
That was it, right? Two peas in a pod!”

“And my letter?” asks Mary, raising a suspicious eye in his 
direction.

“Why, ma chérie, it is with the others,” Degas re-
plies, taking a lengthy drag from his cigar, “having been 
reduced to a pile of ashes in the corner of my studio.” 
“We can never forget—” says Mary.

“I know, I know,” interrupts Degas. “The world will never 
know. I doubt, most truly indeed, that the world would ever so 
much as care, but the world will never know.”

“Your words are almost reassuring,” Mary answers, drawing 
her brush across her canvas in a final, illustrious flourish. “But 
say it with me anyway—for old times’ sake. We must never forget 
to—”

“Burn it,” Degas interrupts, finishing her sentence—as if on 
cue. As if he had been prompted to say it many, many times be-
fore. “Burn it all!”

Nodding confidently to herself, Mary resolutely sets her 
brush and palette into the wooden tray beneath her canvas, 
stepping away from the easel to take in the totality of her paint-
ing. Degas wanders up behind her yet again, gently placing his 
arms upon her shoulder blades as he admires her creation.

“As paintings go, it’s not half-bad,” Mary announces, slowly 
withdrawing from his embrace before beginning to make her way 
back to the main house.

For the life of him, Degas can only stand there and gaze upon 
the finished canvas. 

“Your carriage awaits, Edgar,” Mary gaily remarks from the 
château’s oaken door. “And your stomach beckons.”

But Degas is not listening. He lags behind, standing in front of 
the easel, admiring the Grand Dame of Impressionism’s latest work.
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“Not half-bad?” he mutters to himself, absentmindedly toy-
ing with his bowtie. “It is nothing short of a miracle.” 

And then, even more proudly—and with great vigor: “Elle est 
un amorist bien! Pour vrai!”
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40 Days and 40 Nights 
June 2015

Sitting behind the wheel of a University of Chicago fleet 
car, Noah Dearing drives across rural Ohio in the dead of 
night, while Judy fumbles with her iPad in the passenger’s 

seat of the red Chevy Malibu sedan. As she trolls through a series 
of navigation apps in order to plot their journey, Noah steals a 
glance at Judy, her brow furrowed in concentration.

“So what is Coker anyway? Is it Scottish—Irish maybe?” he 
asks.

“What’s it to you?” Judy replies, as she toys with one of the 
map programs.

“I’m into names—etymology, language history, where things 
come from,” Noah answers.

“You’re into twentieth-century British lit,” says Judy, her eyes 
glued to the iPad. “Let’s stick with our specialties here, okay?”

“So your vantage point is limited to landscape painters and, 
of late, American Impressionists?” he asks, flirtatiously cocking a 
blond eyebrow in her direction.

“It’s fifth-century Old English,” Judy answers curtly, clicking 
off her iPad. “Coker derives from the word cocc, meaning son.”

“Now, we’re talking!” he replies.
“About what?” she asks. “Cock?”

Chapter Three
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“No, I mean, we’re talking. Having some good old-fashioned 
conversation,” says Noah. “Makes the time pass more pleasantly.”

As Noah cruises along the interstate, Judy pulls a spiral note-
book from her tote bag and begins feverishly making notes.

“I was very surprised, you know, when you texted me the 
other day,” says Noah, clearing his throat and glancing occasion-
ally at his passenger. “I hadn’t heard from you since spring break. 
It was entirely unexpected—but in a good way.”

“I thought you might be able to use a summer stipend,” Judy 
replies. “And besides, I need a driver.”

“I’ve found a driver,” Noah sings, “and that’s a start!”
“What’s that?” asks Judy, looking up from her spiral note-

book in confusion.
“It’s the Beatles,” he answers, sheepishly. “‘Drive My Car.’”
“As in “Baby, you can drive my?’” asks Judy.
“One and the same,” Noah replies. “Say, where am I piloting 

this boat to anyway?”
“Altoona, PA,” says Judy.
“And then what?” Noah asks.
“I’m not sure, really,” she answers. “I don’t know what we’re 

going to do in Altoona, if you want to know the truth.”
“How about the library?” he interjects.
“Huh?” asks Judy.
“The library,” Noah replies. “It’s the first place I’d go. Get 

the lay of the land. Find out what’s cooking. See if they’re using 
Library of Congress or Dewey Decimal—that sort of thing.”

“Once an English major, always an English major,” Judy re-
plies, laughing quietly to herself.

“Just remember,” says Noah, “I have slightly fewer than six 
weeks to spare for this little adventure of yours. Come July 14th, 
I’m teaching the second summer session at Loyola.”

“As in ‘40 days and 40 nights?’” asks Judy, wryly.
“Thereabouts, I guess,” Noah replies.
“No worries,” she answers, taking a deep yawn from the pas-

senger’s seat. “This will be like searching for a needle in a hay-
stack—with the haystack being the continental United States. 
Maybe even the world.”
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“You don’t sound very optimistic,” he says.
“Not so much, I guess,” Judy answers. “Don’t get me wrong. 

I’m honored to have the Genius Award, but I don’t know. It’s like 
I’m Professor Bleeker’s surrogate or something—”

“Then let’s start with what you do know,” says Noah, interrupting.
“I know that there is a bill of lading for a Cassatt painting 

that passed through New York City via Paris in 1926,” Judy an-
swers. “And that the painting was transmitted to Altoona, Penn-
sylvania, shortly thereafter. And then nada.”

“Nada?” says Noah.
“There’s absolutely nothing in the Cassatt biographies about 

a lost painting—and I’ve read all of the biographies and the criti-
cal literature—plus everything I could find on the Internet,” she 
replies. “I’m fresh out of ideas. How does it look from where 
you’re sitting?” she asks, glancing in his direction.

“Hey, don’t look over here,” Noah answers, defensively. 
“You’re the genius. You tell me!”

Early the next morning, Noah wheels the fleet car off of the 
interstate. Driving through the lush, tree-covered foothills of 
Brush Mountain, Noah steers the vehicle through the narrow city 
streets of Altoona, with its motley collection of aging clapboard 
houses, convenience stores, and strip malls. He finally brings the 
car to a stop in the parking lot of Tom and Joe’s, a diner several 
blocks away from the Altoona Area Public Library.

“We can wait here until the library opens,” says Judy, as the 
pair strolls into the diner.

“It’s like we just stepped back in time,” says Noah, observing 
the restaurant’s 1950s-era décor, complete with a soda fountain 
and Formica countertops. 

“There’s nothing retro about this,” says Judy, as she joins 
Noah astride a pair of swivel stools in front of the lunch counter.

“Definitely not,” he replies. “This joint isn’t trying to be styl-
ish. It’s just dated.”

“Where yinz from?” a waitress asks from behind the counter. 
Her hair is done up in a strawberry-blonde bun, with a pencil 
nestled among its curls.
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“We drove all night from Chicago,” Judy answers.
“What brought ya out this way?” asks the waitress, deftly 

removing a notepad from a pocket in her smock. She draws the 
pencil from her bun, poised to record their order.

“We’re here to take in the sights!” says Noah.
“Like the World Famous Horseshoe Curve? The Railroaders 

Museum?” the waitress intones.
“Railroaders?” Noah interjects, his voice overbrimming with 

confusion.
“You’re in rail country, son,” says the waitress, proudly. 

“’Course, the railroad left some time ago. All we got now is 
a bunch of hospitals and old folks homes. And the campus, I 
guess.”

“The railroad is the common denominator here,” Judy an-
nounces, as they wait for their breakfast to arrive.

“How’s that?” asks Noah.
“Cassatt was born in Allegheny City, now Pittsburgh, later 

moving with her family across the state to Philadelphia. By any 
standard, the Cassatts were wealthy, but they raised their children 
to be worldly, ambitious, and most decidedly self-assured. While 
young Mary broke the gender barrier and attended an elite Phila-
delphia art school, her brother Alexander made his reputation in 
the business world—namely, the railroad. At the height of his 
career, he was appointed President of the Pennsylvania Railroad.”

“And here we are in Railtown, USA,” Noah interjects. 
“We most certainly are,” Judy answers. “It is difficult to 

imagine a more influential position in early industrial-revolution 
America than being President of the Pennsylvania Railroad. And 
here we sit, right in the center of the massive Altoona and Hol-
lidaysburg railroad operation. By the end of the nineteenth cen-
tury, it was the rail transportation hub of the universe. And that’s 
without exaggeration.”

“So how does Mary Cassatt fit into this equation?” Noah asks.
“After finishing her education, Cassatt immigrated to Paris 

to pursue a life in the art world. It was a pretty bold move in 
her own right, to be sure. Consider the social and cultural forces 
grinding away at her, telling her, in no uncertain terms, that her 
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place in the world was as a wife and mother. But before things 
get rolling for her in Paris, the continent is turned upside down 
by the Franco-Prussian War, which breaks out in 1870. So Cas-
satt flees—”

“Who in their right mind wouldn’t?” says Noah.
“And she lands right here in central Pennsylvania,” Judy con-

tinues, “settling with her brother in Altoona, and later living with 
her parents and her younger sister only a few miles away from 
this very spot in cozy little Hollidaysburg.”

“And that’s how the railroad figures into our mystery?” asks 
Noah, expectantly.

“Oh, there’s more—much more,” says Judy. “That’s only the 
beginning, really. See, young Mary was more than a little irri-
tated about having to leave Paris. She was just starting to navigate 
her way through the complexities of the most competitive art 
salons on the planet. One day, she’s in the City of Light, setting 
up her easel in the corridors of the Louvre and copying paintings 
to learn her craft, then she finds herself in the middle of nowhere, 
cooped up with her brother Alexander, along with her younger 
brother Joseph, who was President of the First National Bank in 
Altoona. It must have been like going back in time—”

“And not in a good way, right?” Noah interrupts.
“Most certainly not in a good way,” says Judy. “Cassatt 

couldn’t wait to get back to Paris. And within a few years, she was 
right back in the hallowed halls of the Louvre, doing her thing.”

“And Altoona?” asks Noah.
“From what I can tell,” Judy replies, “when Cassatt left Penn-

sylvania in the early 1870s, Hollidaysburg was in her rearview 
mirror—and forever. She returns to Paris, burrowing her way 
into the circle of Impressionists, which was no easy feat for an 
American. By the turn of the century, she has more than made 
her name as the toast of the international art world. She’s rubbing 
elbows with the likes of Pissarro and Monet—even Degas.”

“And?” asks Noah, anxiously, as the waitress places their 
breakfast on the counter before them.

“Well,” says Judy. “Here’s the really interesting thing—the 
most mysterious aspect of a truly mysterious tale. Nearly 60 years 
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later, as Cassatt is lying on her deathbed waiting for the great 
unknown, one of her paintings is exported from Paris, transmit-
ted by a perfunctory bill of lading through New York City—see 
Exhibit A, the Photostat—and transported to Altoona. And then 
it disappears forever.”

Bathed in faded white marble, the Altoona Area Public Li-
brary makes for a nondescript multistory building. With its 
bland late-1960s architecture, the facility sports an industrial, 
no-frills look.

As Judy and Noah stroll inside, the library is already operat-
ing at full swing, with dozens of patrons milling around a large 
collection of DVDs. A bespectacled librarian stands before the 
circulation desk, hurriedly checking out movies and a smattering 
of books.

After waiting their turn, Judy and Noah approach the counter.
“How may I help you?” the librarian asks, adjusting her glass-

es and pushing back a large shock of grey hair in nearly the same 
motion.

“Here goes nothing,” replies Judy, glancing at Noah. “We’d 
like to learn as much as we possibly can about Mary Cassatt’s life 
in Altoona in the early 1870s,” Judy tells the librarian. “She’s an 
Impressionist—”

“Oh, I know who she was,” the librarian answers. “The Boat-
ing Party, right?”

“That’s right!” Judy answers. “It’s in DC—at the National 
Gallery of Art. But she painted that much later. In the early 
1890s. So as I was saying—”

“I know what you’re saying,” the librarian replies. “And I 
know exactly what you’re looking for,” she adds.

“You do?” Judy asks, hesitantly. “But how can you possi-
bly—”

“I’ll be right back,” the librarian coldly answers, stealing away 
from the circulation desk and heading towards a doorway behind 
the stacks. 

As the librarian walks away, Noah pulls a book off of a nearby 
cart and examines its spine.
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“Check it out,” he says, shaking his head and pointing to the 
telltale collection of letters and numbers at the bottom of the 
book’s spine: “F BYA 823.914.”

“So much for the Library of Congress,” Judy remarks with a 
sigh.

“Dear God,” Noah exhorts. “They’re still using the Dewey 
Decimal System. Don’t they know that the LC is kicking ass and 
taking names?” he adds, carefully replacing the book on the cart.

Looking up, Judy catches sight of the librarian, who motions 
for them to join her at a nearby table. The librarian is holding a 
yellowed, folio-sized volume closely to her chest.

“Let’s be clear from the get-go,” she announces curtly. “The 
last time I loaned out a copy of this book, some city fellow de-
manded that I hand it over—and pretty rudely, at that. He then 
proceeded to walk right out of the library and into a waiting 
car without so much as bothering to check it out or leave any 
kind of forwarding address. Needless to say, I’ve never seen that 
book again,” she continues, her voice overbrimming with exas-
peration. “I spent a small fortune replacing the original copy, so 
I’m a bit apprehensive, as you’ve surely gathered. I don’t have a 
lot of budget to begin with—and most of it goes to replenishing 
the DVDs. Now, you’re welcome to thumb through this copy as 
long as you’d like, but it doesn’t so much as leave this table. Do 
we understand each other?”

“We do,” says Judy, smiling in anticipation, nodding vigor-
ously. 

“Young man?” the librarian asks Noah.
“Oh, most definitely,” he answers, nodding in unison with 

Judy. 
Satisfied, the librarian pushes the yellowed book across the 

table. Eagerly sitting down, Judy and Noah take in the faded 
lettering on the volume’s cover, which is decidedly simple and to 
the point, but no less mysterious just the same:

Blair County’s First Hundred Years, 1846-1946
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A Mansion Has Many Rooms 
June 1871

Mary Cassatt stands along the palatial rear veranda that 
spans the length of her brother’s luxurious new home 
in Altoona. He is scarcely 30-years-old, and A.J. has 

already gained easy access to every creature comfort that money 
can buy—and then some. For her part, A.J.’s younger sister could 
not be less smitten with the Appalachian wilderness if she tried. 

But she is entranced and bewitched by the mountains just 
the same.

The gentle hills, gleaming green and lush in the wake of a long 
cold winter, roll like waves upon the invisible seashore that encom-
passes the side of Brush Mountain, which reaches up, up, up to its 
pinnacle above her brother’s manse. And Mary cannot, for the life 
of her, stop staring. She is transfixed, but not by the mountainside’s 
natural majesty. In truth, she could care less about landscapes or 
the artists who take great pains to capture them. She simply cannot 
get the mountains—the sheer and unmanageable size and weight 
of them, the pressure of their huge, overbearingness—out of her 
head. She is flummoxed by the mere sight of their manifestation in 
her world. They roil and disturb her.

Mary is so overwhelmed, in fact, that she fails to register her 
mother’s presence in the doorway.

Chapter Four
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“Come inside, darling,” says Katherine Cassatt. “Lois is 
bringing down the baby shortly. Your father is simply dying to 
see little Edward.”

Mary follows her mother into Mr. and Mrs. Alexander John-
ston Cassatt’s rambling back parlor. A.J. is the General Super-
intendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad and Lois is already the 
bright star among a city of high-climbing socialites—the most 
well-to-do of whom are invariably associated with the railroad’s 
upper echelons. 

The Cassatts’ parlor is ample enough to be a throne room, Mary 
thinks to herself as she becomes ensconced in the waiting mélange 
of central Pennsylvania’s finest citizens. The toast of Altoona and 
nearby Hollidaysburg—the pampered wives of railroad barons, 
mostly—is waiting, along with Mary’s father Robert, and, invari-
ably sidling up behind him, her doting sister Lydia, to cast their 
eyes on the son and heir to A.J.’s opulence. All of this for a child, 
Mary ponders to herself. Why all of the fuss when we already 
have so many? Isn’t the world fully peopled by now?

As the assembled tumult eagerly awaits Edward’s grand en-
trance, Mary clears her throat. With her auburn hair affixed in 
a tightly knit bun, she is tall, regal, and—the rocky crags of the 
Alleghenies notwithstanding—ready for just about anything.

“Your mountain range reminds me of a similar geographi-
cal feature above Rifugio Maison Vieille,” she says to no one in 
particular. As Mary stares off into the space above the din, a voice 
suddenly peaks through the fray.

“I hardly think so,” a handsome, middle-aged woman in 
her Sunday finery replies. “Mont Blanc and the Graian Alps are 
nothing like our Allegheny Highlands in these parts. I daresay 
that you are mistaken, Miss Cassatt,” she adds. 

As Mary holds her head ever higher, scanning her eyes about 
the extravagantly appointed room as if she hadn’t been rebuffed, 
a voice quietly beckons from behind. For her part, Mary can 
hardly take her eyes off the parlor’s cloying interior design, with 
its deep burgundy tableau etched into a series of inlaid satin-
textured panels. For the young artist, it is nothing short of deaf-
ening.
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“Mary,” Katherine Cassatt whispers to her daughter, “Mrs. 
Adler is right. These mountains are mere hillocks in comparison 
to the Italian Alps. Why would you say such a thing when you 
clearly know better?”

But before Mary can compose a biting rejoinder, Lois and A.J. 
appear in the foyer’s exquisite, gold-veneered entryway. As the 
beaming parents make their way into the room, the well-heeled 
assemblage gingerly parts, allowing Lois, who cradles infant Ed-
ward to her bosom, to assume her rightful place among their 
vaunted number. The couple is, as always, exquisitely dressed. 
They are a wonder to behold: high cheekboned Lois with her 
flowing brunette locks and slender, fine-jawed A.J., with his pa-
trician gait. Baby Edward is but their latest, most cherished of 
appendages.

As Mary looks on, she can only realize the incredible degree 
to which Lois has vaulted herself to the heights of the Allegh-
enies’ social stratosphere. Smiling at her baby with genuine so-
lemnity and grace, Lois draws easily upon the four aces that she 
holds in her hand: she is, without question, a great beauty with a 
winning smile, as well as a woman of a modicum of well-chosen 
words and the pedigree, both before and after marrying the art-
ist’s brother, to enshrine herself in the finest households and ball-
rooms across the land. It would make for a virtually unbeatable 
hand in almost any drawing room in the Western world.

And all for being a wife, first, and now a mother.
As the pageantry of little Edward’s society debut continues, 

Mary awkwardly shifts from one subset of the glitterati to an-
other, trying in vain to draw the conversation away from the 
trivialities of childbirth and new life towards more high-minded 
pursuits.

“Have you seen the Rococo artistry of Correggio?” she whee-
dles a certain Mrs. Elizabeth Logan, who wants nothing more 
than to fawn over A.J. and Lois’ inaugural creation. 

“No, my dear,” Mrs. Logan stammers, her jowls recoiling in 
time with her words. “I am afraid I haven’t seen anything east of 
the Louvre. Do tell me more,” she adds politely, albeit with obvi-
ous reluctance.
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“Correggio was the foremost artist of the Parma school, the 
veritable doyen of the Italian Renaissance,” Mary announces, her 
eyes suddenly alive with the aesthetic force of her words. “His 
frescoes are replete with great hints of mythology and the iconog-
raphy of his own age.”

Before Mary can engage her new acquaintance any further, 
Mrs. Logan takes her turn at the receiving line and begins cooing 
over baby Edward, leaving the younger woman to pursue a Mrs. 
Hetty Baker, arrayed in the somber clothing of widowhood.

“Miss Cassatt,” she proudly remarks, “I am very pleased to 
meet you at last. I have known your parents for many happy 
years—long before you were even born. During their early days 
in Allegheny City, your parents’ smiling faces would greet dear 
Elias and myself, and we would travel the canals together, enjoy 
the Incline, and take in the opera. Those times are very dear in 
my museum of recollections.” 

As Mrs. Baker chokes back her words, clearly broken, as she 
is, by the ensuing years of untold pain and loss, Mary takes the 
older woman by the arm.

“Tell me, Mrs. Baker,” she begins, “did you and your late 
husband ever embark upon a grand tour of Europe? I can hardly 
wait to visit Spain myself. I am enthralled by the very idea of vis-
iting the magnificent museums of Barcelona and Madrid.”

“Oh, I have never been to Spain,” Mrs. Baker demurs. “But 
we did visit Paris once many years ago—”

“Can’t you just imagine it,” Mary interrupts, “taking a mid-
summer walk, as they are doing right now almost a world away 
in Paris, along the Champs-Élysées?”

As Mrs. Baker takes her turn in the receiving line with Lois, 
Mary allows herself the tiniest of smiles as she thinks about her 
misplaced Parisian existence and the gravity of making a place for 
herself in this relative boondocks of the world.

Perhaps she wasn’t quite ready for anything, after all?
“You are too kind,” says Mary as she accepts a cup of tea 

from the maid service. “Tell me,” she asks the matronly servant, 
“are there any museums to be found in Altoona proper? Or even 
Hollidaysburg?”
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“You’d have to go all the way to Philadelphia for that,” the 
maid replies. “Pittsburgh, at least. But Philly, most likely.”

“Surely, there are arts clubs or women’s social groups that go 
on such ventures?” Mary asks.

“Maybe,” the maid answers, as she gently wipes the spout of a 
china teapot, “but you’d need to know the right people, have the 
right kind of connections. Remember: you may live here right 
now,” she adds, somewhat cryptically, “but if you weren’t born 
here in Blair County, then you ain’t from here.”

“But Mr. and Mrs. Cassatt don’t hail from this vicinity ei-
ther,” Mary retorts, gesturing towards her brother and his wife.

“That’s true, ma’am,” the maid allows. “But Mr. Cassatt, 
well he runs the railroad, which gives him serious clout just 
about anywhere—and especially in these parts. And Mrs. Cas-
satt is the favorite niece of President James Buchanan. Now 
ain’t that something to think about? A railroad executive and 
a relative of the former president living right here in central 
Pennsylvania!”

It is only much later that evening, when the multitudinous 
guests have gone and the house has grown quiet, that Mary can 
devise her latest ploy for returning to Europe or, at the very least 
to Philadelphia, the home of her father’s brokerage firms.

“A change of scenery would do us all so good,” she pleads 
with Robert, who sits beside her on the stately front porch. 

“There is no escaping the heat in these stifling mountains,” 
says Lydia from her perch beside the exquisite, hand-carved 
porch railing.

“Mother, you, too, are want of adventure, right?” says Mary, 
ignoring her sister. “Surely, this isn’t to your liking?”

“There is no denying the appeal of Spain,” Katherine admits, 
nodding quietly to herself.

“How I wish for a more congenial climate,” Mary continues. 
“Rome last summer, even with those rampant fleas, was nothing 
compared to this place. I cannot tell you what I suffer for the 
want of seeing a good picture, no amount of bodily suffering oc-
casioned by the want of comforts would seem to be too great a 
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price for the pleasure of living in a country where one could have 
some art advantages.”

“You are forgetting why we left Europe,” her father exhorts. 
“You know about the Siege of Paris and the German conquest of 
the countryside. It is bloody murder out there. We couldn’t pos-
sibly be safe back in France.” 

“Then I’ll go by myself,” Mary tersely replies.
“That’s hardly possible,” her father answers. “And besides—” 

he begins, only to stop himself short.
“And besides what?” Mary retorts, challenging him.
“I would almost rather see you dead,” says Robert Cassatt, 

audibly sighing before his wife and daughter, “than to have you 
go to Europe by yourself to become an artist.”

Mary can only look at him in shock, with a stupor rivaling 
her earlier delirium on the veranda with the mountainside cas-
cading above her.

“There,” adds her father, standing up. “I’ve said it, and I won’t 
be taking it back. Sometimes, the truth must be our final ref-
uge.” With a turn, he shuffles back into the house. Lydia follows 
quickly in his wake, leaving her mother and sister alone on the 
great house’s elegant front porch.

Mary glares at her mother, her heart full of anger and unruly 
passions.

“He can’t possibly mean it,” says Katherine. “Robert has al-
ways been one of your most fervent supporters.”

“Father sounded awfully resolute to me,” Mary replies. 
“He’ll come around,” says Katherine. “You could wager on 

that. But in the meantime, remember John 14:2: ‘In my Father’s 
house are many mansions. If it were not so, I would have told 
you. I go to prepare a place for you.’”

“And?” asks Mary, expectantly.
“Well, my dearest daughter, in Pennsylvania our mansion 

has many rooms. How do we go about finding the right one for 
you?”
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Enter the Colonel
June 2015

“So do you think he took it?” says Noah, steering the Chevy 
away from the library and onto 17th Street.

“Took what?” asks Judy, as she fires up her iPad.
“The Yellow Book!”
“Why do you call it that?” she asks, as she opens up her 

DropBox account and begins taking a rapid succession of notes.
“Well, first off,” says Noah, “did you see that cover? It’s faded 

beyond all recognition. It kind of reminds me of The Yellow Book. 
You know, the illustrated magazine of the Decadents and the 
Aesthetes.”

“No, I don’t know, English Major,” Judy replies.
“Oh, sorry,” says Noah. “I just figured, you being an Art His-

tory doctoral student and all, that you would have more than a 
passing familiarity with the most notorious art and literary quar-
terly of the Victorian 90s.”

“Yeah, pass,” Judy answers. “I’m writing about Winslow 
Homer and the American artists of his time. Landscape stuff, 
nature. You get the drift.”

“I get the drift all right. But this should be in your wheel-
house. Willa Cather, the American novelist who grew up on the 
great plains of Nebraska—now there’s a landscape if ever there 

Chapter Five
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were one—even referred to a mysterious Yellow Book in her work. 
She wrote cryptically about its power to ‘seduce and stimulate.’”

“Point taken,” says Judy.
“But wait, there’s more,” says Noah with a gleaming smile. 

“Wilde also referred to a Yellow Book in none other than The 
Picture of Dorian Gray. For good old Oscar, the book had myste-
rious, dangerous, almost seductive powers. It held hitherto unre-
vealed secrets and magical truths.”

“So you’re saying that this beat-up regional history book 
could be the ‘missing link’ in our particular quest?” Judy begins 
to laugh quietly to herself. “If we could only decipher its con-
tents—”

“Hey, chuckle all you want,” says Noah, “but our Yellow Book 
may just be the keymaster at the heart of this lost painting sce-
nario.”

“Oh, my God,” Judy exhorts, looking up from her iPad and 
grinning at her driver. “You just cited Ghostbusters to bolster your 
argument. Noah Dearing, if you start chiming in about the gate-
keeper and Gozer and that whole 1980s silliness—”

“I happen to believe,” Noah interjects, “that Ghostbusters can 
prove to be quite instructive in many aspects of life—this being 
merely one of its many uses. But you still haven’t answered my 
question,” he continues. “Do you think he took it, with he refer-
ring to the notorious Max Hagen, and it being our thoroughly 
and exhaustively discussed Yellow Book?”

“Hagen would have to be the leading contender, right? Who 
else would be out in front of this thing?”

“Of course,” says Noah, “there’s always the possibility that 
some rabid Blair County history buff absconded with The Yel-
low Book. There’s that riveting section on Altoona poetry. Maybe 
some overenthused local versifier got her hands on the goods—”

“Let’s try to stay in the realm of the serious here,” Judy cau-
tions. “If this has anything to do with the missing Cassatt, then 
Max Hagen makes perfect sense. After all, he’s got the bug.”

“The bug?” asks Noah. “Is that a thing?”
“In the art world, it may just be the whole thing. The bug is 

that almost indescribable spell that art casts over you. It’s . . . it’s 
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overwhelming. It’s how art makes you feel inside. You become 
consumed with an overpowering desire to be in its presence, to 
possess it. Once it takes hold of you, you just can’t get enough.”

“And that’s what Max has?”
“Sure, and from what I’ve read, his all-consuming need is 

focused, like a hot laser beam, on Cassatt. Like all art fiends, 
he’s got to have it all. To know everything, to see everything, to 
turn over every last possible stone about the object of his desire. 
Hagen’s fashioned himself as a kind of international authority on 
Cassatt, with blogs and websites, the whole shebang—even paid 
subscriptions to In the Loge: The Max Hagen Newsletter.”

“Don’t tell me you’re a subscriber—”
“Of course, I am,” Judy replies. “I am a professional research-

er with a time-sensitive project, and, for the moment at least, a 
fairly hefty budget. So tell me,” she asks, “have you ever felt the 
bug?”

“The art bug?” says Noah. “I am not so sure. I know that I get 
a rush from reading Joyce’s Ulysses—”

“‘History,’” says Judy, adopting a deep Irish brogue, “‘is a 
nightmare from which I am trying to awake.’”

“Impressive, geek-girl,” says Noah. “You mock Ghostbusters, 
on the one hand, and traffic in modernist literary quotes, on the 
other. You are truly a riddle—”

“Yeah,” says Judy, “and I’m wrapped in a mystery inside an 
enigma. But you’re dodging the question. Do you, or do you not, 
have the art bug?”

“I’d have to say not,” Noah replies. “I’m a rather bookish fel-
low, I guess—”

“Which doesn’t account for your Ghostbusters fetish—”
“But that’s not to say,” Noah continues, “that I don’t believe 

in the all-consuming power of art. There are novels like Anaïs 
Nin’s A Spy in the House of Love and Ford Madox Ford’s The Good 
Soldier that I’ve easily read, like, a dozen times. So, yeah, I know 
how to get obsessed and stay obsessed. But I’m no Max Hagen. I 
haven’t figured out how to monetize my passions just yet. Can’t 
you just imagine it?: Little Birds and Terrestrial Paradises: The 
Noah Dearing Newsletter—”
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“Did you just make that up?”
“Yeah, not bad, huh? I guess I should log on to Go Daddy and 

nail down the URL, right? Hmmm. Should it be noahdearing.
com or noahdearing.org?”

“Don’t forget about noahdearing.net,” says Judy. “The Net is 
where it all started. Makes me think about dystopia and Keanu 
Reeves—”

“But what about you?” he asks. “Would you say that you 
have the bug?”

Judy suddenly goes quiet at this last remark. 
“Well, do you?” says Noah, repeating himself.
For her part, Judy remains conspicuously silent. She makes 

quite a show of busying herself with her iPad. From Noah’s van-
tage point, she seems to be studying Google Maps.

“So anyway, where are we off to next?” he asks, tentatively 
scanning the streetscape in front of them. “All I see are old build-
ings and convenience stores in every direction. The buildings are 
mostly dark and broken down, while the c-stores are all bright 
lights, brick-red, and airy. What a strange contrast.”

“Take the next right,” says Judy, looking up from her tablet. 
“My notes from the, um—”

“Go ahead. Say it,” Noah interjects.
“Fine,” says Judy, scrolling through the pages on her iPad. 

“The Yellow Book almost constantly refers to the railroad. And, 
not surprisingly, brother A.J. has a starring role in the industry’s 
history. If it were not for the fact that he lived here, in Railtown, 
USA, Mary Cassatt would likely never have found herself in the 
Alleghenies to begin with. Here’s the key bit, where the, um, 
Yellow Book talks about her living ‘for a time in Altoona with a 
brother, A.J. Cassatt, a former Pennsylvania Railroad President. 
While residing in Altoona, Mary Cassatt sketched on the hill-
sides in the northwest section of the city. She is most famous for 
her portraits of mother and children. Her pictures, very few of 
which are privately owned, soared in price immediately after her 
death.’”

“That’s great and all,” says Noah, “but I learned most of that 
with you over breakfast in the greasy spoon.”
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“My point, which I am laboring to justify, is that if we are go-
ing to get to the bottom of this thing, we need to know as much 
as possible about the railroad. There it is!” she suddenly exclaims. 
“Up on the left. It’s the Altoona Railroaders Memorial Museum!”

“The joint that the waitress mentioned?”
“Bingo!” says Judy.

As they make their way from the parking lot towards the 
entrance to the Railroader Museum, Judy takes a long look at 
Noah’s backpack, which hangs loosely across his shoulder.

“How do you like my gear?” says Noah, gesturing with his 
chin towards his Beatles-themed backpack, complete with the 
image of the Fab Four, in silhouette, walking across Abbey Road.

“You’re a pretty serious fan, huh?”
“You bet I am,” Noah replies. “I don’t just talk the talk. I walk 

the walk.”
After passing through the museum’s turnstiles, Judy and 

Noah find themselves confronted by a vast assortment of railroad 
memorabilia, including antique switches, period photographs of 
rail personnel, and scale models of old-timey rail yards. Moving 
further inside, they are dwarfed by massive train engines and re-
stored railroad cars.

“Can I help you folks?” asks a friendly museum docent wear-
ing pinstripe overalls and an engineer’s cap. “Our combo package 
includes admission to the Railroaders Museum and the World 
Famous Horseshoe Curve.”

“Why not?” says Judy, smiling broadly at Noah.
“That’ll be 20 bucks,” the docent replies
“It’s nice to be bankrolled,” says Noah.
“I’ll say,” says Judy, as she passes over her credit card.
“The place is all but empty right now,” the docent announces. 

“I’d be happy to show yinz around!” Shrugging their shoulders, 
Judy and Noah follow him across the lobby.

“’Course, you already seen the replica of the K-4 back in the 
lobby,” he says, as they trail him into the exhibit hall. “The build-
ing itself originally housed the historic 1882 Master Mechanics 
Building, the Altoona car shops’ testing facility.”
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“Why did the modern railroad originate in Altoona?” Judy 
asks. “Why not Philly or Pittsburgh?”

“It just made sense is all,” the docent replies. “The city proper 
rests at the foot of the Allegheny Front, which puts it in the 
center of everything. Land was cheap and plentiful. Altoona was 
actually founded in 1849 by the Pennsylvania Railroad. After a 
time, the city became the primary repair shop for all of the heavy 
maintenance required to keep the Pennsylvania Railroad going. 
At one point, they were churning out 7,000 locomotives per an-
num.”

“So it’s a company town?” Noah asks.
“You betcha,” answers the docent, adjusting his cap. “It was a 

bustling rail town all right. In its heyday, rail barons lived in the 
big mansions over on Logan Boulevard and Broad Avenue, while 
immigrants poured into the city to work in the car shops. They 
lived in colorful places like Dutch Hill and Little Italy. At its 
high-water mark, the Pennsylvania Railroad had nearly 280,000 
employees.”

“How many people live here today?” asks Judy.
“Just a nudge under 50,000,” the docent replies, his eyes down-

cast. “It’s been a long, slow decline. As late as the 1940s, there were 
nearly 100,000 people still living inside the city limits.”

“So what happened?” Judy wonders.
“Airlines, I guess. And the Interstate Highway System,” he 

says. “They came along and rewrote everything. Changed the 
landscape forever as far as American transportation goes.” For a 
moment, the docent pauses, as if he has become lost to his own 
thoughts, his personal sadness at the demise of so much cultural 
heritage.

As the trio strolls further into the recesses of the building, 
they step up to a diorama depicting a bucolic mountainside with 
railroad tracks making tight parallel turns atop its crest.

“There she is!” the docent announces, his mood suddenly up-
lifted. As if on cue, he removes his cap in reverence. “The World 
Famous Horseshoe Curve!”

As Noah leans into the diorama for a closer look, the do-
cent continues. “That’s a 220-degree turn you’re lookin’ at there. 
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It’s about five miles from this very spot. Completed in 1879, it 
replaced the old Portage Railroad, greatly improving time and 
efficiency. It changed everything, really. And not just for central 
PA, but for the whole country.”

“Everything?” Noah asks, his blond eyebrows raised as he 
glances towards Judy.

“You bet it did,” the docent continues. “By the time the Sec-
ond World War rolled around, nearly 9,000 freight cars made 
the pass every day. With supply lines ruling the tracks, that made 
for a full trainload every 15 minutes. Heck, at one point, Nazi 
saboteurs even planned to take out the Curve.”

“Come on,” says Noah. “That sounds like small-town myth-
making to me. Something that rural folk tell themselves to make 
their lives feel somehow larger and more relevant.”

“No fooling,” says the docent. “It was the Nazis all right. 
They called it Operation Pastorius. One evening back in June of 
’42 they arrested some German spies down in New York City. 
Those Krauts were heading our way, no doubt about it. They had 
landed their submarine on Long Island with a short-wave radio 
and a codebook. The whole nine yards.”

“Yeah, English Major,” says Judy, playfully poking him in the 
ribs. “The whole nine yards.”

As the little group makes their way upstairs, the docent treats 
them to a majestic exhibit celebrating the lives and accomplish-
ments of the barons who made their fortunes on the backs of the 
rail industry. Faded, brittle photographs depict their mansions of 
glory and the civic landmarks that they left in their wake.

“With such a storied history, there must have been more than 
a few legends along the way, right?” says Judy. “Giants like A.J. 
Cassatt?”

“Alexander Cassatt was a giant all right,” the docent remarks 
as he leans back on his heels. “Did you know he spearheaded the 
tunnels that brought the railroads into Manhattan. He was the 
brains behind Penn Station, too—although he died before it was 
completed. And sure, he was wealthy as all get-out, but he gave 
back. And plenty. Folks like Mr. Cassatt prompted the civic ad-
vancements that still exist in places like Altoona. And Hollidays-
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burg, too. They gave us the symphony. Brought us the theatre. 
Founded the newspapers. For a time, there was even an Altoona 
Art Institute, if you can believe it.”

“That’s sort of why we’re here,” says Judy, casting a sideways 
glance at Noah.

“Oh, the Altoona Art Institute was a big deal once,” the do-
cent continues. “Just about forgotten these days. Back in the 
1920s, they had a mess of paintings, just nothing in the way of 
facilities. There was a fella, some kind of folklorist, who thought 
the whole thing up. Can’t quite recall his name.”

With these last words, the docent begins scratching his fore-
head in exasperation, as if the action of working over his brow 
might somehow jumpstart his fading synapses. Meanwhile, Judy 
feverishly scrolls through her notes from The Yellow Book. 

And then suddenly she’s got it.
“Like Colonel Henry W. Brubaker?” she asks, looking up 

hopefully at their guide.
“Yeah, that’s the fella!” the docent replies, raising his engi-

neer’s cap in unexpected triumph.
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Friday, June 5, 2015

I am writing this by candlelight in an old Motel 6 
near I-99. The sounds of cars whizzing by on the high-
way is distracting, but hey, when you’re on a budget, $50 
a night is tough to pass up. Noah’s room is right next 
door, and, judging by the intermittent sounds of bedlam 
and murder echoing off of the motel room walls, he is up 
late watching an action movie of some kind.

In truth, I may be making this seem far more roman-
tic than the reality of my situation. I am hardly writing 
by ink and quill, given the presence of my trusty iPad, 
and the flickers of illumination come courtesy of the Vir-
tual Candle app on my iPhone. Which reminds me that I 
better plug that sucker in or I’m going to run out of juice 
in a hurry.

As it happens, I did find myself snarled, if only brief-
ly, in an unexpected encounter (sort of) with art. As I 
flung open the door to my motel room, I was accosted 
by a kitschy line drawing of the massive Cathedral in the 
heart of downtown Altoona. I was sickened all right—
but not by any ongoing malady that may (or may not) 
exist; I leave that to the discretion of others (read: you, 
Dr. Vicki). But rather, I was merely jolted by the work’s 
lack of aesthetic unity. As it turns out, the remedy was 
quite simple to induce: turn off the lights, activate Vir-
tual Candle, problem solved.
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In your latest email, Dr. Vicki, you helpfully remind-
ed me that the point of this exercise is to keep a time 
diary as opposed to merely recounting the events of my 
day. Well, as it happens, my experiences on this partic-
ular Friday represent an unwelcome collision between 
time and circumstance. So buckle up. You’re in for quite 
a ride in today’s installment.

After traipsing about Altoona without incident for 
much of the day, my Recruit and I made our way to the 
outskirts of town to visit the Horseshoe Curve. Or as 
they call it almost universally in these parts: the World 
Famous Horseshoe Curve. After driving out past the res-
ervoir, we pulled off of the road and took the incline up 
the mountainside. Noah was having a lot of fun at this 
point as he mimicked an English accent and took to call-
ing the incline a “funicular.” He deployed an exagger-
ated Eton lilt. It was quite precious, actually.

Unfortunately, things took a turn for the worse once 
we found ourselves on top of the hillock, where a trio of 
railroad tracks careen their way around the pass. It all 
started out innocently enough on Noah’s part:

MY RECRUIT: You’re different, you know.
YOURS TRULY: How so?
MY RECRUIT: Different than before. I can’t quite put 

my finger on it, but something’s changed.
YOURS TRULY: [No response, although I make quite 

a show of scanning the horizon for locomotives coming 
around the bend.]

MY RECRUIT: I could stick around if you like. No 
need for me to hurry back to Chi-town. This detective 
work is not half-bad. Somebody else could teach the 
summer session back at Loyola for all I care. It’s just Rhet 
and Comp, anyway.

YOURS TRULY: [Inadvisably] Would it be okay with 
Taylor?
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MY RECRUIT: Seriously?
YOURS TRULY: [Doubling-down] I wonder if she’d 

mind.
MY RECRUIT: [Perturbed] Remember, you’re the 

one who broke up with me.
YOURS TRULY: [Turning towards the incline] Let’s 

just go back to the motel.
MY RECRUIT: Hey, I came here to see some trains. 

I’m gonna see me some trains!
And with that, Noah proceeded to hop on top of the 

tracks, looking this way and that for any oncoming traf-
fic. You can imagine the scene, what with Noah balanc-
ing upon the steel rail like an acrobat. Of course, this 
being the World Famous Horseshoe Curve, his desires 
were quenched within a matter of minutes as a locomo-
tive came screaming around the bend from the west. 
Noah stood facing me, his feet teetering on the railroad 
track. As the engine bore down upon him, he made like 
he was wobbling out of control—even going so far as to 
flap his arms like a bird—before falling backwards out of 
my sight as the freight train bolted across my purview. 
When the train had completed its circuit, Noah was vis-
ible again, lifting himself out of the grassland on the oth-
er side of the tracks and laughing uproariously. Needless 
to say, his humor was rather one-sided. And also need-
less to say: I haven’t spoken a word to him since.

How’s that for a Friday night in the country?

Mindful that the purpose of the time diary is to chron-
icle my daily stressors, I have highlighted three moments 
(see below) as instances of honest-to-goodness Body-
snatchers Time. Why Bodysnatchers, you ask? Good 
question, Dr. Vicki. First, I love Boris Karloff and Bela 
Legosi—and, in true horror movie style, they frighten the 
living hell out of me. Second, the scariest song I have ever 
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heard, bar none, is Radiohead’s “Bodysnatchers,” which 
captures exactly how I feel during life’s starkest moments 
of agitation and despair. As in: “I’m trapped in this body, 
and I can’t get out.” Merci beaucoup, Thom Yorke.

Bodysnatchers Time: 

7:22 PM (Acutely agitated, nervous to the point of 
nausea, on the verge of all-out relapse)

11:25 PM (Still irritated at my Recruit as I pen [figura-
tively, of course] this latest entry, although sleep beckons 
in spite of the aforementioned sounds of speeding cars 
and action-movie mayhem)

11:47 PM (Angrier still at my own role in ending the 
day on such a sour note. Why, oh why, did I have to bring 
up Taylor?)

Threat Level Yellow: Elevated
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So Sad About Us

The next morning, Noah greets Judy at her motel room 
door with a steaming cup of coffee in hand.

“Good morning!” he says, as he passes her a Styro-
foam cup with the word sheetz emblazoned across its red-brick 
finish. “Noah Dearing, ABD, at your service!”

“Thanks,” she replies, sheepishly accepting the coffee. 
“I’m back now, having returned from my brief sojourn to 

visit my seventh-grade self.”
“Look, Noah, it was me—”
“No, no. I won’t hear of it,” he interrupts. “Besides, we’re on 

a mission here. And I’ve got big news to share,” he continues, as 
they climb into the fleet car. “Turns out there’s a Mary Cassatt in 
the holdings of the Southern Alleghenies Museum of Art. They 
call it SAMA, for short.”

“SAMA?”
“Yeah, but who can blame them, right? Southern Alleghenies 

Museum of Art isn’t very pithy. Hardly rolls off of the tongue, 
does it? Anyway, they have a Cassatt on display at their location 
on the campus of Saint Francis University. It’s about 20 miles 
from here. In Loretto.”

“How’d you find it?” asks Judy, as Noah drives the vehicle 
onto the interstate.

Chapter Six
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“I was up pretty late last night surfing the Internet when I 
happened upon the museum’s online catalog. Fell asleep watch-
ing Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome. Thought it might help kick-
start my dissertation.”

“Aren’t you writing about the Modernists. Eliot, Joyce, and 
Woolf—that whole lot?”

“Absolutely,” says Noah. “But I’d heard that there were some 
Joycean undertones in Mel Gibson’s performance as Max Rocka-
tansky.”

“And?”
“Turns out I was vastly misinformed.”
“Or maybe you just wanted to watch an action flick?” says 

Judy, smiling from across the front seat.
“That, too,” says Noah, grinning. “Anyway, what I found 

instead was an art historian at Saint Francis who specializes in 
Pennsylvania artifacts. He could be just what the doctor ordered.”

“That’s funny,” says Judy
“How’s that?” Noah replies.
“Neither of us is even close to finishing our dissertations!”
“Speak for yourself! I’ve got it all right up here,” he says, tap-

ping his forehead.

Saint Francis University sits on a swathe of forest and farmland 
on the western crest of the Alleghenies. Established in 1847 by 
a group of Franciscan Brothers from Mountbellew, Ireland, the 
University has the look and feel of an Alpine hamlet.

Wheeling the Chevy Malibu from Pineview Drive onto 
Franciscan Way, Noah pulls the vehicle to a stop in front of an 
expansive quad. Accented by a clutch of trees, the rolling lawns 
reach their terminus at the museum’s entrance. As Judy and 
Noah make their way on foot towards the building’s multistory 
glass foyer, she suddenly grabs him by the elbow, pulling him to 
a stop at the edge of the quad.

“I can’t do it,” she says.
“How’s that now?” asks Noah, startled by her sudden, inex-

plicable change of heart.
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“I feel a migraine coming on,” Judy continues. “If I don’t 
close my eyes for a moment and clear my head, things could get 
ugly fast. You should go on without me.” 

“But we’re here,” Noah stammers.
“We don’t have any time to lose. You have to press on. If 

you’ve never had a migraine before—and I pray that you never 
do—it’s almost impossible to explain what it’s like. It’s simply 
debilitating.”

“We could come back later,” he pleads.
“I could wait for you right over there. Under that grove of 

trees.”
“I don’t understand—”
“You can do it,” she says, holding him tightly by the forearm. 

“I know you can. For me. Please.”
With these last words, Noah’s boyish grin swiftly returns to 

his face. “It’s no problem,” he says. “I’ve got this for you. No 
worries!”

For her part, Judy can only smile in appreciation.
After taking his first few tentative steps in the direction of the 

museum, Noah turns back towards Judy.
“You are different now, aren’t you?”
“Just tell me what you find in there, okay?”

As Noah disappears into the museum, Judy strolls over to the 
smattering of trees that banks the quad. Sitting down at the base 
of an old, lustrous evergreen, she leans back against its trunk. It is 
in precisely this position that she waits for several minutes, chid-
ing herself for her recent bout of deceit. 

Why not just tell him the truth? she wonders to herself. 
Shouldn’t she simply go ahead, take the plunge, and let Noah 
into her little circle of trust? Why all of this faux business about a 
guerilla migraine attack when it is something else entirely? Was it 
the very thought of Taylor, that not-so-mysterious other woman, 
that led to such reckless dishonesty?

Before Judy can consider the implications any further, her 
iPhone suddenly buzzes to life. It’s Noah.

“i’ve got it!” he texts.
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“got what?” she texts back. “the painting? is that even 
possible?”

“no! lol. i’ve got the bug!”
A few minutes later, Noah bounds out of the entrance to the 

museum, a huge grin pasted on his face and a SAMA tote bag 
clutched in his fist.

“I felt it all right!” he says.
Judy rushes forward to meet him.
“I felt it,” he continues. “It was like a rush of excitement, 

of anticipation. It was like the first, flush feeling of discovering 
something new.”

“And the painting?” Judy asks.
“Comme ci, comme ça, I guess. It’s an early work, that’s for 

certain. It’s called The Somber One. And the subject—she’s pretty 
somber all right. But the sign on the wall says that it’s a Cassatt. 
And that’s why I felt the rush. Look here! I even bought a print,” 
he says, opening up the tote bag for her inspection.

“For a moment there,” Noah continues, “I felt like I was in 
the movies. Like The Thomas Crown Affair or something.”

“The Pierce Brosnan version?” Judy interjects.
“Good God, no!” Noah replies. “The Steve McQueen film. 

It’s infinitely better. Anyway, it felt like I was walking the halls 
of some urban art gallery. That I was on the hunt. For a second 
there, I toyed with the idea—cinematic as it is—of surreptitious-
ly lifting the frame off of the wall and turning it over. As if our 
missing Cassatt might be secreted away on the other side!”

“But you didn’t, right?”
“Of course not,” says Noah. “There was a docent eying me 

the whole time from the corridor. I must exude some kind of 
mischief.”

“Like Steve McQueen?”
“I certainly like to think so! But McQueen in his heyday—

say, Bullitt or The Sand Pebbles McQueen. Those guys!”

Having made the short walk across the Saint Francis Univer-
sity campus, Judy and Noah stroll into the student center, where 
they enter a coffee shop decked out in the style of an Italian villa.
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As they step up to the counter, they are greeted by a booming 
voice from behind.

“Welcome to Saint Francis!” exclaims a smiling middle-aged 
man wearing a straw hat. His ensemble is completed by a Jackson 
Pollock t-shirt, a leather vest, and blue jeans.

“Professor Tenant?” Noah asks.
“One and the same,” he announces. “You must be Noah!”
“Yes, sir,” Noah replies. “And may I introduce Judy Coker.”
“You must be the gumshoe that Noah emailed about!” the 

professor says to Judy. “I’m Dale Tenant. When I’m not roughing 
it in my studio over in Ebensburg, I teach Art History here at the 
university.”

“Pleased to meet you,” Judy replies, as the trio settles into a 
nearby booth. 

“You’re Amos Bleeker’s student, right?” he asks.
“That’s correct. I’m working on a new study of Homer’s The 

Fox Hunt.”
“Seems like kind of a safe topic for a gumshoe, doesn’t it?” he 

asks, scanning back and forth between Judy and Noah. “Anyone 
who is willing to trek all the way out to these parts should be up 
to something a tad more audacious than Homer! But hey—who 
am I to talk? Here I am, Forever Associate Professor of Art His-
tory on the long train to nowhere. So how can I help you folks?”

“As I mentioned in my email,” says Noah, “Judy won a siz-
able summer grant to track down a missing Cassatt.”

“Which brought you to Saint Francis, I’d imagine, to see The 
Somber One. It’s not much, is it?” Professor Tenant laments.

“Not really,” Noah allows. “Must be an early work. I’m no art 
historian, but it didn’t really look like a Cassatt to me.”

“It’s a pre-Impressionist work-for-hire, a bit of portraiture,” 
says Professor Tenant. “The somber woman in the painting is 
likely Marie-Eugénie Lescouezec, the wife of landscape artist Al-
fred Sisely. He was probably Cassatt’s original connection with 
the Impressionists.”

“Her first contact wasn’t Manet or Degas?” Judy asks.
“They don’t come along until later in the decade. The Somber 

One was painted around 1872 or 1873. After Cassatt returned 
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from the States to Europe. Sisley was an important connection, 
though. He lived on the Boulevard de Clichy and hung out at 
the Café Guerbois. And if you were anybody in the Parisian art 
world, the Guerbois was like your second home.”

“So what happened to Cassatt? What caused the change in 
style?” Noah asks.

“For one thing, she was loaded with talent,” Professor Tenant 
replies. “But then something happens that leads to an invitation 
from Degas to join the Impressionists. And suddenly the Mary 
Cassatt expatriate—the outsider—had a home. Isolation begets 
inclusion, and voilà! But this is a rather simplified answer to a 
complicated question. So about that missing painting—”

“According to an old Blair County history book,” says Judy, 
glancing at her iPad, “the lost painting was called Mother and 
Child and ‘was purchased in Paris and presented to the Institute 
by Colonel Henry W. Brubaker.’”

“The fabled Altoona Art Institute, right?” says Professor Tenant.
“You’ve heard of it?” asks Judy.
“The art world is filled with mysterious societies and lost 

works. You learn about them from time to time. And there’s a 
lot of missing art out there. Just watch Antiques Roadshow. Some-
body’s always happening upon some great treasure that they 
found up in so-and-so’s attic. But it’s the stuff they never find 
that makes it all the more interesting.”

“Like the Gardner Museum heist?” Judy asks.
“That would be the holy grail,” says Professor Tenant. “I’d give 

just about anything to see Vermeer’s The Concert one more time in 
the proverbial flesh. But let’s remember: most of the world’s lost 
art didn’t succumb to out-and-out theft. All you need is a spate of 
world wars and regional clashes to shake things up. Throw in an 
Industrial Revolution and a Great Depression, and civilization gets 
pretty well muddled up. Things break apart, stuff gets dispersed—”

“Things fall apart, the center cannot hold,” Noah echoes.
“Yeats,” says Professor Tenant, nodding quietly to himself. 

“He came from a family of painters, you know? Even studied art 
a bit for himself in Dublin before he gave up the brush and took 
up the pen.”
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“And then took to chasing after Maud Gonne,” says Noah.
“But for every heist and world war, the art world is often be-

fallen by plain old bad luck,” says Professor Tenant. “Take the story 
about a university on the Jersey Shore where the campus police 
chief used an old hunk of metal in the shape of a bucking bronco 
as a doorstop. That is, until about 20 years had passed and the arts 
faculty recognized it as an early bronze casting of a Remington.” 

“No way!” says Noah.
“You bet,” Professor Tenant replies. “And it happens more 

often than you might think. Now that painting of yours sure 
would be some find. The title is a bit of a misnomer, though, isn’t 
it? Mother and Child. I can think of at least half a dozen Cassatt 
paintings with that title. But hey—the act of entitling something 
as this or that didn’t really catch on until the twentieth century, 
when we became so enthralled with our own originality, our own 
specialness. Wait,” Professor Tenant suddenly exhorts, “does Max 
Hagen know about this yet?” 

“Only that Professor Bleeker was onto something big,” says 
Judy. “Hagen may have even come to Altoona himself at one point.”

“Trying to see what he might sniff out, eh?” Professor Tenant 
replies. “That sounds just like him. Look, guys. Here’s a word of 
friendly advice: keep this under your hats. Things could get ter-
ribly sticky and awfully fast if the art world gets a whiff of this. 
And I’m not just talking about Max Hagen here. Old Amos is 
good people, but he’s got the bug, too. There’s nothing wrong 
with being a little circumspect until you see how this thing plays 
out—one way or the other.”

“I appreciate that, Professor Tenant. I really do,” says Judy. 
“But I wouldn’t be anywhere without Professor Bleeker. He came 
along when I needed to regain a sense of direction in my life. 
When I was just about down to my last remaining wits.”

“Your loyalty is laudable,” says Professor Tenant, raising his 
coffee mug in a miniature salute. “But just remember: art has 
been known to drive people to do truly outlandish things. Take 
the Russian woman, just a few years back, who visited the Lou-
vre, bought a cup of tea at the museum café, and proceeded to 
hurl it—mug, saucer, and all—at the Mona Lisa.”
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“I read about that,” Judy replies. “Thank goodness for bul-
letproof glass.”

“Or in this case, English Breakfast-proof glass,” the Profes-
sor jokes. “Obviously, that’s an extreme example, but you get 
my point. Now about this shadowy Altoona Art Institute,” he 
continues. “Have any of your sources mentioned an old Altoona 
citizen—an Altoid, as the locals call themselves—by the name of 
Donald Mercer?”

“I’ve seen that name somewhere before,” says Judy, as she 
excitedly scrolls through the virtual pages of her iPad.

“See what you can dig up, then,” says Professor Tenant, 
standing to leave. “And you two remember what I said earlier. I 
don’t want to sound too melodramatic here, but the better part 
of valor really is discretion. If there’s a painting out there to be 
found, then Gumshoe here should be the victor, not somebody 
bent on feathering their own nest or billowing an already over-
inflated ego. But hey—that’s just my two cents.”

“You heard Professor Tenant back at the café,” says Noah as 
he pilots the fleet car along the highway towards Altoona. “Do 
you think they’re really out there?”

“Who?” says Judy.
“The art mafia, I guess. Max Hagen, Cassatt fanatics, people of 

that ilk. I don’t know what you’d call them. The Cassattites, maybe?”
“It’s hard to imagine anyone going to so much trouble. If I 

didn’t have this grant, would we be out here on this impromp-
tu summer vacation in the middle of nowhere—600 miles from 
home?”

“I guess not,” Noah admits. “But it’s not like we’re getting 
anywhere. We might as well be searching for Atlantis. Or the 
Loch Ness Monster.”

“We really seem to be looking for a needle in a haystack. It 
could be just about anywhere,” says Judy, as the Chevy zooms 
across the highway, flying by the seemingly boundless, tree-lined 
hillsides that pock the Allegheny range.
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Silent Sorrow in Empty Boats
July 1871

“Oh, do tell us more, Mary!” A.J. booms from his place 
on the divan. “Your life on the continent is nothing 
short of mesmerizing!”

Buoyed by her brother’s unquenched enthusiasm, Mary holds 
court in her new sister-in-law’s ornate living room. As Lois looks 
on from the perimeter cradling baby Edward, who is resting qui-
etly in the crook of her arm, Mary has seemingly found her ele-
ment in the quaint little burg nestled below Brush Mountain.

“Do you remember our clock?” Mary bellows. “The one at 
Hardwicke, our home in Lancaster?”

“How can anyone possibly think about that old relic when 
you’ve gone and seen the world?” her mother asks, sitting next to 
the artist on an overstuffed sofa.

“But you said it yourself, Mama,” Mary replies. “That clock 
once belonged to Marie Antoinette. I couldn’t get it out of my 
mind as we toured Versailles.”

“Of course!” says A.J. “I remember that old thing. And it was 
hardly a relic, I remember that much. It figured in more than a few 
childhood games, I promise you, Mother. Tell me, Mary,” he adds, 
“did you ever have occasion to visit the Crystal Palace again? I’ll 
never forget our family trip to London to see the Great Exhibition.”

Chapter Seven
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“I can hardly imagine what has become of Versailles in the 
face of that ugly war,” says Katherine, lost in her memories. “It 
was so beautiful, so grand, could it possibly be gone? I do hope 
that it has survived the onslaught.”

“Paris, not London, was our European home,” Mary 
interjects. “If the world has an artistic capital, I daresay that 
it’s Paris. Not New York, not even London nor Athens nor 
Rome.”

“And how did you find that City of Light?” A.J. asks. “Was it 
agreeable for your tastes?”

“Strangely, yes and no,” his sister replies. “Thanks to my con-
nections via the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, I was 
very quickly accepted by one of the most sought-after teachers in 
Paris, Jean-Léon Gérôme.”

“Oh, he is a most incredible talent,” says Katherine. “A splen-
did gentleman who, through his own influence, is daring to bring 
a new wave of realism to the art scene. That man is a marvel.”

At this last remark, Lois abruptly stands up, gently rocking 
Edward back and forth as she glides slowly about the great room.

“And this new wave, Mary,” A.J. asks, “how are you manag-
ing to navigate its waters?”

“I find it to be impermeable to a certain extent,” she answers. 
“Being an American in Paris may sound, initially, like a good 
thing, but to the contrary, an American in Paris is a de facto out-
sider looking in.”

“Oh, Mary, do tell him about the Mandoline Player!” says 
Katherine. “It was a great triumph after so many years of toil!”

“Thank you, Mother, oh great cheerleader!” Mary replies. 
“Very well, then. I managed to complete A Mandoline Player 
while studying at the Écouen school—”

“The esteemed Écouen school,” her mother interrupts.
“Yes, the esteemed Écouen school,” Mary allows. “In any 

event, I began to find a style to my liking after working with 
Gérôme and during my time with my Écouen colleagues. I 
could sense her sadness—the player’s sadness, that is—through 
Gérôme’s accent on realism. It was a character study as much as 
a work of art.”
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“Oh, but this story is much better than that!” Katherine interjects.
“How can it possibly get any better?” A.J. asks, pausing to 

glance up at his wife, who takes her place in a rocking chair be-
hind his seat on the divan.

“When it was accepted into the Salon in 1868,” says Mary. 
“It almost happened too soon, so unexpected, really.”

“It is a great honor!” her mother exhorts. 
“A great honor, yes,” Mary allows, “but many said that it had 

been the most lenient, most accepting year in the history of the 
Salon, of the École de beaux-arts.” 

“But surely that is not true?” A.J. asks. “It is the most es-
teemed exhibition in the world, right?”

“Perhaps not as much as it had once been,” Mary replies. 
“They accepted 1,200 more pictures than in previous years. They 
gave out 40 medals,” she adds. “How can there be 40 legitimate 
winners in an art competition of this stature? It is a waste of can-
vas and paint, I tell you, when so many can be plucked from the 
crowd and hailed as the stuff of greatness.”

“But it is a mark of progress, correct?” says A.J.
“In a manner of speaking,” Mary replies. “I was an outsider, 

but for a moment I was in. And I made the Salon in 1870, too, 
and even studied with another great master, the eminent Charles 
Bellay.”

“Oh, Monsieur Bellay was simply delightful,” Katherine in-
terjects. “Such a continental wonder, splitting his time between 
the great studios and museums of Paris and Rome. A precious 
jewel of a man—”

“So what is next on your horizon, Mary?” Lois pointedly in-
quires from her perch behind her husband. “How will you bide 
your time until France knows peace again?”

“By finding my place in your kind society,” Mary answers. 
“I will begin my American career in the borough—in Hollidays-
burg, where we are renting a house. I will outfit a studio and 
draw upon everything I have learned from the likes of Gérôme 
and Bellay—”

“That is a capital notion,” her father announces from the 
doorway. “A studio will lead to new work, which lends itself to 
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the possibility of profit—of supporting yourself and, perhaps 
eventually, your European dreams through your own efforts.”

“And the war?” asks Katherine, guardedly.
“War or no war,” Robert adds, “Mary has chosen the life of 

the artist, and she must see it through.”
“Why the change of heart?” his wife asks, overbrimming with 

skepticism. 
“Any profession worth doing must afford its practitioner 

with the ability, at the bare minimum, to meet his financial ob-
ligations,” her husband continues. “A studio—not to mention 
Mary’s innate talent and years of training—will be her means of 
production.”

“But what about the risk?” Katherine asks.
“There is always an element of risk,” says Robert. “You can 

minimize it, as we did by fleeing that godawful war in France, 
but it can never be completely obscured.”

“Good for you, Mary!” her mother beams.
“Very good, indeed!” says Mary. Buoyed by her father’s un-

varnished optimism, she all but glows with a newfound confi-
dence. “With this studio, I will find my place in this wilderness. 
And I will cast my fate to the wind.”

Later that night, as Mary quietly ascends the magisterial 
grand staircase in her brother’s home, her thoughts wander 
back to the afternoon and her father’s pronouncements. Per-
haps she might be able to succeed after all? If she could just 
find her muse again and create new work in this unwelcome 
place, with its stultifying mountains and its ungodly stillness 
and quietude. If only—

Suddenly, Mary’s solitude is broken by the sound of harsh 
words emanating from some far-off quadrant on the second 
floor. Quietly shuffling down the hallway that connects the land-
ing with the master bedroom suite, Mary traces the voices to her 
brother and Lois, who are sharing a heated exchange just inside 
their closed bedroom door.

“But they have scarcely been here a month,” her brother 
pleads, “how can you possibly be tired of them already?”
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“Your parents came here for the express purpose of seeing 
the baby,” Lois answers, “and they have done so and then some.”

“They hardly left Europe for that reason alone,” A.J. retorts. 
“There was the small matter of the Prussian invaders—”

“If they are refugees from a foreign conflict,” she interrupts, 
“they might consider holding out for peace from their home in 
Philadelphia.”

“My parents have been nothing but supportive of you and our 
new family,” A.J. replies, leaving his wife to an awkward silence.

As Mary considers making a careful exit from her perch in 
the darkened hallway, Lois rejoins the conversation.

“If you must know,” she tells her husband, “my issue is only 
slightly with your parents—and tangentially, at that. It’s your sis-
ter,” she continues, “and the way they constantly dote on her, 
with your mother cooing over her every thought and feeling. 
And the way they play out these little skirmishes over how best 
to plot her future. Should she be an artist, shouldn’t she—who 
bloody cares?”

“But you’ve seen her work,” A.J. argues, “you know her talent—”
“Her talent is not in dispute here,” Lois counters, “and least 

of all by me. But why deplete so much energy and anguish about 
whether or not Mary will pursue a vocation. My vocation is this 
household—and our family. Mary’s life—it’s all so arrogant and 
. . . so self-oriented.”

“Perhaps she’s at some kind of crossroads,” A.J. protests.
“Who the devil cares?” Lois answers. “Sometimes, you have 

to throw up your arms and move forward with the business 
of living. Take you and me: your toil has made you a peer-
less leader in your industry. And then there’s me: I delayed our 
engagement until the obstacles were no longer present, until 
the only thing remaining was our bliss—our happiness and our 
beautiful baby—”

“Is this about us or about my sister?” A.J. asks.
“The truth is I cannot abide Mary and never will,” Lois re-

plies, clipping and spitting out her words. “I can’t tell you why, 
but there is something so utterly obnoxious about that girl. I 
have never yet heard her criticize any human being in any but 
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the most disagreeable way. She is too self-important, and I can’t 
put up with it.”

“Maybe she doesn’t belong here?” says A.J. “Coming back to 
Pennsylvania has been nothing short of difficult after her life in 
Paris—”

“Maybe she doesn’t belong anywhere,” Lois interrupts. “Can 
you imagine her fitting in and genuinely socializing with anyone 
we know? Under any circumstances? Can you seriously imagine 
a situation in which she can find and sustain happiness without 
expressing the need—constant as it truly is for her—to share her 
every thought and communicate her every emotion, no matter 
how trivial and irrelevant?”

A.J. goes silent at this last remark.
Only the immutable sound of quietude lingers on the other 

side of the doorway. From Mary’s vantage point, it is clear that 
her brother has no further retort, that he cannot possibly muster 
any reasonable defense for his sister.

With Lois’ final words still ringing in her ears, Mary gingerly 
makes her way back down the hallway. Through an open win-
dow on the landing, she catches a glimpse of those stultifying, 
ever-present mountains. Why do they make her feel so utterly 
claustrophobic? Why do they . . . diminish her?

For herself, Mary has no want of tears, no urgent desire to 
seek out her mother in this cavernous place for a sympathetic ear 
and a calming shoulder upon which to lean. There is no place for 
such empty comforts in her sodden world. 

No, she has never experienced anything like this before. She 
has never felt more isolated and inconsolably separate and alone.
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The Penn Alto Hotel
June 2015

“This is why you’re the genius!” says Noah, as he follows 
Judy into the offices of the Blair County Genealogical 
Society. From the vantage point of nearby Scotch Valley 

Road, the building looks like nothing more than a nondescript 
dentist’s office. But inside, Judy and Noah find themselves sur-
rounded by boxes upon boxes of bound documents and logbooks.

For a few uncertain moments, the pair begins to lose them-
selves among the multitudinous stacks of binders, history books, 
and other assorted debris, with many of the stacks reaching as 
high as their midriffs.

“I’m Madge. Can I help you?” an elderly matron inquires 
from behind a partially obscured reference desk.

“Hi, Madge,” says Judy. “We could barely see you behind all 
the . . . the sprawl. I’m looking for information about Donald J. 
Mercer.”

“Best place to start is usually the Death Index,” Madge re-
plies, as Noah begins thumbing through one of the stray binders. 
“Oh, you won’t need that,” she tells him. “We’re electronic now.” 

As Judy and Noah exchange glances, Madge raps a few keys 
on the aging Dell computer at the reference desk. 

“Nothing on ‘Mercer, Donald J.,’” says Madge. “But it’s al-

Chapter Eight
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most closing time. Care to come back Sunday afternoon when 
the Society’s library opens up again? I could have a full report for 
you by then.”

“Why not?” asks Judy. “That would be very helpful.”
“We’ll see about that,” Madge replies, without a hint of irony, 

“when you get my report.”
“And your fee!” says Noah, in an ill-fated attempt at humor.
“The service is free,” Madge answers, with a blank look envel-

oping her face. “Meanwhile, you might want to check with Jesse 
Martindale over at the BCHS.”

“Where is she at again?” says Judy, powering up her iPad’s 
NoteTaker app. “Did you say the BCHS?”

“Jesse’s a he,” Madge replies with an officious tone. “Mr. 
Martindale holds Saturday hours over at the Blair County His-
torical Society. Just over Frankstown Road at the Baker Mansion. 
You can’t miss it.”

“You can’t miss it all right,” says Noah, pulling the fleet car 
up in front of a three-story Greek Revival-style manse. A sextet 
of regal columns front the building.

Together, Judy and Noah make their way up a grassy hillock 
to the Baker Mansion’s stately main entrance, with its columns 
and other imperial ornamentations having faded and weathered 
over time, imbuing the aging estate with a foreboding quality.

“Here goes nothing,” says Noah, as he pushes open the build-
ing’s massive oaken front door. But to no avail. The door doesn’t 
give an inch. “How about that?” asks Noah.

“Let’s try around back,” Judy helpfully suggests.

“Perhaps you ought to let me do the talking from here on 
out, Slick,” says Judy, as Noah pushes open the back door of the 
Mansion.

“I can’t help it if Madge doesn’t have a sense of humor,” he 
replies. “I’m an acquired taste, after all.”

“If by acquired taste you mean smartass, then we’re on the 
same page,” Judy laughs as they enter the foyer. Before they can 
go another step, they are confronted by the image of an older, 
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balding man wearing a canary yellow jumpsuit as he bounds 
down the cavernous hallway in their direction.

“I heard yinz were coming!” he booms. “As soon as Madge 
called, I said that I can surely help these folks out!”

“Jesse Martindale?” asks Judy.
“At your service, ma’am. I’d give yinz the nickel tour, but I’m 

the only one on duty today, this being a Saturday and all.”
“This must be a fantastic place to work,” says Judy.
“What—this place?” he asks, dumbfounded. “It’s like a big 

old mausoleum. Just a broken-down fortress packed to the gills 
with history. With yellowed programs from every two-bit com-
memoration and reception they ever held on this spot. Just the 
most boring, irrelevant stuff—’”

“Sorry to interrupt,” says Judy, “but Madge thought you 
might be able to help run down some information—”

“About Don Mercer,” Jesse interjects. “I know. Madge told me 
all about it. She’ll get you a first-rate report, that Madge. She does 
the Genealogical Society proud, she surely does. But you’re gonna 
have to wait until Sunday. Those are the posted hours, you know.”

“Oh, we know,” says Noah, as Judy waves him away.
“So what can you tell us?” Judy asks.
“Don’s a funny one all right,” says Jesse, as Noah peeks into 

the regal living room that abuts the foyer. “Loves art, loves music, 
loves books. I guess you would call him a renaissance man. Been 
up and down the Eastern Seaboard. Lived here, lived there. Real 
worldly and all.”

“How long have you known him?” asks Judy.
“Oh, since the early 1950s, I’d guess,” Jesse replies. “I met 

Old Don when I worked here at the Mansion as a tour guide. 
I was in Junior High School or thereabouts at that point. Went 
on to the Altoona Area High School after that. Did you know I 
broke the Great Elvis Ban of 1956?”

“The what?” asks Noah, rejoining the conversation.
“The Great Elvis Ban of 1956,” Jesse replies. “What happened, 

see, was that all of the churches in town, all of the dioceses—the 
temples, even—got together. It was after that first appearance on 
the Sullivan Show. In September, I think it was. Elvis did ‘Don’t 
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Be Cruel,’ ‘Love Me Tender,’ ‘Ready Teddy,’ and ‘Hound Dog.’ 
In that very order. Anyways, it caused quite a stir, you know? The 
churches and the city government got together and they said, 
‘No more Elvis Presley. Not in our town, you don’t.’”

“Can they really do that?” asks Noah.
“See, that’s what I thought, too,” Jesse replies. “You can’t ex-

actly create an ordinance against a singer, right? I mean, you may 
not like him, but you don’t have to watch him. Just turn off your 
television set is what I say. Banning a singer like that, well, it’s 
un-American, ain’t it?”

“Dang right it is,” says Noah. “I mean, I’m a Beatles guy, but 
I hear ya.”

“Those Beatle songs are good, too. But the Altoids didn’t ban 
them. Just Elvis. So you know what I did? I was in my Sopho-
more year at Altoona High, and I was a DJ. Morning drive time, 
they call it now. Anyways, it was right before Christmas break, 
and I came into the station one morning and dropped a 45 of 
‘Hound Dog’ right onto the platter, spun that record around, 
and nobody said a blessed thing. Know why?”

“Why?” asks Judy, excitedly.
“’Cause it wasn’t illegal. That’s why!” Jesse exclaims. “Not 

the churches, the city council—nobody could do the first thing 
about it. After that, it was like a great thaw. Soon, everybody 
was playing the King whenever they wanted to. Day and night. 
‘Heartbreak Hotel,’ ‘All Shook Up,’ and ‘Jailhouse Rock.’ The 
whole works. It was open season, I tell ya!”

“And Donald Mercer?” asks Judy.
“Old Don doesn’t like Elvis much. He likes the classical, 

mostly. Definitely not the King. Probably doesn’t like the Beatles 
neither. No offense,” he adds, looking in Noah’s direction.

“None taken,” says Noah. “To each his own, right?”
“Yeah, Old Don has his own peculiar tastes. They run a bit 

different than mine. But that’s what makes the world an interest-
ing place, right? The differences. Take our homes, for example. I 
live way over yonder in Fairview. Don’s place is over in Llyswen. 
109 Coleridge, I think. But you can’t rightly meet him.”

“Why’s that?” asks Judy.
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“’Cause he’s dead!” Jesse exclaims. 
“But you just said—” Noah remarks.
“Old Don’s been gone since 1966,” says Jesse. “December, I 

believe it was. May have been the cancer. But he’s dead all right.”

“Cold-calling, huh?” says Noah, as he parks the Chevy 
Malibu along Coleridge Avenue across from a yellow clapboard 
house. A quaint, red-brick elementary school looms off to the 
left towards bustling Logan Boulevard, one of the region’s central 
arteries between downtown Altoona, and, just five miles to the 
south, Hollidaysburg.

Judy steps out of the vehicle, scanning the streetscape before her.
“109’s several houses down. We could knock on the door and 

see what’s what,” she says.
“Dang, Professor Tenant sure got it right. You really are a 

gumshoe, aren’t you?”
“Let’s just say that I am tired of being in the dark. We don’t 

have a lot to go on here, do we?” she asks as they follow the crum-
bling sidewalk towards 109 Coleridge, an aging wooden bunga-
low off in the distance.

“By my read, we’ve got a certain Colonel Brubaker delivering 
a painting into the hands of a group that called themselves the 
Altoona Art Institute way back in the 1920s,” says Noah. “Then 
we’ve got Donald Mercer, who, by all accounts, had to be related 
to this whole business—if only tangentially—”

“Wait a sec,” says Judy, suddenly turning to face Noah. “How 
did Professor Tenant come to know about Donald J. Mercer in 
the first place?”

“He didn’t say,” Noah replies. “Probably just an oversight, 
right? He seemed mighty keen on warning us about all of the vil-
lainy running amok in the art world. So he probably just forgot.”

“Or he didn’t want us to know,” says Judy, as they continue 
walking along the avenue.

“Sounds like a bit of a reach to me,” Noah answers.
“You know,” she says, “in a certain light we don’t even know 

if the painting is actually missing. We’ve got a bill of lading from 
1926, which tells us what? That the painting existed at one time? 
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That’s about it, really. So either somebody has it and is keeping a 
mighty big secret, or it’s been destroyed. Just like Professor Ten-
ant said—”

“Things break apart, stuff gets dispersed,” Noah interjects.
“Exactly,” Judy replies. “There’s also the possibility that it’s 

been misattributed. That happens with provenance sometimes—”
“Provenance?”
“The record of ownership or custody for a work of art. Prov-

enance is a key aspect in identifying a work’s authenticity—”
“As in whether or not it’s a copy or the real McCoy?”
“Right,” says Judy. “And in our case, the Cassatt could be 

sitting in some museum’s collection—even a reputable institu-
tion—but the painting’s provenance is unclear in terms of the 
work’s origins. The institution may have no idea that the painting 
was processed via a bill of lading after being imported into the 
United States—presumably, in the hands of Colonel Brubaker.”

“Which means that, one way or another, it’s still lost,” says 
Noah, as they mount the porch of the old bungalow. A white 
clapboard house, 109 Coleridge is clearly in a state of advanced 
disrepair. Part of the rain-spouting hangs precariously from the 
roofline adjoining the front porch.

“Right again,” she answers, as she presses the buzzer beside 
the faded front door. 

After a few moments, a middle-aged woman wearing a smart 
navy-blue pantsuit answers the door.

“May I help you?” she asks. The sound of a television blaring 
from inside the house nearly drowns out her voice.

“Good afternoon,” Judy replies. “We’re looking for information 
about the late Donald J. Mercer. He lived here many years ago—”

“It’s a Skills home now,” the woman replies, looking warily 
between Judy and Noah. 

“A Skills home?” says Judy, straining to hear above the din.
“A Skills facility serves the disabled—typically, the men-

tally challenged, but also the physically disabled and emotion-
ally handicapped,” the woman answers. “It’s no longer a private 
residence—hasn’t been for some time. I wouldn’t know anything 
about the family who used to live here.”
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As Judy begins to speak, the woman suddenly cuts her off. 
“You might try Mrs. Markham, the woman who lives next door 
in 111,” she continues.

“Did she know the Mercers?” Judy asks.
“Oh, she can do better than that,” the woman replies. “Mrs. 

Markham knows everything that happens in every house on this 
block. Probably in the whole of Altoona. Spend a few minutes 
with her, and she’ll know everything there is to know about you, 
too. Mark my words.”

And with that, the woman eases the door shut, leaving Judy 
and Noah alone on the front porch. With a shrug of her shoul-
ders, Judy begins walking back towards the sidewalk with Noah 
following close behind.

 As they make the short walk to 111 Coleridge, Judy and 
Noah catch sight of the curtains rustling in an upstairs bedroom.

“Mrs. Markham?” Noah asks.
“That would be my guess,” Judy replies. 
Stepping up to the porch of the two-story, powder-blue clap-

board house, Judy presses the doorbell as Noah lopes up beside her.
An elderly woman wearing a pink tennis visor and a bur-

gundy velour warm-up suit flings open the door.
“Yes?” she exhorts, giving Judy and Noah the once-over.
“Good afternoon, Mrs. Markham,” says Judy. “Did you 

know the Mercer family? They used to live next door—”
“There weren’t any Mercers,” Mrs. Markham interjects. “There 

was just the one. Donald. A bachelor. What of him?”
“Do you know anything about his association with the Al-

toona Art Institute?” Judy continues.
“Far as I could tell it was an Institute of one,” says Mrs. 

Markham, her voice erupting in a kind of sneer.
“But what about Colonel Brubaker?” Noah asks.
“Oh, I see where this is going,” Mrs. Markham replies. “You 

wanna know about the Penn Alto Hotel, don’t ya?”
“The what?” Judy asks.
“What are you—hard of hearing? The Penn Alto Hotel,” says 

Mrs. Markham. “I’ll get my coat. You buy me dinner, and I’ll 
show ya.”
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You Can’t Fight City Hall

With Judy in the passenger’s seat and Mrs. Markham 
sitting in the back, Noah pulls the Chevy to a stop 
on Twelfth Avenue. A garish neon sign announces 

“Texas Hot Dogs” inside one of the downtown storefronts, many 
of which are boarded-up.

“Texas Hot Dogs?” Noah asks as he exits the car. “In Al-
toona?”

“Don’t knock it ’till you try it, son,” Mrs. Markham replies, 
as she leads Judy and Noah into the restaurant. 

“Why did you choose this place?” Noah asks.
“I was hungry,” says Mrs. Markham. “Besides, everything 

goes better with food, don’t it?”
 “What’s ‘Texas Macaroni?’” Judy asks as she gazes at the 

hand-painted menu above the cash register.
“Mac ‘n’ cheese topped with chili sauce,” says Mrs. Markham. 

“Central Pennsylvania comfort food!”
“But not Texas comfort food?” Noah asks.
“Don’t know what the Texans eat. I never been there,” Mrs. 

Markham replies. “I like this one,” she adds, turning to Judy. 
“He’s got spunk!”

“He surely does,” Judy admits.
“Is he a keeper?” Mrs. Markham asks.

Chapter Nine
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“Now that’s a good question, ma’am,” says Noah. “Am I a 
keeper, Sweet Judy Blue Eyes?”

“We’ll see how the rest of this meal goes,” Judy replies.
With their food in hand, the trio selects a table by the bay 

window fronting the streetscape.
“Yinz are lucky we came here. Texas Hot Dogs is legendary 

around these parts. Back in ’08, President Obama ate here. He 
even bowled some frames over at Pleasant Valley Lanes.”

“Where’s the Penn Alto Hotel?” Judy asks.
“Few blocks from here,” Mrs. Markham replies. “But you 

don’t wanna see it.”
“Why’s that?” Noah asks.
“It’s public housing now. The glamor and the pizzazz are 

gone. Once upon a time, it was the go-to place. Everyone stayed 
there. Lots of them were show-biz types who came into town to 
play the Mishler Theatre. Isadora Duncan, Rachmaninoff, the 
Katzenjammer Kids. But those days are long gone—long before 
I was born, even.”

As Mrs. Markham pauses for another bite of her Texas Maca-
roni, another patron enters the restaurant and slides into a near-
by booth.

“How does Donald Mercer play in the story, then?” Judy asks.
“It was the 1920s,” Mrs. Markham replies, “and my mother 

Marjorie was there for the big opening.”
“So that made her Marjorie Markham? Nice cadence,” says 

Noah.
“No, Markham was my husband. He’s dead and buried. My 

mother was Marjorie Beauchamp. She was a part-time librarian. 
Worked for Miss Virginia Reed, the Altoona librarian for don-
key’s years. Am I stuttering, son?”

“Donkey’s years?” asks Noah.
“Have you known many donkeys, son? They hang on forever 

and a day.” 
“Wait a minute, are you telling me that the town librarian’s 

name was Reed?” Noah continues. “That’s hysterical!”
“What about the big opening?” Judy asks, abruptly changing 

the subject.
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“The grand opening was on account of the debut of the Al-
toona Art Institute,” says Mrs. Markham. “Like I said, Mother 
was at the Penn Altoona Hotel that day for the gala luncheon. 
Everyone who was anyone was there. The Mayor, the Honorable 
E.F. Giles. And the Colonel, of course—”

“Colonel Brubaker?” says Judy.
“Oh, yes,” Mrs. Markham replies, her voice suddenly aglow 

with nostalgia. “Everyone knew Colonel Brubaker. Owned The 
Altoona Tribune. We just loved him, we did. He really cared 
about this place, you know? He was from New York, but we 
didn’t mind. We liked him anyway. He’d have given you the shirt 
off his back if you needed it. Did you know he once served as our 
Ambassador to Bulgaria?”

For their part, Judy and Noah can only shrug their shoulders 
in response.

“Anyways, Mother was there with Miss Reed and just about 
the whole dang town,” Mrs. Markham continues. “It was one of 
the biggest occasions in the history of the Mountain City. Ev-
eryone was gathered in the big ballroom downstairs—the Logan 
Room. And it was all glitzed up for the opening. The Colonel was 
there to unveil a new painting to add to the collection. He liked 
to make a kind of event out of things, I guess. He wanted things 
to be special, and supposedly this was a really special painting. 
And besides, the Art Institute was going to be installed in the 
new City Hall and everything, so people were real excited. It 
seemed like sort of a turning point for Altoona.” 

“And this was—” asks Judy.
“The fall of 1926,” Mrs. Markham answers. “I think it may 

have been in November. It wasn’t too long afterwards—February 
of ’27 maybe?—when the City Hall opened up.”

“So why do you think it was, Mrs. Markham,” says Judy, 
“that your mother remembered that day so well after all those 
years had passed—so well, in fact, that she thought to tell you 
about an event that happened before you were even born?”

“Oh, Gumshoe,” Noah interjects, “she already said it, didn’t 
she? Right, Mrs. Markham? It was because of the new City 
Hall—”
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“Actually, it wasn’t,” Mrs. Markham admits, pushing the re-
mains of her Texas Macaroni aside. “Sure, the City Hall was a big 
dog deal. And like I said before, folks had high hopes around that 
time. Everyone was thrilled to see the city growing at such a pace. 
At the time, it seemed like the railroad would just go on forever. 
But not everyone was as thrilled about having an Art Institute on 
the premises of such an important building.”

“So what happened?” Judy asks.
“At the end of the luncheon, the Colonel announced that 

the paintings would be hung in the new City Hall. He felt that 
Altoona would be so excited about the artworks that they’d want 
to build an art museum just to give the Institute its own home. 
Turns out that not everybody was on board with his way of think-
ing. As the luncheon broke up, some of the prominent ladies 
in the city got into it with Mother and Miss Reed. Remember: 
those two would have done just about anything for the Colonel, 
and suddenly he’s being accosted by these society types. And you 
know why?”

“I can’t begin to imagine,” says Noah.
“’Cause of the doggone walls.”
“The walls?” Judy asks. 
“Those ornery ladies said that they would get their husbands 

on the City Council to propose an ordinance making it illegal 
to pound holes in the pristine marble on the walls of the new 
City Hall,” says Mrs. Markham. “Well, Mother and Miss Reed 
were just about besides themselves with anger. And see, here’s the 
thing: Miss Reed was pretty prim and proper, but not Mother. 
She’d a probably tried to throw down with these bitches, if you’ll 
excuse my language. Especially with the Colonel being involved 
and all.”

“So what happened next?” Judy asks.
“Oh, they did it something fierce. Those women got their 

husbands to vote in that ordinance in lightning-speed. Those old 
so-and-so’s made it illegal to hang anything on the walls of the 
new City Hall that wasn’t Biblical in nature.”

“Biblical. No kidding?” Noah asks.
“Hell, no,” says Mrs. Markham. “They made it happen all 
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right. The only thing hanging in that building was a bronze 
plaque reciting the Ten Commandments.”

“Was?” asks Judy.
“That’s right. After all that ugly business back in the day, it’s 

not even hanging there anymore. About 10 years ago, they quiet-
ly removed the thing. It’d been hanging there for 75 years by that 
time. But they didn’t remove it because the ordinance had lapsed 
or anything like that. They took it down ’cause of a controversy 
over in Clearfield about the separation of church and state. But 
Mother didn’t give a damn about that. She only wanted to see art 
come to Altoona.”

“So that’s why she remembered?” Judy asks.
“You’re sure-shootin’,” says Mrs. Markham. “Here was the 

Colonel, trying to bring fine art to Altoona, and these society 
ladies just go and kill it like that? And all because of spite.” 

“And the paintings?” Judy asks. “Do you know what became 
of them?”

“You know,” Mrs. Markham replies, “until you asked me just 
now, I had never thought to wonder what happened with them. 
I couldn’t begin to tell you.”

For a moment, Mrs. Markham sits there quietly in Texas Hot 
Dogs, as if she were trying to think back to her conversations 
with her mother all those years ago.

The silence in the restaurant is suddenly interrupted by the 
sound of the man in the next booth as he awkwardly gets to his 
feet and leaves the restaurant.

“Hey, wait a minute,” Mrs. Markham continues. “Why are 
you asking about all this? Did Donald do something?”

“It’s funny that you would phrase it like that,” says Judy. 
“Was he the type to do something out of the ordinary—possibly 
even something a little wrong.”

“I guess maybe he was,” Mrs. Markham replies, her voice 
having diminished to a whisper. “I don’t know quite what he 
might have done—if anything. But he sure was the type who 
wouldn’t have stood for something like that goddamn ordinance. 
Kind of like Mother in that way, I guess.”

“That’s some story, Mrs. Markham,” says Noah.
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“It’s not just some story, son,” she replies, the glint having 
returned to her eye. “It’s the God’s honest truth. So tell me, Miss 
Judy, was this what you were hoping to find way out here in 
Railtown?”

“It sure is a lot more than I bargained for when we stepped 
on your front porch this afternoon,” Judy replies.

“See what I mean?” says Mrs. Markham. “It’s just like I told 
ya before: everything goes better with food.”

As twilight drifts across Altoona, Noah steers the fleet car a 
few short blocks over to the Penn Alto Hotel, a ten-story brick 
building on Thirteenth Avenue. Battered by time and struggling 
under the weight of disrepair, the former grand hotel sits idle 
with nary a person in sight.

“It’s pretty quiet for a place this big,” says Judy.
“They call it the City Hall Commons now,” Mrs. Markham 

remarks as she climbs out of the vehicle. “Built in ’21, I believe. 
It’s cheap apartments now.”

“Why the City Hall Commons?” Noah asks.
Without a word, Mrs. Markham gestures towards the lime-

stone building across the street. Closed for the weekend, it is 
almost entirely dark, save for a dimly-lit streetlight on the corner.

“City Hall is right there?” Judy asks, as she opens up Google 
Maps on her iPad.

“Now Lord love a duck! Did I tell you otherwise?” Mrs. 
Markham asks.

“I guess I didn’t realize the proximity,” says Judy. 
“Okay,” Noah asks, “but does it mean anything?” 
“It might,” says Judy, “although I can’t imagine what.”
“This part of town was gonna be the city’s bright light,” Mrs. 

Markham continues, as the trio makes their way into the lobby 
of the Penn Alto Hotel. “And for a while it was. It seemed like all 
up-side in the 1920s. Then the war came, and it was all downhill. 
And it was a long, slow, dismal ride. And now it’s just this,” she 
adds, pointing towards the multistory marble lobby at the heart 
of the building.

“Is that the Logan Room?” Noah asks. 
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“Surely is,” Mrs. Markham replies, gesturing towards the 
timeworn ballroom that spreads out before them. “Imagine, if 
you can, the Colonel standing across the room. The luncheon is 
in full swing, and he’s proudly unveiling his painting. And those 
society ladies are just sitting there, eating their roast beef and 
waiting to pounce.” For a moment, she’s lost in thought once 
more—just like she was back at Texas Hot Dogs.

“What are you thinking, Mrs. Markham?” Judy asks.
“What am I thinking?” she chuckles. “I guess it’s like this: I 

can’t help picturing these women as they readied themselves for 
war against the Colonel. And I’m thinking to myself, ‘Mother 
must have been downright pissed.’”

“I bet she was pissed all right,” Noah says, as he drives the 
Chevy along Coleridge Avenue after they drop Mrs. Markham 
off at home. “So what do you think it all means?”

“I’m not entirely sure,” Judy replies. “Did the elusive Donald J. 
Mercer run off with the painting? Or was it the Colonel? Or Miss 
Reed, the librarian? Or could it have been the quick-tempered 
Marjorie Markham herself? I don’t even know where to begin.” 
“This whole business is starting to sound like a game of Clue,” 
says Noah, as he wheels the car back towards the Motel 6. “My 
bet is on Professor Plum, with the Rope, in the Conservatory.” 

“I was always suspicious of Miss Scarlett.”
“Yeah, she’s a shady one all right,” Noah admits. “Oh well, 

we’ve got Madge on tap for tomorrow. But after that, I just don’t 
know.”

“Well, I know one thing for sure,” says Judy. “I definitely 
want to get a look inside of City Hall.”
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Saturday, June 6, 2015

Okay, Dr. Vicki. Message received, loud and clear.

How can I argue with your logic? Your warnings 
about the dangers of traveling with a former (sort of) 
boyfriend obviously fell on deaf ears. My ears. I guess I 
thought that my Recruit had safely drifted into the som-
nambulant land of the Platonic. Or at least I thought that 
I had. But alas. . . .

To recap today’s events: we visited Saint Francis Uni-
versity to see a minor Cassatt (The Somber One, which 
apparently lives up to its name). As you might have 
guessed, my Recruit did the seeing, while I—fearing 
the onset of another incident—concocted a story about 
a fearsome migraine and hid myself among a grove of 
evergreens.

But on the plus side, we made big-time progress on 
the Hunt. Still no painting (haha, like we’re ever gonna 
see that thing in the flesh), although we may have visited 
the very place where it last saw the light of day. What 
once was a haven for the glitterati is now a shabby old 
ballroom in a downtown hotel. What’s that line from Ir-
réversible again? You know, from the Gaspar Noé film. 
I remember it now: “Time destroys everything.” And it 
does—it surely does. It destroys everything we’ve ever 
known and everything we ever will know. It destroys 
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lost old paintings just as it destroys love and hope and 
memories. 

Wow. This is suddenly getting kind of maudlin. 
Which is sad because I left out the best part: after we 
dropped off the crazy old woman who led us to the Penn 
Alto Hotel, my Recruit and I began driving back to the 
Motel 6. Only we didn’t quite make it there. . . .

Hehe. Just kidding for a moment, Dr. Vicki. Nothing 
untoward happened. I’ve made a point of remembering 
that he’s merely my Recruit—that he’s working-for-hire 
not Driving Miss Judy. 

Anyway, we were heading back to the motel, when 
we decided to stop at a coffee shop just across the av-
enue. At first, I thought it was a bad idea—especially 
after the previous evening had ended so poorly. I mean, 
why take any chances, right, after restoring equilibri-
um in our (non)relationship? But you’ll be delighted 
to learn that it was all decaf and fine conversation. 
And it may be purely Platonic—a solid, above-board 
rider/driver association—but there’s nothing wrong 
with good company is what I say! And there’s no deny-
ing that the boy’s got smarts. Sometimes, he may be a 
smartass, but on the whole he deploys his intelligence 
for good, not for evil purposes. Take the following ex-
change, for example:

YOURS TRULY: You had Mrs. Markham wrapped 
around your finger back there at the restaurant.

MY RECRUIT: Are you kidding? I thought she was 
about to wring my neck.

YOURS TRULY: Hardly. You just about replaced the 
vaunted Colonel in her mind. And that’s saying some-
thing.

MY RECRUIT: I guess I’m just getting into the mys-
tery of this whole enterprise. That painting has to be out 
there somewhere, right?
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YOURS TRULY: I wish I shared your optimism. I feel 
like we’re chasing after a mirage.

MY RECRUIT: It’s gonna be hard to get back to my 
dissertation after this. Mirage or not, with the Cassatt 
painting I feel like I’m somehow rooted in the real world. 
It just happens to be a lost world that’s almost a century 
into the past—

YOURS TRULY: To the contrary. Your dissertation on 
literary modernism has reality written all over it. Heck, 
the contemporary world is still trying to come to grips 
with modernity. There are more than a few nations that 
are still bent on destroying it.

MY RECRUIT: Point well taken. But the world of 
books is still, at a certain level, a pretend-world. Some-
thing that people dream up in their spare time.

YOURS TRULY: As a loyal reader of Little Birds and 
Terrestrial Paradises: The Noah Dearing Newsletter, I would 
have to disagree.

MY RECRUIT: [Laughing] What’s your favorite nov-
el anyway?

YOURS TRULY: If I had to choose, I’d probably go 
with Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse.

MY RECRUIT: Of course it is! 
YOURS TRULY: [Taken aback] Hey, don’t be mock-

ing me—
MY RECRUIT: Oh, I wouldn’t dare. It’s just that you 

would be drawn to a book about the difficulty of cap-
turing one’s artistic vision. You’ve got your painter, Lily 
Briscoe, trying to make sense of the godforsaken Ram-
say family until one day—poof!—they trek out to a light-
house and the richness of art and life intermingle. Is that 
about right?

YOURS TRULY: I guess so. But it seems like you’re 
reducing me to a plot point.

ME RECRUIT: No way! If anything, I am elevating 
you to the stuff of literary greatness. Not bad, huh?
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All right, so I kinda swooned a little at that last bit. 
But you get the point, don’t you? I like hanging out with 
a smart dude who thinks about lofty concepts like mod-
ernism and aesthetic vision. That doesn’t mean I have to 
act on it, that I’m going to invite him back to my apart-
ment to watch some Netflix and chill. And he’s certainly 
not going to make any moves after my putrid display 
above the Incline. . . .

So to wrap things up: today I lied to him about my 
condition. But at least I didn’t trash Taylor this time. 
That’s a kind of progress, isn’t it?

Bodysnatchers Time: 

2:28 PM (Acutely distressed at the prospect of vis-
iting SAMA, driven to a brash moment of self-serving 
untruth)

9:05 PM (Mildly flirtatious behavior tempered by cof-
fee and common sense)

Threat Level Green: Low (Crisis averted, feeling safe as 
houses for the moment)
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The Night Chicago Died
October 1871

A.
J. waits in the entryway of his sister’s studio. He 
watches her there, sitting before an easel in the attic 
of their parents’ rented Hollidaysburg home. Eyes cast 

downward, she is fumbling with a paint-mottled handkerchief in 
her hands, twisting it absentmindedly this way and that.

After a while, A.J.’s legs become restless from standing so 
long in the doorway. As he carefully shifts his weight from one 
foot to the other, the attic floorboards emit a barely perceptible 
creak, and Mary looks up, startled to see her brother in mostly 
quiet repose in her studio.

Glancing quickly at the window, as the setting sun begins 
casting its afternoon shadows, she turns her attentions back to 
A.J. with a start.

“Oh, my goodness, I had no idea it was so late,” she apolo-
gizes. “Must we postpone our hike? I am so very sorry.”

“Not hardly,” he announces with a smile. “It’s just a quick 
jaunt up the hillside.”

Mary frowns at this last remark. Clearly, she won’t be squirm-
ing out of her brother’s expedition so easily.

As Mary gathers herself up, A.J. lumbers over to the easel, 
and, leaning sideways to take in her canvas, squints his eyes in 

Chapter Ten
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an effort to discern the contradictory forms coming alive in his 
sister’s painting.

“Is that . . . is that our dad there on the bottom?” he asks, 
clearly unsure of what lies before him on the canvas.

“Alas, it is,” his sister allows. “Another abandoned sketch after 
a summer of bad tidings.”

“If that’s our father,” A.J. continues, “then who might this be 
on the top?”

Mary takes up a position alongside her brother, who is staring 
at a portrait of a dark-skinned woman, a white bonnet perched 
atop her head. 

“That is—or should I say was—our mulatto servant girl,” 
Mary answers.

“Was?”
“Oh, no forgive me,” Mary answers. “She’s not dead. At 

least not physically. She gave notice. She’s to be married soon. 
How do you like that? I can’t even keep a model on retainer in 
these parts without her finding some means of escape. Imagine, 
doing something as bold and inexplicable as getting married to 
get out of modeling for Mary Cassatt, has-been artist, late of 
the Salon.”

“Oh, come now,” A.J. counters. “You’re just feeling sorry for 
yourself is all. So what’s it to be,” he asks, returning the conversa-
tion to the painting before them, “this striking portrait of your 
estranged housekeeper or dear old dad, who seems, to these eyes, 
vastly more unfinished than the servant girl?”

“In truth,” Mary admits, “I haven’t painted for six weeks. If 
this goes on much longer, I’ll likely abandon it forever.”

“Painting?” A.J. asks. 
Mary nods forlornly. 
“Poppycock,” says A.J., pulling his sister by the arm. “Let’s 

take that walk, shall we?”

As Mary and A.J. step onto Allegheny Street, their sister Lyd-
ia calls from the expansive front porch. 

“Don’t be late,” she reminds them. “Lois expects us all to din-
ner this evening!”
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Following her brother towards the hillside that towers before 
them, Mary acknowledges her sister with a friendly wave.

“Do you think she’ll ever find happiness?” Mary asks her 
brother as they walk along Allegheny Street.

“Lydia?” he replies, perplexed. “Who’s to say she isn’t happy now?”
“Forgive me,” says Mary. “I meant nothing by it. Sometimes, 

it seems as though our sister is everyone’s favorite matronly aunt.”
“Lois, for one, adores our Lydia,” her brother remarks. “She is 

wonderful with the baby, and there’s hardly a finer seamstress this 
side of Philadelphia. But I do worry about her health, don’t you? 
Lois tells me that Bright’s Disease can be like that, you know. 
One minute, the patient is well enough to take on the world, 
only to be felled for months on end.”

“We must cherish our time with her while we can, A.J. But 
don’t kid yourself,” Mary says, turning towards him. “Lois may 
preserve a special Eden in her heart for Lydia, but she absolutely 
loathes me. You know that as well as I.”

“You’re very different people is all,” A.J. replies. 
“It’s more than that,” Mary protests. “Being different is one 

thing. We’re all different in terms of chemical makeup. I am talk-
ing about diametrically opposed types of human being. We’d be 
different if we had nothing in common. But it’s much more than 
kinship. It’s like we’re from vastly dissimilar civilizations, only 
mine hasn’t so much as discovered fire yet.”

“Well, just as soon as you figure out how to go from spark 
to flame,” A.J. jokes, “I heartily recommend that you work out 
the rudimentary invention of the wheel. I daresay that such tech-
nologies might prove handy in moving your race forward.”

“Thanks for the tip,” Mary replies, smiling good-naturedly 
at her brother’s effort to cheer her up. “The wheel has certainly 
worked out well for your kind,” she adds.

“Oh, most definitely,” he answers. “The railroads have built 
an entire industry out of reducing friction and facilitating for-
ward momentum.”

“And you are that civilization’s emperor,” she kids.
“A steward, really,” A.J. corrects. “I answer to many emperors 

in my line of work.”
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As they make their way into the shallow brush at the edge of 
the trailhead, Mary scans nervously upward towards the moun-
tainside.

“Are you certain this is safe?” she asks.
“Without question,” A.J. retorts. “I’ve made the journey my-

self many times. It’s a slow grade—far easier than it looks from 
this vantage point.”

Looking up, Mary can see the rocky outcropping that juts 
out high above them.

“You’ll be fine,” A.J. reassures her, as they begin their ascent 
along a winding woodland trail.

“So you no longer fancy yourself an artist?” he asks, breaking 
the silence.

“I am ravenous for money,” Mary replies. “As I told you, I 
have not touched a brush for six weeks. Nor ever will I again 
until I see some prospect of getting back to Europe.”

“It’s worse in Paris, you know,” says A.J., glancing towards his 
sister to gauge her reaction. “The city is fully under siege now.”

“At this point, I’d risk it,” she answers.
“Is that the sum total of your output back there in the attic?” 

A.J. asks. “Two unfinished portraits on the same bit of canvas?”
“Supplies and models have been hard to come by,” Mary re-

plies. “Inspiration is even more scarce.”
“Surely, the purity of our rural environs has the power to 

awaken your creative powers?” her brother jests.
“There are two other paintings,” she answers. “Or should I say were.”
“How’s that?” A.J. asks.
“I managed to finish some new work before this latest dry 

spell—and before I ran out of provisions.”
“And models,” her brother adds.
“So very true,” she answers. “Modeling for me is a one-way 

ticket to matrimonial bliss.”
“And this new work?”
“I scratched out a couple of paintings in the Allegheny Street 

studio and promptly shipped them to Goupil, my Parisian deal-
er. He’s been sitting out the war in his New York City offices. On 
Broadway, no less. He thought he could move my work.”
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“And did he?”
“He managed to move it all right—to as far away as a promi-

nent jewelry store in Chicago, where he assured me he could net 
a fine price. Certainly enough to pay for my passage back to the 
continent.”

“That’s terrific news, right? If he has the confidence to market 
your paintings, then you’ve still got the stuff—the talent to create 
new work!”

“Goupil certainly believed so,” Mary avers. “He couldn’t land 
any sales in New York City, but the jewelry store concept seemed 
promising. He saw to it that they were reverently displayed in 
the store’s lakeshore window to pique the interests of passersby.”

“Sounds like solid salesmanship to me,” her brother affirms.
“And Chicago is exactly where my paintings were on a cer-

tain Sunday evening this past October—”
“Surely, you’re kidding,” A.J. interrupts.
“Not hardly,” says Mary. “Fate is a cruel mistress, isn’t she? 

All it takes is a cow, a lantern, and my dreams for making my 
escape quite literally go up in flames with those paintings. And 
that tragic city,” she sighs. “And now all I have for my sojourn in 
Pennsylvania is that fragmentary canvas back in the attic.”

As Mary and her brother make their final turn towards the 
rocky summit, A.J. pauses to lean against a tree.

“You really can’t find your muse out here?” he asks. “Sure-
ly, there is art among the sugar maple, the white oak, and the 
beech?”

“I had no idea that you fashioned yourself as a naturalist,” his 
sister replies. “Don’t get me wrong: the beauty of the goldenrod, 
the purple aster, and the ironweed are as pleasing to me as to 
anyone. But what eludes me, out here in the wilderness, is ac-
cess—access to museums, to the sprawl of city life, even to other 
artists. Bear with me for a moment,” she continues. “Surely, you 
recognize the access that you possess by virtue of the railroad. 
Without it, would you contemplate living here for another min-
ute longer? Would Lois—who’s strolled her petticoats through 
some of the finest parlors in the world, the White House even?”

“That’s a fair point,” he answers. “But you know the irony 
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of it all? When you were back in Paris last year before the war, I 
would have traded places with you in a heartbeat. Do you real-
ize how comparatively unshackled you are to me? You have the 
power to consider a life beyond this place, beyond the one that 
you’ve aspired to and encaged yourself within.”

As they reach the end of the trailhead, Mary ponders this last 
remark for a moment.

“Well, isn’t that odd,” says Mary, “that you, a man with your 
extraordinary position, budding wealth, exquisite wife and baby, 
could somehow be less free than me, a single woman artist in the 
midst of this trying century in this godforsaken place?”

“It isn’t merely odd,” A.J. confirms, “it is a brutal truth.”
Having reached the summit, A.J. and Mary stroll to the edge 

of the rocky outcropping to take in the expansive view of Hol-
lidaysburg, which unfolds below them in the valley like a minia-
ture model town.

“They call this place the Chimney Rocks,” her brother an-
nounces. “Do you see that rocky projection over yonder—among 
the limestone pillars? The townsfolk call that the Chief ’s Seat. 
Folklore has it that an Indian chief would take up his exalted 
position in that place and survey the landscape and oversee his 
tribe.”

Without warning, Mary bounds in the direction of the natu-
ral outcropping, as A.J. follows closely on her heels.

Triumphantly perching herself atop the Chief ’s Seat, Mary 
holds her chin up high and adopts a regal pose.

“That’s more like it!” A.J. booms. “See, things are looking up 
already!”

“I am at a crossroads, brother. And the means of my leave-
taking were presented just yesterday.”

“Then why all of the glum talk this afternoon?” he asks, per-
plexed by his sister’s demeanor. 

“A Catholic bishop,” Mary begins, “a Spaniard, in Pittsburgh, 
wants to commission me to make copies of Correggio for the 
city’s Cathedral.”

“And?” asks A.J., beaming at Mary. 
“My best offer is also my worst.”
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“How so?” asks A.J. “You adore Correggio!”
“It is my ticket back to Europe, to be sure,” Mary answers, 

“but alas, it is copying.”
“And?”
“Don’t you get it? Being a copyist is where I started—where 

everyone starts. It is an apprenticeship. What every budding artist 
does when they first begin trolling about the museums, looking 
for work, hoping to be discovered—a fool’s errand, mostly. It’s 
what I did back in the Louvre in what seems like a lifetime ago,” 
she continues. “It is rock bottom, I tell you. It is a living symbol 
of how far I have fallen.”

“Then you’re saying goodbye to all that piffle? To making 
copies of other people’s art?”

“Not hardly,” she answers. “I am most certainly going to do 
it—warts and all. Even if it means going back to the start for me 
as an artist. It’s a means to an end, A.J. The diocese promises to 
pay a steep price.”

“I am confused,” her brother admits. “When did you decide 
to accept the bishop’s offer.”

“Just now, sitting here on this overlook,” she answers. “I don’t 
think I’ve ever been more determined to do anything in my life.”

“It’s like you’re saying goodbye,” says A.J.
“I am saying goodbye,” she replies, standing up from her 

place in the Chief ’s Seat. “My American exile is over.”
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Exit the Donald
June 2015

“I’ve never lived anywhere with mountains like this,” says 
Judy, scanning the horizon. “Have you?”

“Not this guy,” Noah replies, as he steers the fleet car 
across Altoona and into the outskirts of Hollidaysburg. “Chicago 
born and bred. A few visits to New York City and a road trip to 
Florida—that’s just about the extent of my worldliness. Most of 
my life has been spent among the flat Midwestern plains.”

“Same here,” Judy answers. “Back when I used to show my 
work, I’d get out to California now and then, Seattle a couple of 
times. But that’s about it.”

“That’s right. You were a watercolorist, right—before you 
went all academic?”

“Yeah,” says Judy. After a few moments of hesitation, she 
continues. “But then I took a more practical route, I guess. Art 
History has a fairly clear job path. You get your Ph.D., hit the 
academic marketplace, and hope that your name is called in the 
end.”

“It’s pretty much the same in English studies,” says Noah, 
as he pulls the Chevy into the parking lot of the Blair County 
Genealogical Society. “With so many other candidates, it’s a bit 
like playing the lottery. But in the end, people get jobs. I mean, 

Chapter Eleven
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somebody’s got to teach the courses, right? Or at least that’s how 
I console myself.”

“Hey, you’re writing about the modernists,” says Judy, as she 
climbs out of the vehicle. “They’re perennial favorites—they nev-
er go out of style. When it’s your time to interview at the MLA, 
the Noah Show will be a hit.”

“Let’s hope so,” he answers, as he follows her into the build-
ing. “The Noah Show doesn’t always have that many takers, you 
know,” he chuckles. “My dance card was just about empty when 
you rang me up last week.”

As Judy and Noah make their way across the lobby of the Gene-
alogical Society, Madge hurries to greet them. With a big smile plas-
tered across her face, she nearly bowls them over in her excitement.

“Judging by the bounce in your step, it looks like you might 
be the possessor of some good news there, Madge,” says Judy.

“You hit the jackpot!” Madge sings out, as she leads them 
back to the reference desk secreted amidst the teetering stacks of 
binders and history books.

“Mercer, Donald J., born in Centre County on 30 Decem-
ber 1891 to John J. and Mary Herbert Mercer. During his early 
years, the family relocated to Altoona. While attending Altoona 
Area High School, he won a prize for an essay contest held by the 
Altoona Chamber of Commerce. His winning submission was 
entitled ‘Altoona and Its Advantages.’ The experience stimulated 
his lifelong interest in civic affairs. After graduating from high 
school, he attended Penn State, where he took a course in com-
munity service. He later enrolled in an advanced Chamber of 
Commerce course at Northwestern University—”

“That’s in Evanston,” says Judy, “where I had my studio.”
“At age 22,” says Madge, loudly clearing her throat, “Mr. 

Mercer designed the city’s first flag, which is still in use today. 
When World War I broke out, he enlisted as a Private and served 
14 months in the US Army, where he was stationed at the Wa-
tertown Arsenal in Massachusetts and later at Camp Stuart in 
Camp Hill, Virginia. He was honorably discharged as a Sergeant 
in the Ordnance Department.”
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“A bomb-maker, huh?” says Noah.
“Could be a bomb-disposer,” says Judy.
“Back in Altoona,” Madge continues, “he helped found the 

Charles R. Rowan Post of the American Legion and served as one 
of its early Commanders. He worked for The Altoona Tribune, for 
which he served as a columnist, and later in the editorial offices 
of The Altoona Mirror. He authored a humorous book entitled 
Stubby Jenks and two volumes of poetry. From 1920 to 1929, 
he served in various positions with the Chamber of Commerce. 
During that time, he organized a number of civic initiatives. As 
it happens, most of his activities centered around art in one way 
or another—”

“Sounds like he had the art bug all right,” says Judy.
“Did he ever,” says Madge. “He called himself a ‘Sunday 

painter’ and worked in oils and sculpture. In addition to poetry, 
he wrote a number of award-winning songs. He also spearheaded 
the organization of the first Altoona Art Institute—”

“Wait,” says Judy, “has there been more than one?”
“Not that I can find,” Madge replies. “As it turns out, things 

get sorta weird when you attempt to trace the Institute’s activities.”
“Weird,” asks Noah. “How so?”
“Well,” says Madge, “I did some extra digging about the Al-

toona Art Institute. Jesse warned me that you were pretty keen 
on their origins—”

“The old dude who broke the Elvis ban?” asks Noah.
“Is he still prattling on about that?” says Madge. “You’d think 

he discovered Mount Rushmore or something. Anyway, the In-
stitute begins with a lot of fanfare and ends with a fizzle.”

“Fanfare?” asks Judy.
“Fizzle?” says Noah.
“I thought you’d want to know about that,” Madge replies 

with a smile. “We’ll start with the fanfare. On November 20, 
1926, Mr. Mercer presides over a luncheon at the Penn Alto, 
where Colonel Henry W. Brubaker, the publisher of The Al-
toona Tribune, presents the Institute with an original painting by 
American Impressionist Mary Cassatt. I have a description of the 
painting here somewhere—”
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Judy and Noah exchange surprised glances at this last remark, 
as Madge begins rummaging through a folder.

“Ah, here it is,” she says. “Known as Mother and Child, the 
picture is an ‘exquisite specimen showing a fond mother gazing 
upward at her child.’ After Mr. Mercer accepted the painting into 
the Institute’s permanent collection, Colonel Brubaker said that 
it was his ‘greatest hope that the painting would arouse interest in 
the arts and justify the future building of an art museum in the 
city.’ In the interim, the Cassatt painting was to be hung on the 
walls of the Community Room on the third floor of the new City 
Hall, which first opened to the public on the afternoon of Janu-
ary 5, 1927. Thousands of townspeople came out for the grand 
event, which was serenaded by the Altoona Area High School 
Orchestra. Only there was no installation—”

“On account of the ordinance,” Judy interjects.
“How’d you know about that?” says Madge, who seems flus-

tered by Judy’s intrusion into her storyline. 
“Mrs. Markham gave us the scoop,” says Noah.
“Glory Markham?” Madge asks.
“Her first name is Glory?” says Judy, who stares at Noah in 

disbelief.
“And all this time I thought it was Mrs.,” says Noah.
“So what happens to the painting then?” Judy asks.
“Well,” Madge replies, “that’s where the fizzle comes in. 

Within two years, Mr. Mercer advances to becoming Manager 
of the Chamber here in town before taking a job with the Pitts-
burgh Chamber of Commerce.”

“So he left Altoona?” Noah asks.
“That’s right,” says Madge, “and he doesn’t return until 1955 

upon his retirement. Once he’s back in the city, Mr. Mercer is 
up to his old tricks, painting Pennsylvania landscapes, penning 
more poems and songs, and writing a pamphlet about the his-
tory of Blair County entitled ‘Past and Present.’ He lived out his 
days over on Coleridge until a lengthy illness claimed his life. He 
was hospitalized in Altoona on November 22, 1966, and died on 
the morning of December 9. He was 74. Visitation was at Ste-
vens Mortuary, services were held at St. John’s Catholic Church, 
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and internment was over at Calvary Cemetery. You can visit his 
gravesite if you like. His home and property were left to his four 
surviving sisters, Geraldine, Grace, Augusta, and Marion.”

“But what about the painting?” Judy asks. “Does it ever show 
up again?”

“As near as I can tell,” says Madge, “the trail ends shortly 
after that luncheon. Colonel Brubaker vows to see the ordinance 
overturned and to one day install Mother and Child on the walls 
of the Community Room. Supposedly, the painting goes into 
some kind of storage along with the other works in the Institute’s 
collection—”

“Hold on a sec,” says Judy, consulting her iPad. “I’ve got it 
here somewhere in The Yellow Book. Yes! The other holdings in-
clude Émile Walters’ February Thaw, Donald Deskey’s October, 
and Henry Ward Ranger’s Connecticut Landscape.”

“It’s probably apropos of nothing,” says Madge, “but Con-
necticut briefly features in this story when Mr. Mercer teaches 
at Yale.”

“Hmmm,” says Judy, studying her iPad. “The provenance, in 
this case, is quite illuminating. I wonder if old Donald H. knew 
Ranger in person? I say that because the first two paintings were 
gifts to the Art Institute from the artists themselves.”

“Isn’t that kind of unusual?” Noah asks. “Even presumptu-
ous?”

“It happens more often than you might think,” says Judy. 
“Artists are always pretty hungry to see their work as part of a 
permanent collection.”

“Of course,” says Noah, nodding his head. “Dreaming of im-
mortality.”

“That’s right,” Judy continues. “And besides that, it may have 
even been a tax write-off, although I don’t have the first clue 
about tax law in the 1920s. But here’s where it gets interesting: 
Mercer, or somebody else—possibly Colonel Brubaker?—must 
have purchased Connecticut Landscape from the National Acad-
emy of Design.”

“We’ve got a bill of lading that places Colonel Brubaker buy-
ing Mother and Child in Paris in 1926 and hauling it back here,” 
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says Noah. “Perhaps Colonel Moneybags bought the Ranger 
painting, too?”

“That’s Ambassador Moneybags to you,” Judy jokes. 
“Mr. Mercer certainly got around, then,” says Madge. “Not 

counting his years in uniform, we’ve got him in Pittsburgh, Con-
necticut, and even for a time in Illinois.”

“No, no, no!” says Judy, glaring at her iPad. “I was terribly 
mistaken. Their paths almost certainly didn’t cross. Ranger died 
in 1916 when Donald was doing his stint in the army. Ranger’s 
estate was auctioned off in 1917—and get this, 129 of his paint-
ings sold for $66,240, the highest average price paid for a dead 
artist’s work at the time, according to The New York Times.”

“How strange,” says Madge. “I’ve never heard of Ranger.”
“Very few have,” Judy admits. “Just goes to show you how 

tastes change. Ranger was known as a Tonalist. That was a big 
deal in turn-of-the-century America. But by the time that Cas-
satt dies in June 1926, everybody’s talking about the amazing, 
groundbreaking work of the Impressionists—most of whom are 
either dead or in their dotage at that point. But it hardly mat-
ters. Major dealers like Durand-Ruel and others had cemented 
Impressionism in the international consciousness by that point, 
and anybody with the financial capacity absolutely had to have 
one. Or two. Or three—”

“My bet’s still on Ambassador Moneybags, then. He’s the 
lynchpin in this thing,” says Noah. “He’s got the dollars and very 
likely the connections, too.”

“He does seem to come up again, doesn’t he?” asks Madge, 
rifling through her papers on the reference desk. “I seem to recall 
that Mr. Mercer designed the city’s official flag as part of a con-
test, which he won, of course, and which was sponsored by—you 
guessed it—Colonel Brubaker.”

“See what I mean?” says Noah. “It’s the Colonel, with the 
painting, in the ballroom.”

“Okay,” says Judy, “but in that scenario the painting is the 
weapon. And that doesn’t make any sense. You’re right about one 
thing, though. That ballroom in the Penn Alto is where this en-
tire story turns. I still like Donald for this, though—”
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“When you put it that way,” says Noah, “it sounds like you’re 
talking about a perp.”

“Hey, now!” says Judy. “You’re the one playing Clue with 
all of these dead people. But seriously, roll with me on this for 
a minute: Donald leaves Altoona in 1929 and doesn’t return for 
the better part of 26 years. So what happens while he’s away? And 
better yet, what does he pack to take with him when he leaves?”

“So what’s your reasoning for Mr. Mercer over Colonel 
Brubaker?” Madge asks.

“I can save you the trouble of wondering,” says Noah. “Sweet 
Judy Blue Eyes here figures that the man who is most severely 
stricken with the bug is the likely suspect, am I correct?” he asks, 
glancing over at his fellow grad student.

“That’s right,” says Judy. “The art bug has driven even the 
sanest of souls to behave in ways they scarcely could have imag-
ined. But it’s moot, isn’t it, until we find out who took the paint-
ing home after that luncheon on November 20, 1926? As of now, 
the trail goes cold right then and there in the Logan Room.”
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Sunday, June 7, 2015

Bonne soirée, Dr. Vicki! Today, my Recruit and I shift-
ed our investigation to nearby Hollidaysburg, where I 
began to notice a disturbing trend: as we gather more 
and more evidence about the mysterious doings of the 
mid-1920s, our story fails to narrow and become more 
clear. On the contrary, the more we learn, the more things 
seem even more opaque and confusing. As if we are try-
ing to grab hold of a clever mammal’s ever-more elusive 
tail. And that tail is certainly eluding us all right.

Now, to your message and your increasingly caution-
ary notes about the perils of traveling with my Recruit. I 
can assure you, Fräulein Doktor, that our relationship is 
simply nothing of the sort, that whatever has happened—
or nearly happened, or didn’t quite happen, or whatev-
er—no longer carries any weight in our current dealings.

This was made all too apparent this evening after we 
left a profitable session at the Blair County Genealogi-
cal Society. We departed, of course, without the first clue 
about where the painting resides, but we left in good 
spirits nonetheless. Driving into downtown Hollidays-
burg, we happened upon a delightful little eatery inside 
an old hotel that dates back to the 1830s. Destroyed by 
fire in November 1871, the tavern has weathered a host of 
forces to not only be rebuilt but to survive into the pres-
ent day. But even more importantly, I am happy to report 
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that the cuisine was local comfort food, and it is damned 
good. My Recruit and I shared a shockingly large plate 
of cheese fries with a decadent bucket of ranch dressing 
as an accompaniment. Afterwards, my Recruit knocked 
back a couple of Rolling Rocks, while I picked at a grilled 
chicken salad—topped off with, of all things, still more 
French fries! And no, Fräulein Doktor, I passed on the 
beer. The restrictions associated with that blasted medi-
cation that you prescribed are eminently clear. . . .

After dinner, my Recruit steered our fleet car along 
a narrow mountain road until we reached a state park 
high above town. After leaving the car in an old gravel 
parking lot, we made our way across a clearing until we 
arrived at a rocky outcropping that offers a scenic over-
look for several miles to the east, north, and west. 

Taking me by the hand, my Recruit led me to a stony 
projection nestled among a series of limestone pillars. 
Settling there, I could see the whole of the valley as it un-
folded before us. The view, needless to say, was breath-
taking. Off in the distance, I could make out the lights of 
Altoona. Just below us, Hollidaysburg took on the look 
of a miniature train set, with the glow of the streetlights 
and the passing vehicles creating an otherworldly ambi-
ence. Of course, we got to talking, as my Recruit and I 
are wont to do:

MY RECRUIT: I can’t help thinking that it might be 
out there somewhere, that the painting could be in one 
of those attics in the houses splayed out before us right 
now. That we could be so very close with no way to get 
at it.

YOURS TRULY: And try as she might, I am not sure 
that Madge helped us to close the gap today. If anything, 
it has been widened considerably.

MY RECRUIT: No doubt. But from up here, with 
this spectacular view, it seems to matter just a little less, 
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right? Somehow, the world isn’t so threatening after all. 
As if seeing it from up here gives you a strange, unex-
pected kind of courage to face another day

YOURS TRULY: I know exactly what you mean. 
When you’re up here, gazing across the mountaintops, 
it’s a little hard to believe that Cassatt would want to 
leave all of this and tromp back to Europe and suffer 
among all of those ruins.

Bodysnatchers Time: 

9:17 PM (Somewhat anxious about the notion of driv-
ing along the narrow mountain road)

9:31 PM (Inspired by the scenic overlook, yet another 
crisis averted)

Threat Level Green: Low (All is right with the world for 
a change)
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Anonymity Is the New Fame
November 1874

“This is truly ghastly, just ghastly,” says Lydia, scurry-
ing behind her younger sister as they make their way 
amongst the Parisian ruins.

“If you are disheartened by the sight of La Rive Gauche, you 
will be beyond disturbed after we cross the Seine,” says Mary 
gesturing towards the riverbank that lies ahead. 

“I harbored such fond memories of the Esplanade from 
our visit so many years ago,” Lydia answers, frantically vy-
ing to keep up with her sister’s maddening pace along the 
Pont de la Concorde’s footpath. “And now it’s all so seem-
ingly changed,” she adds. “As if those days are gone to us.” 
“They are,” says Mary, curtly and without emotion. “That was 
20 years ago, sister. All we have is now. And, if we are ambitious 
enough, what we make of the future.”

As they reach the Place de la Concorde, Lydia stops dead in 
her tracks. The sound of the gravel scuttling in her sister’s wake 
catches Mary’s attention, and she wheels around to face Lydia, 
who is stunned at the miserable sight that spreads out before 
them on the banks of the Seine.

“Oh, it’s utterly gone all right,” says Mary, nodding towards 
the charred and gutted ruins of the Palace of the Tuileries. “Al-
most three years ago, on one horrible May night, a dozen agents 

Chapter Twelve
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of the Paris Commune set fire to the imperial palace. The confla-
gration swelled for two full days. A lethal mixture of petroleum, 
liquid tar, and turpentine did the job. The stately rectangular dome 
was blown up through a series of carefully placed explosives that 
were ignited when the fire reached the Salle des Cents Suisses.”

“You do not sympathize, then, with the Commune’s ideol-
ogy?” asks Lydia, quizzically. 

“I hardly care about somebody else’s radical politics,” she an-
swers. “Art is art, and the Tuileries was an architectural triumph. 
The gardens even more so. I used to adore strolling here along the 
Seine. But now it’s all gone.”

“You are always so practically minded, Mame,” says Lydia.
“You sound like our mother,” says Mary.
“Because I called you practical?”
“No,” she replies. “Because you called me Mame.” Pausing 

below the blackened husk of the Arc de Triomphe du Carrousel, 
Mary gestures towards the palace’s crumbling façade. “Four scant 
months before the Commune thought so ill of it as to burn it 
down, the Tuileries served as a barracks during the siege and as a 
refuge for the Parisians, who were trapped inside the city by the 
Prussian army like so many rats upon a sinking ship.”

“How quickly the winds of politics change,” says Lydia, still 
gaping at the ruins.

“The siege itself went on for months, but the bombardment 
lasted three weeks,” says Mary. “Every night, the citizenry would 
endure hours upon hours of demolition. Add to that, the ram-
pant hunger. By that time, the official rationing of livestock had 
run its course. With nowhere left to turn, they began eating horse 
meat. A Horse-Eating Society was formed to laud, like so much 
propaganda, the merits of imbibing horse flesh. Eventually, peo-
ple resorted to eating pets, even some of the animals in the zoo. 
Although no one would so much as slaughter a monkey,” Mary 
interjects, “out of a collective fear that ingesting their meat would 
be akin to cannibalism!”

“Oh, Darwin,” says Lydia, matter-of-factly.
“Oh, Darwin is exactly right,” says Mary, squinting in the 

glare of the midday sun.
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As the sisters continue strolling along the riverside, Lydia 
pauses to open up her umbrella. “This heat is almost unbear-
able,” she remarks.

“We can stop, if you like,” says Mary. “If this is too much for 
you in your condition—”

“No,” says Lydia, interrupting her. “We must persevere. I 
want so very much to go on.”

“All right, then,” says Mary, taking her sister by the hand. “It 
was a minor miracle that the Louvre was spared during the destruc-
tion of the Tuileries,” she continues, as they make their way across 
the courtyard that graces the majestic entrance to the museum.

“Precautions were taken to protect the great works,” says 
Mary, pointing toward the Louvre’s regal façade. “Sandbags were 
placed amongst the building’s windows and many of the Old 
Masters’ wares relocated for safekeeping. Still, the fire that raged 
for so long in the Tuileries nearly made its way to the museum. 
The Richelieu Library, which connected the palace with the Lou-
vre itself, was completely gutted. Only the efforts of the mu-
seum’s curators and the city’s fire brigades succeeded in quelling 
the inferno.” 

“It is difficult to imagine that all of this might have been so 
much worse,” says Lydia.

“When my dear friend Emily Sartrain and I briefly stopped 
over in Paris after my return from the States, the Louvre and the 
surrounding ruins were a desolation. It was a snowy, slushy De-
cember day, and everything was blanketed with a thick fog. We 
tramped through the wings in a single mad dash before departing 
for the railway station, but we hardly saw any paintings—at least 
not in their full resplendent glory. The hallways were so dark that 
the entirety of the place was masked in shadows.”

“So why come back here at all?” Lydia asks, glancing this way 
and that at the ruins of the Tuileries receding in their wake.

“It was an act of will,” says Mary. “Parma itself was a great 
success. Emily and I were welcomed there and treated like visit-
ing royalty. We were given our own studios in which to work, 
and we were chaperoned and squired about the city in the finest 
style. The Italians adored us—”
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“You mean that they adored you,” Lydia interjects. “I remem-
ber your letters to our mother during that time. The Italians were 
enchanted by you.”

“To be fair,” Mary replies, “the art community in Parma was 
enchanted by my work as a copyist. Can you believe it?” she says, 
overbrimming with excitement. “The idea of creating copies at 
this stage in my career was anathema to me, and yet my pur-
suit of Correggio for the Roman Catholic Diocese of Pittsburgh 
earned rewards I could scarcely have imagined.”

“Did you complete the copies to the Bishop’s liking?” asks 
Lydia.

“In truth, I only completed one of the Correggios. I had 
originally been commissioned to paint a copy of Madonna and 
Child with St. Gerome, but presented a copy of Virgin Crowned 
instead.”

“Why the change of heart?” her sister inquires.
“Convenience, I suppose,” says Mary. “The fresco for Virgin 

Crowned had been relocated from the ceiling of San Giovanni to 
the Parma Gallery. But it was never to my liking—”

“The Correggio?” Lydia interrupts.
“Not hardly. I adore Virgin Crowned. Correggio is simply 

timeless—an artist for the ages. But no, I am referring here to my 
copy. It missed the mark somewhat—”

“I doubt that, Mame,” says Lydia. “I doubt that very much.”
“You are supportive as always, dear sister. But in this matter, 

I am entirely correct. You see, I was distracted by my own hubris. 
I had become enthralled with new work occasioned by the Car-
nival—you know it better as the Lenten Festival. In any event, I 
staged a pair of models dispersing pink flowers from a balcony. 
It was jovial—a mood piece—and the Italians were smitten with 
romance.”

“For your painting?” asks Lydia.
“Not only for my painting,” says Mary, “but also for me, dear 

one! I brought it to fruition under the watchful gaze of Professor 
Raimondi, and before long, everyone at the Academy was abso-
lutely begging me to stay in Parma. To make my life and career 
there.”
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“I remember Emily’s letters,” says Lydia, mimicking her 
voice: “‘All Parma is talking of Miss Cassatt and her picture, and 
everyone is anxious to know her.’”

“Perhaps she exaggerates a bit—”
“‘I shine a little, by her reflection.’”
“Emily said that, too?” Mary asks, incredulously. “I blush at 

such brash flattery. Anyway,” she continues, “I was so enamored 
with the painting myself that I propped it up in my bedroom, 
where I would gaze at it every night by candlelight. Italy was a 
dream come true.”

“And yet you continued on to Spain?” Lydia asks.
“I did, at that,” says Mary, contemplatively. 
As the sisters linger at the riverside, with the Cathédrale 

Notre-Dame shimmering in the distance on the Île de la Cité, 
Mary turns back towards Lydia.

“You see,” Mary continues, “it was always my intention to 
see Madrid, to experience the Prado and its great masterworks. 
Besides, I shipped my Carnival painting off to the Salon, and it 
was dutifully accepted. One chapter had suddenly closed, and 
another had yet to be begun. I left Pennsylvania vowing to visit 
Spain, and I was determined to see the thing through—”

“That’s always been your way. That is the essence of you.”
“But it is decidedly more than that,” Mary adds. “I calmly 

went about my life and work in Madrid and later in Seville, and 
I made progress as an artist—real progress. Yet I began to realize 
that I was living like a kind of roving tourist and not as a profes-
sional.”

“And here you are,” says Lydia.
“I had traveled through Italy and Spain as a painter of mi-

nor renown—celebrated, but not truly known. And not really 
selling—and in spite of my acceptance, yet again, into the Sa-
lon. I realized that I knew how to pick the locks of the École de 
beaux-arts, but without maintaining my residence in the Paris 
art world—”

“With its tradition, and its juries, and its snobbery,” Lydia inter-
jects, as the sisters begin walking across Point Neuf, the arched stone 
bridge that leads to the medieval heart of Paris on the Île de la Cité.
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“Truer words were never spoken!” says Mary. “But here’s the 
soul of the thing,” she says, her tone becoming deadly serious: “I 
have made my tour of the European art world, and I have tasted 
the fickle fruits of the Salon. Yet I have sustained nothing. I have 
peered, from afar, into the vaunted studios and brokerage houses 
of this city’s great artists, and I am hardly any closer to penetrat-
ing their circle of fame and influence than I was before my so-
journ in Pennsylvania. And that is a bitter pill—”

With these words, Mary steps in front of the famous statue of 
Henri IV. With Lydia by her side, she stares up in wonder at the 
French king forever on horseback.

Ever the art connoisseur, she simply cannot help herself:
“Commissioned from Giambologna in the seventeenth cen-

tury, destroyed during the Révolution française, only to be recast 
in bronze, 1818, by François-Frédéric Lemot.”

“How do you know all of this?” Lydia asks, clearly impressed 
by her sister’s worldly knowledge.

Mary laughs uproariously. 
“Most of it is right there,” she says, pointing at the base of the 

statue, “on the plinth.” Realizing her sister’s ruse, Lydia laughs 
along with her, standing there by the riverside.

“So much of our public statuary is devoted to soldiering and mili-
tary interests,” Lydia laments, having recovered from her sister’s levity. 
“It is yet another symbol of so much war, so much destruction.”

“And then yet more rebuilding to assuage some irredeemable 
present,” says Mary. “As I told you before: All we have is now. You 
know that even more profoundly than I do,” she adds, gazing 
towards her sister. “But living in the moment means that we have 
to do with it what we will—what we believe will last.”

“What, then, will you do next?” asks Lydia.
“I know only this,” Mary replies. “Here I am, once more, in 

this strangely isolating city, with its disaffected art community, 
and I am sick to death of not belonging to anything—to any-
body, anywhere.”
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Thrill Me to the Marrow
June 2015

“If you’re looking for lost art, you should try D-ville,” says 
Mrs. Markham, as she takes another swig from her coffee 
cup at Tom and Joe’s diner. 

“D-ville?” Judy asks, sitting next to her in the booth.
“Over in Duncansville, they have hundreds of antique shops 

under one roof,” Mrs. Markham continues. “It’s like the area’s 
biggest rummage sale all in one super-sized warehouse.”

“I don’t know,” says Noah, as he picks at the remains of a 
Greek omelet. “Going to some giant flea market really smacks of 
desperation to me. It’s like we’re admitting that we don’t have the 
first clue about what we’re doing here.”

“But we don’t have the first clue, do we?” Judy asks. “We 
might as well roll up our sleeves, admit that we’re running in 
circles, and take a stab in the dark.”

“Well, those antique booths over in D-ville should fit the 
bill just fine, then,” says Mrs. Markham, adjusting her pink ten-
nis visor. “You’re liable to run into just about anything in those 
sales stalls. Every two-bit piece of junk you can imagine and then 
some.”

“What we’re trying to imagine here,” says Noah, “is an ‘ex-
quisite’—wait, how did Madge put it the other night?”

Chapter Thirteen
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“I believe it was something like an ‘exquisite specimen show-
ing a fond mother gazing upward at her child,’” says Judy.

“We find that,” says Noah, finishing his omelet with a flour-
ish, “and it’s game over.”

“Well, it’s not quite game over at that point,” says Judy. “There’s 
the issue of condition. How badly ravaged by time is the art work? 
Does it suffer from water damage? Has it been exposed to sunlight 
for an overly long period of time? Those sorts of questions.”

“Well, hopefully, it’s unspoiled,” says Noah.
“That would be the best outcome,” Judy admits. “But then 

there’s the matter of establishing provenance. Assuming it was 
purchased through a dealer, we can trace it back fairly easily to 
point-of-sale in 1926. But the larger question is: who can make 
the best case for ownership right now?”

“Wouldn’t it be finders keepers?” Mrs. Markham asks, as she 
dispatches the last of her breakfast.

“Not hardly,” Judy replies. “A number of people and institu-
tions could make a case for ownership. Colonel Brubaker alleg-
edly made the purchase. Did he use his own funds? Or was he 
acting for an institutional buyer? The work was presented to the 
Altoona Art Institute. Are they the owners, or is it the City of 
Altoona? Then Donald J. Mercer’s heirs come into play if the 
painting was in their hands for any extended period of time. Do 
you see what I’m getting at?”

“Sure,” Mrs. Markham answers conspiratorially. “But what I 
really wanna know is how much is this sucker worth?”

“If Noah’s right and the work is still pristine,” says Judy, “the 
sky’s the limit. After all, they don’t make new Cassatts anymore.”

“So are we heading to D-ville then?” Noah asks as he steps 
out of the booth.

“First things first,” says Judy, nodding towards the bay window 
that opens onto the streetscape—and, just beyond, to Altoona’s 
City Hall. “We’ve got some unfinished business to attend to.”

As Mrs. Markham leads the way, Judy and Noah trail the 
older woman across Thirteenth Avenue. Bounding up the steps 
of City Hall, the trio clambers through the vestibule at the front 
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of the limestone building. Inside, they find themselves in a musty 
municipal facility. Mottled with the detritus of sales flyers and 
public notices, the marbled walls are faded from years of abuse 
and disrepair. 

Making their way up two steep flights of stairs to the third 
floor, Judy and Noah amble into the Community Room, a large 
conference area with cheap metal folding chairs and old card 
tables. Meanwhile, Mrs. Markham waits in the corridor, where 
she busies herself leafing through the public notices affixed to a 
bulletin board.

“Isn’t this mostly a waste of time?” Noah asks, as Judy care-
fully strolls about the Community Room. 

“How’s that?” Judy wonders. “For all we know, this could be 
the scene of the crime.”

“If there was a crime—and I’m not saying there was—
wouldn’t it have happened somewhere else?” Noah asks. “Every-
thing seems to indicate that the painting never actually made it 
into City Hall, right?”

“That would seem to be the case,” says Judy, as she passes in 
front of the large windows fronting 12th Street. The Penn Alto 
Hotel looms large across the street, dwarfing the smaller City 
Hall in its shadows.

“Here’s what yinz want,” Mrs. Markham announces as she 
joins Judy and Noah in the Community Room. She presents 
them with a yellowed advertising leaflet:

The Antique Depot in Duncansville, PA
74,000 SF of Antiques, Consignments, and Collectibles!

Enjoy Sassy’s Grab ‘n’ Go Café! 
Visit our spectacular model train museum!

As Judy studies the leaflet, Mrs. Markham traces her fingers 
along the walls. 

“Just look at this, will ya! Must be 10 different coats of paint 
under here,” she says.

“Just another example of the many ways in which time de-
stroys everything,” says Judy, looking up from the leaflet.
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“How’s that again?” Noah asks, as an elderly custodian wheels 
a wet mop into the Community Room. Wearing a beige jump-
suit, he begins running a mop along the room’s decrepit linoleum 
floor.

“One way or another,” says Judy, “time destroys everything. 
It obliterates almost anything in its wake. Take this room, for 
example: it has been made and remade so many times over the 
past 90 or so years that it’s hard to even imagine what it must’ve 
been like when this place opened back in 1927.”

“Well, there’s nothing to speak of on these old walls now—
that’s for certain,” says Mrs. Markham. “No Ten Command-
ments and certainly no Mary Cassatt painting.”

“It was the atheists that done it,” the custodian remarks with-
out looking up from his work.

“Pardon?” says Mrs. Markham.
“I don’t know of no painting ever being here,” he replies. 

“But the brass plaque had to go on account of the separation of 
church and state. Those Commandments hung right there nigh 
on 75 years,” he adds, pointing towards the far wall of the Com-
munity Room. “But like I said, I blame the atheists. They don’t 
leave well enough alone.”

“Damned straight,” says Mrs. Markham.
“I’ll let you in on a little secret, though,” the custodian whis-

pers, scanning his eyes about the room to ensure that no one else 
is listening in on their conversation.

“What’s that?” Noah asks.
“They went and secretly rehung the plaque over in the City 

Planner’s office,” he says, “where no one can say it and, you know, 
get offended and whatnot.”

“How long you been working here anyways, old-timer?” 
Mrs. Markham asks.

“Well,” says the custodian, laughing quietly to himself. “long 
enough not to know better. That’s for sure.”

“Did you know Donald J. Mercer?” Judy asks. “He used to 
manage the Chamber of Commerce.”

“Can’t say that I did,” the custodian replies.
“How about Colonel Henry Brubaker?”
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“Him, I knew,” the custodian answers. “Everybody knew 
Colonel Hank. He was good people. Last time I saw him, I was 
in grade school. Must have been ’47 or thereabouts. He came 
over to Roosevelt Junior High, which also housed the library at 
the time, and held an art exhibit. They had done exhibits like 
that two or three times before, I think. He and another guy, they 
showed us some paintings and told stories about them. About 
how they was made and who made them.”

“I thought you said that you didn’t know about any paint-
ings?” says Noah.

“I said that I didn’t know of no painting being here,” he replies. 
“Do you remember what the paintings looked like?” Judy asks.
“I barely remember what Colonel Hank looked like!” the 

custodian replies, laughing uproariously. “How am I supposed to 
remember some paintings that I only saw the one time?”

“Do you recall anything else about that day?” Judy asks.
“Maybe I do,” he answers. “But it’s probably nothing. Re-

member: I was pretty young back then. I don’t much remember 
what anybody looked like, but I remember how I felt. I guess 
what I remember mostly is the impressions. And I felt something 
awful strange that day. See: when the show was over, Colonel 
Hank started busting on the other fella something fierce. He kept 
saying things like, ‘This is gonna have to be the last time,’ and 
‘You’re risking both our necks doing a thing like this.’ Something 
to that effect is what the Colonel said.”

“Sounds pretty serious,” says Noah.
“Sounded to me like the Colonel wasn’t just serious,” the 

custodian continues. “He was mad as can be. That other fella 
must’ve done him something awful to get a rise outta Colonel 
Hank. Like I said, he was real good people.”

“What happened next?” Judy asks.
“I couldn’t tell you. That’s all I remember—just the two of 

them going at it like that.”
“Why does this story stick with you?” Judy wonders.
“It was weird, I guess, seeing two grownups in such a heated 

way. You know what I mean? And one of them being Colonel 
Hank and all.”
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“Can you show us around Roosevelt? Point us to where the 
exhibit was held?” Noah asks.

“Wish I could, but it’s gone now. It was torn down a few years 
back. Now it’s a practice field. Damn shame, too. It was solid as a 
rock—and beautiful. Now it’s past. Like everything else.”

Later that afternoon, Judy and Noah walk among the stalls 
of the Antique Depot, a massive warehouse on the outskirts of 
Duncansville. Nestled among strip shopping centers on the edge 
of rural Pennsylvania farmland, the Antique Depot is largely va-
cant for a weekday, save for a few bystanders loitering among the 
sales booths. For the most part, the sales stalls traffic in nostalgia 
and kitsch—old Coca-Cola signs, the Christmas and other holi-
day accumulation of days gone by. At one point, Noah strikes a 
pose next to a life-sized poster of Humphrey Bogart, trench-coat 
and all, brandishing his six-shooter as Sam Spade.

“I find it increasingly difficult to live in the moment, with 
the past appearing and disappearing all around me,” says Judy, as 
they wander among the aisles of the Antique Depot.

“It’s funny sometimes,” Noah replies, “how some parts of 
the past survive while others all but vanish. Take this,” he says, 
gesturing towards a framed, black-and-white portrait of Mari-
lyn Monroe vamping for the camera. “There’ll be images of this 
particular blonde bombshell floating around in the zero-gravity 
space stations of our future.”

“I guess that’s what I’ve been getting at,” says Judy. “Some 
aspects of the past are fixed in concrete for all time, while others 
become dislodged, never to be heard from again. It’s an odd kind 
of privileging that happens. And arbitrary, too, at times.”

For a moment, they pause in front of a stall brimming with 
old books. As they linger there, each begins absentmindedly 
studying the books’ spines.

As they fumble through the volumes, Noah turns towards 
Judy with a sheepish grin on his face. 

“It’s probably about time that I admit my dirty little secret.”
“Oh, I’m sure it’s not all bad,” says Judy as she scans the 

titles.
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“I haven’t bought a book in a solid five years—possibly lon-
ger,” he admits.

“OMG!” Judy exclaims, turning to face him. “You’re a sorry 
excuse for an English major!”

“Hey, I never claimed to be some kind of bibliophile,” he 
says, shrugging his shoulders. “I love reading books—not collect-
ing the dusty old things.”

“But what about getting lost in the look and feel of the text?” 
she asks, as she returns to the pile of books waiting in the sales 
stall.

“Not for this guy,” he says. “With my reading app, I can 
control the typeface and tote around hundreds of books on my 
phone. If I need it, it’s here,” he adds, holding up his smart phone.

But Judy is suddenly no longer listening to him, as she pries 
an old burgundy hardcover loose from the stacks.

“Stubby Jenks!” she announces. “Can you believe it?”
“What’s a Stubby Jenks?” Noah asks.
“It’s this!” she says, presenting him with a book with the 

name donald j. mercer embossed across the front.
“Oh, right,” says Noah. “The book that Madge mentioned 

in her report.”
“Exactly,” Judy replies, as she thumbs through the pages. 

“And it’s pretty weird stuff, from what I can tell. It’s like some 
kind of Forrest Gumpy, Little Rascals sort of doggerel about some 
half-wit country kid. Get a load of this,” she says, as she begins 
reading aloud with Noah looking over her shoulder: “‘Maw jest 
Baked a lot of Appel Pies and i gess you wisht you lived at our 
House dont you. i had a Peace for Dinner and it wuz a Corter, 
which is a Haff of a Haff, and makes a pretty Good bit. Every-
time we got Appel Pie Paw sets down to the Tabel and he sez well 
well well Appel Pie for Dinner the World aint such a bad Place 
after all.’” 

“I guess it’s supposed to be funny,” says Noah. “And humor 
is definitely localized in time, right? Think about it: slapstick was 
huge at the mid-century mark, with Abbott and Costello and the 
Three Stooges. Then it comes back again with Jim Carrey and 
Adam Sandler five decades later.”
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“Yeah, but they’re gross, too,” says Judy, still flipping through 
the pages of Stubby Jenks. “Wait—look at this!” she says, pointing 
towards the book’s flyleaf: 

ben krause 
513 bell avenue

“It was inscribed by the owner,” says Judy. “Should we stop 
by?”

“This thing came out in, what, 1921?” Noah asks. “Do you 
think old Ben is even alive, much less still residing on Bell Av-
enue?”

“That’s true,” says Judy, as she pays for the book with a single 
one-dollar bill. “If he made the purchase when he was five-years-
old, which is quite a stretch, he would be an even 100 right now.”

“Look around,” says Noah. “We’ve got another 70,000 
square feet, give or take a few, to get through today. Why don’t 
you venture north, into curios and collectibles? Meanwhile, I’ll 
head south into antiques and consignments. We can cover more 
ground that way.”

For a while, Judy meanders among the stalls, flipping through 
old copies of National Geographic and Life before happening 
upon the most promising signage of the day: “introducing: 
the world of art!”

“So tell me about this world of art of yours,” she says to the 
salesman. A youngish-looking man, wearing a retro-stylish beret 
and sporting a pencil-thin mustache, steps out from behind the 
sales table.

“I’d be delighted,” he says with a smile. “You’ve come to the 
right place, you know. We’re the bestselling stall at the Depot. In 
fact, we have our own private showroom. It’s an anteroom just off 
to the side. I can show it to you right now, if you wish. It’s where 
we keep the lion’s share of our inventory.”

As Judy nods in agreement, the salesman leads her to a far 
corner of the marketplace, where he throws open the door to a 
weakly-lit room overflowing with canvases of nearly every shape 
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and size. Some of them sit on easels, others are affixed to the 
walls, while yet others rest precariously on the floorboards.

“Browse as long as you’d like,” he says, as he quietly exits the 
showroom.

As Judy ambles about the space, the paintings begin to dizzy 
and sway, as the room becomes awash in a swirl of color and 
noise.

And then, in a final flourish, she collapses to the floor.
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La Petite Mort

Judy awakens with a start.
She is lying on the linoleum floor of the Antique Depot near 

one of the stalls. Her head is resting on Noah’s lap. Above her,
she can make out the image of Noah’s sweet face, his smart 

phone in hand, as he chats with a gaggle of salespeople and passersby.
The showroom and its throng of paintings are mercifully no 

longer in sight. The salesman, with his beret in hand, lingers on 
the fringes of the bystanders.

“Oh, thank goodness,” Noah remarks, with a sigh. “You had 
me worried. I was just about to call 9-1-1.”

As Judy begins to right herself, the Antique Depot patrons 
slowly start to disperse.

“This is really embarrassing,” she says, as she gingerly stands 
up. “I feel like some queasy Victorian matron in a Trollope novel.”

“We should really get you to the Emergency Room,” says 
Noah, as he helps Judy to regain her balance.

“No, really. I’m fine. It must have been something I ate.”
“Has this happened before?” he asks, his voice overbrimming 

with concern.
“Never,” she barks, before catching herself. “I can’t imagine 

what happened,” she adds, softening her voice. “It had to be the 
food back in that diner. I’ll be fine once I get some air.”

Chapter Fourteen
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As Noah steers the Chevy Malibu on a lonely strip of high-
way across acres of farmland, Judy sits in the passenger’s seat try-
ing to regain her composure.

“I’m so sorry about what happened back there,” she says, as 
she briskly scrolls through her Google Maps app.

“There’s absolutely no need to apologize,” Noah tells her. “I 
still think we should see a doctor about this—”

“I’m all right—truly I am,” she interjects. “Now onto the 
matter at hand. I’ve punched in the address for Bell Avenue. We 
can be there in 20 minutes flat.”

“This is pretty random, isn’t it?” he replies. “We’re talking 
about a book that was published before Donald J. Mercer pre-
sumably even knew about the painting, much less absconded 
with it.” 

Judy gives him a sly look from across the passenger’s seat. 
“Come on now,” he says. “Absconded isn’t too dramatic a 

word for what we’re talking about here. I mean, somebody had to 
have taken the thing, right?”

“I’m not saying that it was Ben Krause who took it,” she an-
swers. “But from what I can tell, Stubby Jenks was hardly a best-
seller. Think about it for a minute: we know lots of people who 
have published books. Most of them had small print runs, and 
most of the books in those small print runs were bought by their 
friends. Isn’t there a chance, by that reasoning, that Ben Krause 
might have at least been acquainted with Donald J. Mercer?”

“Now that you put it that way,” says Noah, “it’s worth a 
shot—although it’s a long shot at best. But when you put every-
thing that we’ve gathered so far together, there isn’t much to go 
on. I mean, at this point, what are you going to report to Profes-
sor Bleeker?”

“Well, first, I’m going to tell him that we’ve just about ex-
hausted what we can find out here. That it’s time to get back to 
Chicago and regroup,” she adds, glancing at him across the front 
seat. “And then I’m going to go over the evidence—”

“Which is slim at best,” Noah interjects.
“Right, which is slim at best,” Judy admits. “I’ll point out 

that we have a shadowy cast of characters in a dubious Art In-
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stitute who, for a short time at least and by way of Colonel 
Brubaker, had custody of the painting. I will note that we have 
a curt but seemingly accurate description of the work, the plans 
for its installation in City Hall, and the city ordinance that may 
have led to its deposit in some form of cold storage. How am 
I doing?”

“I guess the only thing I would add is that Donald J. Mercer 
figures prominently in this story, although how and to what ex-
tent we don’t know at this point,” says Noah. “And that Colonel 
Brubaker had some kind of set-to with another person, possibly 
Mercer, as late as 1947. But of course, for all we really know, Col-
onel Brubaker might have been getting into it with some dude 
who sideswiped his car in the Roosevelt Junior High parking lot.”

“It’s like I said before,” says Judy, as she buries her head in 
her hands. “The passage of so much time doesn’t add any clarity. 
It only serves to make things seem even more opaque. I feel like 
we know a lot—”

“Yeah,” says Noah, finishing her sentence. “But it’s a whole 
lot of nothing.”

513 Bell Avenue is a narrow, red brick house that sits a few 
blocks away from a pastoral cemetery situated on a pair of rolling 
green hillocks. 

Noah follows Judy up the modest home’s asphalt walkway. 
She pauses for a moment at the entrance and smiles briefly in 
Noah’s direction before rapping on the front door. In short or-
der, a balding, middle-aged man in a Johnstown War memorial 
t-shirt and walking shorts opens the door. As he steps out to join 
them on the porch, he stubs out a cigarette with his flip-flop.

“We’re looking for Ben Krause,” Judy announces as Noah 
lingers just behind.

“The Krauses?” the man replies. “Oh, they haven’t lived here 
for years. And Mr. Krause, he died back in the 90s, I think. He was 
80-years-old or thereabouts. I bought the place from his estate.”

“Do you happen to know any of his surviving family mem-
bers?” Judy asks. “Perhaps there’s somebody else we could talk to 
here in town?”
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“Maybe you could tell me what this is about—”
“Oh, my gosh. I am so sorry!” she answers. “I’m Judy and 

this is Noah.”
“Deke Zimmerman,” he replies, shaking each of them warm-

ly by the hand.
“We’re in Altoona for a . . . I guess you could call it a grad 

school project, and we found a book with Mr. Krause’s name and 
address in it.”

“I sure wish I could be of more help, but the poor fella’s been 
dead for 20-odd years. I didn’t even know the man, I’m afraid.”

With seemingly nothing left to gain, Judy and Noah offer 
their thanks, apologize for the interruption, and begin walking 
back to the Chevy. But before they can so much as open a car 
door, they catch a glimpse of Mr. Zimmerman bounding down 
the asphalt walkway.

“Didn’t mean to scare you there,” he says as he catches his 
breath. “But I just remembered a box of Mr. Krause’s stuff that 
was left in the attic. I can’t imagine how it could be of use, but 
you’re welcome to take a look.”

A few minutes later, Judy and Noah find themselves sitting in 
Deke’s kitchenette as they await his return from the attic upstairs.

“This seems kind of weird,” says Judy. 
“What’d you expect to find?” Noah asks. “For all we know, 

the painting’s been in Mr. Zimmerman’s attic this whole time.”
“Well, that seems pretty farfetched to me,” Judy admits.
“Are you kidding me?” Noah jokes. “You’re the queen of far-

fetched. Heck, it was your hunch that got us out here in the first 
place!”

At that moment, Deke pushes his way through the kitchen 
door with an old cardboard box grasped in his arms.

“You can have the whole lot, for all I care,” Deke good-na-
turedly announces. “I figure the Krauses won’t be coming back 
to fetch it.”

“The Krauses?” Noah asks. “I thought that there was only Ben.”
“His sister still lives just across the way in the craftsman 

house—the one with the pink shutters. When I told her about 
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the box of junk, she said to just toss it. She was too broken-
hearted over Ben’s death to think about it, I guess. But I never 
got around to throwing it out. Like a lot of things, I suppose.”

As Deke sets the box on the kitchen table, Judy and Noah 
begin sorting through its contents. For the most part, the box 
is filled with old newspapers—many of them coinciding with 
bygone national holidays.

“July 4, 1976,” says Noah, holding up a tattered copy of The 
Altoona Mirror. 

“The Bicentennial!” says Zeke, shaking his head back and forth.
Eventually, Judy happens upon a cache of photographs—

scads of them, many of them faded and yellowed with age.
Sitting there at Deke’s kitchen table, Judy and Noah begin 

absentmindedly sorting through the photographs.
“Admittedly,” says Noah, as Deke looks on, “I’m not entirely 

sure what we’re even looking for here.”
“Me neither,” says Judy.
“Well, as I always say,” Deke remarks, “when you find your-

self on a wild-goose chase, first you gotta listen for the honk.”
“Then I wonder,” says Judy, holding up one of the photo-

graphs to her eyes for closer inspection, “if this is what that honk 
sounds like.”

As Noah and Deke stare in wonder, Judy presents a photo-
graph of an older, white-haired man with a flowing beard. With a 
buoyant smile across his face, he is depicted in the act of present-
ing a framed picture to a younger woman with short, stylishly 
cropped hair. 

“Well, I’ll be,” Noah whispers, not daring to take his eyes off 
of the photo. “If it’s not the golden goose himself.”

Turning the picture over, Judy reads aloud from the neat, 
cursive handwriting on the back of the photograph: “H. Brubak-
er & V. Reed, Aug. 1931.”

As he pilots the fleet car back across Altoona, Noah raps the 
steering wheel with unquenched delight.

“How about that!” he sings out. “Tell me, Sweet Judy Blue 
Eyes, what will you be reporting to Professor Bleeker now?”
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“Only this,” she replies, staring intently at the photograph in 
her hands. “That we’ve got what looks like proof positive that the 
painting survived into the 1930s.”

“Do you think that’s really it?” he asks.
“It’s hard to say for sure,” she admits, “but it looks, to my 

eyes at least, like a mother gazing tenderly at her baby. The 
photo’s pretty timeworn, but the artwork sure looks like the 
description that Madge unearthed back at the Genealogical So-
ciety.”

“So how does this photograph fall into the hands of the 
very late Ben Krause?” Noah asks.

“And what’s happening in the photo anyway?” Judy asks. 
“It comes more than a dozen years after the fabled luncheon at 
the Penn Alto Hotel. Why would the Colonel be presenting the 
Cassatt to the town librarian after so much time had passed?” 

“And how does Virginia Reed fit into this story?” says Noah, 
as he wheels the Chevy into the gravel parking lot of the Motel 
6. “For that matter, whatever became of the Altoona Art Insti-
tute?” 

After carefully placing the photograph inside the interior 
pocket of her iPad carrying case, Judy climbs out of the vehi-
cle and begins following Noah towards their adjoining rooms. 
As they near the sidewalk in front of the motel, Noah catches 
a glimpse of a grey sedan moving slowly across the gravel lot. 
His eyes follow the vehicle as the car draws ever nearer to their 
position on the sidewalk. As the sedan comes to a stop, a tall, 
black-haired man steps out to greet them. He is wearing a beige 
corduroy jacket with patches on the elbows, faded blue jeans, and 
spit-polished black loafers.

“Can you folks tell me where I might find Judy Coker?” he 
announces with a warm New England accent. 

“We’d be happy to help you out,” says Judy, looking ner-
vously towards Noah, “but first we’d have to know who you are.”

“I’m Max Hagen, President of the International Mary Cas-
satt Society,” he replies.

As Judy steps forward, Noah gently grabs her arm. 
“If we see her, we’ll be sure to let you know,” he says.
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“Really?” Hagen replies, glancing back and forth at Judy and 
Noah. “I’d been led to believe by my contacts that I could find 
her here.”

“And who might those contacts be?” Judy asks.
“To my mind,” says Hagen, resting his hands on the frame of 

the sedan, “the first rule of the art business—of any business—is 
never to reveal your sources.”

For a moment, he begins climbing back into his car. Before 
Judy and Noah can retreat to the relative safety of their rooms, 
he steps back out, makes a few short paces in their direction, and 
discreetly hands Judy a business card.

“I’ll tell you what,” he says, strolling back towards his car. 
“You happen to see Miss Coker, please have her contact me. I can 
assure you that it will be entirely to her benefit.”

And with that, he climbs back into the sedan, steers it across 
the parking lot, and disappears from their lives almost as quickly 
as he had entered them.
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Monday, June 8, 2015

Oops, I did it again.

So I’ve lied to him twice now, made a derisive ref-
erence to his girlfriend (?), and told him absolutely 
nothing about my, um, condition. I am seriously be-
coming concerned about what I may do next. . . . Which 
leads me to the following very pertinent question, Dr. 
Vicki: is brash unpredictability one of my symptoms? 
(I leave that to your professional discretion, of course; 
see today’s special lyrical installments of Bodysnatch-
ers Time below.)

 Oh, and to top it all off, a notorious art broker 
tracked us down in the parking lot of a Motel 6. Seri-
ously. I am not making this up. To soothe our nerves, 
my Recruit suggested we enjoy a quiet dinner at a res-
taurant he had seen in downtown Altoona. It’s some 
joint that calls itself Bold, which is a rather, um, bold 
name to give to any establishment. I mean, seriously, 
with a name like that your food better be top-draw-
er. (I stole a peek at Yelp on the drive over, and Bold 
earned four stars, so how bad could it be?)

While we awaited our meals (two orders of fish 
tacos—apparently, they’re “addictive,” according 
to “Tammy S.” from Williamsport), Noah downed a 
couple of convivial Rolling Rocks, while I stuck to the 
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water (thank you once again, Dr. Vicki, for remaking 
me into a teetotaler). As we reviewed the day’s events, 
Noah couldn’t stop talking about my little fainting 
spell earlier today at an area flea market. I know what 
you’re thinking, but it caught me by surprise this time. 
. . . Anyway, suffice it say that our conversations are 
pretty wide-ranging at this point in our little detective 
search:

MY RECRUIT: It’s hard to believe that the Cassattites 
have found us. Old Max Hagen must be pretty good to 
have tracked us all the way down to Altoona.

YOURS TRULY: Or he must have pretty good sources.
MY RECRUIT: Well, that goes without saying. But I 

can’t believe that it will be even remotely possible for 
him to dumb-luck his way onto the circuitous trail that 
we’ve explored the past few days. I mean, how likely is 
it that he’ll be able to find his way to the doorsteps of 
Madge, Jesse what’s-his-name, Mrs. Markham, or even 
Ben Krause? I can hardly believe that we found them, 
and you’ve proven yourself to be a pretty amazing gum-
shoe.

YOURS TRULY: What about Professor Tenant? May-
be he’s Max Hagen’s source.

MY RECRUIT: I don’t buy it. Besides, he’s the one 
who warned us to be on the lookout in the first place. It 
just doesn’t make any sense.

YOURS TRULY: But don’t you see? Nothing has real-
ly made sense in this case. Every new bit of information 
that we gather begets even more unanswered questions.

MY RECRUIT: So what do we do now?
YOURS TRULY: It’s simple, really. We stick with the 

plan we talked about this afternoon. First thing in the 
morning, we hop in our fleet car and head back to Chi-
town to regroup. Besides, with Max Hagen in the vicin-
ity, I’d prefer that we make ourselves scarce for a while.
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What can I say, Dr. Vicki? I know that you’ve warned 
me, time and time again, but I love talking to this guy. 
Even the thought of being back home makes me a little 
sad that I won’t be seeing my Recruit as often. . . . But 
that was before he forced the issue. 

Later that evening, after slinking back to the Motel 
6—keeping a watchful eye, of course, for Max Hagen’s 
car—Noah walked me to my door. And then, before I 
could leave things well enough alone and secret myself 
away from the perils of the night, he closed the space 
between us . . . and kissed me. 

What could I do, Dr. Vicki? I want so badly to get 
better. To beat this thing. To feel normal for a change. So 
after a moment, I pushed him slowly away. For his part, 
all he could do was flash his blue eyes at me. As if to say, 
“Really? Is this what you really want?” 

And all I could do was disappear into the relative 
safety of my lonely room.

Bodysnatchers Time: 

2:06 PM (“Hello, darkness, my old friend”)

5:51 PM (“What’s your name, little girl? What’s your 
name?”)

10:42 PM (“A kiss is just a kiss?” I think not.)

Threat Level Red: Severe (What, pray tell, could possibly 
be next?!?!)
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The Richelieu Wing
April 1877

Edgar Degas walks among the vaunted corridors of the Lou-
vre. And he is on a mission. With his mustache perfectly coiffed, 
he is wearing a white linen suit, with a matching bowler and 
cane. And heads are turning as Degas passes amongst the master-
works, they most surely are.

Walking the majestic halls of the Etruscan antiquities, De-
gas is already much more than a minor celebrity. He is the 
outspoken leader of the Impressionist movement—so outspo-
ken, indeed, that he refuses to admit that such a thing even 
exists. But the Impressionist movement exists all right, with 
its proponents and practitioners throwing the world of the 
annual Paris art salon into a cataclysm over its impromptu 
exhibitions and its intentionally vague use of color and brush 
stroke.

But Degas—well, Degas is even more notorious, if that is 
possible, than his Impressionist colleagues. An unbridled sensu-
alist, Degas finds the erotic in every nook and cranny of his can-
vas—whether he is painting the exquisite line of a ballet dancer 
or a prostitute’s street-side pout. He is, by his own admission, 
an unrepentant believer in the serendipitous power of his own 
whimsy as an artist.

Chapter Fifteen

PART TWO
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But today he walks with purpose in his step. Because today—
on this most significant of days in a life that is already considered 
to be significant in and of itself—he is walking the corridors of 
the Louvre as a bona fide professional, as a servant of his craft. 
And, if he is to be truly believed—and this is Degas we’re talking 
about here—to eat a little crow, as they say back in the Louisiana 
bayou country where he spent his salad days.

For today, Degas is visiting the Richelieu Wing to meet—in 
person, for the very first time—American artist Mary Cassatt.

And something happens, of course—something always does, 
doesn’t it?—that alters the chemistry of their assignation. As De-
gas walks towards the young woman, with his deliberate stride 
in evidence—he is determined, after all, to be an ambassador for 
the Parisian art world, and most certainly for his most beloved, 
albeit disavowed Impressionism—he stops short.

Because Degas sees Cassatt. He sees her in a way that he never 
possibly could have imagined. And the image of her, standing 
there in the Richelieu Wing, leaves an impress on his mind. Sud-
denly, for the life him, he cannot shake it—the image.

With a white, floral bonnet atop her patrician head, Mary is 
leaning upon the staff of the umbrella that supports her elegant 
figure. And she is lost in the moment—lost in the act of adora-
tion, as if she were breathing in the artwork itself and suffusing it 
among her delicate being. Spreading it this way and that among 
her vital organs and well into her outer extremities. 

And quite suddenly, Degas is no longer merely a solicitous 
professional. Oh no, he is doomed. And he knows it. He real-
izes, on the very same intuitive level from whence his greatest 
creations emerge, that the entire tenor of their appointment will 
shift. 

If only for him.
You see: Degas has long been an adherent to the belief that a 

painter can never sublimate the work instinct, the artistic bent, 
by deigning to enjoy a personal life. It is not that he subscribes 
to being chaste, but rather, that romantic attachments will only 
serve to needlessly divert him away from his larger, more impor-
tant creative quest: the making of new art.
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As Degas walks toward Mary’s solitary figure, she abruptly 
turns in his direction, facing him as the space between them con-
tracts. And she is smiling that curt smile of hers—the one in all 
of the paintings, self-portraits, and latter day photographs.

“Monsieur Degas,” she announces.
“Mademoiselle Cassatt,” he replies with a slight bow. He is all 

business now, the tremors of the previous moment having seem-
ingly passed.

“I know what you said about me,” she coyly remarks, taking 
up her position beside him as they stroll further along the cor-
ridor. Her smile is deeper now, the curtness having dissipated. 

“How’s that?” he answers, his voice overbrimming with con-
cern. 

“Oh, Monsieur Degas,” Mary replies, her white-gloved hand 
gently touching his linen-covered elbow. “Your words precede 
you. Who knew that the greatest painter of contemporary wom-
anhood in all its guises is also—dare I say it?—a chauvinist?” 

“Really!” answers Degas, his feathers clearly ruffled. He sim-
ply cannot believe his ears. “On what evidence?”

“From your very lips,” Mary retorts, staring at his mouth as 
if she were looking into the very source of her pronouncement.

Resting on his cane, Degas stares at the marbled floor, prepar-
ing for the worst. What has his loose tongue wrought this time? 
Will it be like the day—the long, awful day that it was—when 
he admonished Monet, in public no less, for overburdening his 
paintings with all of those watery reflective images? Or worse yet, 
will his latest faux pas resemble the time when a reporter over-
heard him criticizing Delacroix’s landscapes? “If I were the gov-
ernment,” Degas had remarked—in a far too loud and haughty 
voice—“I would have a special brigade of gendarmes to keep 
an eye on artists who paint landscapes from nature. Oh, I don’t 
mean to kill anyone. Just a little dose of bird-shot now and then 
as a warning.” Oh, the troubles those loose lips have wrought 
indeed.

“Mademoiselle,” says Degas, returning his attentions to 
Mary, “a person in my position is often quoted and just as often 
misquoted—”
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“You have seen my sketches?” she asks, interrupting him.
“From time to time,” Degas admits.
“Did you not say,” answers Mary, intentionally mimicking a 

man’s lower register, “‘I will not admit that a woman can draw as 
well as that?’”

For the briefest of moments, Degas withdraws into a kind of 
stunned silence. But then, for the first time in Mary’s presence, 
Degas begins to laugh—a deep guttural laugh that devolves into 
a full-blown chuckle.

He has been had all right.
“J’abandonne!” says Degas. “Your drawings are exquisite. 

Whether of man or woman born—they are masterful. I concede!”
For her part, Mary patiently waits as Degas’ laughter takes 

its full measure, transforming from a hearty guffaw into fleeting 
chortles before subsiding altogether. 

“Now as for myself,” Mary replies, still smiling deeply at De-
gas’ last remark, “I have a confession of my own to make. I used 
to go peek into your dealer’s window on the Boulevard Hauss-
mann. I would flatten my nose against that window, and I would 
absorb all I could of your art. It changed my life, you know. I 
could see art then as I truly wanted to see it.”

Coming to a stop in the corridor of the gallery, Degas finds 
himself hanging on the younger artist’s every word.

“I really don’t know what to say,” he answers. “To have such 
an influence,” he continues, “to play any part—no matter how 
small—in the life of another is a profound experience. Especially 
in the life of another artist.”

“Someday, I hope to have a dealer of my own!” she tells him.
“And good show for you!” says Degas, proudly. “The only 

way to control your destiny as an artist is to seize both hands 
upon the coin purse and never let go. You don’t want merely to 
exhibit your work, but to sell it. It is product—the result of your 
passion, yes—but it is product and product must always be sold 
to whomever will pay you the most for it. And then you make 
new product.” Degas is excited now, heads are turning along the 
corridor. “Never forget. As long as you breathe, you can make 
new art! Pour your soul into it, of course, but when it is done, 
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and that passion is consumed, you must sell it—don’t look back, 
don’t ever look back—and move on to the next thing!”

Mary is nodding vociferously, taking in the older man’s words 
as if they were the fount of wisdom itself. 

“You really must join our little group, you know,” Degas sud-
denly announces, his eyes aglow. He is finally, after so much pre-
amble, getting down to the business at hand.

To the express purpose of his visit.
“You mean the Impressionists?” Mary inquires, taken aback 

by Degas’ offer.
“Well, yes, I suppose,” he answers. “But that is a term coined 

by the newspapers. Nobody ever allows a thing merely to exist, 
do they? We humans have to name things before we seem to be 
able to truly acknowledge their reality—”

“But it is an accurate term, isn’t it?” Mary interjects. “Your 
group, generally speaking, captures minute instances in time? 
And these are impressions, right? Flashes of brilliant images with-
in the mind’s eye?”

“In a manner of speaking,” Degas replies. “But if you must 
apply a term to it—to what we do as artists, as if my work and 
Cézanne’s share any real affinity—then I prefer realist.”

With a generous smile making its way across her delicate 
face, Mary can barely contain her elation.

“Now, as to my offer,” Degas continues, looking sheepishly 
towards Mary for any sign of her assent.

“Oh, I will most certainly join!” Mary announces. “I am at 
your service!”

“All right then!” says Degas, clearly pleased with himself. “We 
will meet formally in your studio. I will come by appointment, as 
is befitting and proper. You will have a chaperone present, and we 
will begin this new adventure!”

Mary gazes at Degas, giddy with excitement, nodding pro-
fusely at his last remark. Impressionist? Realist? Does the terminol-
ogy scarcely begin to matter when a young artist is finally finding 
her place among the city’s most avant-garde clique?

As Mary excitedly takes her leave, disappearing into the mo-
rass of visitors along the Etruscan gallery, Degas bows ever so 
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slightly, leaning forward on his cane.
He simply cannot believe his luck. To meet this artist—this 

woman, with her passion and her pluck! 
“L’avenir commence aujourd’hui!” he thinks to himself, stand-

ing there as he does, cloistered among the Old Masters in the 
Richelieu Wing.
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These Strange Things Happen All the Time
July 2015

Noah Dearing leans forward on the edge of the lectern, 
nervously awaiting the beginning of his summer 
course at Loyola University. The classroom is done 

up in what can only be described as institutional drab, with its 
cream cinder-block walls, its blackboard scarred by time and 
overuse, and its ceiling tiles dappled with the telltale brownish 
stains of water damage.

But Noah doesn’t care. He would teach in a trailer if the De-
partment of English deigned him to do so. Or a tent. Or in the 
outdoors amidst a driving windstorm.

What Noah does care about is the absence of any students in 
his classroom. With scarcely 10 minutes until his summer Com-
position and Rhetoric I course is set to begin, all of the desks 
remain decidedly empty. 

For a moment, he imagines that he has somehow entered 
the wrong classroom. Briefly stepping outside and inspecting the 
sign above the entryway, he discovers, to his relief, that this is 
not the case. He’s in the right room all right. Perhaps he is in for 
something far worse? What would happen if none of his students 
show up for class?

Perish the thought, Noah thinks. 

Chapter Sixteen
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No students equals no stipend. And no stipend—well, no 
stipend means absolutely no hope of paying his August rent, his 
credit card bill, or any of the other multitudinous living expenses 
that weigh him down until September finally, mercifully arrives 
and his fall semester stipend commences. If nobody shows up in 
the next 10—make that nine—minutes, Noah will be nothing 
short of homeless. Perish the thought indeed.

But then suddenly it happens. The first students start to 
trickle in, beginning with a pair of coeds decked out in matching 
walking shorts, tank tops, and flip-flops—as if they were merely 
detouring into Noah’s freshmen English course in advance of a 
day at the beach. 

“Sorry, we’re late!” one of the coeds sings out. “The traffic along 
Sheridan was murder.” As she takes a seat near the lectern, Noah 
catches sight of the coed’s tank top, with its imprint of the Mona 
Lisa emblazoned across the front. He smiles faintly to himself.

As if on cue, a dozen more students amble into the room, 
most of them toying with their smart phones as they take their 
seats. Within a matter of minutes, the linoleum floor is covered 
with canvas backpacks of nearly every possible hue. As the mo-
ments tick away, some of the students talk animatedly about their 
summer jobs and, rarer still, summer vacations, while others lay 
their heads on their desks, catching a few last-minute winks be-
fore the whole business of Higher Education roars back into life 
yet again.

For his part, Noah is nothing short of relieved. As if his life 
has suddenly been made whole again. His meager earnings from 
his brief sojourn in Pennsylvania were all but expended by the 
first week of July, and he has been counting on this summer 
teaching stipend to see him through. Quite suddenly, all is right 
with the world.

As the clock strikes the hour, Noah grabs a stray piece of 
chalk and prints his name in large block letters on the old, time-
worn blackboard: 

mr. noah dearing, graduate teaching assistant
As he passes out Xerox copies of his course syllabus, Noah 

steps in front of the lectern to greet his students. 
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“Welcome to Summer Session II!” he announces. “Remem-
ber: this is the abbreviated, four-week session, so it’s going to be 
quite a ride. And be sure to take a close look at the syllabus,” he 
adds. “I’ve thrown in a few surprises to liven things up!” 

Judy Coker sits alone in the plush waiting room of the North 
Shore Community Medical Building. To her mind, the room 
exudes warmth from nearly every nook and cranny. Done up 
in golden yellows with brown and tan accents, the walls seem 
intentionally cozy, as do the welcoming, soft fabrics of the 
overstuffed furniture. The burbling aquarium in the corner—not 
to mention the atomizer gurgling aromatherapy near the nurse’s 
station—is almost too much in the way of intentional ambience, 
as are the carefully arrayed magazines on the wooden coffee 
table, with its own mahogany warmth on full display. Even the 
magazines themselves—recent, glossy issues of Country Living, 
Cooking Light, and Better Homes and Gardens—seem almost 
too reassuring in their unobtrusiveness. As if they had been 
deliberately selected for their nonthreatening subject matter and 
their ability to help calm you down. Who in their right mind 
wouldn’t want to enjoy a quiet rural lifestyle, eat healthy, and 
while away the hours in a garden of their own making?

Well, Judy Coker, for one. It has been more than a month 
since she graced the corridors of the North Shore Community 
Medical Building. In her heart of hearts, she had imagined that 
she’d never be back. That her sudden largesse in the form of Pro-
fessor Bleeker’s Genius Award would open up new, unexpected 
vistas of wholeness. But alas it was not to be, for Judy had re-
turned from Pennsylvania in an even more downtrodden state, 
if it is possible to imagine it, than she had been when she left 
Chicago more than a month before.

“It’s nice to see you again, Judy,” says Dr. Vicki in a lilting 
Cockney accent. She is sitting in a high-backed armchair, scrolling 
through the notes on her iPad as Judy takes a seat. With her granny 
glasses perched precariously near the tip of her nose, Dr. Vicki runs 
her free hand through the long grey tresses atop her head.
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For her part, Judy can only wait there on Dr. Vicki’s 
overstuffed couch, which, much like its counterpart out in 
the waiting room, brims with the intentional ambience of 
reassurance and relaxation. Sinking further into the plush 
brown fabric, she wishes that she could fall asleep right then 
and there.

“So tell me about Pennsylvania,” Dr. Vicki continues. 
“Well,” Judy replies, “it was a whirlwind at first. I was excited 

by the newness, by the idea of being somewhere else. Somewhere 
other than here.”

“That’s to be expected,” says Dr. Vicki.
“And I was jazzed by the search, I guess. Like it was some 

kind of treasure hunt we were on. But—”
“But what?”
“But as the clues began to mount, and the leads began to 

multiply,” Judy continues, “it began to feel like too much input. 
Do you know what I mean?”

“Like some kind of information overload?”
“Exactly,” says Judy. “As if too much was happening all at 

once. As if it was all too much to absorb, right? And after a while, 
as we went from one place to another, meeting people left and 
right, trying to deduce every little bit of minutiae that we could 
find, I began to feel increasingly stifled. At first, I thought it was 
the rush of new experience and the mystery of the lost painting. 
But then I realized that I knew better—”

“How’s that?” Dr. Vicki asks.
“I guess I began to recognize that I was never going to be, you 

know, normal. That for the longest time now, I have been on the 
road to becoming who I am at this very moment. That I have got 
to get used to it from this point forward. That if this is going to 
be my own new normal, then so be it.”

For a moment, Dr. Vicki gazes across her office at Judy, who 
seems to slink even further into the safe haven of her couch with 
every passing moment.

“Well, Judy,” she says, “that has to be one of the most exact-
ing forms of self-diagnosis that I have ever witnessed.”

“Really?”
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“Oh, yes,” Dr. Vicki says. “Without a doubt. But before you 
leave—before you wrest yourself from the clutches of my divan 
and brave the world of your new normal—I have just one ques-
tion: how is it that you returned from Pennsylvania on June 8th 
and yet you waited more than a month to make your next ap-
pointment? That just doesn’t seem like you.”

For her part, Judy remains silent. 
“That just doesn’t seem like you at all,” says Dr. Vicki, as she 

continues absentmindedly toying with the locks of her hair. “Do 
you think it was because of shame?”

“Shame?” Judy asks, as she rights herself on the couch.
“I am wondering,” says Dr. Vicki, “if you suffer from a sense 

of feeling ashamed.”
“I don’t know that I am ashamed about anything—”
“Have you told Noah anything about your disorder?” Dr. 

Vicki interjects.
Judy casts her eyes downward at this last remark.
“So you’re like most people,” Dr. Vicki continues. “You keep 

your mental disorder a secret because it is a source of shame. And 
this feeling of shame is compounded when a person’s disorder is 
rare, like yours, and the individual doesn’t really understand the 
disorder and has difficulty explaining it to someone else. Does 
that sound about right?”

“I guess I didn’t feel like it was any of his business,” says Judy.
“I get that, I really do. But since you’re like most people 

who suffer from a disorder, you sometimes have the tendency 
to project the shame, judgment, and bewilderment that you feel 
about yourself onto other people, expecting them to react to you 
in similar ways by thinking there is something shameful or bad 
about you. Could it be something along those lines?”

“I hate the way this makes me feel,” says Judy through grit-
ted teeth.

“Our session or the sense of shame?”
“The shame,” says Judy. “I can hardly bear it.”
“So let’s consider another approach, then. If we can get your 

symptoms under control and help you to understand what you’re 
going through, then perhaps you can be more honest with other 
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people. Maybe even Noah, if you choose. But first, we have to 
wrest hold of this sense of shame you’re feeling.”

“That sounds good,” says Judy, sitting up straight again on 
the couch.

“Now I have to ask you something, and I know how difficult 
this can be for you to discuss—”

“I can save you the trouble, Dr. Vicki,” Judy replies, pursing 
her lips. “There hasn’t been another incident. Not a one. Even 
after my fainting spell, even after lying to my Recruit—my, uh, 
Noah—about my condition, I haven’t even so much as wanted 
to do anything like that.”

“You understand that I had to ask, right?”
“Of course,” says Judy. “You wouldn’t be doing your job 

otherwise.”
“By the way, I’ve been rereading your time diaries, and I’m 

wondering if this is the right therapy for you. You seem to re-
spond to them creatively, at times, which is quite good and can 
be very therapeutic, but in other moments you seem to lash out 
at them, as if they suffocate or constrain you. We could always try 
another tack, you know—”

“Oh no,” says Judy, cutting her off mid-sentence. “Abso-
lutely not. I definitely want to continue writing them. They’re 
. . . they’re almost inevitably the best part of my day. And even 
when things get really, really bad—when I don’t know how 
much more I can stand—I look forward to opening up my 
NoteTaker app just to dash off another entry. I don’t know how 
else to say it—”

“Say no more,” says Dr. Vicki. “If it has value to you, then by 
all means please proceed. Meanwhile, when we have our regular 
sit-down on Friday—unless I have to wait until August to see 
you again, that is—I am anxious to talk to you about my meet-
ing with Dr. Magherini. While you were trolling for lost art in 
the Alleghenies, I was roughing it in Rome, where I spent several 
hours in the convivial company of the good doctor. We enjoyed 
quite a meeting of the minds about La sindrome di Stendhal. I 
have some more reading of my own to do, but I am more opti-
mistic than ever.”
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For the first time that hour, Judy can feel the tiniest of smiles 
begin to cross her face.

“Of course,” Dr. Vicki adds, standing up as if to indicate that 
their session has ended, “first we must deal with this sense of 
shame that you are experiencing.” 

“Thanks, Dr. Vicki,” says Judy, joining her therapist by the 
office door. “I’ll be back on Friday. I promise.”

“And what about the Genius Award and this art sleuthing 
of yours?” Dr. Vicki asks, staring at Judy over the frames of her 
granny glasses.

“Oh, that,” Judy replies. “That’s on hold for now. Forever 
probably. I mean, it’s not like we were making much progress 
anyway.”
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Tuesday, July 14, 2015

Happy Bastille Day.

I almost made it through the day, Dr. Vicki. A calm, 
cool, and collected day. 

After our session, I put in several hours at the Uni-
versity of Chicago library. I was researching The Fox 
Hunt for my dissertation. Or trying to, at least.

Did you know that The Fox Hunt is, at its heart, about 
predation? In Homer’s painting, the fox is depicted in 
the act of foraging in the winter snow for sustenance. 
But meanwhile, the fox is being stalked by a murder of 
crows, who are riven with hunger themselves.

It turns out that Homer went to great lengths to bring 
the painting to life, going so far as to obtain the bodies of 
a dead fox and several dead crows in order to stage his 
art work. At one point, he even used some string and a 
bunch of sticks to pose the dead fox in the act of darting 
across the snow. To make the fox in his painting seem 
more lifelike. 

I am not really sure why I am telling you this, Dr. 
Vicki. Possibly it is because I, too, feel sometimes like a 
victim of some kind of Darwinian order. That my disor-
der is the result of some kind of natural selection. But 
then I begin to think that that position is wrong. That 
what I am really feeling is a sense of loss at no longer be-
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ing a working artist. A feeling of loss for what I used to 
be before all of this happened.

And that’s when my iPhone buzzes into life: 
we’ve got some unfinished business, sjbe. art institute 

tomorrow at four pm? we could meet out front. you know 
the place. 

And then, almost as an afterthought:
“in an attitude of defiance” or “on the prowl,” you 

make the call. 

Oh, I’ll be making the call all right. 
Could my own Bastille Day be in the offing? Oui ou 

non? Maybe my own day of liberation is finally at hand?

Bodysnatchers Time: 

11:59 PM (iPhone, my Recruit, ’nuff said)

Threat Level Blue: Guarded (Vive la France!)
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A Night at l’opéra
April 1879

Mary Cassatt throws open the ornate wooden shutters 
on the second story of 28 Avenue de l’Opéra. 

“When do we debut?” she calls out, her voice 
overcome with excitement.

“Dix Avril!” says Degas, the sound of his voice booming up 
from the streetscape.

“That hardly leaves much time!” she replies, as she begins 
placing her canvases about the sunlit room of the apartment.

Pausing at the window yet again, she is puzzled by her col-
league’s absence on the pavement below.

“Monsieur Degas?” she wonders aloud. As she returns to her 
canvases, he suddenly appears in the doorway, giving her a mo-
mentary fright. In his arms, Degas awkwardly carries an enor-
mous painting. 

“I was wondering where that was!” says Mary, as she begins 
to peel back the painting’s brown-paper wrapping.

“No, no, no!” Degas protests. “This will be exhibited else-
where!”

“But this room is my gallery space,” Mary counters.
“And this painting will be the talk of the exhibition!” he says, 

as he props the package beside the open doorway. “It must be dis-
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played in the most prominent space at our disposal! Perhaps the 
oversized landing at the top of the stairs? Everyone who passes 
forth will pause to stare at your work and experience its charms. 
They won’t be able to help themselves.”

“You are too much, Edgar!” Mary replies. 
“Too much!” says Degas, mimicking the younger artist. “I 

adore your American idioms!”
“There is no time to waste,” says Mary, ignoring him. “We 

have scarcely a week before the exhibition opens—”
“No time to waste!” Degas interjects. “There you go again 

with these marvelous phrases!”
“Oh, Degas!” Mary exhorts. “You know precisely what I 

mean: it has been two years since the last event—the ‘Exhibition 
of Impressionists’—”

“Yes, yes, yes,” says Degas, interrupting her. “I know it well. 
We opened the gallery space on the Rue le Peletier. Almost no-
body came. But alas, this time will be much different.”

“For one thing,” Mary laments, “there will be no World’s Fair 
preempting our cozy little show.”

“The Fair was good to you!” says Degas. “You exhibited in 
the Art Gallery of the American Pavilion!”

“Dear, dear Degas, your pride runneth over! But this time 
around, our exhibition will have no Renoir, no Sisley, not even 
Cézanne.”

“For now, Cézanne has settled in Provence,” Degas replies, 
matter-of-factly. “And for all I care, he can stay there. If it’s nature 
he wants, then it is nature he will get.”

“At least, we have Pissarro and Monet,” says Mary.
“Yes, lucky us,” says Degas. “It will take an entire story to 

display their work this time. Did you know that they are showing 
nearly 70 paintings between them? So much repetition on the 
same bloody theme!”

“Speaking of themes,” Mary interrupts, “what will we be call-
ing this year’s exhibition?”

“I am glad you asked!” Degas replies. “It will be known as the 
‘Exhibition of a Group of Independent Artists!’ I have already 
cleared things with Gustave, who is delighted.”
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“Monsieur Caillebotte is happy if you are not unhappy. Like 
the rest of us, he is always worried that you’ll be on the warpath—”

“There you go again with these fantastic idioms!” Degas ex-
claims. “And there is no need to worry, Mademoiselle. This year 
will be different in every possible way. There will be no warpath 
for me!”

“Then why such a neutral title?” Mary asks. “Your public will 
be wishing to view the works of the Impressionists and you will 
be giving them a troupe of ‘Independent Artists.’”

“There, there,” says Degas, patronizing her. “First, it is not a 
‘troupe,’ but a ‘group.’ We are not actors, after all. And why, pray 
tell, must we invariably be tethered to that filthy name? What is 
an Impressionist anyway?”

“What is an Independent Artist?” Mary counters.
“One who is not dependent!” Degas bellows. “Why does ev-

erything have to be named? Why are we so perennially obsessed 
with identifying this thing and that?”

“I would wager that you are less concerned with the name,” 
says Mary, “and far more interested in striking a blow at the Sa-
lon.”

“But of course,” Degas stammers. “The Salon represents en-
slavement and conventionality. And those are two things from 
which I would like to be extraordinarily—indeed, permanently—
independent.”

“And here I was thinking that the issue of enslavement had 
been all but settled after your War between the States,” a voice 
interrupts from the doorway.

“Gauguin!” says Degas, rushing to greet the dashing young 
man in the stylish wide-brimmed hat. “And just in the nick of 
time, as usual!”

“How could I miss an exhibition expressly designed for shun-
ning that old heathen, the École de beaux-arts?” Gauguin slyly 
remarks. “And especially one that deigns to display my meager 
works!”

“May I present Mary Cassatt?” Degas replies with a flourish.
“Miss Cassatt and I are already well-acquainted from our 

schooldays as copyists in the dreadful corridors of the Louvre,” 
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Gauguin answers as he eagerly takes up Mary’s hand. “And De-
gas—how long has it been?”

“Six months, possibly longer,” he replies. “It was the Café de 
la Nouvelle Athènes, if memory serves.”

“Of course, it was,” says Mary. “I can imagine you two living 
it up in that haven of iniquity and ill-repute.”

“It’s not so bad as all that,” says Degas. “A lady of the evening, 
here and there, the occasional showgirl—”

“What will you be sharing in the exhibition?” Mary asks 
Gauguin, abruptly changing the subject.

“My usual array of decorative objects,” he replies, noncha-
lantly. “A sculpture here, a woodcut there. Lots of style, lots of 
color. And you?”

Before she can answer, Degas draws Mary and Gauguin onto 
the landing.

“Mademoiselle Cassatt will be debuting a most exciting 
piece!” says Degas.

“Oh, Paul, you really must ignore—”
“You must ignore nothing!” Degas exhorts. “There is no place 

for bashfulness in this exhibition. Mary is prepared to unveil a 
major new work,” he continues. 

As Cassatt and Gauguin look on, Degas removes the wrap-
ping paper from the painting. “Behold, the Little Girl in a Blue 
Armchair!” he announces.

“I thought you said that titles didn’t matter, that the act of 
naming things is just so much effrontery—”

“Balderdash!” says Degas, brusquely interrupting Cassatt. 
“Besides, I meant that for other people. For me, anything goes.”

“That’s an understatement,” Gauguin adds, staring intently 
at Mary’s creation. “For Degas, there is no such thing as limits, 
only new boundaries to subvert.”

“Well?” demands Degas, impatient for Gauguin’s pronounce-
ment.

“It is absolutely stunning,” Gauguin replies. “About that 
there is little doubt. But to call it merely stunning would be yet 
another understatement.”

“You’re too kind, Paul,” says Mary.
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“I’m not being kind. It’s brute honesty,” Gauguin answers. 
“It represents a hard left turn by an artist who is rapidly changing 
direction,” he continues. “It is both freer and more exacting. Your 
brushstrokes give the illusion of effortlessness.”

“Degas assisted with some vital reshaping in the background,” 
says Mary.

“A little scraping and rubbing here and there,” says Degas, 
dismissively. “Nothing more than a little spatial sleight-of-hand.”

“There is the ironic impression of movement,” Gauguin ob-
serves, “in a painting whose subjects are decidedly still. The little 
girl and her puppy are depicted in quiet repose, yet the entire 
palette bristles with movement.”

“She is breathtaking, is she not?” says Degas.
“The girl in the blue armchair or dear Mary here?” Gauguin 

replies.
“Both, of course!” Degas answers, offering a sideways glance 

at Cassatt. “But you are most certainly correct about the paint-
ing’s sense of fluidity, Gauguin. In art, nothing should look like 
chance, not even movement. And in this painting, even stillness 
is laden with meaning and purpose.”

“Oh, Edgar, you are becoming utterly prolix!” says Mary.
“I cannot help it!” he exhorts. “You have given me such pride 

as befitting a . . . a true colleague!”
“Clearly, you are in good hands, Mademoiselle Cassatt,” 

Gauguin announces with a slight bow. “I must excuse myself to 
begin carting my own work into this magnificent apartment. You 
and Gustave are to be congratulated, Degas. You have truly out-
done yourselves this time around.” 

Quite suddenly, Degas and Cassatt find themselves alone 
on the landing as Gauguin busies himself in another part of the 
house.

“You flatter me with your generous words about my work,” 
says Mary, breaking the silence. “I am truly in your debt for mak-
ing this—this new life!—possible.”

“Mademoiselle, my words were not driven by generosity,” he 
replies, slowly closing the distance between them. “They are a 
simple human truth.”
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As Degas takes yet another step in her direction, his eyes gen-
tly locking onto Mary’s, the sound of footsteps interrupts them 
as they turn their gaze towards the stairwell.

 To their surprise, a short, bearded fellow appears on the 
landing. With a receding hairline and large, kindhearted eyes, he 
smiles as he approaches.

“Dear Edgar,” he remarks. “And you must be Mademoiselle 
Cassatt.”

“Claude!” says Degas. “We were not expecting you for at 
least a fortnight.”

“A change of plans, my friend,” he answers, turning towards 
Mary. “I am Claude Monet. It is a true honor to make your ac-
quaintance. I know your work from the Salon, of course.”

“How dare you utter that vexing word in my presence!” De-
gas bellows. “The Salon represents absolutely everything that we 
are fighting to destroy!”

“Perhaps,” answers Monet, maintaining his composure. “But 
it is the reality of our profession, no? There is a Salon,” he con-
tinues, matter-of-factly. “It is held annually in Paris. Many art-
ists submit their work, few are accepted—sometimes a few more, 
depending upon the times. That is all.”

“That is all?” echoes Degas, thunderstruck. “If you dare to 
exhibit with us, you must give up all ties—every and all possible 
allegiances—with the Salon.”

“But Edgar,” Monet calmly replies, “to make such demands is 
unrealistic in our line. Worse yet, to comport yourself in this way 
makes you just as unyielding as the Salon.”

“We have been enslaved by the École de beaux-arts for the 
last time!” 

“No, no, Edgar,” Monet continues, still refusing to be rattled 
by Degas’ furor. “To take such a strident position only makes 
for yet another kind of yoking to tradition—just on behalf of a 
tradition other than the Salon. How can that be any better for 
the artist, who should be free to share their work far and wide?”

Before Degas can offer yet another retort, Mary steps be-
tween the two men.

“Why the sudden change of plans, Monsieur Monet?” she asks.
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“Alas, I won’t be able to attend the exhibition personally,” he 
answers, nodding in her direction. “My wife has taken a turn for 
the worse, I am afraid, and I must be in Vétheuil—”

“Go to Vétheuil all you want,” Degas interjects. “There is a 
principle at stake here, and you must answer for it.”

“I already have, my friend,” Monet replies. “For now, I must 
prepare my work for display in our sublime exhibition. Made-
moiselle,” he adds, with a slight nod in Mary’s direction.

“I fail to understand your cruelty,” Mary laments, as Monet 
disappears into the furthest reaches of the house. “One minute, 
you are pure lightness and fun, then suddenly, you fall into the 
darkness yet again, gravitating towards the world’s bleakest pock-
ets of despair.”

“Nonsense,” Degas replies. “it is the people I despise. Most-
ly,” he says, turning towards her. “The world itself is the greatest 
work of art. It has no compare with the terrible creatures who 
populate it. Even in my cold heart, I know that we live in a most 
beautiful world.”

After a while, Mary resumes her work in the exhibition space, 
while the older man positions himself beside the open window 
above the Avenue de l’Opéra.

“It has grown dark,” he says, gesturing towards the nighttime 
sky. “Look at the stars,” he continues. “Look how they twinkle 
and shine for you.”

“Your moods clearly know no bounds,” Mary answers, slowly 
beginning to regain her earlier sense of merriment.

As Degas lights up a cigar and ponders the streetscape below, 
Mary quietly steals away. Moving softly across the parquet floor, 
she returns to the landing, where she is left alone to ponder her 
work. 

To Mary’s delight, the bedazzling painting is so complete that 
she can scarcely even remember rendering the brushstrokes in the 
first place. Try as she might, all she can see is the portrait of the 
little girl and her dog against the armchair’s arresting turquoise 
tableau.

And she is mesmerized.
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Un Jour at the Museum
July 2015

Judy stands near one of the bronze lions abutting the entrance 
to the Art Institute of Chicago. Hugging her arms about her 
torso to fend off the unseasonably brisk wind whipping off of 

   the lake, she cranes her neck in a vain effort to peer down 
Michigan Avenue, with its moveable feast of business folk and 
tourists on full display.

And then she sees him. He is walking at a brusque pace along 
the north side of Adams. There is purpose in his step as he hur-
ries towards the Institute. As he moves ever closer, she can make 
out his features more fully—his blond hair having grown longer, 
beginning to curl above his neckline. He is uniformed, as always, 
in blue jeans and a stylish tee. This one has the word dreamer 
stenciled across the front. She likes that.

When he finally reaches the corner of Michigan Avenue, 
Noah sees her for the first time in weeks, and his eyes light up.

“So you went with ‘In an Attitude of Defiance?’” his voice 
booms from across the streetscape. Making a quick jog against 
the light across the avenue, he joins Judy below the bronze lion, 
immortalized, for all time, in its regal pose. 

“Excellent choice!” he says, patting one of the great beast’s 
massive front paws. “Don’t get me wrong: ‘On the Prowl’ has it 
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merits,” he adds, gesturing towards the twin lion at the northern 
end of the building. “But ‘Defiance’ here is one sweet kitty.”

“To be honest,” says Judy, “I picked the one that I came to 
first, not realizing the lions’ symbolic value. But if I had to choose, 
I would definitely go with being defiant. The notion of being on 
the prowl is a bit too predatory for my taste at the moment.”

“Sure thing,” he says, as he pushes a stray lock out of his eyes. 
“Shall we go inside?”

As Noah begins to make his way up the stone steps, Judy 
grasps him by the arm.

 “Perhaps we could find a coffee shop instead? Someplace 
where we could catch up?”

“You got it!” he answers. “But there’s a café inside the mu-
seum, you know—”

“How about Toni Patisserie instead?” she interjects. “I can’t 
get enough of their Americano. Besides, it’s just up the street a 
ways on Washington.”

For a moment, Noah hesitates, as if something has suddenly 
upset his plans.

“Why not?” he replies, shrugging his shoulders. “I’m up for 
anything!”

With steaming mugs of Americano in their hands, Judy and 
Noah take their seats behind one of Toni Patisserie’s round mar-
ble tables for two.

“Has your class started yet?” Judy asks, taking a tentative first 
sip from her mug.

“Just finished day two,” he replies. “The students are fantas-
tic, although they’d rather be just about anywhere else during 
summer break.”

“I bet you’re a marvelous teacher.”
“Maybe,” he answers, absentmindedly shifting his mug back 

and forth in its saucer. “But it’s English Composition. How in-
teresting can you make it, right?”

“And your dissertation—”
“Stalled. DOA for the moment. You?”
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“I’ve been working double-time on Homer,” says Judy, taking 
another sip from her Americano. “I’m closing in on 100 pages.”

“No kidding?” Noah replies, his eyebrows raised in surprise, 
even a little jealousy. “Professor Bleeker must be ecstatic.”

“Actually, I haven’t seen him since I got back into town. He’s 
been away at a conference in the south of France.”

“Did you tell him about our find. The picture—”
“I did, I did,” she tells him. “Wrote it all up in an email. Even 

scanned a shot of the photograph. But he agreed that we were 
running in circles. That we might as well have left Altoona—”

“That’s kinda what I wanted to talk to you about,” he stam-
mers. “We both know why we came back here so suddenly. And 
it wasn’t on account of the wild-goose chase we were on. Or even 
because of Max Hagen.”

“I . . . I disagree,” says Judy. “That’s not how I remember 
things at all. That’s precisely why we left. The evidence was pretty 
scant—even conflicting, at times. And to have a stalker like that 
suddenly show up at our motel, well, that’s where I draw the 
line.”

As Noah sits there, staring into his coffee cup, Judy begins to 
push herself back from the table. As if she were about to leave.

“Please don’t—”
“I just can’t,” she stammers. “You don’t know—”
“Maybe you don’t,” he says, staring deeply into her eyes. 

“Hey, we don’t have to talk about that, right? We’re a couple of 
grade-A doctoral students out for coffee in Chicagoland. I don’t 
know about you, but I am fluent in plenty of subjects outside of 
you and me.”

“Speaking of you,” says Judy, “I’ve taken to reading Woolf 
between my forays into the stacks.”

“Which ones?”
“Mrs. Dalloway and The Years, so far.”
“And?”
“Mrs. Dalloway blew my mind. But I can live without The Years.”
“Me, too,” Noah admits. “Life with the Partigers is a bit of 

a slog, isn’t it? Especially for a To the Lighthouse aficionado like 
yourself.”
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“Tell me,” says Judy. “If you could write about anything but 
the modernists for your dissertation, what would it be?”

“Pushkin,” he replies, without blinking an eye.
“The Russian poet?”
“Totally. It would be Pushkin by a mile. In fact,” he contin-

ues, “I would wager that if I were writing about Pushkin right 
now and not the modernists, whom I’ve been studying since, 
like, grade school, I would have at least—hmmm, let’s see—101 
pages written right now.”

“Oh, clever,” she replies. “One more page than I have. I see 
how you roll. But why Pushkin? He’s not even twentieth cen-
tury.”

“I love Evgeny Onegin, that’s why.”
“The opera?”
“No! The novel-in-verse.”
“But why?” she asks, as if the very idea of it would be repel-

lent for him.
“I don’t know,” he says. “I guess because it’s about star-

crossed lovers. Like Romeo and Juliet, but, you know, without the 
double-suicide. 

“Is it sensual?” Judy asks.
“A little, I guess,” Noah replies. “But it’s not overtly sexual. 

Besides, if it were even remotely erotic, Pushkin would have de-
ployed ellipses as a kind of mocking self-censorship.”

“Oh, swell,” says Judy. “I can see why you’re into him.”
“No, seriously. Pushkin’s story is, in its essence, about star-

crossed lovers. Evgeny and Tatiana—they fall in love, but at the 
wrong intervals. It’s maddening, right? These would-be lovers are 
absolutely made for each other, but they realize it on different 
wavelengths and in disparate moments. Time isn’t on their side, 
but by the time they realize that terrible fact, it’s too late.”

“It sounds . . . depressing.”
“Hardly,” he answers. “It’s beautiful. And it’s sad. And it’s 

laden with irony.”
“Like me?”
“Oh, so you’re willing to admit that you’re beautiful, eh, 

Sweet Judy Blue Eyes?”
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“On a good day,” she replies. “But I am more than willing to 
admit that I can also be sadly ironic.”

“Or ironically sad?”
“Sure, that, too.”
At this last remark, Noah abruptly stands up from the table.
“Was it something I said?”
“No way,” he answers. “It’s something I need to eat. You want 

anything?”
“But it’s only five?” she says, consulting her watch.
“That’s as good a time as any,” he answers as he steps away 

towards the counter.
A moment later, he returns with a healthy slice of apple pie 

à la mode. 
“Well, well, well. Apple pie for dinner,” Judy jokes. 
“The world isn’t such a bad place, after all. Is it?” says Noah, 

smiling brightly as he tears into his morsel.

 As the lazy afternoon begins to fade, Judy and Noah stroll 
beneath the elevated train tracks that run above Wabash Avenue. 

“When not writing my dissertation, which I do 24-7,” says 
Noah, “I’ve been brushing up on my Mary Cassatt.”

“Good for you.”
“Good for me indeed,” Noah replies. “And I’ve been wonder-

ing a lot about her relationship with Edgar Degas.”
“It was purely professional,” says Judy.
“Right.”
“Sarcasm, huh?”
“You bet it is,” says Noah.
“I’ve seen nothing in the scholarship or the historical record 

that would support any conclusion beyond their mentor-mentee 
relationship.”

“Is that right?” 
“I honestly doubt that anything like that ever happened,” 

says Judy. “Read up for yourself. It’s just not there.”
“But how can that be?” asks Noah. “You know how people 

are. Why do we always assume that these people in the past are 
one-dimensional, virginal phenomena? As if they were so sin-
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gle-minded that all they do is stoke their artistic ambitions and 
forsake everything else. That they don’t have sexual impulses. I 
mean, come on.”

“There’s nothing to speak of in Cassatt’s correspondence,” 
Judy counters. “Wouldn’t there be some sort of residue to that 
effect? Some little hint of their romantic mischief?”

“Like I said,” Noah continues, “why do we always persist in 
believing that these figures of chastity somehow existed in perfect 
repose in the past? It’s untenable garbage, right? Think about it. 
We have the same sexual desires that they do, and everyone we 
know—everyone we’ve ever known—acts on them. Even if they 
say they don’t, they invariably do.”

“That’s a little cynical, isn’t it?”
“Maybe,” says Noah, “but I can’t help thinking about my 

parents’ marriage. Before they finally got divorced, every-
body—I mean everybody—said that it was so sad. That they 
were just incompatible. That it had nothing to do with infidel-
ity.”

“And?”
“And it had everything to do with infidelity. My Dad practi-

cally had a second family living over in Peoria at the time.”
“No kidding?”
“I kid you not,” says Noah. “You should see us at Christmas. 

Talk about your strange extended families.”
“That’s my station up ahead,” says Judy, nodding in the direc-

tion of the Wabash/Adams L stop.
“So what next?” Noah asks.
“What next?”
“With the painting?”
“Nothing, I guess,” says Judy.
“But after all that time in PA—”
“All that time of coming up with a whole school of red her-

rings?” Judy asks. “That’s not for me. A boatload of Cassatts won’t 
get my dissertation written. I’d like to graduate some day. Get a 
real job. Pay my bills for a change.”

“And the Genius Award?” Noah asks.
“Professor Bleeker will have to understand.”
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As they come to a stop beneath the Wabash/Adams stop, 
Judy begins to mount the green metal steps that lead up to the 
station.

“Wouldn’t it be funny,” says Noah, “if, after all this time, 
the painting were nailed up in some schmuck’s living room, sur-
rounded by beanie babies, pet rocks, and whatnot?” 

“I’ve thought about that, you know,” says Judy, having 
stopped just a few steps up the stairwell. “But I like to think that 
it is displayed in a place of honor in someone’s home. They may 
not have the first clue about what they have hanging there—or 
of its value. But they love it just the same because it has been 
handed down to them, for all they know, through the genera-
tions. It’s the painting that their favorite aunt and uncle loved. 
The painting that brought a tear to their eye when they first held 
their own baby aloft and marveled at the world and its penchant 
for miracles.”

“I like that, too,” Noah admits, nodding quietly under the 
L station. “As long as it is not buried in some landfill or in the 
hands of the Cassattites, then the least we can hope for is that it 
has found a good home.”

“And on that note,” says Judy, as she continues to mount the 
stairs.

“And on that note,” Noah echoes, as he mimes the act of 
doffing a pretend hat atop his head. 

For a moment, Noah watches Judy make her progress above 
the street towards the L station. As she disappears from view, he 
turns on his heel and heads back up Adams in the direction of 
the Art Institute.

After carefully crossing Michigan Avenue, he passes between 
the twin bronze lions for the second time that same afternoon, 
and bounds up the steps into the museum, which has grown 
quiet at the close of day.

Snatching a brochure from the information desk as he hur-
ries through the multistory marble lobby, Noah makes his away 
across the breadth of the museum until he sees it: proof positive 
that he’s going in the right direction: 

impressionist and post-impressionist art
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Shuttling past the Monets and the Renoirs and the Caille-
bottes, and even further, beyond the van Goghs and the Gauguins 
and the Cézannes, he can feel the blood rising inside him, his 
excitement growing as he finally happens upon the object of his 
quest: a painting of a young mother bathing her child’s feet in 
a water basin, her fingers working intently upon his toes as the 
young boy, a towel wreathed about his waist, looks on.

“Mary Cassatt,” reads the plaque beside the painting. “Amer-
ican, 1844-1926. The Child’s Bath, 1893.”

Much later, Judy sits alone in her study carrel in the Univer-
sity of Chicago Library. Reading intently from a folio-sized book 
entitled Winslow Homer: An American Vision, she pauses occa-
sionally to make notes, taking the time to refine her thoughts as 
she contemplates the next 100 pages of her doctoral thesis.

As the hour grows even later still, Judy finally sets down her 
pencil for the night and closes the Homer book. Pushing it aside 
for another day, she slides yet another volume out from among 
the deeper recesses of her study carrel. 

Mary Cassatt: A Life, reads its spine.
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Misimpressionist Miss Impressionist
May 1879

Resplendent in a gold-brocaded topcoat with a matching 
cane clutched in his fist, Paul Gauguin bounds into Mary 
Cassatt’s ground floor studio at 19 Rue Laval. With his 

free hand, he clasps a rolled-up newspaper to his chest.
“Have you seen the reviews?” he asks.
“Seen them?” Mary replies, looking up from her place by the 

fire. “I can’t stop reading the notices!”
As she stands up to greet Gauguin, Mary sets down a sketch-

pad with the loose drawing of two society women, who appear to 
be enjoying a cup of tea.

“Did you see the Revue des Deux Mondes?” Gauguin continues.
“I did indeed,” she answers. “I can’t believe they gave no 

mention of your fine work.”
“Who bloody cares!” Gauguin replies. “You and dear old Ed-

gar stole the exhibition.” He unfolds the newspaper and begins 
reading: “‘M. Degas and Mlle. Cassatt are perhaps the only art-
ists who distinguish themselves in this group of ‘dependent’ In-
dependents. Both have a lively sense of the fragmented lighting 
in Paris apartments; both find unique nuances of color to render 
the flesh tints of women fatigued by late nights and the rustling 
lightness of worldly fashions.’”
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“And, better yet, Monet received a frightful drubbing,” 
says Degas, who ambles in from the rear of the studio. “Excuse 
my interruption, dear friend,” he continues. “My studio is just 
around the corner at the Rue Frochot. I stop in from time to 
time to ensure that Mademoiselle Cassatt is riding the straight 
and narrow.”

“Sticking to the straight and narrow,” says Mary, correcting 
him. “What Monsieur Degas means is that he stops by every 
few hours to provide unsolicited advice and to shamelessly foist 
his harem of models and other hangers-on in my direction.”

“The straight and narrow from Degas’ vantage point must be 
a most dangerous road indeed,” says Gauguin. “That’s a perilous 
land where there is no map and a compass couldn’t possibly be 
of any use at all.”

“Now, now,” chimes in Degas. “That’s enough taking the 
piss at my expense. Besides, these so-called art critics cause quite 
enough offense on their own.” Unable to contain himself any 
longer, he begins laughing uncontrollably. “An art critic! Is that 
even a profession? When I think we are stupid enough, we paint-
ers, to solicit those people’s compliments and to put ourselves 
into their hands! What shame! Should we even accept that they 
talk about our work?”

“You were rather chuffed, if I recall, when you earned quite 
superb reviews for your ballerinas, Degas,” says Gauguin. “But 
that was then, and this is now. Here you are, outliving us all and 
still besting us in the newspapers. And now, you, Mary, are the 
toast of the Impressionist world! And a woman, no less!”

“Don’t forget my dear friend Berthe Morisot,” says Mary, 
taking up her place by the fire.

“Oh, please,” says Degas, joining her by the hearth, where 
he gathers up a sketchpad of his own. “Madame Morisot makes 
paintings as if she were making hats.”

“So what have we here?” asks Gauguin, glancing at the artists’ 
drawings. “I spy teatime with Mademoiselle Cassatt, and a veri-
table mystery unfolding in the hands of Monsieur Curmudgeon 
over here. What on earth are you drawing? Is that some kind of 
confounded trio of horse jockeys?”
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“Finally!” Degas pronounces. “A sobriquet to call my own. 
Monsieur Curmudgeon—I love it! You should share it with the 
editors at the Revue des Deux Mondes!”

“Your drawing has no peer,” says Gauguin, stealing another 
glance at Degas’ sketchpad. “In its infancy, your work is all squig-
gles and lines. But then—voila!—something true and magical 
emerges from the morass.”

“Drawing is not what one sees,” says Degas, “but what one 
can make others see.”

“You make us sound like illusionists,” says Mary, “what with 
all of this talk about magic and misdirection.”

“When folks like us undertake a work of art, even young 
Gauguin here,” says Degas, “we are at war with ourselves. And 
when those battles are ended, we resume our war with the world 
writ large.”

“If that is your excuse for having words with the likes of Monet 
and Cézanne,” says Mary, “then your ambitions are misplaced.”

“Speaking of war,” says Gauguin, changing the subject, “I’ve 
always meant to ask you, dear Degas, what were you up to during 
the war?”

“Do you mean that awful business with Chancellor ‘Iron and 
Blood’ himself or later,” Degas replies, “with those slovenly bas-
tards from the Commune?”

“I, for one, should like to know about both,” says Mary.
“Very well,” answers Degas. “When the Prussians invaded, I 

dutifully volunteered for the infantry, and I was ready to fight, I 
tell you. My blood was truly a-boil.”

“My God,” says Gauguin, “you would have been a formi-
dable foe!”

“But alas, my troubling eyesight forbade me from action. By 
the time of the Commune, I was away from Paris altogether. 
While the socialists were sacking the city, I was slumming away 
in the countryside.” 

“Drawing effortless renderings of the landscape, no doubt,” 
says Mary.

“Oh, dear me no,” Degas replies. “Boredom soon overcomes 
me when I am contemplating nature. In truth, I can hardly stand 
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the out-of-doors. I would rather have returned to the front and 
tried my hand at blindly marching with the infantry.”

“So au revoir, France, and on to New Orleans?” asks Gauguin.
“Yes, in the company of my brother René,” says Degas. “It 

was the great journey of my life. We adored that city—especially 
the Vieux Carré. And my cozy studio on Esplanade Avenue was 
a delight I won’t soon forget.”

“How did you find America?” asks Mary, cocking a wayward 
eye in his direction.

“The States are beautiful, unfettered,” he replies. “And the 
technology—the railways especially—a marvel! But alas, I missed 
the opera too much and returned to Paris.”

“And René?” asks Gauguin. “How is my dear friend now?”
“I couldn’t begin to tell you,” says Degas. “We are no longer 

speaking, I am afraid.” 
“Isn’t that odd,” Mary interjects, “to be exiled from one’s own 

family?”
“Sadly, Mademoiselle,” says Degas, “it is not uncommon for 

me to be estranged from all too many of the people whom I have 
formerly known.”

“Indeed, it is an occupational hazard with Degas,” says 
Gauguin, laughing uproariously. “He has a knack for wearing out 
his welcome with even the pleasantest and most forgiving of com-
pany.”

“It’s a gift, really,” says Degas.
“I think it would be a curse,” says Mary.
“With Degas here,” says Gauguin, “it has become honed into 

a veritable skill.”
“Skilled at shedding relationships with one’s family?” replies 

Mary, as she sets her sketchpad down beside the hearth. “Is that 
really an attribute?”

“Degas is skilled at shedding just about anything, I should 
say,” Gauguin replies.

“Allies, pets, luggage, wealth—you name it, I know how to 
lose it,” Degas intones. “You should talk, Gauguin! You are 
a lone wolf without a collar. Always untethered to the wider 
world.”
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As Degas speaks, Mary gathers up a bottle of wine and three 
glasses from a nearby cupboard. She places them about the hearth 
for her guests, who begin filling their glasses.

“It keeps me young!” says Gauguin, raising his glass for an 
impromptu toast. “So what did you do with your profits from 
the exhibition?”

“Tonight, I believe we will be dining on mine,” says Degas. 
“Mademoiselle?”

“I purchased two paintings for myself—a Degas and a Mon-
et.”

“Bravo for you! Mary Cassatt—ever the politician,” Degas 
replies. “I have finally discovered my polar opposite, Gauguin!”

“Good show, Mary,” booms Gauguin. “You are more than a 
deft politician, you are a true and gentle friend. Those paintings 
will make fine additions to your collection indeed!”

“If nothing else,” says Degas, “purchasing a Monet will keep 
him from submitting yet another painting to the Salon. Perhaps 
we should buy out his entire studio and put an end to his traitor-
ous nonsense?”

“Why not, indeed?” jokes Gauguin. “Claude would enjoy a 
double-triumph: it would put an end to your warring ways, and 
Monet would be all the richer for your extravagance!”

“To Monet,” says Degas, raising his glass for yet another 
toast. “He’s quite the politician, too, you know,” he continues, 
glancing at Cassatt. “He will outsell us all, I tell you. Enemies?—
he doesn’t have them. Only friends and compatriots as far as the 
eye can see. I would love to despise him, but even my hard heart 
doesn’t run that cruel.”

“A blessing for us all,” says Gauguin, joining Degas in his 
toast.

“I’ll say,” Mary remarks. “The art world is difficult enough as 
it is. For myself, I came within a matter of days of stowing away 
my paintbrush forever.”

“In America, right?” asks Degas.
“In Pennsylvania, to be exact,” she replies.
“Was it the climate? The people?” asks Gauguin, refilling his 

glass.
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“For a time, I believed it to be the mountains,” Mary answers.
“The mountains?” asks Degas with a mild chuckle. “To-

pography bores me, but I have never allowed it to dictate my 
moods.”

“The mountains were oppressive, confining even,” says Mary. 
“And outside of Philadelphia, there was hardly any art to speak 
of. Just rolling hills and the wild frontier.”

“Then what was the problem?” asks Gauguin. “A little rural 
dullness is good for the soul now and then.”

“It wasn’t the mountains, really,” Mary replies, “and it was 
not even my confounded sister-in-law.”

“See what I mean?” Degas intones. “Families will be the 
death of us, I tell you.”

“For her part, Lois detested me on sight. There’s little doubt 
about that,” says Mary. “But I had it in for her, too, with her re-
gal lineage that can be traced back to President Buchanan. Who 
bloody cares?”

“Was Buchanan the dough-faced one?” Gauguin asks. “The 
one who couldn’t stave off secession?”

“Quite right,” says Mary. “Lois’ relation with old doughface 
was constantly being held up as a banner of privilege and breed-
ing. But that’s it, you see: what we despise in others exists in 
ourselves. She could easily have smarted at my maternal relation, 
on the Stevenson side, to Abigail Adams, who was wife of one 
president and birthed another. We humans are always attempt-
ing to outdo each other, always seeking out the tiniest of edges 
to demonstrate how much more we matter than somebody else. 
It’s just madness.”

“That’s why I always say, ‘Ideas, not people!’” Degas remarks. 
“I can get behind a good concept anytime, but human beings—
well, that’s another matter.”

“That’s exactly right, Degas,” Mary replies. “You see, back 
in Pennsylvania I thought that something external was miss-
ing—that I was being held back by my environment—by poor 
Lois and her fawning kinfolk. But in truth, it was me who was 
incomplete. It was me who was lacking something, not my sur-
roundings, inhospitable as they may have seemed at the time. It 
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has been nearly a decade since those days, and I still don’t know 
what that something is—”

“But you know what it isn’t!” says Gauguin with a flourish.
“Exactly!” she replies, taking up her glass.
“Well, that’s a kind of progress, I suppose,” says Degas.
“It will have to do,” Mary answers. “For now.”
“Bully for you!” says Degas, raising his glass yet again. “In 

the meantime, I propose that we dig up more reviews and toast 
somber old Monet and that aimless firebrand Cézanne to our 
heart’s content.”
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Thursday, July 16, 2015

I found it, Dr. Vicki. I found a way back in!

Last night, I was sitting in my study carrel at the U, 
slogging away at Homer for what seemed like hours, 
when I took a Cassatt break. (I know, I know, Dr. Vicki. We 
can talk about my various all-out lies and smokescreens 
later. . . .) Anyway, I broke out one of the biographies and 
began poking around, trying to finding something—any-
thing—that resembled the lost painting. And, of course, 
there was nothing. The only record is the bill of lading 
in Professor Bleeker’s possession. But then it hit me, see, 
when I was leafing through the biography: we may not 
have the faintest clue where the picture is now—and, fine, 
maybe we’ll never know—but there almost certainly had to 
be a record of the painting at the point-of-sale. 

So I put on my Art Historian’s hat and began trying 
to research the work’s provenance, which is a hell of a 
thing, by the way, for a painting that disappears, accord-
ing to the Bell Avenue photograph that my Recruit and I 
found, sometime in the 1930s. And that’s when it really 
hit me: what we need to do is go back to 1926. Before 
Altoona even—when the painting first changed hands. 
Which brings us to Cassatt’s dealer. Not bad, huh?

Like a number of artists, Cassatt went through her 
share of dealers. For the longest time, she settled on 
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Adolphe Goupil (1806-1893), the founder of Goupil & 
Cie, one of the leading Parisian art dealerships. Eventu-
ally, Cassatt’s star began to rise and she outgrew him, so 
to speak, which led her to Paul Durand-Ruel (1831-1922), 
who was absolutely gaga about the Impressionists. He 
was so obsessed with them, in fact, that he nearly drove 
himself into bankruptcy by collecting them while the 
rest of the world couldn’t give the first damn about their 
smudgy, shadowy art. 

But good for Durand-Ruel, right? By the time that 
the rest of the art world finally came around, he had 
amassed more than 12,000 Impressionist works. At one 
time, his personal holdings included more than 1,500 
Renoirs, 1,000 Monets, 800 Pissarros, 400 Cassatts, 400 
Degas, and 200 Manets. And if you haven’t guessed, that 
makes for a veritable fortune in fine art!

So here’s the thing: old Durand-Ruel had so much 
inventory that he could barely keep up with the de-
mand—not to mention all that moolah he was making. 
By the time that the turn of the century rolled around, he 
began transferring the business to his three sons, Joseph, 
Charles, and George. In addition to their Paris gallery on 
the Rue Lafitte, the Durand-Ruel brothers opened a show-
room in London on Bond Street and, later, in New York 
City on 57th Street. Now, before you go jumping to any 
conclusions, I’ll save you the trouble: the 57th Street loca-
tion no longer exists, having been replaced by a sleek sky-
scraper. You might know the spot—there’s an Alexander 
Calder sculpture on the corner of E. 57th and Madison 
Avenue. It’s one of his so-called “mechanical toys,” which 
is a fancy way of saying that it’s a rather garish-looking 
red stabile. Not my cup of tea, but whatevs. 

Anyway, Durand-Ruel’s 57th Street gallery may be 
gone from the face of the earth, but his records, amazingly, 
are alive and well. And they’re in the archives of the New 
York Public Library. With a little luck—okay, a helluva lotta 
luck—the bill of sale could be in there somewhere. . . .
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That’s right: I’ve still got plenty of that Genius money 
lying around, and I’m heading to the Big Apple!

Bodysnatchers Time: 
4:02 PM (Met my Recruit for coffee. ’Nuff said.)
2:25 AM (Eureka!)

Threat Level Blue: Guarded (But oh-so optimistic about 
getting my hands on those archives!)
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In the Church of My Heart
July 2015

With a smile on her face and a skip in her step, Judy 
bounds into Dr. Vicki’s office, where she discovers 
her therapist in the act of scanning the titles among 

the bookshelves above her desk. Taking her familiar seat on the 
overstuffed couch, Judy waits patiently as Dr. Vicki selects a title, 
walks over to the couch, and gently deposits a book into her pa-
tient’s hands.

“What’s this?” Judy asks.
“Some light reading courtesy of Dr. Magherini,” says Dr. 

Vicki, who sits down in her customary armchair. Removing her 
granny glasses, she rubs vigorously at the creases in her forehead.

“Is Dr. Magherini willing to take my case?” Judy replies.
“Her waiting list is running at about 18 months,” Dr. Vicki 

answers. “But I am worried that you don’t have that kind of time 
to spare.”

“How’s that?” says Judy, the smile having suddenly vanished 
from her face.

“During our last session, you said you were—how did you 
put it now?—jazzed by your treasure hunt for the painting. To 

Chapter Twenty
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my ears, your sensation of feeling jazzed seems to present itself 
as a kind of manic energy. Tell me, Judy, do your thoughts seem 
to be running away from you at the moment? Are you able to 
concentrate as efficiently as you’d like?”

“I’m just excited right now. That’s all,” says Judy.
“What concerns me, first and foremost, is the sense of shame 

that you’ve been experiencing. It’s written all over your time dia-
ries. So many ups and downs—”

“Life has its ups and downs,” Judy interjects.
“That’s a cliché,” says Dr. Vicki. “But of course, it is true, as 

many clichés are. My point, though, is that your emotional highs 
and lows are occurring rapidly within the context of your web of 
untruths—”

“My lies, you mean—”
“Quite right. Your smokescreens, as you called them in the 

most recent time diary, are often associated with this boy—”
“You mean, Noah,” says Judy.
“Yes, Noah,” Dr. Vicki replies, “whom you describe euphe-

mistically as my Recruit.”
“And?”
“So you return to therapy after more than a month,” says Dr. 

Vicki. “You vacillate from despondence to mania, which coheres 
with the feelings and behaviors recorded in your time diary. You 
admit to a range of lies, most of them in an obvious effort to cam-
ouflage your shame in front of Noah. How am I doing so far?”

“I’d say that you were spot-on.”
“After my recent consultation with Dr. Magherini, I am pre-

pared to recommend a new course of treatment—”
“No more medication?” Judy asks.
“The medication should continue,” says Dr. Vicki. “At least 

for now. No, what I am recommending is a different path from 
our previous course of therapeutic treatment. But first I have a 
question: during your past life as an artist, did you ever destroy 
your work?”

After looking stone-faced for a moment, Judy begins laugh-
ing.

“What’s so funny?” Dr. Vicki asks.
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“Oh, I destroyed it all right,” she replies. “Took the whole lot 
down to the incinerator in my building.”

“Because of the Stendhal Syndrome?”
“You’re damned right because of the Stendhal Syndrome!”
“Well,” says Dr. Vicki, “you should look on the bright side.”
“There’s a bright side?” 
“At least, you were a watercolorist.”
“Huh?” Judy seems mystified by this last remark.
“If you had worked in oils, you might have accidentally 

burned down the whole building.”
“Really?”
“Forgive me. I was trying to be humorous,” says Dr. Vicki. 

“In all honesty, it’s not uncommon for some patients to destroy 
their art. Many sufferers like yourself find themselves spiraling 
out of control. Who wouldn’t destroy the object of their mal-
aise?”

“But that’s what’s so funny, don’t you see? The irony is so ter-
ribly hard to swallow. There I was, a working artist who suddenly 
finds herself unable to paint anymore because she can’t look at 
art—even her own art—without succumbing to nausea and dis-
orientation. What kind of world is it where your own paintings 
make you sick and unable to function?”

“Tell me when, exactly, did you incinerate your work?”
“When we couldn’t make the nausea stop,” says Judy. “When 

I . . . when I started the . . . cutting. We’ve been through this 
before—”

“Have you had another incident?”
“I haven’t cut myself in months, if that’s what you mean.”
“I am worried that you are beginning to relapse,” says Dr. 

Vicki. “The event in Pennsylvania suggests that you are still sus-
ceptible to the syndrome.”

“Tell me about it,” Judy replies, sarcastically. “I get queasy 
flipping through the pages of art books, much less strolling 
through a gallery.”

“So you should confide in Noah, then. Explain to him about 
the source of your condition. He is your closest friend at this 
point, is he not?”
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“But don’t you see,” Judy pleads, “that Noah’s the entire point 
of my shame? Here’s a guy who I nursed a crush on for, like, two 
years. He finally stopped dating Taylor, who was in my MFA pro-
gram before I dropped out. And my whole life blows up because 
of this godforsaken syndrome.”

“So you break up with him after only a few dates—”
“Of course, I did. Because then the cutting started. And how 

can you stay with a guy after you start cutting on your inner 
thighs when, you know—”

“When you hope to have a sexual relationship with him?” 
says Dr. Judy.

“Exactly,” Judy replies, cradling her head in her hands.
“My advice,” says Dr. Vicki, “is that you come clean with 

Noah. Explain your feelings of shame. I have read your time dia-
ries closely. This boy will understand. And besides, it will help 
with your recovery. You are spiraling right now, but at the same 
time you are very close.”

“Very close to what?”
“Very close to achieving mentalization again.”
“What’s mentalization?”
“It’s all right there in Dr. Magherini’s book,” Dr. Vicki replies. 

“She has found that in our thought processes, affection, love, 
and hate are transformed into symbols. A collection of symbols 
becomes a thought, and a collection of thoughts can lead to rea-
soning. However, there is a hidden danger in this process, which 
should be a continuum. Sometimes, emotions do not complete 
this transformation to surface as an idea, a thought. Dr. Magh-
erini found from working with her patients that art can play a 
key role in this process. A work of art may be able to subsume 
these past emotions and become their symbolic container. But do 
you see the problem here?”

Judy can only shake her head in response.
“Because you no longer have a continuum of thought process-

es in operation,” Dr. Vicki explains, “your emotions are unable to 
transform into thoughts. As the surrogate vessel for your thoughts 
and emotions, art takes on a preternatural power and creates con-
flicts and disturbances in the psyches of the most sensitive observ-
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ers—especially people like yourself, who have years of training in 
studying art’s intricacies and emotional possibilities.”

“So how will I know when I have achieved mentalization?”
“To put it bluntly,” says Dr. Vicki, “you will know when you 

are able to withstand art’s power to induce nausea and disorien-
tation. For you, that would spell the end of the Stendhal Syn-
drome’s insidious effects. But I am convinced that you must first 
come to terms with the shame that you are experiencing. It is 
wrecking havoc on your psyche.” 

“And Noah’s the key?” Judy asks, incredulously.
“Noah may indeed be the key,” says Dr. Vicki, “because, like 

it or not, he was the object of your desire when everything went 
haywire with your ability to sustain mentalization.” 

“So it was a case of being the right guy in the wrong place at 
the wrong time?”

“Possibly,” says Dr. Vicki. “But there is still a chance, isn’t 
there, that he could be the right guy in the right place at the right 
time?”

Judy steps out of the Loyola L station and makes a beeline 
towards Lake Michigan, which sits, like a magisterial blue behe-
moth, on the university’s eastern edge. As she crosses the leafy-
green campus, she encounters very little in the way of actual stu-
dents. On a Friday afternoon in the middle of July, a college 
campus can be a truly lonely place to be.

As she nears the lake, Judy strolls into the spacious lobby of 
the Crown Center for the Humanities, with its arresting views of 
the lakeshore. As she moves across the quiet atrium, she can see a 
tug boat trolling towards the city to the south.

Judy finds Noah upstairs in the English grad student lounge, 
a fancy name for a converted classroom with a wide assortment 
of mismatched desks and office furniture. During the regular 
academic year, the lounge teems with doctoral students occa-
sionally meeting with undergrads and desperately plying away at 
their dissertations. Today, Noah sits alone in a corner surfing the 
Internet on his iPad.

“How are the modernists doing?” Judy asks, surprising him.
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“Oh my gosh!” Noah replies. “You startled me there. Wel-
come to the bullpen!”

“So is this where the magic happens?” 
“There’s not much in the way of magic happening here today. 

It’s Friday—my day off from teaching the summer session.”
“I didn’t mean to interrupt your work,” says Judy. “I know 

how badly you want to make progress on your dissertation.”
“Believe me when I tell you that you are a most welcome dis-

traction,” says Noah, standing up from his desk. “So what brings 
you out to my lonely outpost?”

“Just wanted to see if you had time for a walk.” 
“Heck, yeah!” says Noah, tossing his iPad into his backpack.

The sunbathers are just beginning to come out for the day as 
Judy and Noah amble along Hartigen Beach, the park that abuts 
the Loyola campus to the north. Lugging their umbrellas and 
ice chests, the beachcombers set up their encampments near the 
water’s edge. 

“I may have brought you here under false pretenses,” admits 
Judy, as they stroll by the lifeguard stand.

“How’s that?” says Noah, shielding his eyes from the sun.
“I’m after more than a walk in the park, I’m afraid.”
“Wait,” says Noah, having turned ashen-faced. “Have I done 

something wrong?”
“No, but I believe that I may have wronged you.”
“I don’t know how that’s possible—”
“Please,” Judy interjects. “You’ve got to let me get this out 

while I have the courage. When I stopped seeing you—”
“You mean when you broke up with me.”
“Exactly,” says Judy. “When I broke up with you, it was 

because I was struggling with a . . . with a kind of disorder, a 
condition that had driven me into a sort of personal crisis.”

“Is it serious?” Noah asks. “Dear God, is it cancer?”
“No, it’s purely psychological,” she replies, “although it pres-

ents physiological symptoms.”
“Your fainting spell at the flea market—”
“Precisely,” says Judy. “But I should warn you that it’s not 
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something that you’d necessarily find in the DSM.”
“The what?”
“It’s like the physicians’ desk reference for psychiatrists. It’s 

the standard classification of mental disorders.”
“Does that mean that your condition isn’t real?” Noah asks. 

“That it’s all in your head?”
“Oh, it’s real all right,” says Judy, pausing near the entrance 

to an old wooden pier that stretches into the lake. “It’s what my 
doctor calls a fringe disorder because there isn’t a true neurologi-
cal explanation for it, although some have tried, including a pio-
neering Italian psychiatrist.”

“Well, what is it, then?” Noah asks.
“It’s called Stendhal Syndrome—”
“As in the French author of The Red and the Black?”
“One and the same,” says Judy.
“But I don’t get the connection?”
“The syndrome refers to a series of symptoms—dizziness, 

confusion, fainting, even hallucinations—that occur when its 
sufferers are exposed to moments of deep aesthetic appearance.”

“Such as fine art,” Noah whispers.
“Exactly,” says Judy. “The disorder is named after Stendhal, 

who experienced these very symptoms after viewing Florentine 
art.”

“So wait,” says Noah, “are you telling me that you were hav-
ing an art attack back there at the Antique Depot?”

“Oh, that’s clever. I’m glad that I confided in you about my 
condition,” says Judy, as she playfully punches him in the arm.

“Was it too soon to joke about this?”
“A bit,” Judy admits, “But you know what Woody Allen said, 

right? ‘Tragedy plus time equals comedy.’”
“So has it been enough time yet?” Noah asks. “Or are we still 

too close to tragedy for making jokes?”
“At this point, pretty much anything is fair game. I do a truly 

hilarious bit about Taylor, by the way.”
“Oh, I bet you do!” says Noah.
“Just let me know when it’s been enough time, okay?” Judy 

asks.
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“Oh, sure. You can count on that,” says Noah. “But what 
does any of this have to do with our breakup?”

“My whole life was suddenly transformed,” says Judy. “I had 
to give up my watercolors, go on antidepressants. And even then, 
the symptoms were very slow to abate. And to top it all off, I 
could barely explain my disorder to anyone without eliciting 
looks of confusion. Or, worse yet, snickers of doubt.”

“I would have done anything to help you, you know,” says 
Noah, gently touching her shoulder.

“I don’t know how to explain it any other way,” Judy adds, 
“other than to say that I had become so ashamed. Especially as 
my condition spiraled further and further out of control. Even 
when I finally gave up my art for good, it barely made any differ-
ence. I closed myself off from the world. And you were still new 
to my life—”

“And easy to shed, I suppose,” says Noah. “Last-in, first-out, huh?”
“That’s one way to put it,” Judy admits. “Another is to say 

that I was desperate to reestablish some kind of equilibrium, and 
a new boyfriend is anything but.”

For a moment, they grow quiet together—eventually stroll-
ing along the wooden planks of the pier, which draws them away 
from the lakeshore. Below them, the water—choppy beneath the 
brisk midsummer breeze—breaks hard against the pillars.

“In my own way,” she says, “I am tormented by the bug. Only 
differently from people like Max Hagen. And possibly Donald J. 
Mercer. Or the Colonel even. With me, the bug literally makes 
me sick.”

“But not so sick that you give it up entirely, right?” Noah 
asks. “You may have this Stendhal Syndrome, but you haven’t 
gone whole hog here. You simply gave up making art and devoted 
your professional life to thinking about it. From working artist to 
art historian. From practitioner to professor?”

“Well,” says Judy, “that would be practitioner to would-be 
professor. I’ve still got a dissertation to write.”

“Same here,” Noah adds. “So how do we proceed? I mean, 
what happens next?”

“So we start over, okay?” Judy asks, offering her hand.
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“Why not?” says Noah, smiling as he takes her hand into his 
own and gives it a vigorous shake. 

Together, they make their way to the far end of the pier, 
where a miniature light tower sits rusting in the midday sun.

“Nothing that has happened so far has been anything we 
could control, right?

“That’s correct,” says Judy.
“Then let’s get down to brass tacks,” says Noah, staring into 

her eyes. “If that painting is still out there somewhere, then we 
should be the ones who track it down. So what do you say? Are 
you willing to go back on the trail with this English major?”

“In truth,” says Judy, smiling back at him, “I never really 
left.”
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The Choir is on Fire

“I know I told you that I wanted to hit the trail,” says Noah, 
adjusting the seatback table in front of him, “but I didn’t 
say anything about flying.”

“Wait”, says Judy, “have I finally found your Achilles’ heel?”
“So I don’t like to fly,” he says, as he grips the armrest ever 

tighter. “That’s not so unusual in the days of TSA and air mar-
shals.”

“Then enlighten me, English Major: are you afraid of terror-
ism, dying in a fiery accident, or just being out of control?”

“It’s entirely about control,” Noah admits. “Oh, and speak-
ing of control issues, wasn’t it just a few days ago that you told me 
that you were done with Cassatt? That you were getting sick and 
tired of coming up with a whole school of red herrings?”

“Let’s just chalk it up to the art historian’s prerogative,” says Judy.
“Some might call it lying,” he replies.
“Some might be right. But be that as it may, I want to try out 

a new angle in New York City. The Durand-Ruel archives may 
shed light on the bill of sale.”

“But isn’t that going in the wrong direction?” Noah asks. 
“The painting goes missing in 1926, and now we have a photo-
graph that places it in 1931. We should be going forward in time, 
not backwards.”

Chapter Twenty-One
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“In theory, you’re correct,” says Judy. “But we haven’t fully es-
tablished the provenance for the artwork. We have a transit docu-
ment that looks official, but a bill of sale would shed light going 
forward in time towards Altoona and backwards in the direction 
of the painting’s original sale, possibly even allowing us to attach 
a date to the moment in which Cassatt created it.”

“Granted,” says Noah, “but what you’re talking about is es-
tablishing the artwork’s history as fully as possible. And don’t get 
me wrong, that sounds like a worthy goal. But aren’t we trying to 
find a painting here?”

“Okay,” Judy admits, “to a certain extent I am grasping at 
straws. But if somehow we actually succeed in finding the thing, 
we’re going to have to establish its provenance one way or an-
other. The most embarrassing outcome would be to discover that 
the work is a fake. And you don’t have to be an art historian to 
know that that happens more often than you might think.”

“Fair enough,” says Noah, relaxing his grip on the armrest. “I 
wonder, though, if learning about the painting’s origins will tell 
us more about Cassatt’s relationship with Degas. You know, like 
whether they were together or not—”

“Are you still on that?” Judy asks.
“I never stopped being on that.”
“So you mean, like, together-together?”
“Yeah, those mentor-mentee relationships sometimes get out 

of hand.”
“Like I told you before,” says Judy, “there’s not a shred of 

evidence. Just an old spinster and a committed bachelor. There 
isn’t the slightest hint of any funny business in their correspon-
dence—and in the nineteenth century, a person’s epistolary hab-
its are the secret keyhole into their heart. And their correspon-
dence together is all but nonexistent.”

“See, right there,” says Noah. “Isn’t that fishy? For one of my 
last doctoral seminars, I was assigned to write a paper on the life 
of T. S. Eliot. The dude left behind, like, 10,000 letters. And we 
don’t have anything from Cassatt?”

“Actually, we have plenty of surviving letters penned by Cas-
satt. Just none of the ones that she wrote to Degas.”
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“That’s a bona fide red flag to me,” says Noah. “When we got 
back to Chicago last month, I started reading up on old Mary. It 
gave me something to do in your absence—”

“Not to mention,” Judy interrupts, “a means for sidestepping 
your dissertation.”

“True,” Noah admits, “but the modernists can wait. Mean-
while, we’ve got a painting to track down. So here’s my question: 
how does a woman like Mary Cassatt, who supposedly decides to 
dispense with conventionality and marriage, even make it in the 
nineteenth century, travelling all over Europe, back and forth to 
the States? Heck, I can barely pull that off now, nearly 150 years 
later.”

“First, you don’t give yourself enough credit. You made a cra-
zy, mad-dash drive out to central PA and barely broke a sweat.”

“And second?” Noah asks.
“And second, you still say words like heck and swell, which is 

pretty remarkable in and of itself.”
“For gosh sakes—”
“You’re only further underscoring my point,” says Judy. “And 

that’s very endearing, Noah Dearing.”
“Haha, I get that. So how’d Cassatt make it?”
“Well, she rarely travelled alone—almost always with her 

mother, who was forever ready to take up her valise and head out 
on another great adventure with her artist-daughter. And if not 
with her mother, then with her sister Lydia, who, also childless, 
was very maternal in terms of looking after Mary. And there’s one 
other thing—”

“Which is. . . .?”
“Well, in the vernacular of our own time,” says Judy, “Cassatt 

could be a royal bitch when she needed to be.”

Strolling up W. 41st Street, Judy and Noah walk towards the 
majestic front entrance to the New York Public Library, with its 
twin lion statues eternally keeping guard.

“Did you know,” says Noah, reading from his iPhone, “that 
the New York Public Library’s Archives and Manuscripts Divi-
sion has more than 50,000 linear feet of material?”
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“That sounds daunting,” Judy replies. “Surely, we won’t have 
to wade through all of it to find the Durand-Ruel papers?”

“I seriously doubt it,” he answers, as they begin traversing the 
building’s stone steps.

“Is it a prerequisite, I wonder, that august institutions like the 
New York Public Library and the Art Institute of Chicago have 
lion statues?”

“They’re known as Patience and Fortitude,” Noah replies, still 
scanning his iPhone.

“Perfect,” says Judy. “We’re certainly going to need them to 
bring this project home!”

Inside the library, Judy and Noah climb the staircase in the 
grand expanse of Astor Hall, winding their way up to the second 
floor landing and, finally, to the third floor, where the McGraw 
Rotunda beckons.

Stepping inside the massive, walnut-paneled hall, Judy and 
Noah find themselves inside the breathtaking space, with its 
17-feet high pilasters and its stately wooden arched bays. They 
are virtually surrounded by a series of murals by Edward Lan-
ing, each more astounding and more elaborate than the other, 
culminating in two enormous murals suspended from the ceil-
ing. 

“The murals are known, collectively, as The Story of the Re-
corded Word,” says Noah, his eyes glued to his iPhone. “‘The 
first mural depicts Moses as recorded in the Book of Exodus, 
descending from Mount Sinai with the Ten Commandments. 
The second mural depicts a monk of the Middle Ages copying 
a manuscript, while behind him is a scene of destruction. In the 
third painting, the scene depicts Johann Gutenberg showing a 
proof of his Bible to Adolph of Nassau—’”

And that’s when he finally sees Judy, having collapsed in a 
heap just behind him. As the bystanders begin to gather, Noah 
rushes to her side.

“Dear Jesus,” he cries out. “It never occurred to me—”
Pulling Judy by the shoulders, Noah drags his fallen com-

rade into the nearby Catalog Room, where he carefully props her 
against the wall.
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“I am so sorry,” he whispers, as he kneels by her side.
As she begins to come to, he waves away the bystanders.
“She just needs a little air is all,” he announces.
“That’s true, isn’t it?” he whispers to Judy. “A little air should 

do the trick, right? Or should I call for help?”
“No,” she answers unsteadily. “Dear God, no.”
After a few moments more, she begins to right herself.
“Please help me up,” she says. “We’ve got to get this done.”
“The archives are just through there,” says Noah, pointing 

towards the Rose Reading Room.
Standing up, Judy leans against him as they walk together 

towards the Reading Room’s wood-paneled expanse. As they near 
ever closer, Noah catches a glimpse of the room’s 50-foot ceilings, 
complete with its dramatic mural depicting billowing clouds 
amidst a vivid tableau of achingly beautiful blue skies.

“You’d best look down,” he says, as they make their way across 
the Reading Room towards the entrance to the archives. To the 
library patrons nestled among the tables and study carrels, the 
pair must look like a couple of refugees seeking safe haven from 
the atrocities of war.

Fortunately for Judy, the Archives and Manuscripts Division 
provides far more than a mere safe haven. Within a matter of 
minutes, the institution’s helpful staff have assessed the pair’s aca-
demic credentials and afforded them with full passage into the 
Durand-Ruel archives.

“There are 10 cartons’ worth of material,” a pencil-thin male 
librarian reports, “but you’ll be happy to learn that the Durand-
Ruel papers are arranged by year. An eleventh carton includes 
supplementary information about previous research using the 
materials,” he adds.

“How do patrons use that kind of thing?” Noah asks.
“At the New York Public Library,” the librarian answers, “we 

like to stimulate scholarly collaboration. It’s voluntary, of course, 
but highly encouraged. This way, you can seek out other research-
ers to compare notes and engage in further discussion. Of course, 
sometimes it results in heated debate among rivals, but you know 
academics!”
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“We sure do,” Judy admits, as they follow the librarian to a 
nearby table, where the 11 narrow white cartons await them.

As she settles beside Noah at the table, Judy shakes her head, 
still trying to clear away the cobwebs from the incident back in 
the rotunda. Firing up her iPad, she opens up her NoteTaker app. 
She brings up a second window depicting the Photostat of the 
bill of lading that Professor Bleeker provided.

“It’s dated as having arrived in the United States on June 30, 
1926. So all we have to do is backdate our investigation to earlier 
in the month. Failing that, we’ll keep going backwards until we 
hit 1925. You know, just in case there was an error.”

Within a matter of minutes, they hone their search in on the 
fifth carton, which contains receipts associated with 1926 sales in 
the Durand-Ruel Paris and New York galleries. Judy and Noah take 
turns thumbing through the bills of sale. Not surprisingly, the re-
ceipts offer a literal treasure-trove of information about the Impres-
sionists, as the Durand-Ruels’ sales staff reaps commission after com-
mission on works by Monet, Degas, and Pissarro, with a Morisot, 
Manet, and Gauguin thrown in for good measure here and there.

“What a booming business!” Noah exclaims.
Together, they continue taking turns moving through the 

bills of sale. As their search exhausts the month of June, they 
work ever backwards, combing through May and April, followed 
by March and February. 

“No receipt for our painting, although there sure are a lot of 
sales to a Madame Louisine Havemeyer,” says Judy, “although 
that’s hardly surprising.”

“Who was she?” Noah asks.
“A big time American art collector,” Judy replies, as she con-

tinues thumbing through the bills of sale. “She was almost as 
obsessed with the Impressionists as Durand-Ruel. And that’s say-
ing a lot.”

By the time that Judy and Noah begin leafing through the 
January receipts, their spirits begin to falter perceptibly.

“This is disheartening,” says Noah. “Perhaps the records are 
incomplete? I mean, why wouldn’t they be? We’re talking about 
an archive that’s nearly a century old.”
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“Wait a second,” Judy cautions. “What if the salesperson 
didn’t file the receipt until the next month? That wouldn’t be out 
of the realm of possibility, would it?”

“Good thinking!” says Noah, as they begin combing through 
the July 1926 materials.

And then, quite suddenly, Judy finds it. A simple, typewrit-
ten sales receipt:

durand-ruel et fils galerie
16 rue lafitte, paris, enregistré 3 juillet 1926 
mère et l’enfant, par mary cassatt, huile sur toile
vendu pour 2,500 francs, 8 juin 1926
à hw brubaker, de joseph durand-ruel

“What does it say?” says Noah, excitedly.
“Didn’t you take French?” Judy asks. “You know, for your 

doctoral requirements?”
“No way,” he says. “I went with Russian!”
“Oh, right,” she replies. “For the Pushkin.”
“Go on, then!” 
“All right,” says Judy. “It translates as a Durand-Ruel receipt, 

dated 3 July 1926 for Mother and Child, by Mary Cassatt, oil on 
canvas. Sold for 2,500 francs on 8 June 1926. And just below 
that is something in cursive. I can’t quite make it out.”

“Why the long delay in recording the sale?” Noah asks.
“Hold on,” says Judy, scrolling through the file on her iPad. 

“Of course,” she continues. “Cassatt dies on June 14th. The 
whole gallery must have gone into a protracted mourning period. 
She funneled most of their business to them for years.”

“I guess,” says Noah. “Still, that’s nearly three weeks. That’s 
a heck of a lot of mourning in my book. And hey, what does the 
fancy handwritten bit at the bottom mean?”

“I’m . . . I’m not exactly sure yet. I can barely see it,” Judy re-
plies, staring at the bill of sale, as if closer inspection might begin 
to reveal its secrets.

Pulling her iPhone out of her pocket, she focuses the camera 
over the receipt and hastily snaps a picture.
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“I don’t think you’re supposed to do that,” Noah whispers, as 
he looks this way and that.

“At least I didn’t steal it,” she replies.
Taking a closer look at the photograph on her iPhone, she 

begins to make out the intricacies of the script.
“It looks like it says, ‘Avec un cadre de bois noir pour six francs.’”
“What’s that now?”
“Oh, sorry. ‘With a frame of black wood for six francs.’ But 

here’s the really weird part: there’s a question mark at the end. I 
don’t get that.”

“Yeah, why would anyone write it that way?” Noah asks. 
“Sales are final, right, not tentative?”

As Judy begins dutifully recording the information in her 
NoteTaker app along with her notes from The Yellow Book, Noah 
busies himself with the eleventh carton, which is filled to the 
brim with tiny notecards.

“This archive has been all but untouched,” he says, leafing 
through the accession records. “There’s some traffic in the 1980s, 
and later in the 1990s.”

“That makes sense,” says Judy, not bothering to look up 
from her iPad. “There were some major biographies undertaken 
around that period.”

“But get this,” Noah continues. “Things really heat up in the 
new century. In 2014 alone, there are dozens of new accession 
entries. And one more just last month.”

Pushing her iPad aside, Judy turns her attentions to the elev-
enth carton. 

“Of course,” she sighs. “Look at the initials: mth.”
“Hagen!” Noah exclaims. “But who’s apb?” he adds, pointing 

towards the July 2015 entry.
“It . . . it can’t be,” Judy whispers, staring intently at the no-

tecard.
“It can’t be what?” says Noah.
“Why would Professor Bleeker be in New York City digging 

through the Durand-Ruel archives?”
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Café de la Nouvelle Athènes
July 1882

Lydia is sitting in her sister’s studio at 19 Rue Laval. She 
is reclining in a brightly arrayed armchair outfitted with 
hunter-green fabric. The furniture is stylishly pocked with 

swathes of burgundies and pinks. With a dainty bonnet resting 
atop her head, Lydia wears a frilly frock, and she is frozen in the 
act of reading the previous evening’s edition of Le Figaro. 

Lydia suddenly breaks the spell, shaking her auburn locks 
with disgust. 

“I have been sitting her for nigh on two hours, Mame,” she 
crows. “My chin is simply killing me in this position—”

“Just a few more minutes, sister,” Mary curtly replies. “I al-
most have the foundation that I need to bring this into being.”

“Why couldn’t you hire a professional model?” Lydia asks. 
“Monsieur Degas has told you repeatedly that you can have ac-
cess to his stable.”

“Oh, Lyd. You’ll more than do,” Mary quietly replies. “Be-
sides, Monsieur Degas’ models are professional women in every 
sense of the phrase. They are a little too risqué for my tastes,” she 
continues. “Like showgirls and courtesans. That type.”

Mary is lost in deep concentration as she strives to capture 
the outline of Lydia’s image on the canvas, but her sister, stiff 

Chapter Twenty-Two
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from so many hours of sitting in near-quiet repose, prattles on 
nonetheless.

“What is it with your obsession of late with me, Mame?” 
Lydia continues. “First, it was me crocheting, of all things. Then 
you had me fumbling with a teacup in yet another painting.”

“Perhaps you’re my Everywoman?” Mary answers. “Soon, I’ll 
have you living out great domestic adventures in the name of my 
art.”

“That will be the end of your career as an artist, then,” Lydia 
replies. “And to think you will have given it all up for me. Maybe 
you’re attempting to paint my memorial—”

“We’ll have no more of that talk,” Mary interjects, cutting 
her off. For a moment, she lifts her head up from the canvas to 
direct a hardened stare in Lydia’s direction.

“Fine,” Lydia answers. “Then you should at the very least give 
these paintings a name, Mame.” She thinks for a moment. “I’ve 
got it! You could call it The Sister Series.”

“Oh, that’s clever, Lyd. Except all of my critics would think 
that I have taken to painting portraiture of cloistered Mother 
Superiors and the like. The confusion alone would be the death 
of me.”

“You’d have no fear in that regard,” says Lydia, trying desper-
ately to hold her position above the newspaper, with her hands 
increasingly cramped as she attempts to sustain her pose. “The 
critics adore me. You said it yourself.”

“It’s true,” Mary allows. “They singled you out above all of 
my other entries. ‘We prefer above all the woman in the pink 
dress and bonnet,’” Mary recites, mimicking the cultured voice 
of an art critic. “‘She is exquisitely Parisian.’”

“Oh, that’s my favorite part!” says Lydia. “Me! Exquisitely 
Parisian.”

“And to think that you’re just another expatriate American 
like me.”

“I would have made someone a great wife, you know,” says 
Lydia, changing the subject.

“Lydia, now we’ve already had this conversation—”
“I am not being despondent or cross, Mame,” says Lydia, 
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cutting her off. “I just enjoy thinking about it—what might’ve 
been.”

“You could still make someone a perfectly first-rate wife, dear 
sister. You are pretty exotic in these parts.”

“Exquisitely so,” Lydia jokes.
“It’s true,” Mary replies. “And you have the newsprint to 

prove it.”
“I so loved taking care of baby Edward back in Hollidays-

burg,” Lydia continues. “And I didn’t so much as mind the cook-
ing and cleaning either. Lois said that it was servants’ work, but 
I didn’t care. Why take on airs in your sister-in-law’s household 
when there’s work to be done, I say!”

Mary looks up again at this last remark, catching her sister’s 
eye across the canvas.

“To be fair, Lois had a veritable legion of staff running that 
household,” says Mary.

“But they couldn’t love little Edward nearly as much as I, 
could they? After all, I am his cherished ‘Auntie,’ one of his closet 
relatives outside of A.J. and Lois.”

“Little Edward is 10-years-old now,” says Mary, as she works 
the corners of Lydia’s portrait.

“Do you think he remembers me?” says Lydia, pondering the 
thought. “I can understand him forgetting all about you—the 
way you left Pennsylvania in such a dither.”

“I wouldn’t blame him in the slightest if he’s forgotten all 
about me,” says Mary, still lost in concentration. “Young Edward 
is probably far more concerned with horseback riding and play-
ing with his friends. A 36-year-old spinster is the last thing on 
his mind.”

“Or a 43-year-old one.”
“Oh, sister,” Mary moans.
“Seriously,” says Lydia. “All of these paintings of me—it is 

because you know that I will die soon, right?”
“It is simply because you are an exemplary subject,” Mary 

counters.
“I know I am right about this,” says Lydia, her resolve stiffen-

ing.
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Quite suddenly, the sisters—both painting and posing—are 
startled by a sound from the doorway.

“Hello in there!” Degas bellows as he makes his way into the 
furthest reaches of Mary’s studio. “Am I interrupting something?” 

“Only slightly,” says Mary, glancing towards the windows. 
“Anyway, I am beginning to lose my light.” As she stands up 
to greet Degas, she gently touches Lydia’s shoulder. “You are re-
leased from your prison house, dear sister,” she announces. 

With a grateful gasp, Lydia stretches to her full height, allow-
ing the newspaper to fall to the studio floor with a great flutter.

“Is this a social call, Monsieur Degas?” Lydia inquires. “Or 
are you here to plot the fifth exhibition?”

“Oh, it is much too soon for that!” he answers. “If we begin 
to hatch our scheme too early, the whole event would be drained 
of its spontaneity, no?”

“On the bright side,” Mary counters, “careful planning would 
give us creative sorts plenty of time to prepare new work for a 
proper showing with the other—what are we calling ourselves 
now, dear Edgar?”

“We are a group of Independent Artists,” he replies. “In 
truth, even that name galls me, but it is the most neutral phrase 
that I could possibly dream up.”

“If you want neutrality,” says Mary, “why call us anything at 
all?”

“You are joking, of course,” Degas answers. “In any event, it 
would be very difficult to create advertisements for anything so 
impartial as to be nonexistent—an empty space.”

“As you’ve always said,” says Mary, “our express purpose as 
artists should be to sell our wares. You know, the coin purse and 
all of that whatnot.”

“Quite right,” Degas answers. “A working artist makes not 
only art, but a living!”

“Sometimes, you sound precisely like our father. Doesn’t he, 
Lyd?” 

As the sisters exchange a knowing look, Degas begins to 
blush at this last remark.

“Absolutement, Mame!” Lydia replies. “Absolutement!”
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“You are sounding more exquisitely Parisian by the minute!” 
says Mary.

“In such instances,” says Degas, “I prefer to think of myself 
much less as a father-figure and more as a caring mentor.”

“Well, Monsieur Caring Mentor,” says Mary, “what brings 
you out tonight, then?”

“The opportunity, if you will afford me of it,” Degas answers, 
“to stroll with you on what promises to be a most pleasant eve-
ning.”

As Degas and Cassatt make their progress along the cobble-
stones of the Rue La Fayette, Mary slips her hand onto Edgar’s 
arm.

“Tell me, Monsieur Mentor,” she gaily asks, “what is the next 
great artistic vanguard in our fair city?”

“Seriously?” he replies.
“Certainement, dear Mr. Mentor!”
“In my professional opinion,” he answers, “it will be print-

making.”
“Etchings and drypoint?” she asks.
“Indeed,” Degas answers. “I have been experimenting with 

it for quite some time now, making private series of lithographs 
and etchings. I have mostly been sharing them with Manet, who 
is a connoisseur of the form in his own right.”

“Is Edouard your influence?”
“Oh, dear no,” says Degas. “You would have to go further 

back to Rembrandt and Ingres, those great progenitors of the 
chiaroscuro. At this point, I am merely derivative of their work, 
but I am always searching for new textures and color palettes.”

“Someday, I hope to have a place of my own,” Mary replies, 
“where I can carry out my own experiments!”

“Really now?” says Degas. “What would you do first?”
“I would stake out a wide swathe of land outside of the city,” 

she answers, “where the light is clear and airy. Then I would set 
up my easel and paint out-of-doors.”

“Poor Lydia would get a sunburn from all that sitting!” Degas 
jokes.
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“Most likely!” Mary replies. “But the natural light would do 
her a world of good. And my paintings would enjoy great benefit 
as well!”

“If to make art en plein air is what you want,” says Degas, 
“then doubtless you will have it, Mademoiselle. Your ambitions 
know no bounds. But for me, the out-of-doors is no different 
from the drawing room. I am just as nearly blind in one as in the 
other!”

As the two artists reach the end of the Rue La Fayette, they 
turn on to the Rue des Martyrs, making a beeline for the Place 
Pigalle.

“What are you up to, Monsieur Mentor?” Mary asks, rais-
ing an eyebrow in his direction. “If it is the Café de la Nouvelle 
Athènes that you have in mind, you already know where I stand 
on that particular watering hole.”

“Watering hole!” says Degas. “I do enjoy your idioms. But 
alas, Mademoiselle, you have found me out.” 

“I am a respectable woman,” Mary replies, “and I have 
heard plenty of scandalous talk about your notorious painting 
L’Absinthe. The Café’s clientele is well-known among our set.”

“L’Absinthe is but a harmless depiction of a man and a wom-
an in a fashionable bistro.”

“A fashionable bistro?” says Mary, incredulously. “I know the 
lurid stories of your painting all too well, and it depicts an actress 
and a bohemian as downtrodden social outcasts—”

“Ah, yes,” Degas interjects, “but they are downtrodden so-
cial outcasts in the act of numbing themselves with the seductive 
green powers of l’absinthe!”

As Degas and Cassatt near the entrance to the bustling Café, 
Edgar draws her aside.

“Perhaps we could slip into the Café via the rear entrance, if 
only for a moment, so that I may enjoy a brief refreshment,” he 
whispers in a conspiratorial voice. “No one will see us.”

“No one?” says Mary, laughing aloud. “Practically everyone 
we know comes and goes here.”

“I promise that your honor will be safe with me tonight,” he 
answers. “And besides, I really, truly need that drink.”
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As Degas and Cassatt conceal themselves in a quiet corner of 
the Café de la Nouvelle Athènes, Edgar wastes little time in fer-
reting out his refreshment. In short order, he returns to the table 
carrying a glass of whiskey.

“This is for me. You can have whatever you like,” he says, 
taking a preemptive sip of the reddish brown liquid. “I am in re-
quirement of what you Americans call a stiff drink, and this will 
more than do the trick.”

“I should not be here,” says Mary, anxiously. “It simply isn’t 
right.”

“Because you must remain respectable?” Degas replies, as he 
takes another gulp.

“Well, yes,” she allows. “But it’s more than that, isn’t it? You 
have fashioned yourself as my mentor,” she continues, “and while 
I am grateful and indebted to you for that, it implies a certain 
distance in our relationship.”

“Then I must say ‘Salut,’” Degas answers, as he drains the 
contents from his glass. “We will not stay here a moment longer.” 
Without so much as another word, he ushers her out of the Café. 

As Degas and Cassatt exit the building, he leads her through 
the throng outside and towards the alley behind the establish-
ment. 

“What are you doing, Degas?” she says, as he places his arms 
about her shoulders.

“You cannot tell?” he replies, a look of confusion washing 
over his face. “Is it not plain to see? I am in the act of reducing 
the distance between us.”

“Oh,” says Mary. “Very well then.”
As they descend further into the shadows of the alley, Mary 

can taste the alcohol, warm and tingling, from Degas’ lips.
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Hold Me, Thrill Me, Kiss Me, Kill Me
July 2015

“So what do we do now?” asks Noah, sitting next to Judy on 
a park bench behind the library.

“I don’t know,” Judy admits. “But it’s just like be-
fore—back in Altoona. Everything we find only serves to make 
the hunt seem even more opaque, even more impossible. Take 
this morning: we latch onto the bill of sale, which is an historical 
artifact in its own right, only to discover that bizarre handwritten 
postscript. In itself, it could be laden with meaning, or, by the 
same taken, mean nothing at all. And then, to top it all off, we’ve 
got this strangeness with Professor Bleeker, who’s supposed to be 
in the south of France.”

For a moment, they sit there together, collecting their 
thoughts as the Saturday throng moves through Bryant’s Park, 
making their eternal passage across Midtown towards Times 
Square. Still others stop for a breather, pausing to enjoy the sun-
shine washing over the green parklet on a midsummer’s day.

“So how about this?” says Noah. “You send him an update on 
our progress. Tell him what we’ve discovered and where we are. 
Let’s see how he plays it.”

“You mean that we should test him,” Judy replies. “As if we 
were trying to entrap him in some kind of lie? I don’t know. This 

Chapter Twenty-Three
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is Professor Bleeker we’re talking about. We wouldn’t even be sit-
ting here right now if it weren’t for him.”

“That’s all I’ve got,” says Noah. “Outside of that, I am fresh 
out of ideas. Who knows for sure anyway? Maybe apb isn’t Pro-
fessor Amos P. Bleeker, after all. Maybe it stands for apb as in All 
Points Bulletin.”

“Haha,” Judy answers. “Then by your interpretation, apb is 
nothing more than a figment of literary symbolism. It’s a warning 
sign—a mere cypher designed to scare us out of this maze that 
we’ve found ourselves trapped in.”

“Wouldn’t that be a dream situation?” says Noah, beaming 
from ear to ear. “Just imagine it: literary interpretation for cold 
hard cash. It would be a heyday for English majors everywhere. 
We could hold our heads up high and collect the big bucks by 
deciphering the signs and symbols of real life and translating 
them into honest-to-goodness financial advice. The corporations 
would be lining up to sample our wares!”

“Okay,” says Judy, “enough with the fantasy scenarios, pal. So 
following your line of thinking—” 

“About transforming literary interpretation into big busi-
ness?” Noah interjects.

“No,” Judy answers. “Let’s be serious here. So going with 
your line of attack, I will write up a report and email it to Profes-
sor Bleeker. Just a little fishing expedition with my benefactor to 
ensure that everything is on the up-and-up. Which, by the way, 
it almost assuredly is.”

“Don’t get me wrong,” says Noah. “I hope it is, too. Your 
faith in him is admirable. I can only hope that when the chips are 
down, you have that much faith in me.”

“We’ll see, English Major!” she jokes, as she raps at the virtual 
keys on the screen of her iPad.

As she finishes composing her message for Professor Bleeker, 
a new email arrives.

“Check it out!” says Judy, holding up her iPad. “It’s a message 
from Madge.”

“Madge has your email address? Way to network, Gumshoe!”
Judy begins reading Madge’s message aloud: “‘I did some 
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more investigative work. Donald J. Mercer didn’t know Henry 
Ward Ranger, as you’d first presumed, but he definitely knew 
Émile Walters. He may have met him through Mr. Mercer’s an-
nual art exhibitions with Pittsburgh’s Carnegie Galleries. It seems 
that Mr. Mercer fashioned himself as a landscape artist after 
studying with Mr. Walters, who lived and worked for a time in 
New York City. Apparently, he maintained a studio there.’”

“What studio?” Noah asks. “How do we even begin to find 
it? Once again, we’re talking about a 100-year-old clue. Do you 
know how many times that this city has made and remade itself 
since then?”

“Hold on a moment,” says Judy, scrolling through the win-
dows of her iPad.

“Not the confounded Yellow Book—”
“No,” Judy laughs. “It’s even better. North Dakota State 

University!”
“Really? I thought you were going to cite Wikipedia—”
“No, seriously,” she says. “NDSU has a huge archive of cor-

respondence and other documents called the Thorstina Jackson 
Walters and Émile Walters Papers. She was a big-time Icelandic 
scholar, and it looks like they met in North Dakota, where Émile 
grew up. Interestingly, he studied at the Art Institute of Chicago 
and later at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts—”

“Isn’t that where Cassatt studied?” Noah asks.
“Yeah,” says Judy, “about 75 years earlier. Anyway, Thorstina and 

Émile eventually left North Dakota and moved to Poughkeepsie, 
New York. During his own heyday, in the 20s and 30s, Émile kept 
a studio here in the city. Long after his star began to fade, Thorstina 
made a name for herself as a world-class Icelandic historian.”

“I know that cold-calling has become a subspecialty of yours,” 
says Noah, “but it’s going to be pretty tough dropping in on his 
studio without an address.” 

“Forget the studio,” says Judy. “I can do better than that. 
Thorstina has a biographer!” 

“So does Cassatt,” says Noah.
“Actually, old Mary has numerous biographers, and they 

hardly agree about a thing. But Thorstina has a biographer—a 
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single solitary one named Aldar Andersen. He’s a professor of 
history at NYU,” says Judy, “and I just sent him an e-Vite to meet 
us at the Washington Square Starbucks at 2 PM.”

“Great,” Noah jokes, “you just spammed a history professor. 
We can scratch NYU off of our job application lists.”

With his frost-white hair gleaming in the summer sun, Pro-
fessor Aldar Andersen steps up to Judy and Noah’s street-side 
table on the eastern side of Washington Square.

“Judy Coker?” he asks, staring down at the couple.
“Professor Andersen!” she sings out. “Please join us.”
“I have to admit that my curiosity got the best of me,” Pro-

fessor Andersen replies as he takes a seat. “It’s not every day that 
someone emails you out of the blue about somebody as relatively 
obscure as Thorstina Jackson Walters. Good God, I can’t even get 
my graduate students to take up her cause.”

“Well, brace yourself, then,” says Judy, as Noah retreats in-
side the coffee shop. “My questions have rather less to do with 
Thorstina than with her husband.”

“Sure,” Professor Andersen answers, stroking his goatee. “I 
know about Émile Walters’ work. He had his moment in the sun. 
A landscape artist, right?”

“Correct,” says Judy. 
“In 1939, he earned the Knight’s Cross of the Order of the 

Falcon from King Kristian of Denmark and Iceland. But so did 
Thorstina, and by then, she was the main attraction. His celeb-
rity had fallen by that time. Interest in American art had waned 
considerably after we became enamored with the Impressionists. 
But you know that already, right?”

“In a manner of speaking,” says Judy, “that’s why we’re here.”
“Anyway,” Professor Andersen continues, “during that period, 

the Walters lived here in the city. She studied at Barnard. They 
had a place over in Gramercy. It’s still there, although it’s almost 
certainly changed hands. His studio was downstairs. In a kind of 
half-basement, but with plenty of light rolling in from the street 
for his work. They didn’t live there very long, though. They left 
New York City in 1944 for Poughkeepsie. She had taken ill with 
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MS. It was pretty sudden. By 1959, in spite of everything, she 
was dead.” 

As Judy takes a series of notes on her iPad, Noah returns with 
a cup of coffee for Professor Andersen, who nods his apprecia-
tion.

“So you write exclusively about Thorstina Jackson Walters?” 
Noah asks.

“Well, about Iceland mostly, but sure,” the professor replies. 
“Walters’ Modern Sagas is a classic study of Icelandic immigration 
to the Dakotas. The scholarship on Iceland makes for a pretty 
small world, as you might imagine. That treeless frozen rock in 
the far North Atlantic doesn’t inspire too many North Americans 
to take up its culture.”

“Then why you?” Noah asks.
“That’s easy,” Professor Andersen replies. “I immigrated from 

Reykjavik.”
“Then you’ve probably heard the only Icelandic joke I know,” 

says Noah.
“Try me,” says Professor Andersen.
“Okay, here goes: what do you do if you get lost in an Icelan-

dic forest?” Noah asks.
“That’s easy,” Professor Andersen answers. “Stand up!”
“Not bad, Professor,” says Noah. “Not bad at all.”
“What brings you two to the city anyhow?” Professor Ander-

sen asks. “Your email address was from U Chicago, right?”
“I’m an Art History grad student. Noah’s over at Loyola. 

We’re hunting for a missing painting by Mary Cassatt. It’s prob-
ably a wild-goose chase, but I’ve got a grant.”

“I know what you mean,” says Professor Andersen. “With the 
right funding stream, I’d scuba dive for the lost city of Atlantis.”

“Do you scuba dive?” Noah asks.
“Not a day in my life,” Professor Andersen answers. “But 

how does Émile Walters fit in with Cassatt? She was an expatriate 
in France. Émile Walters is from the frozen tundra. That doesn’t 
compute.”

“Walters briefly tutored a Pennsylvania landscape artist,” says 
Judy. “Most likely here in the city.”
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“So what’s it look like?” Professor Andersen asks.
“What does what look like?” Noah replies.
“The Cassatt? Do you have a description?”
“Why not?” says Judy, shrugging her shoulders. “Known as 

Mother and Child,” she reads aloud from The Yellow Book stored 
on her iPad, “the picture is an ‘exquisite specimen showing a fond 
mother gazing upward at her child.’”

“Hmmm,” says Professor Andersen. “Sounds like just about 
every Cassatt I’ve ever seen, but I’m no art historian.”

“Yeah,” Judy admits, “Cassatt certainly has a type. That’s for 
sure.”

“But you know what else?” Professor Andersen continues. 
“That description sounds almost exactly like the Cassatt hanging 
over at the MOMA exhibition right now.”

Stepping out of the 57th Street Station, Judy and Noah walk 
among a throng of Saturday pedestrian traffic making its way 
down the Avenue of the Americas.

“It’s worth a look, right?” says Noah. “If nothing else, we can 
rule out the painting in MOMA’s collection. And besides, the 
exhibition is spotlighting the Impressionists, which is our gig.”

“According to MOMA’s website,” says Judy, reading from her 
iPhone, “they have a couple of Cassatts in the permanent col-
lection, one of which is called In the Opera Box. It’s from way 
back in 1880, depicts a woman fanning herself in a theatre, and 
it clearly doesn’t fit the bill. The other is a decent candidate. It’s 
from 1898, so it’s a latter work. An aquatint called By the Pond, 
the painting is part of the Mother and Child series all right.” 

She hands Noah her iPhone, where he can see the tiny image 
of a woman reverently holding up a small blond child swaddled 
in a towel.

“I don’t know,” he says. “The image in the Bell Avenue pho-
tograph doesn’t quite match. But who can say. That old photo 
that we found in Altoona is pretty blurry.”

As Judy and Noah make the turn onto W. 53rd Street, they 
are confronted by a elongated line of museumgoers, waiting in 
the sweltering sun for a chance to see the exhibit.
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“Good thing we’re not on a time-crunch here,” says Noah as 
he eyes the great swathe of people in front of them.

“The Impressionists still bring them out, don’t they?” says Judy.
“Why is that?” Noah asks. 
“It’s ironic, actually,” Judy replies. “Back in the 1870s and 

1880s, when they begin to exhibit outside of the official bounds of 
the Salon, the Impressionists were seen as offensive, even shocking 
in their shadowy efforts to connote real life. Remember, the art of 
that time often told a story—frequently a Biblical one. But the 
Impressionists came along and, for all intents and purposes, looked 
like some kind of dangerous, foreboding modernism.”

“So how is that ironic?” Noah asks.
“Because today we don’t see the Impressionists as being revo-

lutionary at all. Take Monet’s water lilies or his haystacks. We 
could never even begin to think of them as iconoclastic, which is 
how people perceived these images during their heyday. But now 
we see them as being nothing more than the pure representation 
of beauty in simplicity. As imaginative uses of color and shade 
as opposed to being outside the norm. I mean, think about it, 
the Impressionists are everywhere. On neckties and key chains, 
cigarette lighters and stationery. They just are.”

As the line of people picks up its pace, Judy and Noah finally 
find themselves inside the museum itself.

Teeming with museumgoers bent on visiting the Impression-
ists exhibition, MOMA’s grand, multistory lobby with its mod-
ern marble colonnades is a literal swarm of humanity. 

“Let’s duck in here,” says Noah, gesturing towards the mu-
seum’s gift shop.

Once inside, he draws Judy towards a massive rack of postcards.
“Here’s what I’m looking for!” he says, pulling a miniature 

postcard version of By the Pond from its place on the rack.
“I don’t know,” says Judy, taking a closer look at the image on 

the postcard. “The shape seems different from the hazy version 
on the Bell Avenue photo.”

After purchasing the postcard, the pair returns to the lobby, 
where they join a line of visitors attempting to gain entry into 
the exhibit.
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“I’m not so sure that this is a good idea,” Noah cautions. 
“Especially after what happened in the rotunda this morning.”

“I’ll hang back while you get a look at By the Pond. We’ve 
got to be certain that it’s not the same painting. If it is, then this 
whole business has been for naught. Meanwhile, I can get a copy 
of the exhibition catalogue, which should have details about each 
work, including provenance. There’s nothing specific online, ex-
cept that it was a gift from Abby Aldrich Rockefeller.”

“That just doesn’t sound like our painting,” says Noah. “How 
did it get from City Hall in Altoona to MOMA. I just don’t buy it.”

As the pair begins to split up, with Judy heading towards the 
Information Desk and Noah seeking out the Cassatt painting, he 
suddenly turns back to face her.

“Hold on a minute,” he says with a wide smile across his face. 
“I just figured out your game. You didn’t bring me along to be 
your driver! You impressed me into service as your art voyeur. 
I’m just your surrogate, your stand-in, your guinea pig!” he jokes. 

“You figured me out,” says Judy, smiling brightly back at him.
After doffing his imaginary cap for her benefit, Noah heads 

off in search of By the Pond.
Stepping up to the Information Desk, Judy selects a copy of 

the exhibition catalogue. Dropping it into the shopping bag with 
the postcard, she looks up to see a dark-haired man sitting at a 
nearby table. For a moment, she gazes at him, trying to place him 
in her personal museum of recollections. And that’s when she 
notices that he’s staring at her, too.

And then it hits her. It’s Max Hagen. It just has to be. And 
he’s wearing his beige corduroy jacket, the one with the patches 
on the elbows. It must be his favorite.

As she watches, he stands up and begins walking towards her.
Just then, Noah strolls up from the direction of the gallery.
“False alarm,” he says. “There’s just no way that it’s our Cas-

satt. It’s close, I’ll grant Professor Andersen that, but no cigar.” 
And that’s when Noah catches sight of Hagen, who is only a 

few feet away from them now. 
“Ms. Coker!” Hagen booms. “How delightful to see you at 

the exhibition!”
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“Mr. Hagen,” says Noah, forcing himself between Judy and 
the man in the corduroy jacket. “I don’t believe we’ve met.”

“That’s a shame,” says Hagen, warmly shaking his hand. “I 
know all about you, Mr. Dearing. Tell me,” he says to Judy and 
Noah, “how was your visit to the archives?”

For their part, Judy and Noah can only stare at Hagen in 
wonder.

“Please don’t be alarmed,” he says. “The three of us should 
be allies. We’re searching for the same thing, after all. For me, 
this is nothing more than a scholarly quest—a chance to provide 
the world with one more beautiful thing to enjoy. With twenty-
first century life being what it is, can there ever really be enough 
beauty?” he asks, looking at Judy.

“I guess I can understand the International Mary Cassatt So-
ciety’s interest,” she replies. “But why have you been following 
our movements? If we’re allies, then why treat us like rivals?”

“That’s a fair question,” says Hagen, “and I know my sudden 
appearance must have been somewhat of a shock in Altoona last 
month. But I assure you that my motives are pure. The Society 
has a large endowment that can provide a substantial finder’s fee 
for anyone who finds the painting. But it won’t be for some ego-
tist’s private collection, I promise you. It will be hung in one of 
our great institutions. Like this one!” 

And with that, he hands Judy an embossed business card.
“You have my private contact information at your fingertips 

now,” he says. “Any transaction will be handled calmly, coolly, 
and with the most stringent discretion.”

For a moment, Noah seems beside himself with anger. But 
then, glancing briefly in Judy’s direction, his spirits seem to re-
turn with a vengeance.

“Coolly, huh?” he says to Hagen. “Dude, you wouldn’t know 
Cool if he locked you in the freezer.”

“Don’t worry,” says Hagen, quietly chuckling to himself. 
“We’ll be seeing each other again.”

And then, turning abruptly on his heel, he is gone.
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Saturday, July 18, 2015

Well, Dr. Vicki, it’s been quite a day. You might as 
well cue up “Bodysnatchers” at this point. It’s gonna be 
that kind of time diary. . . .

As promised, I made my way to the Big Apple, where 
my Recruit and I have reignited our quest to find the missing 
Cassatt. Yes, that’s right. And he’s back in earnest this time. 

Things started off with a bang after I experienced one 
of my little spells in the McGraw Rotunda of the New 
York Public Library. That’s right—The New York Public 
Library, where I made a very public spectacle of failing 
to achieve mentalization in front of dozens of gawking 
bystanders. Of course, this being New York City and all, 
they very quickly returned to ignoring me and going 
about their day. . . .

But things really came to a head later that afternoon, 
when my Recruit and I went to MOMA to take in the 
Impressions exhibition being held there. This time, 
I minded my condition and generally avoided any, 
shall we say, unnecessary aesthetic stimulation. But no 
sooner could you say “champagne supernova,” then 
we ran right into Max Hagen himself. It was quite a 
jolt, I can tell you. For a moment, it seemed as though 
my Recruit might lose it right there in the lobby—with 
Hagen acting like he’s some kind of supercool spy in 
The Bourne Identity—but my Recruit’s better angels 
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prevailed. It was pretty thrilling nonetheless. I guess 
you had to be there.

But as it happens, that’s when things really got start-
ed. After we hightailed it out of MOMA, we headed 
north, towards Central Park. We were both pretty ridicu-
lous at this point, laughing pretty giddily, but scared out 
of our wits just the same. Every now and then, we would 
look behind us to see if anybody was following us. Like I 
said, we were getting kind of silly. There was a lot of this 
kind of stuff going on:

YOURS TRULY: [Laughing intermittently, periodi-
cally glancing skyward] We’re getting paranoid for no 
reason. It’s not like the International Mary Cassatt So-
ciety has the resources to put an actual tail on us, right?

MY RECRUIT: [Laughing] What are you looking 
for—espionage drones?

YOURS TRULY: Hey, we’re talking about our arch-
enemy here!

MY RECRUIT: But we don’t have archenemies! We’re 
grad students!

Anyway, you get the picture. All in all, it was a pretty 
juvenile scene. At one point, a black stretch limo with 
tinted windows shot passed, and my Recruit dove into 
a nearby alley.

Things took a turn for the serious after that. When 
we finally crossed 59th Street and scooted into the park, 
I took matters into my own hands. In truth, I don’t know 
what came over me:

YOURS TRULY: [Grabbing him and kissing him 
wildly about the face]

MY RECRUIT: [Responding in kind]
YOURS TRULY: [More of the same; blissfully un-

aware of street performers and other passersby]
MY RECRUIT: [Catching his breath] What is that?
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YOURS TRULY: That’s what happens when I no lon-
ger feel ashamed.

MY RECRUIT: But why’d you do that now?
YOURS TRULY: I guess I was feeling the rush of ex-

citement. Or maybe it’s just the rush of being here with 
you.

MY RECRUIT: [Trying to be cute] So you’re on the 
prowl now, I guess!

YOURS TRULY: Oh, I’m still defiant, too. Make no 
mistake about it. 

And then I kissed him again. Believe it or not, it was 
with even more passion and gusto than the first time.

By the way, it occurs to me that I lied again just now. 
I know exactly why I did it—why I kissed him right 
then and there at the edge of Central Park. Don’t get me 
wrong, I wanted to do it—I desire him. But it was more 
than that: in that very instant, I felt truly powerful.

And I felt even more powerful still when we were 
safely ensconced back in our tiny hotel room in the Vil-
lage. And later, when I stood before him and undressed—
when I exposed the narrow scars about my thighs for his eyes 
alone to see—I didn’t feel anything akin to shame. Oh no, 
I most certainly didn’t feel ashamed. And it wasn’t a 
sense of relief either.

No, when I saw the yearning in his eyes for me, I felt 
. . . exhilaration.

Bodysnatchers Time: 

5:27 PM (k-i-s-s-i-n-g)

8:31 PM (Pushkin-like ellipses back at our hotel)

Threat Level Green: Low (“Nothing but blue skies / 
Smiling at me”)
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The Notorious D.J.M.

Noah kneels down next to the grating and peers through 
the basement window.

“It doesn’t look like a studio now,” he says, glancing 
over his shoulder at Judy.

“This was the Walters’ brownstone. Or at least it was accord-
ing to Professor Andersen’s email last night.”

As Judy steps around the corner for a closer look at the build-
ing’s front entrance, Noah cranes his neck over the railing above 
the walkup. Still no sign of an art studio in evidence. In fact, if 
anything, no one seems to have been in residence here for a long 
time. 

As he rights himself on the sidewalk, Noah’s iPhone buzzes 
into life with a text. Glancing at the screen, he effects a smirk and 
stuffs the device back in his pocket.

“This isn’t getting us anywhere,” says Judy, returning from her 
expedition around the corner. A young couple wearing match-
ing Birkenstocks passes by on the sidewalk. The woman pushes 
a sleek baby carriage, while her partner lingers to the rear, his 
thumbs excitedly punching the face of a smart phone.

“We could knock on some doors,” says Noah, “and see if any-
one remembers the Walters family. You know them—the artsy 
pair who moved out after the war. The big one!”

Chapter Twenty-Four
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“This place is way too hip for any octogenarians to be holed 
up, just waiting for someone to come along and ask about Thorst-
ina and Émile,” says Judy, locking her arms in Noah’s as they 
stroll back uptown. “I have a wild idea, though. Wanna hear it?” 
“Sure,” says Noah, smiling back at her. “Lay it on me.”

“We take the train up to New Haven and check out Donald 
J. Mercer’s old haunts.”

“Are you still putting your money on Donald Mercer?” Noah 
asks.

“I suppose you’re still betting on the Colonel?”
“We should place a little wager of our own,” says Noah. “See 

who comes out on top in this horserace.”
“Then I’m betting on Don Mercer by a nose,” Judy replies, 

shaking Noah vigorously by the hand. 
“Good luck even finding out where Mercer lived in Con-

necticut,” he answers. “It’ll be another shot in the dark. Like 
Gramercy Park.”

“Not hardly,” says Judy, holding up her iPhone screen for his 
inspection. “I found his address.”

“No way!” he says, grabbing her phone for closer inspection. 
“How’d you pull this off?”

“Ancestry.com!” she squeals. “Found it last night while you 
were sleeping.”

“Hey, I was pretty tired after doing battle with Max Hagen.”
“It was more of a battle of wits,” says Judy.
“You bet it was,” Noah replies. “And I clearly outwitted him.”
“You sure did!” says Judy. “You dropped that killer line on 

him right before we made our escape.”
“Hey, don’t mock that line,” says Noah, as they make their 

way up Park Avenue towards Grand Central Station. “I’ve had 
that in my back pocket since grade school. Before yesterday after-
noon, I had been waiting for, like, 20 years to unleash it!”

“It’s strange,” says Judy, setting down her iPad on the tray 
table. “The more I study Cassatt, the less I seem to know. Don’t 
get me wrong: I know a lot of facts and I have a pretty solid 
timeline from the cradle to the grave. But it’s always like there’s 
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something missing—some essential something that I can’t reach. 
Like she’s holding something back—something that never made 
it into the record.”

“Like the painting, right?” says Noah, glancing at the Con-
necticut countryside as it flies by them along the rail-bed.

“Yeah, it’s like something essential and inalienable to the sto-
ry is missing, and we can’t get it back. And Cassatt? Well, she’s 
not telling, that’s for sure. And I don’t just mean that she’s not 
telling because she’s been dead for nearly 100 years. I mean that 
she’s not telling on purpose, as if she planned this historical eli-
sion all along. That she always meant to be beguiling.”

“Beguiling, I like that.”
“Yeah, you would, wouldn’t you?” says Judy. “But here’s the 

thing, two things really: if Cassatt self-consciously constructed 
her biographical record to recount her life for future readers in a 
very specific way, what is she hiding? Not the painting, of course. 
She could never have known that it would be lost. She died sev-
eral months, if not years before that came about. And besides, she 
had lost her work before—she had lost accomplished works that 
would have felled the meager-hearted. The Great Chicago Fire, 
the World’s Columbian Exposition, you name it. Like Professor 
Tenant said, that was the life of a working artist in a world that 
was only just beginning to mouth the words Industrial Revolu-
tion. Things got burned, things got broken. I guess what I am 
saying is that this all feels so carefully orchestrated, so very well-
planned.”

“And the other thing?”
“Well, the other thing is rather more diabolical: if she meant 

to control the biographical record so very meticulously, was it be-
cause she was consumed by the achievement of fame—not only 
during her lifetime, but for all time?”

“She clearly adored her celebrity, right? If I remember cor-
rectly from one of the biographies, didn’t she have a Pekingese in 
later years that became like an affectation? Like Paris Hilton and 
that little dog at all those club openings in the 00s?”

“The 00s!” says Judy, shaking her head. “Damn, you’re cute.”
“What else do you call the previous decade? The aughts? 
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When I say it that way, I feel like I’m looking back fondly from 
the Great Depression as my vantage point.”

“Like I said before: damn, you’re cute. But let’s get our facts 
straight here: you’re referring to Paris’ pet Chihuahua, Tinkerbell. 
And that wasn’t just any ‘little dog.’ Tinkerbell was a bona-fide 
reality television star.”

“I stand corrected.”
“I’ll say! But you’re right, you know—about Paris Hilton, 

I mean. Cassatt, too, wanted to be famous. It was part of her 
master plan. She coveted celebrity, and not only for the whispers 
of immortality that fame promised for an artist of a certain level 
of renown.”

“Whispers of immortality. Nice—T.S. Eliot,” says Noah. “So 
you’ve been reading a little poetry on the sly? I like that.”

“You would, English Major. But here’s the thing, I guess: by 
this line of reasoning, Mary is bent on staying on this long trajec-
tory from Allegheny City to Philly to visiting the great jewels of 
Europe, the art museums and the wonders of the mid-century 
Western world. But by the same token, she has also committed 
herself to the grueling life of a copyist in the halls of the Louvre 
and to experiencing one rejection after another in the Salons and 
the deafening sound of all of those endlessly slamming doors in 
the man’s world of the Paris art scene. But she beats the odds 
and makes it really, really big in ways even she could never have 
imagined. And I believe that she was capable of imagining a lot.”

“You bet,” says Noah. “But could she have imagined that her 
work would be represented in nearly ever major permanent col-
lection across the world. From the Art Institute and the Smithso-
nian to MOMA and Musée d’Orsay.”

“My point exactly,” says Judy. “So here’s my question: what 
was she hiding—and why? I mean, we could really be on a fool’s 
errand here. We have no idea what’s out there. Or—worse yet—
isn’t out there because good old Mary planned it that way. Hey, 
what are you smiling about?

“I feel kind of privileged, I guess, to be riding on this fool’s 
errand—your words, not mine—with a person who can so easily 
drop verbal bombs about felling the meager-hearted.”
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“That’s sweet of you to say, Noah. It really is,” she says as she 
takes his hand in hers. “But what I am going to say next has the 
potential to really hurt, to ruin your entire day, really.”

And with that, Judy holds up her iPad, which features a for-
lorn picture of blonde-locked Paris Hilton. She is shell-shocked 
and downtrodden.

“Dear Jesus, Paris, what’s wrong?” says Noah.
“Tinkerbell’s dead, Noah.”
“Tinky’s . . . gone?”
“That’s right, dear one,” says Judy. “And we are only left to 

wonder what that little Chihuahua took to the grave.”
“And when she did, was it on purpose? Did that little doggy 

also have a devious master plan?”
“That’s not for us to decide. That little mystery will very like-

ly keep the Paris Hilton scholars guessing for ages.”
“Paris Hilton scholarship,” Noah wonders, as the train pulls into 

New Haven’s Union Station. “Will there really be such a thing?”
“There already is. Have you ever been to one of those Pop 

Culture conferences? Nothing’s off limits with those guys. But no 
matter. We’ve got our own mystery to solve. And with the Cassat-
tites hot on our trail, time is clearly of the essence.”

“We’re looking for 64 Gilbert Street,” says Judy, as they cross 
into one of New Haven’s prewar neighborhoods of cottages and 
clapboard homes.

“This neighborhood sure has seen better days,” says Noah, as 
they walk by a boarded-up five-and-dime. “But still, it was much 
worse over by the train station.”

“It’s hard to believe that Donald Mercer once taught at Yale,” 
says Judy.

“Why’s that?”
“Well, for one thing, he didn’t have any advanced degrees. 

Just some continuing education credits from Northwestern.”
“Maybe it was different back then. Perhaps he worked as an 

adjunct?”
“Possibly,” Judy admits. “But still, Yale was, you know, Yale. 

It doesn’t make sense.”
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“Sometimes, I sure miss that fleet car,” says Noah, pausing to 
rub his shins. “We’ve done about 30 miles on foot since Friday.”

“More like 18.5,” says Judy, holding up her iPhone’s fitness 
app for his inspection.

“So it is,” he allows. As they walk further into the neighbor-
hood, Noah’s iPhone buzzes to life once again.

“You want to get that?” she asks.
“Nah. It’ll go to voicemail.”
“I’ve been thinking a lot about that receipt,” says Judy. “Espe-

cially that bit about buying a black wooden frame.”
“And what about the question mark,” says Noah. “That’s 

pretty odd, too.”
“Let’s put the question mark aside for a moment and concen-

trate on the frame.”
“Okay,” says Noah. “If the Colonel plans on hauling the 

painting back to Altoona, why would you need a frame for the 
canvas? Wouldn’t it be easier to transport the thing if it’s rolled 
up. Wait: is the painting framed in the Bell Avenue photo?”

Judy stops on the sidewalk and slips the photo out of the 
interior pouch of her iPad case.

“Yeah,” she replies, “but it doesn’t look like the same design. 
See, the frame in the picture has all sorts ornamentation. Plus, 
the wood seems light-colored. Or light-grained. I don’t know. 
Like it’s made out of pine? What am I saying here—I have no 
idea. I’m not a carpenter!”

“Maybe the Colonel just liked the frame,” says Noah, as they 
continue walking along the street.

“We haven’t talked about Donald Mercer’s bachelorhood 
yet,” says Judy.

“What a very Victorian way to put it,” says Noah.
“That’s exactly how Mrs. Markham phrased it back in Al-

toona.”
“Do we have any actual evidence that he was living as a gay 

man?”
“Not a shred,” says Judy, “unless you discount the fact that 

he never married. And did you notice that in Madge’s dossier old 
Donald didn’t serve any combat during the Great War.”
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“So he remained stateside,” Noah replies. “That would have 
been true for thousands of other troops.”

“Still,” says Judy, “it could explain why he left Altoona for 
Pittsburgh, and, for a time at least, relocated to places like New 
York, Chicago, and New Haven.”

“Okay,” says Noah, “maybe Altoona was a tough place to be 
a . . . a bachelor back in the day, but those other places couldn’t 
have been too much more forgiving, right? I mean, New York 
back in the 1930s was hardly like living in the city today. You’re 
talking about an entirely different time and place.”

“Fair enough,” Judy replies. “But if he were gay, it would be 
a pretty isolating experience. And a place like New Haven, a pro-
gressive college town, would have been at least somewhat more 
tolerant.”

“Accepting the premise that he was a bachelor in the polite 
Victorian sense—and that he escaped to New England to avoid 
the painful realities of prejudice in his time—what could that 
possibly have to do with our search?”

“Hell, I don’t know,” Judy admits, leaning against Noah as 
they make the turn onto Gilbert Street. “The only real question is 
whether or not he lugged the painting all this way or not. Beyond 
that, I’m not sure that we really care.”

Judy and Noah come to a stop in front of 64 Gilbert Street, a 
grey cottage flanked by a copse of miniature fir trees.

“This may just be the tiniest house I’ve ever seen,” says Noah.
“It even has a white picket fence,” says Judy, gently pushing 

open the gate as they make their way up a narrow macadam path.
“Nice,” says Noah, gesturing towards the welcome mat, with 

a stylish fleur-de-lis as its only decoration:
bienvenue!
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Lacy, Lilting, Leering, Losing Love, Lamenting

As the front door swings open, Judy and Noah are greeted 
by a thirtysomething woman in a tank top and sweat-
pants. The words writer producer actor director are 

emblazoned across her chest.
“So which one are you?” Noah asks.
“At the moment,” says the woman, “I’m a director over at 

Yale. A visiting artist in the Stevenson Undergraduate Filmmak-
ers Series.”

“Impressive,” Judy replies. “Visiting from where?”
“UCLA,” the woman sings out. “This is the university’s guest 

house. I’m Monika,” she adds, as she waves them inside.
After introducing themselves, Judy and Noah follow Monika 

into a small anteroom with a guestbook and a series of wall-to-
ceiling bookshelves.

“Get a load of all these books!” Noah exclaims.
“They’re from all the visiting artists and writers over the 

years,” says Monika.
“Where’s yours?” Judy asks.
“Someday,” Monika replies with a wistful smile. “Keep you 

fingers crossed. What brings you to New Haven? Wait! Are you 
the memoirist who’s teaching in the fall?”

“It’s nothing like that,” says Judy, as Noah flips through the 

Chapter Twenty-Five
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pages of the guestbook. “We’re on a research trip for grad school. 
Trying to track down the backstory of a painting by Mary Cas-
satt. A key figure in the historical narrative might have stayed 
here once.”

“The guest house is overseen by the Senior Associate Dean 
for Academic Affairs,” says Monika. “He might know more 
about your guy.”

“That’s not likely,” Noah replies. “Our guy probably stayed 
here in the 1940s.”

“Wow!” Monika answers. “You’re going way back, then. I 
wish I could be of more help. There’s an artist and a poet in resi-
dence, too, but they’re hardly ever around. Not that they’d be of 
any use either.”

Judy and Noah walk back down Gilbert Street in silence.
“At times, I feel like we’ve got a whole lot of nothing on our 

hands here,” says Judy. “Just a bunch of random movements by 
dead people, and their various machinations sure don’t add up 
to much.”

“Certainly nothing in the way of forward momentum,” 
Noah answers. “The guestbook wasn’t much use either. It only 
goes back to the 1990s. Maybe there’s an article in the local paper 
from back then about Donald’s visit? We could try the library 
and see if they have any information about visiting writers and 
artists over the years.”

“The library!” Judy exclaims, stopping dead in her tracks.
“Right,” says Noah, with a confused look on his face. “What 

about it?”

A few minutes later, they are back in the anteroom at 64 Gil-
bert Street. As Monika looks on, Judy and Noah begin scanning 
the bookshelves. 

“It’s probably a stab in the dark,” says Judy.
“Maybe,” Noah replies. “Maybe not.”
“Can I help out?” Monika asks.
“No need,” says Judy, pulling out a copy of Stubby Jenks.
“Way to go, Donald!” Noah exhorts. 
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Setting Stubby Jenks on top of the guestbook, Judy begins 
rifling through the slim volume’s pages. 

“Looks pretty vacant,” says Noah, looking over her shoulder.
“Not so fast,” says Judy, as she reaches the flyleaf at the end of 

the book, where, just inside the back cover, a rectangular piece of 
paper is stuck to the cardboard lining.

“A bookmark?” Noah asks.
“Better,” says Judy, holding up the paper. “Looks like some 

kind of itinerary.”

transatlantique french line
mercer, donald j., new haven, conn., usa
ss de grasse, “à classe unique,” $135
august 29, 1947, new york, pier 57, north river
september 6, 1947, plymouth, le havre

“Mind if I take this?” says Judy, gripping the paper in her 
hand.

“Go for it,” Monika replies. “But leave the book. It’s univer-
sity property and all.”

“No problem,” says Noah. “We’ve got a copy of our own.”
Judy and Noah head towards the front entrance, only to be 

called back by Monika.
“For what it’s worth,” she tells them, “there was another guy 

here a few weeks back. He was also asking about that guy you 
mentioned—Donald something.”

“Mercer,” says Judy.
“Right,” Monika replies. 
“Was the guy who came by an older gentleman?” Noah asks, 

looking warily in Judy’s direction.
“Oh, no,” says Monika. “He was definitely younger.”

“The Cassattonians strike again,” says Noah, as they walk 
back down Gilbert Street for the second time that afternoon. 
“Probably Max Hagen himself.”

“But if it’s Max,” Judy answers, “how did he make the con-
nection with Donald Mercer?”
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“And why was old Donald trying to reach Le Havre?” Noah 
asks.

“It was the gateway to Europe during the era of the great 
ocean liners,” Judy replies. “Just up the Seine from Paris.”

“Okay, but how did Donald find the time?” Noah wonders. 
“Was he on vacation, or was it some kind of leave of absence 
from the Chamber of Commerce? Or was he teaching at Yale? 
We don’t have the first clue.”

“For that matter,” says Judy, “he may have even been retired 
by then. He would have been, what, 56-years-old or thereabouts? 
He most likely had a pension from his years in the service. But 
either way, he was a bachelor—untethered by family and those 
sorts of obligations. If you’re not a working stiff, you can be foot-
loose and fancy free.”

“Fine,” says Noah, “but if he’s heading, presumably, to Paris, 
what’s his mission? To see the sights? Or maybe he had the canvas 
secreted inside a hollow leg, and he planned to return the paint-
ing to its homeland.”

“Why?” Judy asks, “Because those bastards back in central 
PA wouldn’t let him display the work on the pristine walls of 
City Hall?”

“I was kidding—mostly,” Noah replies. “Let’s face it: we don’t 
even know that he was in possession of the painting. The Bell 
Avenue photo places it in the Colonel’s hands in 1931. Or the 
librarian Virginia Reed’s. Maybe you’re right—maybe it’s the 
Colonel, after all. Dear God, who really knows.”

“I know this much,” says Judy, smiling up at him. “We’ve got 
12K left in the Genius budget. That’s more than enough to get 
us to Paris and back. If we find the painting, swell. If not, we call 
it a summer.”

“This whole business seems counter-intuitive to me,” says 
Noah, shaking his head. “The clues keep propelling us back-
wards, towards the painting’s origination in Paris, when we need 
to be following a more chronological path towards the painting’s 
existence today—assuming that it even survives at all.”

“I don’t know how to answer that,” says Judy. “We can only 
follow the evidence where it leads.”
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“But it keeps leading us away from the present and catapult-
ing us back towards the past,” Noah pleads. “Paris is the wrong 
direction when the thing is, from what I can tell at least, most 
likely back in PA. Isn’t this just another case—how do you keep 
describing it—of time destroying everything?”

“That’s the only truism of this entire hunt,” Judy allows. “I 
guess history is like that. Lots of action and noise close to the 
originary moment, and then less and less evidence of any kind as 
time burrows relentlessly forward.”

“And then it’s just one long, blank ellipsis,” Noah laments. 
“Like those empty, impenetrable spaces in Evgeny Onegin.”

“Are we like Evgeny and Tatiana?” Judy asks, stopping to face 
him as they near the New Haven train station. “Are our intervals 
in time in sync with each other? Or is it like this whole Cassatt 
situation where we can’t quite make the pieces fit together?”

“I like to think not,” he says. “But is it too soon to tell?”
“Or worse,” she replies, “is it too late?”
“I don’t know what to say—”
“Don’t say anything,” Judy answers, smiling up at him. “Just 

kiss me.”

Later, as their train flies across the countryside on their return 
trip to Grand Central Station, Judy snuggles up against Noah in 
the passenger car.

“Just think,” says Noah, “in a few hours, we’ll be winging our 
way back to Chicago.”

“And possibly on to Paris,” Judy adds.
“I’ve got to finish out the summer session first,” says Noah. 

“Dropping out midway through the term wouldn’t go over so 
well with my advisors. Heck, that would be grounds for cancel-
ling my assistantship.”

“We can’t have that.”
“What do you know?” Noah jokes. “You’re the one on fel-

lowship—a full ride. Plus, you’ve got the Genius Award. Must 
be nice!”

“The Genius Award!” says Judy with a start. “I forgot to see 
if Professor Bleeker has replied to my email.” Firing up her iPad, 
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she finds a message from her advisor waiting in her inbox. To-
gether, hunched over her tablet, Judy and Noah read the email:

my dear sweet judy blue eyes:

i am in receipt of your most welcome message. such 
a maelstrom of competing, nay contradictory evidence! i 
don’t quite know what to say. everything, as you note in 
your report, seems to suggest that the painting has been 
irretrievably lost to the dustbin of history. and to think 
that you have exhausted so much of your precious summer 
on my account. 

as your dissertation advisor, i am afraid i must now 
recommend that you return in earnest to your studies of 
homer. perhaps it is time for you to make that trip to the 
pennsylvania academy of the fine arts, after all? in retro-
spect, i should have heeded your instincts back in june. 
at this juncture, our most fervent priority should be to 
see the doctoral hood lowered upon your most deserving 
shoulders come springtime.

fond regards from provence! 
ever yours,
apb

“Seems pretty benign to me,” Noah admits. “Maybe I mis-
judged the man. He seems to have your best interests at heart. 
And it’s smart thinking, too. Why, really, should we entertain this 
wild-goose chase any longer?”

“Because we haven’t found the painting, that’s why.”
“But you heard the man. It’s probably been lost to history’s 

dustbin. And that’s quite a garbage can, I can tell you. Far more 
has ever transpired than we’ll ever begin to truly know, that’s for 
sure. Until our colleagues in Physics finally devise a time travel 
device, we’re SOL.”

“How juvenile,” Judy replies.
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“’Cause I said SOL?” Noah retorts. “It’s apropos, isn’t it?”
“I suppose,” says Judy, rubbing her forehead. “It’s kind of 

weird, though, that Professor Bleeker would give up so easily.”
“What’s kind of weird,” says Noah, “is the way he calls you 

‘My Dear Sweet Judy Blue Eyes.’ If the guy weren’t in his 80s, it 
would be more than a little creepy.”

“Isn’t it funny how we give old men a pass on these sorts of 
familiarities?” Judy replies. “If he were your age, I’d be contacting 
HR.”

“If he were my age, you’d better.”
“Of course, that being said,” Judy continues, “you’re pretty 

good looking.”
“What does that have to do with it?” Noah retorts. “And 

thanks, by the way.”
“You’re welcome,” Judy replies. “But hear me out. A person’s 

attractiveness has everything to do with it, even if it absolutely 
shouldn’t. Think about it: when somebody who happens to be 
homely gets too familiar, he’s a creeper. If he’s hot, then you’re 
flattered.”

“What if he’s pushing 90 and has a charming Austrian ac-
cent?”

“Well,” says Judy, with a laugh, “then he’s just somebody’s 
beloved Art History professor. And he’s getting away with a social 
faux pas because he’s older than the hills!”

Having disembarked their train from Connecticut, Judy and 
Noah emerge from one of the subbasement platforms into Grand 
Central Station’s cavernous main concourse, with its lustrous, 
artfully designed ceiling and its golden astronomical ornamenta-
tions.

As they walk through the terminal, Noah’s iPhone buzzes to 
life yet again. Glancing at the screen with a smirk, he answers. 

“Yes, Taylor,” he says. “I’ve seen that you’ve been trying to 
reach me.” Looking in Judy’s direction, he holds up a finger and 
strolls a few steps away to take the call.

For a moment, Judy sits on a bench just out of earshot as 
Noah conducts his conversation. After a while, as his phone call 
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continues unabated, he begins pacing further and further away 
in ever-widening circles.

With nothing else to pass the time, Judy pulls her iPad out of 
her Longchamp tote and fires up the tablet. As she surfs the In-
ternet, she busies herself by scrolling through a series of discount 
travel apps promising massive savings and other dazzling perks 
for the discerning international traveller. 

Looking up, she catches sight of Noah out of the corner of 
her eye. Carrying his smart phone loosely by his side, he ambles 
back to her from across the concourse.

“You’re not going to believe the airfares that I found on the 
Web!” she exclaims, as she forces her iPad down into the bowels 
of her tote bag. 

But just then she notices Noah’s ashen-faced, open-mouthed 
demeanor.

“That was Taylor,” he whispers. “We’ve got to get back to 
Chicago.”

“That’s no problem,” Judy replies. “We’re going back anyway. 
Tonight.”

Before she can say another word, he leans into her, his body 
falling against hers for support. As if he’s had the wind knocked 
out of him.

“What’s wrong?” she asks.
“It’s awful,” he says. “Just awful. And worse yet, you’ve got to 

get tested. We both do.”
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Brûle-les tous!
September 1882

Lydia poses once more in Mary’s studio. She is no longer 
sitting in her sister’s overstuffed hunter-green armchair 
and her dainty bonnet is no longer in sight, leaving her 

shock of auburn hair on full display. Gone, too, is the evening 
edition of Le Figaro. Instead, Lydia—her brow furrowed in 
deepest concentration—is frozen in the act of working a tap-
estry loom.

And she is all aflame.
“Oh, dearest Mame,” she complains. “I have been sitting for 

hours in this heavy frock, stuck in this most constricting posi-
tion.” To make matters worse, Lydia sits, in her contorted state, 
only scant feet away from the roaring fireplace in Mary’s studio.

“Just a bit longer,” says Mary, her voice overcome with dejec-
tion as she sketches out this latest domestic scene on her canvas. 
For a moment, the artist sets down her pastels, staring off into 
the empty space that separates her from her panting, perspiring 
sister only a few yards away.

“Your heart just isn’t in it today,” Lydia continues. “Come, 
let us stop until tomorrow. Mother and father will be crossing 
the Channel soon to join us. Perhaps you could sketch our dear 
old dad toying with his mustache as he puzzles out the headlines 
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in La Monde? Or, failing that, our Mother could try her hand at 
pretending to work this confounded loom.”

For her part, Mary remains silent.
“Mame?”
“You’re . . . you’re right,” Mary finally allows. “That should 

just about do it for today.”
Carefully standing up beside the loom, Lydia shakes the cob-

webs out of her body as she attempts to find her footing. 
“Will Monsieur Degas be gracing us with his presence yet 

again?” asks Lydia, sopping her brow with a handkerchief. “I 
haven’t seen him for weeks.”

“He was here yesterday,” Mary answers. “You only just missed 
him.”

“You say that every day, Mame. It is as if our comings and 
goings have fallen into a rhythm of perfect asynchronicity,” Lydia 
continues. “And it’s almost too coincidental to be true—”

“Meaning what?” asks Mary, suddenly breaking out of her 
stupor. “That I have been somehow caught in the act of trying to 
deceive you?”

“You just haven’t been yourself is all,” says Lydia. “I meant 
nothing by it. He just no longer comes around. Did . . . did 
something happen between you two? I have always been afraid 
that—”

“No, dearest sister,” Mary answers. “It is nothing, again noth-
ing, and yet more nothing. I have told you before,” she contin-
ues, her voice besotted with resignation, “that my art will always 
come first. Before any . . . man.”

“I’m so sorry, Mame,” Lydia whispers. “Please forgive me for 
even thinking it—for ever believing that anything could ever dis-
lodge you from your greater purpose.”

Later that evening, as Lydia dutifully prepares for her parents’ 
arrival in Paris, hurrying about their apartment in a desperate ef-
fort to bring order out of the accumulated detritus of two sisters 
left alone to their busy urban lives in the City of Light. Mean-
while, Mary slips away, scurrying along the darkened streets as 
she makes her well-trodden progress to the end of the Rue La 
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Fayette, turning onto the Rue des Martyrs, and making a beeline 
for the Place Pigalle. By now, her trek to the Café de la Nouvelle 
Athènes has become a nocturnal adventure. 

As Mary ponders her nightly journey as one evening slides 
into the next, she chides herself for having the need—the desire, 
let’s call it what it is—to throw off the guise of respectability 
and meet Degas, night after godforsaken night, in the Café. And 
later, in that alley she knows so well. And all for a few furtive mo-
ments in the teeming shadows.

Only tonight would be different. Tonight, they would aban-
don that alley that they know so well and go back inside the Café. 
Unafraid and unassuming, Mary would accompany Degas into 
the saloon, where he would enjoy his refreshment, trading in his 
whiskey for the absinthe of his notorious painting. 

Once inside, they are joined by Gauguin and Cézanne, their 
intoxication so complete that they fail to notice anything out of 
the ordinary in Mary’s presence inside the Café, not to mention 
the deep red chafing along Mary’s regal chin.

As Degas takes a lengthy sip from his glass, Gauguin pipes 
up first, his wide-brimmed hat resting oh-so precariously atop his 
uneasy head.

“Tell him, Edgar,” says Gauguin, spitting out his words. “Tell 
this heathen about the passionless nature of our . . . of our craft.”

“Dear boy,” says Degas, his eyes glazing over as a result of 
the greenish potion before him, “we are not a guild. I have told 
you before: we are not magnates—tycoons—at the helm of some 
vaunted industry. It is not a craft that we carry out—like blowing 
glass or tanning leather. We do it because we must. It is neither 
passionate nor passionless. It just is.”

“Oh, bollocks,” says Cézanne, his thick mustache and wide 
professorial forehead belying his drunken state. “For the life of 
me, it feels as if we have this very same argument every night. 
You there—Mary?” Cézanne continues, directing his attentions 
at their silent guest. “What say you? Are we formalists or anti-
formalists?”

After thinking carefully for a moment, Mary rests her hands 
on the table and takes up the argument.
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“Monsieur Degas here would have us call ourselves real-
ists,” she replies, stroking her tender chin as she carefully delivers 
her words. “Others have and do call us Impressionists.” As she 
breathes the very word, Degas releases an audible sigh. Appar-
ently, even its mere utterance is enough to try his patience.

“In truth,” she continues, “I paint, as Gauguin says, 
without passion. But rather, with only the nearest hint of 
an artistic vision in my quiver. My sublime goal is to elic-
it passion in others through the image on my canvas.” 
Looking over at Degas, Mary is surprised to see—not a linger-
ing look of disgust as his sigh, only moments before, might have 
presaged—but rather, a smile. A sincere, intractable, honest-to-
goodness-as-all-get-out smile. He is as smitten as he was back in 
the Richelieu Wing on the very day that they met. Only now, 
she can fully glimpse it—fully glimpse how utterly gone he has 
become.

Has she—without quite knowing it, without quite recogniz-
ing that it was happening to her—landed herself in a relationship? 

“Then bollocks to you, too, Mademoiselle,” Cézanne pro-
claims, interrupting Mary’s thoughts. “To you and your ragtag 
yes-men, I say only this: a work of art that did not begin in emo-
tion is not art.” As if to punctuate his pronouncement, Cézanne 
collapses in a heap upon their table in the Café, his empty glass 
toppling and rolling harmlessly onto the musty floorboards be-
low.

“Here endeth the lesson,” says Gauguin, before breaking into 
a fit of unquenchable laughter.

“Here endeth the lesson!” shouts Degas, who eagerly joins in 
their drunken merriment.

Much later that night, Mary shoulders her inebriated suitor 
along the tricky cobblestones as they make their way to Degas’ 
new, expansive studio on the Boulevard de Clichy, located, to 
their great convenience, only scant yards from the Place Pigalle.

“It was an unexpected pleasure,” Degas gurgles, “to go back 
inside the Café for our impromptu debate with Cézanne. You 
showed him, you certainly did. He can roast his passions on a spit!”
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“Do you ever find it ironic,” she asks, as she helps him into 
a high-backed armchair, “that your passions are not inflamed by 
the act of making art, and yet you are one of the most passionate 
of men whenever you care to talk about it?” 

“You have me there, Mademoiselle,” he admits. “You are 
really a marvel, Mary Cassatt.” 

Degas beams in her direction. “You are aware, I am sure,” 
he continues, “that most women despise me. Most men, too, for 
that matter. But women especially. They can never forgive me for 
how I depict them. They feel that I am disarming them. That I 
show them without their coquetry. Tell me, Mademoiselle, do I 
bring harm to your coquetry, too? Does it frighten you to be in 
the presence of a man of roguish repute?”

“You have never frightened me, Edgar,” she answers. “Being 
here with you, right now, is precisely and exactly where I want 
to be—”

With a sudden burst, he pulls her onto his lap. His free hand 
coiling behind her slender neck and drawing her into him.

And, without so much as another word, they are both gone.

The next morning, as the sun peaks through the windows of 
Degas’ studio, Mary hurriedly gathers up her things.

“Please—not so fast,” says Degas, calling after her.
“I must make haste. By now, Lydia will be going positively 

mad with preparations for my parents’ arrival. Just think of it,” 
she continues, “soon you will meet them in the flesh.”

“That has a certain gravity,” he admits.
“Relax, Edgar. It carries no weight. It doesn’t mean any-

thing—and it will never mean that.”
“Do you think she suspects us?” Degas asks, his face suddenly 

overcome with paranoia and concern.
“Who?” Mary replies. “Do you mean Lydia?” 
“She is your closest friend, your dearest confidante. She shares 

home and hearth with you—and soon with your parents—living 
only a few miles from here on the Avenue Trudaine.”

“I know it well, my darling. I live there—we have an enviable 
view of the Sacré-Cœur.”
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“I am being very serious here, ma chérie—” 
“Oh, Edgar, you really must calm yourself. Yes, my family 

will finally descend upon Paris. But they will be here to look after 
dear Lydia. And me, too, of course—”

“I would think that would be my job,” he replies, a sense of 
calmness returning to him. “And Lydia—she is braver than the 
lot of us.”

“It’s a lovely thought,” Mary allows. “But on her worst days, Lydia 
writhes with pain. And on her best ones, she is still a dying woman.”

As Mary edges towards the door, Degas tries his gambit one 
last time.

“I so wish you could stay a little longer.”
“You know I cannot,” she answers. “But you will hear from 

me soon—via the post, as always.”
For an instant, she seems poised to finally make her exit, her 

hand gently turning the doorknob—
“My letters!” he exclaims, stopping her dead in her tracks.
“What about them?” she replies, as she inches her way back 

into the room.
“They are strewn about your apartment, of course, back on 

the Avenue Trudaine. And in your studio—”
“Indeed they are,” she interjects. “And you could paper the 

walls with mine for all I care.”
“Don’t you see what I am getting at? Our residue is everywhere—”
“Our residue?” she replies.
“On the one hand,” says Degas, joining her in the foyer, “we 

have your parents, who could happen upon my correspondence 
at any time. It would be disastrous if they were to learn our most 
private thoughts. But on the other hand, we have the waiting 
arms of history to consider—”

“Who the devil cares about history?” she interrupts. “Why 
would history give a fig?”

“Give a fig?” says Degas, grimacing in confusion. “What does 
that even mean?”

“It’s idiomatic. It means to . . . to care deeply about some-
thing. Oh, I don’t really know what it means,” she stammers. “It’s 
just a silly saying.”
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“We must conceal our relationship from the prying eyes of 
the world!” he exhorts. “From history!”

“Isn’t it a bit premature to be thinking about something so 
lofty as history?” she replies, as she settles into a wooden chair in 
the foyer. 

“The artist must live alone, and his private life must remain 
unknown! Our correspondence—this carrying on—is our vul-
nerability!” he rants.

“I’m exhausted just thinking about it. The only thing that 
matters is making new art, right?” she asks. “Isn’t everything 
else—especially something so mundane as our correspondence—
irrelevant?”

“We must burn it!” he proclaims, his passions on full display 
now. “We must burn it all!” 

For her part, Mary can only sink ever further into her chair 
by the door.
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Monday, July 20, 2015

I don’t know where to begin, Dr. Vicki. So I may as 
well start at the beginning. Or at least at the beginning 
of the end. Which came by way of a phone call, of all 
things. Although I guess bad news usually does.

And the end came in the form of a diagnosis. Tay-
lor’s, to be exact. Having tested HIV-positive, she called 
my Recruit to warn him about her predicament. And to 
entreat him to get tested. Which means that I need to be 
tested, given the previous night’s ellipses. 

It was a harrowing flight back to Chicago, as you 
might imagine. Much anguish and despair transpired, 
with my poor, poor Recruit suffering untold pangs of 
guilt intermingled with sadness and far too many other 
unspoken emotions to even begin to enumerate. Oh, it 
was dreadful all right. I promised in every possible way 
that I could reasonably muster that these tidings, how-
ever vexing and awful, wouldn’t begin to change a thing 
between us. That what we had was real—and, oh yes, 
Dr. Vicki, you read that last bit correctly. What we had is 
exactly what I wrote.

Oh, I held my Recruit as he quietly sobbed on that 
long flight home, as he apologized profusely for his be-
havior during the interval between my own diagnosis 
and his recruitment for our (failed) little scavenger hunt. 
That he never meant to get back together with Taylor. 
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But with people being animals, and animals being what 
they are, well. . . .

And I begged him—absolutely pleaded with my 
sad, forlorn Recruit—not to give up on us. That we 
would see this thing through together. However it 
turned out. And if he were HIV-positive—and even 
if I were, too, in this unholy trinity of pain—that we 
would soldier on nevertheless. That medical science 
being what it is, we’d still live to enjoy the mantle 
of old-age-hood. Like dear Professor Bleeker and his 
hoary cohort.

And when we finally, mercifully landed at O’Hare 
and my Recruit said that he had to go and be with her—
that it was the right thing to do—well, I understood, of 
course. Stiff upper-lip and all that fortitude in the face 
of adversity business. Oh, I did it all right—I threw my 
faith into him and our would-be love. And I held him 
just a little longer as he waited for his cab. And then, as 
the taxi’s taillights twinkled in the distance, I shuffled off 
below the terminal in search of my L train. 

Oh, I believed in him all right—in us, really. When I 
finally made it back to my boarding house, I almost felt 
at ease again. As if the tremors of that phone call and the 
sight of my Recruit’s unremitting anguish had subsided. 
As if we actually had a shot at seeing this awful predica-
ment through.

So I did what any would-be girlfriend would do 
when she’s desperate to show her abiding love and un-
conditional support for her man: I texted him. 

i’m here, dear one, I wrote. you need only say the word 
and i’m there.
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But of course, as usual, I managed to speak too 
soon—to jump the gun, as it were—only receiving the 
following message in return:

 
this is taylor. please don’t try to contact noah anymore. 
he doesn’t want to hear from you.

And I won’t lie, Dr. Vicki. For a few minutes there, I 
felt like I was on the brink of a serious, no-holds-barred 
relapse. Sitting on the floor of my room, with my discard-
ed iPhone lying nearby, I caught myself gazing more than 
once towards the bathroom. Towards the place where I 
have a shimmering new razor blade tucked away for 
safekeeping. In my malaise, I could almost feel the trace 
of the cold steel along the flesh of my inner thighs—

But then I thought the better of it, and I wrestled my-
self back from the edge of the abyss, knowing full well 
that we’ve come much too far—that I’ve come much too 
far—for that. No, I’ve been through plenty of hell and 
high water, all right. And I am fortunate, even in this 
moment of great desolation, to have the faintest glimpse 
of becoming whole again. 

Oh no, Dr. Vicki, I won’t be giving up just yet.

Bodysnatchers Time: 

4:31 PM (A knife in the wound of my lover’s heart)

11:55 PM (The most unkindest cut of all)

11:59 PM (Teetering on the edge of the abyss)

Threat Level Red: Severe (What else, really, can I say?)
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Château de Bachivillers

1892-1893

Paul Durand-Ruel strolls up to the ivy-covered façade that 
graces the château. In spite of the relative comforts afford-
ed by his lightly textured white-linen suit, he is sweating 

profusely in the midday sun.
“Madame Cassatt!” he booms, as Katherine welcomes him 

indoors. “It is unseasonably hot, as you know, and the walk from 
the train station has all but killed me!”

“Please follow me, Monsieur Durand-Ruel. My daughter is 
hard at work on this new project of yours. She asked not to be 
disturbed, but I am sure that she will make an exception in your 
case.”

“Oh, dear God,” he replies. “Please tell me that she is work-
ing in the shade!”

As Mary’s mother exits the château, with the well-heeled Par-
is art dealer following languidly behind her, they are greeted with 
a magnificent scene of great toil and industry:

Mary is standing in an earthen trench cut into the château’s 
backyard. With her brush and palette in hand, she works with 
deep concentration upon the lower quadrant of a massive canvas 
measuring some 60 feet in length and 12 feet high. Divided into 
three sections, with the central panel accounting for two-thirds 

Chapter Twenty-Seven

PART THREE
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of the canvas, the triptych consists of sketches of women in vari-
ous states of activity. For her part, Mary busies herself with the 
leftmost aspect of the triptych, which depicts a trio of young 
women chasing after a figure in the sky. A quartet of geese scurry 
in their wake.

“What have we here, Mademoiselle?” Durand-Ruel asks as 
he wipes his brow with his handkerchief. 

Looking up at her visitor from her vantage point in the 
trench, Mary seems momentarily irritated with her concentra-
tion having been broken. Recognizing her dealer, she climbs out 
of the trench to join him in front of the canvas.

“I call this panel Young Women Pursuing Fame,” she replies.
“And what is the figure floating up there in the sky?” he asks, 

gesturing towards the left-hand portion of the triptych.
“It’s Fame,” Mary answers, looking quizzically at her guest. 

“As in the Greek God of fame and renown. She was known to 
favor her adherents with notability lest they suffer her wrath of 
scandalous rumors.”

“Oh, dear me,” says Durand-Ruel, “one would be well-ad-
vised to stay on Fame’s good side.”

“Surely, you are already familiar with the challenges of navi-
gating the seas of scandals and rumors?” Mary asks. “You repre-
sent most of us Impressionists, after all. Monsieur Degas can just 
about corner the market on scandal all by himself.”

“Quite right about that,” Durand-Ruel admits. “Speaking of 
Degas, has he seen your latest creation?”

“He says he doesn’t have any use for murals, which he dispar-
ages as mere ‘decorations’ for society types.”

“In this case, Degas may be half-right,” Durand-Ruel al-
lows. “Our Chicago socialite expects the mural by February. The 
World’s Columbian Exposition debuts on May 1st, and Mrs. 
Palmer plans to install your, uh, mural long before opening day. I 
have been assured that it will be prominently displayed in the up-
per reaches of a cavernous pavilion and illuminated by a breath-
taking arrangement of skylights.”

“Well, it does sound lovely, although I can’t help wondering 
about how difficult it will be for visitors to ponder the intrica-
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cies of my art from 50 feet below. Not to give Degas any more 
credit than he’s due, but at that height it does seem rather like a 
decoration.”

“Fair enough,” Durand-Ruel admits, “but the exposure to 
millions of your countrymen is well worth the effort.”

“Not to mention the commission,” she adds.
“Tell me, Mademoiselle, do you miss Monsieur Goupil now?”
“Goupil never secured a $3,000 commission, I can tell you that!”

“Modern Woman, eh?” says Pissarro, huddled against the win-
try wind raging behind Mary’s château. Bundled up tightly in a 
jet black topcoat, he is seated in a wooden lawn chair and gazing 
at the oversized canvas before him. 

“You’re making headway on the middle panel now,” he ob-
serves. “What are you calling this one?”

“Young Women Plucking the Fruits of Knowledge or Science,” 
says Mary, standing in the trench below and being careful not to 
break her concentration as she plies her brush along the mural’s 
lower quadrant.

“Girls harvesting fruit with a pair of turkeys and a dog. Kind 
of an Eve thing, right?” he continues. “I particularly like how 
you’ve rendered the yellows and violets. And the too green grass 
is striking. The turkeys seem pleasantly indifferent to the apple 
being passed around above them. So much for the fall of man, 
eh Mademoiselle?” he chuckles, preening his long, scraggly grey 
beard in the process.

Finishing her brushwork on the young girl’s yellow dress 
in the foreground, Mary climbs out of the trench and joins her 
friend on the lawn above.

“Tell me, Mademoiselle, how does Degas enjoy your new 
venture?”

“He doesn’t,” she answers. “It’s funny. Everyone can’t help 
wondering how he feels about my work—as if we have nothing 
better to do than to consider how he might react to this and 
that.”

“I suppose it’s because he’s always so busy reacting!” says Pis-
sarro. “I have to admit that I enjoy gossiping about Degas far 
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more than ever being in his company. He is great fun to lam-
poon. I am surprised that others don’t do it more often.”

“Still,” says Mary, “he was unfailingly kind to my sister.”
“Dear Lydia,” Pissarro replies. “She was the best of everyone. 

We all miss her, Mademoiselle. But you know that. If she were 
still with us now, she would no doubt be out here in the frigid 
wind, bundled up along with the rest of us, watching this mas-
terwork unfold!”

“She was very fond of you, Camille. You gave her many kind-
nesses, too.”

“May I ask about the nature of your process?” he asks, chang-
ing the subject. “You’ve made rather quick work of this thing.”

“I call it nemawashi,” she replies, her mind rebounding. “It 
is from a Japanese word that has both negative and positive con-
notations. It means laying the groundwork, as a kind of working 
definition. But in its crudest translation it means ‘going around 
the roots.’ It can be positive in that I could be creating the foun-
dation for something spectacular, something truly lasting. Or, 
conversely, I could be laying the groundwork for disaster. In the 
worst possible scenario, I could be acting as a colluder in mar-
shaling the forces for my own destruction.”

“That’s very deep,” Pissarro answers, “much like your excava-
tion here,” he continues, gesturing at the trench below them. 
“How exotic to draw your philosophy from the Far East.”

“I like to be fashionable,” says Mary.
“Me, too!” proclaims her guest. “I embrace the latest trends 

as quickly as anybody else. Besides, we Impressionists are all the 
rage about anything that happens to hail from the Far East. I 
wouldn’t be surprised to see Monet throwing over his haystacks 
to paint blurry grains of rice. Can’t you just imagine it? The cel-
ebrated Rice Series followed by the award-winning Pagoda Paint-
ings. Am I being too crass here?”

“A little,” says Mary, laughing uproariously, “but please don’t 
stop!”

As Katherine refills his teacup from her tray, Degas can only 
look upon Mary’s latest creation and shake his head.
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“An artist for hire?” he asks her. “Can you believe our Mary 
works for commission now?”

“You forget, Monsieur Degas, that it was a commission that 
made it possible for Mame to return to Europe after the war.”

“That’s right,” says Mary, still plying away at her canvas from 
her place in the trench. “Of course, I only half-finished it, but 
the Diocese didn’t seem the wiser. It was pretty crude, if memory 
recalls.”

“Nonsense,” says Katherine, “your Correggio was gorgeous. 
Fortunately, your father and I were able to see it before it went up 
in smoke, along with the Cathedral.”

“Spoken just like a doting mother, dear Katherine,” Degas al-
lows. “I daresay my relatives would praise my lesser works, too—
if any of them were still speaking to me, that is!”

“Believe what you will, Mama,” says Mary, ignoring Degas 
and her mother’s laughter, “but I would hardly deem my copy of 
Correggio as being gorgeous.”

“While I don’t approve of your decoration,” Degas says, 
draining his teacup yet again, “I have to admit that it is a worthy 
specimen of your work.”

“Still, it is quite different from her usual fare,” says Kather-
ine, as she gathers up the china and makes her way back to the 
château.

“It is very different indeed,” Degas agrees. “A stark departure 
from your domestic scenes. What do you call this last portion of 
your decoration?”

“Art, Music, Dancing,” she replies. 
“And this trio of modern women, what are they doing?” he 

asks, standing up and gesturing towards the figures in the right-
hand panel, which depicts a dancer cavorting around a smatter-
ing of trees and shrubbery, along with a musician and a third 
woman with her back turned. 

Mary ignores him as she continues shading in the corn-yel-
low background.

“What are you working on down there?”
“I am going around the roots,” she replies.
“I don’t understand what you mean by ‘going around the roots.’”
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“It’s just a theory I have,” she replies.
“The musician and the skirt-dancer I recognize,” says Degas, 

staring in confusion at the right panel. “But the other woman—
the artist, I presume?—has her back turned to us.”

“She’s like all of us artists,” says Mary. “She’s watching the 
action as it unfolds so that she can capture it later on her own 
canvas. Or with her clay. Or whatever her heart desires.”

“She’s gleaning knowledge, then?”
“Exactement!” Mary replies.
“But why, then, is the musician playing a banjo? Shouldn’t 

she be playing the hand organ or something more classical?”
“Dear Edgar, are you losing your touch?” Mary asks, her eyes 

upraised with concern.
“I’m as vital as ever!” he protests.
“Then how can you miss my little iconoclastic moment? St. 

Cecelia plays the hand organ, but she won’t be doing it in my 
painting. The modern woman strums the banjo. Just like any 
modern man would do.”

“All in all, I must admit that your decoration is breathtaking. 
But overwhelming, too. It is simply massive!”

“I am delighted that you approve of my mural,” she replies. 
“But tell me, Edgar, are you working much these days? Or is your 
time well-consumed with these little country visits?”

“I have barely touched a canvas in months,” he answers, cast-
ing his eyes toward the blotchy ground in front of the trench. “It 
is so difficult with you being away. The city is not the same with-
out you, Mademoiselle. You won’t give up your decoration—or 
this tenancy either?”

“You’re a tough one to read,” she replies. “Are you envious of 
my work or my landlord? Or could it be something more,” she 
continues. “Perhaps you miss having access to me back in Paris, 
where life is less . . . fettered.”

“Here at the château, your mother is—how shall I say it?—
always present, always hovering.”

“Fetching your tea, plying you with fruit and pastries.”
“I didn’t say that she was a bad hostess. I just said that she was 

hovering. The tea is always piping hot and the fruit invariably fresh.”
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“And the pastries?”
“Warm and sweet,” he answers. “Just like her daughter.”
“Oh, Degas, you kill me with kindness!”
“It’s true that I miss you, ma chérie,” says Degas. “But it’s 

more than that, you know. The city is overwrought with politics. 
About government. About freedom. Even art. I am simply beside 
myself with this malaise. What a pity we allowed ourselves to be 
called Impressionists! No one will ever let us forget it, I tell you.” 
He shakes his head with disgust. “But enough of this sad talk 
from me. What is next for your decoration?”

“Durand-Ruel will send along a team who will roll up the 
panels for transport to Chicago, where the mural will be unfurled 
and fitted into the Woman’s Building.”

“You will not be overseeing the installation yourself?”
“I can’t imagine making that journey by ocean liner ever 

again,” she replies as she joins him on his perch above the trench.
“Are you afraid of the sea?” he asks.
“More than a little,” she says, allowing herself the tiniest of 

smiles. “But it is more than that. I ended my American exile 
more than 20 years ago. At this point, such a journey would be 
like going backwards. Like taking a step in the wrong direction. 
For me, it is about going around the roots, as I said before. In this 
case, I am deliberately avoiding my literal roots.”

“Your American heritage?” says Degas.
“Precisely. But it is much more than that, too. I feel as though 

I defy classification. That I belong to no place and no tradition 
in particular. With this mural, I am laying the groundwork for 
something new. It might be amazing or it may very well spell 
the end for me. But either way, I am moving forward into a new 
unknown.”
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We’ll Always Have Paris

August 2015

Judy sits alone atop a double-decker tour bus as it motors by 
the Champ de Mars, where a gaggle of tourists sun themselves 
on the cascading green lawn that abuts the Eiffel Tower. Feel-

   ing the jolt of the vehicle’s massive transmission, Judy takes in 
a powerful, bracing whiff of exhaust as the olive green sightsee-
ing bus rounds the corner along the quay that fronts the tower. 
But the journey, it seems, is only just beginning. She tightens 
her grip on the empty seat before her as the tour bus, with yet 
another unfriendly lurch, traverses the bridge across the Seine at 
Pont de l’Alma. Glinting in the midday sun, glass-enclosed river-
boats, with their promises of unobstructed panoramic city views, 
scuttle back and forth below the arched bridge.

Scarcely six hours earlier, Judy had landed at Charles de 
Gaulle Airport, jostled her way through the bustle and toil of 
security and customs, and alighted Le Métro, where, clinging 
to her luggage like a refugee, she awaited the next onslaught. 
And, like any unseasoned tourist awash in the fresh burst of 
international travel, she commandeered the first tour bus she 
could find. And now, with her adrenaline having abated, she 
can only wish, for the life of her, that she didn’t feel so alone, so 
disconnected. 

Chapter Twenty-Eight
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Once across the river, the bus becomes ensnarled in the 
weekday traffic that collects along the Avenue George V, with 
its eight-headed juggernaut of an intersection near the Place de 
l’Alma. As she sits there, gazing absentmindedly at the shimmer-
ing Obélisque de Louxor up ahead in the distance, Judy finds 
herself slowly succumbing to the exhaust fumes as they waft ever 
upwards, her head jerking and twitching as sleep begins to take 
hold—only to see her shuddering awake yet again as the tour 
bus inches forward in traffic, making its way along the Seine in a 
veritable crawl. When the vehicle finally arrives at the Place de la 
Concorde, Judy sees her opportunity to make a break for it. To 
end the madness of the tour bus. Hurriedly collecting her things, 
she dashes for the stairwell, descending, helter-skelter-like, to the 
street below, where she finds herself face-to-face with a costumed 
attendant.

“You leave now?” the raven-haired attendant asks, with her 
olive-green uniform and its garish golden epaulets. Judy can only 
nod in response.

“That’s okay!” the attendant replies in a singsong French ac-
cent. “The autobus is hop-on, hop-off!”

“Thank you,” says Judy, having regained her composure. “I’ll 
be hopping off, then.”

As the attendant steps aside, Judy descends to the streetscape 
below and heads off in the direction of the Place de la Concorde. 
Using the obelisk as her guiding star, she walks into the park 
that abuts the embankment. Seeing Judy approaching with her 
luggage, a swarthy-skinned gypsy woman hastens towards her. 
Stretching out her hand for Judy’s inspection, the woman sud-
denly seems much older in their close confines beside the par-
klet. She cups a tarnished, golden ring in her hands, thrusting it 
towards Judy as if she were revealing a precious secret to her and 
only to her alone.

“Oh, lucky me,” the woman says in a thick European accent. 
“I found this ring by the riverside. But, alas, it is not my size. You 
take it,” she adds, forcing it towards Judy’s chest.

As the gypsy inches ever closer, Judy can see that her face has 
become mottled by time and so much unremitting exposure to 
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the summer sun. But it is the woman’s eyes that alarm Judy the 
most. Her face—indeed, her entire body—seems fatigued, as if 
she could barely stand another day on the grift. But her eyes, 
piercing and threatening at the same time, belie her condition. 
Looking at the woman—and the ring, and then back again—
Judy can hardly utter a word, only shaking her head back and 
forth until the woman finally leaves her side to pester yet another 
unsuspecting visitor to the City of Light.

Exhausted by the encounter, not to mention the unforgiving 
nature of contemporary air travel, Judy traipses over to a park 
bench at the edge of the Jardin des Tuileries. Settling there with a 
thud, she cranes her head down the expansive parkway, where she 
spies the translucent pyramid rising up in front of the Louvre, 
like some kind of distant otherworldly castle.

As sleep beckons, threatening to take hold of her yet again, 
Judy forces herself back onto her feet, struggling along the gravel-
ly path that bisects the gardens. When she finally reaches the Arc 
de Triomphe du Carrousel, with its Corinthian marble columns 
towering overhead, she leans against the monument’s base as the 
Louvre, closer but still unattainable, lingers just ahead.

With one final thrust, she propels herself towards the con-
crete rim of the Place du Carrousel, where she flags down the 
very first taxicab she sees. Hurtling her luggage into the backseat 
with her last bit of fading strength, she hands the driver a wad 
of Euros. 

“Will this get me to the Hôtel Angleterre?” she pleads, her 
energy sapped as she takes one final glance at the still unachiev-
able Louvre.

It will have to wait, Judy thinks to herself, if only for a little 
while longer.

The next afternoon, Judy awakens with a start. Still wearing 
her rumpled outfit from the day before, she pulls herself out of 
the narrow hotel bed, feeling utterly soiled from the long trans-
atlantic flight and the vagaries of the tour bus. Ambling into the 
en suite bathroom, she peels off her streetclothes and surrenders 
to the rejuvenating wonders of a long hot shower.
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Donning a fresh tunic and a pair of black leggings, she bounds 
outside of the Hôtel Angleterre within the hour, her vitality re-
freshed as she finds her footing on the Parisian cobblestones. Her 
touristy oomph, for the moment it seems, has returned.

Hurrying down the Rue La Boétie, Judy whizzes by the shop 
windows and the pâtisseries in a blur. Rushing in the direction of 
the Champs-Élysées, which pulses just ahead in the distance, she 
glances this way and that until her mind—with its laser-beam 
focus on some kind of preternatural overdrive—zeroes in on the 
very first pâtisserie that truly catches her fancy. 

Vaulting inside the cozy establishment on the Rue La Boétie, 
she steps up to the counter, where she finds herself in the pres-
ence of that little giant of French pastries, the macaroon. Scads of 
them. A brilliant array of pastels and colors assaulting her senses. 
Working together with the creamy voraciousness of the ganache, 
and the flavors—the utter diversity of conflicting and comple-
mentary tastes—the lime-basils, the chocolate-toffees, the straw-
berry-poppies, the strawberry-shortcakes, the orange-gingers. All 
working together in some kind of madcap assault on the sweet 
tooth of her desires. Blitzing her synapses right there in the bou-
langerie.

For the slightest scintilla of a moment, she finds herself feel-
ing the incipient nausea of a faint. As if she might collapse right 
then and there in the pâtisserie. But at the last possible instant, 
as she begins to swoon into unconsciousness, she catches herself. 
With her trauma having paused, she scans the assortment before 
her and selects one of the tiny circular cakes. A chocolate ganache 
with a delectable cherry glaze. Happily turning over her Euros in 
exchange for her treat, she steps outside of the bakery.

And there, on the streetscape, she engorges herself, savoring 
every last morsel of the macaroon as Paris slides amiably by.

But then the delicious dream is suddenly—summarily—ex-
ploded by the unsettling noise of her iPhone sounding its alarm.

Hurry up if you please, it seems to be saying. It’s time.

Safely ensconced in her room back at the Hôtel Angleterre, 
Judy fires up her iPad and activates her video chat app. 
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And suddenly Dr. Vicki’s face materializes out of the elec-
tronic ether. She is staring straight ahead, albeit slightly askew 
from the camera’s lens. It is an unsettling angle, as if she’s not 
quite looking in Judy’s direction.

“Good evening from Chicago!” she exclaims in her Cockney 
accent. “You’ve arrived, I see?”

“Just long enough to play tourist,” says Judy, “before collaps-
ing in a heap in my hotel room.”

“I have been doing a lot of thinking since our last sessions,” 
Dr. Vicki continues. “I don’t think you give yourself enough 
credit sometimes. You have made tremendous progress since you 
returned from New York. I am troubled, though, by your inabil-
ity to jumpstart your mentalization processes.”

“I never fail to keep up with my time diaries—”
“I know that,” says Dr. Vicki. “You have been nothing if not 

perfectly routine. Indeed, that is what concerns me. Your capac-
ity for routinizing just about anything. By your own admission, 
you are able to take on extraordinary amounts of work with little 
in the way of emotional or professional satisfaction.” For a mo-
ment, Dr. Vicki casts her eyes downward as she scrolls through 
the iPad sitting on her lap, just outside of the frame of her com-
puter’s lens. 

“Ah, here it is!” she continues. “Back when you were still 
making art—and before you decided to so unceremoniously 
dispose of it, as sufferers like you so often do—you made what 
seems like a virtual ton of work. Hundreds of watercolors in just 
a few short years. Does that sound about right?”

Judy can only nod her head slowly in response. This is well-
trodden ground.

“And then,” says Dr. Vicki, still scrolling through her invis-
ible iPad, “when you gave up making art because of your disorder, 
you sustained these very same behaviors, only this time as an art 
historian, completing your coursework in near-record time and 
embarking upon your doctoral thesis in short order. Are you still 
with me?”

“I am,” says Judy, gazing into the lens of her own iPad, as 
the image of Dr. Vicki stares ever forward, as if she were looking 
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somewhere just beyond her patient’s left shoulder and into some 
vague corner of the hotel room.

“Sorry,” Dr. Vicki replies. “I’m still getting used to therapy-
by-Skype, so bear with me. In any event, this kind of perfection-
ism seems to be part of the generalized anxiety associated with 
your particular version of Stendhal Syndrome. I wasn’t entirely 
certain about my diagnosis, so I consulted with Dr. Magherini 
again, and she asked me to query you about your tendency to go 
on pilgrimages.”

“Pilgrimages?” says Judy.
“Quite right,” Dr. Vicki answers. “I told the good doctor 

that, in my professional opinion at least, the idea of artist pil-
grimages is essential to your nature—or, at least, to your nature 
during my time as your caregiver and when you are most deeply 
affected by your disorder.”

“That’s a lot to consider,” says Judy, “although I suppose that 
this trip is a kind of pilgrimage in itself.”

“Oh, surely,” Dr. Vicki allows. “But couldn’t it also be an 
extension of the pilgrimage that you began back in Pennsylvania 
and continued on the East Coast?”

“That makes it sound like I am looking for something.”
“Well, aren’t you?” Dr. Vicki asks. “I mean, isn’t everyone? 

You’ve been looking for this painting—”
“And I haven’t stopped,” Judy interjects.
“I wouldn’t think so,” says Dr. Vicki. “Anyway, when I spoke 

to Dr. Magherini, I apprised her of your progress. She tells me 
that there are a number of signposts that we can look for to as-
certain whether or not you’re closing in on mentalization. First, I 
must ask if you have felt the onset of any attacks recently?”

For a moment, Judy looks away from the iPad’s lens.
“Nothing, actually,” she finally answers. “It’s been smooth 

sailing.”
“Lovely,” Dr. Vicki replies. “According to Dr. Magherini, 

as the onset of your attacks begins to subside, with fewer and 
fewer incidents, you might consider testing yourself, if you will, 
by purposefully coming into modest degrees of aesthetic stimuli. 
Do I make myself clear?”
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“In other words, I should force myself to be in close proxim-
ity to art?”

“Correct,” says Dr. Vicki. “But remember, modestly at first. 
Don’t go whole-hog now!”

“I don’t think there’s any danger of that,” Judy answers.
“Who knows?” Dr. Vicki asks. “Before long, you might even 

be well on your way to taking your final exam—some kind of 
larger, sustained test in which you subject yourself to the full 
power of art. Only then will we know if you can achieve genuine 
mentalization or not. Of course, there is still something that wor-
ries me. But no matter—”

“But no matter?” Judy exhorts. “Whatever it is, I promise that 
it matters a great deal to me.”

“Very well, then,” Dr. Vicki replies. “Dr. Magherini shared 
with me a concern, which I now share with you, that sufferers 
like yourself find themselves in a series of infinite loops where 
they engage in the same regressive behaviors over and over again.”

“What kind of regressive behaviors?”
“In more chronic instances,” Dr. Vicki answers, “Stendhal 

patients go through acute cycles of recovery and withdrawal in 
which they both gravitate towards and then rapidly separate from 
those who are closest to them.”

“And?” Judy asks, expectantly.
“Well, in the more formidable cases of Stendhal Syndrome, 

these kinds of sufferers become lost in a state of irreparable confu-
sion, unable to extricate themselves from their behavioral mire.”

“So what now then?” Judy wonders aloud. 
“So our next course of action,” says Dr. Vicki, “will be to de-

vise a therapy to assist you in breaking the bonds of such cyclical 
behaviors once and for all. And then mentalization, God-willing, 
should be yours for the taking.”

“And then,” Judy asks, “will I be ready to take my final exam?”
“Oh, most assuredly,” says Dr. Vicki, with her Cockney 

twang. “It might even be sooner than you think.”

As Judy powers down her iPad for the night, she thinks back 
upon her virtual session with Dr. Vicki. Has she really found 
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herself at such a significant crossroads? Is she lost amidst some 
kind of circular behavioral pattern of her own making? Or is this 
something different, some kind of new chapter in the Story of 
Judy?

As she gazes outside the ornate window of her hotel, she can’t 
help wondering if she is caught unawares inside her own infinite 
loop, forever regressing into herself and falling into the same old 
behavioral vortex.

But for the life of her, she simply has to believe that it is more 
than that. Like so many others before her who flock to Paris to 
find themselves—or, even more dramatically, to imagine whole 
new lives—Judy wills herself to believe that she has taken the first 
step on an unknown journey. 

She has made her escape.
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Friday, August 28, 2015 Saturday, August 29, 2015

Even hours later, Dr. Vicki, I find myself thinking 
about our video chat.

On the one hand, I am consumed with a kind of 
dread at coming to believe that I am on some kind of 
psychological treadmill, endlessly wound up in a cycle 
of closeness and separation. And as I sit here while the 
city sleeps, with my jet lag keeping me up until all hours, 
I have mind-fucked myself into tracing this symptomol-
ogy all the way back to childhood. But surely, I am ex-
aggerating your diagnosis through my own paranoia, 
right?

Or is this who I am? A bundle of frayed nerves topped 
off with one giant cream puff of a chronic disorder. And 
do you know what? For the life of me, when I should be 
doing just about anything else, all I really want to do is 
to make progress on my dissertation. There’s the work 
instinct again, right? The need to burrow more fully into 
my routine. 

Or is it something else entirely? Is this another one 
of my smokescreens designed to create a distraction for 
what’s really and truly bothering me?

Well, enough of that, fuckmeverymuch. I’m going to 
break out of the pattern right now. I’m going to text my 
Recruit—screw it, Noah—right now and pose the ques-
tion. How’s that for exploding the cycle, huh?
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Here goes nothing: 
please excuse the intrusion, but is there anything new 

to report?

Mercifully, I only have to wait a few minutes to get a 
response. And this time, from what I can tell at least, it 
didn’t hale from Taylor’s prying fingers:

still waiting for the results. tomorrow maybe. next day 
at the latest. won’t be long now.

And then, a few minutes later:

i’ll text u as soon as i hear anything. after that, you’ll 
never have to hear from me again. i promise. 

But then one more:

i’m sooooooo sorry. can’t believe i did this to you. on 
top of everything else.

And somehow, I actually begin to feel worse on a va-
riety of fronts.

Bodysnatchers Time: 

3:17 AM (See above, ad nauseam)

Threat Level Orange: High Risk (Alone, in a foreign 
country, with Dr. Vicki only available via Skype: need I 
say more?)
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Art is Vice
March 1894

“Does it tear at your heart to lose such a magnificent 
piece of work?” asks Degas.

He is sitting across from Cassatt at the Café Guer-
bois on the Avenue de Clichy. Like Degas, Mary is sipping a steam-
ing cup of coffee in a desperate attempt to warm herself against the 
wintry wind that is waging war outside on the streets of Paris.

“Not really,” Mary allows. “I have seen my work succumb 
before—to fire, to carelessness, and now to the wrecking ball. It 
is a condition of our profession.”

“Once again, we are polar opposites, Mademoiselle. My work 
is my lifeblood. To lose it in such a dreadful fashion is to lose a 
part of myself. I was so petrified when I left New Orleans that I 
gathered up every last one of my pieces and lugged them back to 
Paris with me.”

“I’m not sure if dreadful is the right word in my case,” she 
replies. “The World’s Columbian Exposition had ended. Chicago 
was ready to move on. Besides, I am not entirely sure if my mural 
perished or not. Perhaps someone saved it? A collector maybe? 
Who can really say. I doubt that I’ll ever lay eyes on it again.”

“But isn’t the survival of our art what we aspire towards?” asks 
Degas. “The rewards of immortality afforded over time?”

Chapter Twenty-Nine
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“That’s handsomely put, Edgar—poetic even. But here’s 
the thing: nothing is permanent, neither us nor the beautiful 
things that we create. Anything that comes together out of na-
ture will eventually separate and be dispersed back into nature. 
Our paintings are organic and thus they are no different from 
ourselves.”

“I refuse to believe it!” 
“Refuse all you wish. No one is stopping you,” says Mary, 

taking another sip of coffee. After a moment, she continues. 
“Did Pissarro ever tell you about returning to his country home 
after the war? When he fled for London, he had more than 1,500 
paintings. When he returned, fewer than 50 were salvageable. 
The soldiers who occupied his estate had used them as mats to 
dry their muddy boots.”

“That is bloody awful!”
“Maybe so,” Mary allows. “And Pissarro was incensed and 

brokenhearted, to be sure. So he did what any of us might have 
done: he mourned the loss of his paintings for a few days. But 
then he screwed his courage to the sticking place and took up his 
brush once more to begin anew.”

“And?” asks Degas.
“So he came back to Paris, joined forces with you, Monsieur 

Curmudgeon, and began a controversial enterprise that some call 
the Impressionist movement. And he did it because he needed 
a space to show all of this new work that he planned to create.”

“That is a nice story,” Degas allows.
“Don’t you see?” says Mary. “It’s the work that matters. The 

rest of history is mainly just a bunch of nonsense. If you think 
about it, most of history is just people trying to figure out how to 
remake themselves and start all over again. Only the characters 
and the settings change.”

“Like I said before, that is a very nice story.” Taking a long, 
wistful look around the Café, Degas gestures towards the building’s 
regal entrance, with its gold-plated mirrors. “Have I ever told you 
about the evening that Manet showed up here after dinner, bent 
on talking about art and literature, and got into a duel instead?”

“Édouard?” says Mary. “I hardly believe it—”
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“Refuse to believe it if you wish,” Degas replies with a wink. 
“But it is true. It happened right over there, not too far from the 
billiard table. It was a Sunday evening, 20 years ago at least, and 
Manet strolled into the Café, walked right up to Louis Duranty—”

“The art critic?”
“One and the same,” Degas replies. “Manet walked up to 

Duranty and slapped him across the face. It is one of the strangest 
things I’ve ever seen—and remember, I’ve been to the Vieux Carré!”

“Was he drunk?”
“Édouard was as sober as the day is long,” says Degas. “You 

must let me finish my story. Anyway, Manet slaps Duranty and 
challenges him to a duel!”

“Right here in the Café?”
“Right here in the Café!”
“On what cause?”
“Does there have to be a cause?”
“I would think so!”
“Apparently, he was furious that Duranty had only written a 

single sentence for his review of Édouard’s latest exhibition.”
“It was over a review?”
“A review? Not hardly! Aren’t you listening? It was but a sin-

gle sentence!”
“What was the sentence?”
“Duranty wrote that ‘Monsieur Manet showed a philosopher 

trampling oyster shells and a watercolor of his Christ with Angels.’ 
That is all he bothered to write. Can you believe it?”

“Can I believe that someone challenged another person to a 
duel over a review?” says Mary. “Dear God, no.”

“But it was a single sentence!” Degas protests. “It is merely 
descriptive. Think about it: here we have Duranty, a critic who 
couldn’t be bothered to engage in actual art criticism. The man 
was one of my dearest friends, but please. Imagine the gall!”

“Well, it is kind of light, as reviews go, but a duel?” asks 
Mary. As Degas sits there, still writhing in rage over Duranty’s 
faux pas, Mary cannot help herself. “So is that all there is to your 
story? Who won the duel? Surely, it was Édouard. He can’t pos-
sibly be dead. I saw him recently in the city.”
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“Let me finish the story, Mademoiselle,” Degas pleads. “They 
held the duel three days later, in the forest of Saint-Germain. 
Manet’s second was Zola—”

“Impressive,” Mary admits.
“Of course,” says Degas. “Who wouldn’t be filled with pride 

to have Émile Zola act as their second? Anyway, the duel was 
fought with swords—”

“Not pistols?” Mary interjects.
“Dear God, no,” says Degas. “Don’t be barbaric. This is Ma-

net we’re talking about here. Swords would be the only way to go. 
Anyway, Édouard stabbed Duranty over the right breast. Honor 
had been satisfied, and the duel was over.”

“And Duranty?”
“He recovered nicely. By the next Sunday, they were back 

here, drinking together like old friends.”
“But Duranty had been stabbed!”
“He surely was,” says Degas. “And I’ll tell you one thing: he 

never gave Manet short-shrift in the newspapers again. Of that 
you can be sure!”

As Degas drains his coffee cup down to the dregs, Mary gathers 
her belongings, stands up, and begins buttoning up her overcoat.

“Must you leave so soon?” Degas asks.
“I have got to make haste if I am going to catch my train for 

Antibes,” she replies, leaning over to kiss him tenderly on the 
forehead. Looking down at him there in the Café, she had never 
realized how age was beginning to alter Degas so perceptibly. On 
the one hand, he seems more docile—needy, even. Yet on the 
other, his temperaments seem even more heightened, his posi-
tions even more unyielding.

“You will write?” he asks, staring up at her with his soft eyes 
as if he were seeking some form of sustenance, some kind of vali-
dation perhaps.

“Always, my darling,” she replies. After touching him gently 
about the shoulder, she heads towards the Café’s storied entrance 
and, with a blur, disappears onto the dusky streetscape and into 
the waiting night.
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A few weeks later, Mary stands before her easel on the beach-
head at the Cap d’Antibes, a picturesque seaside village on the 
southern coast of France. Although winter has morphed into 
springtime, she is bundled up tightly against the wind whipping 
off of the Mediterranean. 

For Mary, this latest work has already proven to be an ardu-
ous undertaking. For one thing, she’s never had to paint under 
such truly difficult conditions, including having to work so close-
ly to the surf and sand, with their own natural challenges. 

To be fair, Mary thinks to herself, painting her mural back at 
the Château de Bachivillers presented its own peculiar issues—
mainly due to its size and scope, not to mention requiring her to 
work inside of a muddy trench for days on end. But painting by 
the seaside involves a vastly different climate with its own highly 
particularized elements. On more than a few occasions, for ex-
ample, Mary has had to put down her brush to pluck stray grains 
of sand off of her canvas lest they become part of the final prod-
uct. And at other times, she has had to relocate her easel along 
the beachhead in order to outsmart the changing tides.

But even worse yet, she has been particularly troubled by the 
issue of wrangling her models. Mary had relied on a local agen-
cy to provide the requisite subjects, including a local fisherman 
to stand in as her boatman, along with a well-dressed woman 
and her equally stylish daughter to model as the passengers that 
Mary had imagined for her seaside scene. Unfortunately, the surf 
proved to be extremely choppy, forcing Mary’s models to break 
their poses in numerous instances in order to reset the scene to 
the artist’s liking. At one especially pitiful juncture, the boat 
veered dangerously close to capsizing, leaving the mother and 
her daughter mortified, as well as solidly drenched with seawater.

Eventually, though, Mary began to eke out a sketch that 
loosely matched her vision, with the image of the boatman’s back 
in the foreground as he guides the mother and daughter, with 
their matching yellow bonnets, on a lazy Sunday boating excur-
sion. For Mary, the painting came to represent a radical new di-
rection, given the stark line of the horizon, which reflected her 
continuing fascination with Japanese artistic stylings. And then 
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there were the abstract shapes of the coastline balanced against 
the sea—both of which highlighted clear departures from the 
blurred lines and shadows of Impressionism.

Or whatever Degas was calling it these days.
As Mary stands before her easel that afternoon, bundled up 

against the bristling Mediterranean wind, her painting has clear-
ly entered into its final stages, with most of the colors—vivid 
blues, greens, and yellows—in full bloom. In truth, she is less 
concerned about the biting cold and more worried about what 
Degas might think about the work that sits before her. Will her 
foray into abstraction unsettle him, or will he respect her as a fel-
low artist following the heat of her creative caprice?

For several moments, she stares at her creation, eventually 
realizing that she is both attracted and repelled by it. Perhaps it 
is due to the surreality of having to stand by the seaside for such 
long stretches at the mercy of the sun, the surf, and the sand that 
has plagued her with self-doubt? But then she recognizes that it 
must be the painting itself, and what it portrays, that troubles 
her.

With one final brushstroke, Mary completes her painting, 
leaving her to gaze at the image that sits before her. As she lingers 
there, Mary’s brow becomes furrowed with consternation.

In that very same moment, a younger woman, fashionably 
dressed in a pink ensemble with a matching parasol, stops to look 
at Mary’s depiction of the boating party.

“Why do you scowl when your painting is so beautiful?” the 
woman asks.

“What’s that?” says Mary, not entirely registering what the 
woman had said.

“Why are you frowning in the face of such beauty? What is 
wrong?”

“What is wrong? Only one thing, really. The mother and 
child are ethereal, as I envisioned them to be,” says Mary, ges-
turing toward the females in the bow of the boat. “The boat-
man, faceless and steadfast as he carries out his job, is also as I 
intended him to be. The problem, though, is the same one that 
has plagued us for time immemorial.”
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The woman looks at Cassatt, then at the painting by the sea-
side, and then back again.

“Don’t you see? The mother is not rowing the boat,” says 
Mary. “She is just sitting there, with her daughter in her arms, 
looking pretty.”

“C’est vrai!” the woman replies, without a hint of irony. “She 
is very beautiful!”

And that’s when Mary realizes it:
Her painting is already finished. She has had her vision.
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When the Going Gets Weird
August 2015

Judy settles snugly into a street-side seat along the Avenue de 
Clichy, where she is joined by a tall, thirtysomething man in 
an olive tweed suit. With his shock of brown hair and green    

e  eyes, he is roguishly handsome for a self-described “art detec-
tive.” His attractiveness is not lost on her.

“Thank you for meeting me on such short notice, Mr. Con-
roy,” says Judy, smiling up at him.

“Please, call me Nate,” he replies, with a hint of an English 
accent, as he orders a pair of cappuccinos from the waiter. “You 
picked an outstanding location for our meeting. Just over there,” 
he says, gesturing towards a trio of shops across the street, “was 
the fabled Café Guerbois. At the height of the Parisian café so-
ciety, it was the go-to place. Well, that and the Café de la Nou-
velle Athènes. Everybody who was anybody hung out there. For 
a time, it was like an Impressionists’ Who’s-Who.”

“What became of it all?” Judy asks.
“Well,” says Nate, “from the looks of it, the Café Guerbois 

consists of a discount menswear outlet, a chemist, and a money-
changers. But like I said, most of the cafés are all gone now, de-
molished in the service of the tourist trade. 

“You’d think that the government would work hard to pre-
serve these sites,” says Judy. “Wouldn’t it be good for business?”

Chapter Thirty
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“That would be a certain logic,” says Nate, “but the truth is 
that the same people who fall in love with Impressionist art aren’t 
the ones who go trolling the streets like history buffs or even ma-
niacal fans. It’s sort of like the Beatles, in a way.”

“I know a guy who is gaga over the Beatles,” says Judy, avert-
ing her eyes from the sun, which briefly peaks from behind the 
clouds scudding by.

“Show me a person who isn’t,” Nate answers. “What’s that old 
line about the Fab Four? Oh, yes, I’ve got it: ‘Don’t trust anyone 
who doesn’t like the Beatles.’ It’s quite true, actually. It’s akin to 
not liking children and pets. Or pizza. It just doesn’t compute.”

“Who doesn’t like children and pets?” Judy asks.
“Exactly my point,” says Nate. “But here’s the thing: billions 

upon billions of people adore the Beatles’ music, but, if you’re a 
fan, you can’t really go stomping into the places where they lived 
and worked. Abbey Road is an active commercial recording studio. 
The places where their lives happened are often private homes now 
or, worse, were demolished in the service of something else. So 
there’s no real place to congregate is there? Other than a crosswalk 
in St. John’s Wood or, if you’re feeling particularly ghoulish, that 
terrible Gothic passageway in front of the Dakota.”

“Okay,” says Judy, playing along, “so here I am, the new girl 
in town—an Art History grad student who wants to learn more 
about my favorite Parisian artists. How do I go about it?”

“Well,” says Nate, “about the best you can do is sign on for a 
walking tour. The marketing is everywhere,” he adds, adopting a 
thick European accent. “‘Breathe in the air of les Impressionistes! 
See the sights and sounds of Gay Paree. Follow in the storied 
footsteps of the great French artistes.’ That kind of thing. Other 
than that, you can visit a few of the artists’ studios, for what it’s 
worth. And, of course, your subject’s house is still in one piece.”

“You mean Cassatt’s place?”
“Yes, Château de Beaufresne. It’s a group home now, I think. 

A charitable trust or something like that. It’s in rather good 
shape—about an hour or so northwest of the city.”

He pauses for a moment as the waiter delivers their cappuc-
cinos. 
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“But to continue my thought from earlier,” says Nate, “there 
isn’t much point in trying to walk in the footsteps of the Im-
pressionists. We barely know where those streets were, and even 
when we do, for the most part they’ve long been transformed 
into something else.”

“Like a discount store or a moneychangers.”
“Exactly. And besides, what the Tourist Bureau really wants is 

for you to see the art for yourself. The main draw is the museums, 
of course—well, the gift shops mainly. But don’t go wasting your 
time at the Louvre. D’Orsay is the place for your ilk.”

“Why?”
“Most of the great Impressionist masterpieces are in the 

States, right? You’re from Chicago. The Art Institute has cornered 
the market on Monet’s haystacks, hasn’t it?”

“Sure has,” she says, blushing and averting her eyes.
“Well, don’t be embarrassed!” he replies, laughing uproari-

ously right there in the café. “You Yanks have been innovators in 
just about every other quarter, why not innovate the hell out of 
collecting the bloody Impressionists, too!”

“So, d’Orsay versus the Louvre?”
“Oh, yeah, sorry, I lost my train of thought there. The Louvre 

is the home of ancient art and antiquities, as well as the Old Mas-
ters—La Gioconda, Goya, that whole bit. Whereas the Louvre 
tries to be just about everything to the art world, Musée d’Orsay 
is a bit like you academic types. It specializes a bit—the Impres-
sionists and post-Impressionists are its line.”

“So let’s talk about your work,” says Judy, lightly blowing on 
her cappuccino. “How do you do your detecting? How do you 
find the goods?”

“Detecting, huh? I like that!” Nate answers. “That’s a bloody 
marvelous question. In truth, nobody ever asks, so I’ll have to 
think on that a bit. I guess it’s like this: I keep tabs on eBay, 
mostly. Over the years, a vast number of proprietary art sites have 
popped up. These are places, where—how shall we say it?—less 
reputable people hawk their wares. Failing that, I am not above 
scouring through rummage sales and flea markets. But of course, 
it helps to know what you’re looking for.”
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“What if you’re trying to find, say, a missing Cassatt—a 
painting that has been lost to the ages? How would you play it?”

“That’s a tough one,” he replies. “It depends upon what you 
have in the way of leads and evidence.”

“The leads are pretty foggy,” says Judy, “and they keep point-
ing backwards. The evidence is just about non-existent.”

“Well,” says Nate, “more often than not I have a hunch about 
where the missing item is. I follow my suspicions, and I’m usually 
right. You know, where there’s smoke there’s fire.”

“Occam’s Razor?” says Judy, taking a sip from her mug.
“Right,” Nate replies. “The simplest explanation is frequently 

the correct one. So I try to keep it simple. But usually I have 
some sense of provenance. Hell, usually the client provides one.”

“That’s why I am following the leads where they take me. 
Like I am going back in time.”

“Ah, so you’re trying to build a provenance,” he observes. “Good 
instincts! Like any exemplary Art History grad student. Build it 
from the ground up and that sort of thing. Bully for you. But you 
shouldn’t trust me with this kind of insider information, you know. 
I could turn out to be your competition,” he adds with a smile.

“Are you?” Judy replies with a coy glance.
“No,” he says, taking a sip from his cappuccino. “Somebody 

would have to be paying me first.”
“Are you available?”
“Sorry,” he says with a grin. “I’m plenty booked up at the 

moment. But funny you should ask. A few weeks ago, some chap 
was nosing around about Cassatt.”

“A young guy?” Judy asks with a start.
“No, oh Lord no,” says Nate. “This guy was as old as time.”
“Huh,” Judy replies. “I would think it was Max Hagen. His 

residue is all over this thing.”
“Who, Maxie? I doubt it, truly I do. He’s a good bloke. A boy 

scout. Dreams of keeping Cassatt’s legacy intact.”
“Hagen?” says Judy. “He’s after a quick buck in the name of 

scholarship.”
“No, no. You must be mistaken,” Nate says, drawing a sip 

from his mug. “The International Mary Cassatt Society is on the 
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up-and-up. They do good work. Maxie insists on it. He’s not in it 
for the money. Believe me. I’ve known him for years. If he’s look-
ing for your painting, it’s because he wants to see it in a museum 
where everyone can enjoy it. His motives, I’m afraid, are pure.”

“I guess I’ve been misinformed, then,” says Judy, staring va-
cantly into her empty mug.

“But as far as the Cassatt chap goes, feel free to call him your-
self,” says Nate, standing up to leave. “The old bloke gave me his 
digits. Said I should drop him a line if anything came up. I won’t 
be, though. Like I said before. I’ve got my own cases to hunt up.”

“What sorts of cases?” Judy replies, as she gathers up her 
things.

“Oh, I’ll never tell,” he says with a smile, handing her a soiled 
business card. 

As the art detective jauntily exits the café, Judy studies the 
back of the card, where a telephone number is scrawled under the 
name of a hotel, Le Meurice. As Judy turns over the card in the 
palm of her hand, she is only slightly surprised at what she finds 
there. As if she had begun to suspect it all along:

dr. amos p. bleeker 
professor of art history 
university of chicago
chicago, il 60637

Le Meurice sits along the Jardin des Tuileries, mere steps 
away from the Louvre. One of the city’s most elegant hotels, Le 
Meurice existed in a former life as a nineteenth-century palace. 
While the royalty may be gone, the hotel has clearly lost none of 
its regal ambience, with its expansive, luxuriously appointed lob-
bies decked out in gold brocade and marble.

As Judy makes the long walk from the entrance to the con-
cierge desk, she studies the elaborate gold leaf decorations that 
adorn the walls, interrupted, on occasion by full-length murals 
and tapestries in the style of the Old Masters. Feeling the old 
pangs of nausea coming on, she quickly averts her glance. As if 
out of habit as much as anything else.
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And that’s when she sees him lounging nearby. He is sitting 
alone, reading a newspaper in the hotel’s magnificent smoking 
room, a throwback to those days of yore when gentlemen in-
dulged in their pipes and cigars, accompanied by a superbly-
honed brandy, and shared each other’s company in the velvety 
comfort of fine furniture.

As she slowly comes into his purview, a look of confusion 
crosses Professor Bleeker’s well-lined face, only to be replaced by 
a genuine smile at seeing her so unexpectedly in such a faraway 
place.

“Sweet Judy Blue Eyes!” he beams.
“Professor Bleeker!” she replies in kind. “And to think that I 

expected you to be in Provence about this time.”
“Would you believe me,” he says with his eyes cast down-

ward, “if I told you that August had proven to be frightfully hot 
in Aix?”

“I feel more than a little betrayed,” she says, taking a seat 
across from him on a burgundy divan.

“Perhaps you could forgive a very old man for a last indul-
gence?” he says, with his eyes gazing at her, as if he were willing 
her to absolve him right then and there in Le Meurice.

“It’s much worse than that,” she admits, her shoulders slump-
ing over with despair. “I trusted you. The Genius Award came 
along just when I needed a pick-me-up.” But then suddenly, she 
gets it. “Wait, there isn’t really a Genius Award is there?”

“I’m afraid not,” he allows. “I funded it myself. And don’t 
worry, I am good for the money. That part is real—”

“But what about your integrity? You’re . . . you’re my advisor, 
after all. Doesn’t that mean anything to you?”

“I know, I know,” says Professor Bleeker. “But don’t you see? I 
used to be someone, a great leader in our field. I was the one who 
published the most influential papers, the one who gave the key-
note addresses in places like London, Stockholm, even Paris,” he 
adds, waving his hand with a flourish above his head. “I wanted to 
go out in a blaze of glory. I have been in this business—at the top 
of the academic heap—for nigh on 60 years. But in truth, I haven’t 
made a discovery that’s worth a damn in nearly two decades.”
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“And the bill of lading?”
“I found it almost by chance,” he admits. “I wish, in retro-

spect, that I had never laid eyes on it. But I cannot erase what 
happened, how I found that wretched Photostat in the basement 
of the New York Public Library. I was scouring a sheaf of old 
import tax records when I happened upon it. I couldn’t believe 
my luck. I won’t pretend that I didn’t know exactly what it was 
when I saw it. ‘Painting,’ it said. And then, plain as day, ‘by Mary 
Cassatt.’ ‘Destination Altoona, PA.’ So I slipped it in my brief-
case, and no one was the wiser. It would be the first of my two 
instances of thievery in this case—”

“With the other being the Blair County history book from 
the Altoona library?” Judy asks.

“You know about that?” he answers, with a look of surprise 
coming over his face. “In truth, I felt much worse about that one. 
That poor librarian chased me right out into the street. Fortu-
nately, she was my only witness. Well, her and the taxicab driver 
who secured my getaway.” 

“Oh, Professor Bleeker.”
“I know, I know,” he continues. “And then it all went dor-

mant. I didn’t have the first clue about how to proceed. But 
then, a most miraculous thing occurred. The most enterprising 
graduate student whom I could ever imagine walked into my 
classroom. I couldn’t believe my luck. You are the best there is, 
Sweet Judy Blue Eyes. Look how far you’ve come with so little 
in the way of real evidence. You might find that painting yet—I 
wouldn’t put it past you!” 

“But you lied to me,” says Judy.
“Everybody lies. You know that, though. You are not naïve. At 

my age, when I deign to lie, I know exactly why I am doing it.”
“Tell me,” says Judy, “when you lie, do you fully compre-

hend your reasons? Most people don’t, you know. They just do it. 
Sometimes as a convenience, like ‘No, of course you don’t look 
fat in that dress.’ Sometimes, out of spite. And sometimes, for no 
reason at all. Like it’s some kind of sport.”

“I will admit that lying to you has been the lowest moment of 
my existence,” he says, pleading for forgiveness with his sunken 
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eyes. “And I did it for my own misguided dreams of glory. If I 
were much younger, I suppose I would purchase a domain, amo-
spbleeker.net or something to that effect. I would say, ‘Hello, 
world, here I am. I am ready to make my mark.’ It would be 
a fool’s errand, most likely. But I am old, so I do this. I go on 
wild-goose chases out of some kind of egotism. It is almost too 
pathetic to contemplate.”

“So what will you do now?” Judy asks. “Will you slink back 
to Chicago?”

“Oh, dear me no,” he replies with a flourish. “I will stay on 
the hunt. I must!”

“Even after everything you’ve done—after the ethical lapses 
to which you’ve stooped?”

“Well,” he says, with his charming accent in full flower once 
again, “I can’t really go any lower, can I? Besides, I have already 
gone too far and been obsessed for far too long to quit now.” 

“You really can’t see beyond the bug—beyond your sick-
ness—can you?” she asks.

Ignoring this last remark, Professor Bleeker stands up, as if 
preparing to take his leave. But then suddenly he turns back to-
wards her. 

“But, pray tell, what will you do next, Sweet Judy Blue Eyes? 
Does this unhappy juncture spell the end for you? Or is your 
own obsession with this illusive painting just beginning?”

Much later that night, as Judy sits alone in her room at the 
Hôtel Angleterre, she fires up her trusty iPad and opens up the 
Pinterest app. With a few deft touches of her fingers, she creates 
a blank Pinboard, a kind of electronic family tree upon which to 
begin organizing a series of photographs, ranging from the bill of 
lading and the Bell Avenue picture to grainy images of Colonel 
Brubaker and even Mary Cassatt herself, in later years, accompa-
nied by her prized Pekingese. 

For a moment, she ponders the images on her screen, ar-
ranging and rearranging them this way and that in an attempt 
to make sense of them, to try to discern the hidden patterns that 
they contain.
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All her Pinboard needs, it seems, is a title. She suddenly re-
calls Professor Tenant’s words about modern humankind’s insa-
tiable need to name things—obsessed, as we are, with our own 
originality, our own specialness.

But she does it anyway. Of course, she does. Why deviate 
now?

mother and child, by mary cassatt, she types in the 
header, a provenance.

“I will do this,” she vows. “I will build it from the ground 
up.”
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Love Is Blindness
May 1894

“You are back!” Degas proclaims, as Mary enters his studio 
on the Boulevard de Clichy. “I thought you would never 
return from Antibes!”

“Oh, dear Edgar, it was only for a few months. You hardly 
had any time to miss me. And besides, your work is always call-
ing.”

“In truth, it has all but dried up,” he laments, as he takes her 
coat. “The air is thick with politics, and I can no longer focus. 
How can one begin to contemplate a painting or a sculpture in a 
world gone mad?”

“Is it as bad as all that?” Mary asks, looking askance at Degas.
“You have not been following the news down in Antibes? It 

is worse than you can possibly imagine.”
“This dreadful Dreyfus business?” says Mary.
“But of course,” he answers. “While you have been safely en-

sconced in your Mediterranean cocoon, I have been back here in 
the city losing my mind.”

“You should come away with me to the country. I have some 
news—”

“I wouldn’t dream of it,” he interrupts, silencing her. “Be-
sides, I am needed here in Paris. What is happening now,” he 

Chapter Thirty-One
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stammers, “it . . . it confirms my worst fears about the future of 
our republic.”

“Surely, one man is not going to bring down the whole of 
France?”

“That is precisely the kind of thinking that frightens me! This 
one man—this Jew—is suspected of secreting military docu-
ments to the Imperial German army.”

“I thought he was Alsatian?” says Mary.
“Ah, so you have been following the story after all. Indeed, he 

hails from Alsace. But he is hardly the only Alsatian in the French 
military. Pointedly, though, he is the only Jewish officer on the 
General Staff. That could hardly be the stuff of coincidence!”

“Tell me, Edgar, why is it that we continue, as a people, to 
harbor such prejudice against the Jews? It is strong across our 
culture—and, I am ashamed to admit, even with me.”

“Why are you ashamed?” he asks.
“All of this hate is so . . . it is so irrelevant to our work. Why 

is it that we become so bogged down in things outside of our art? 
It is a waste of flesh and bones, I tell you, to discard the precious 
moments of one’s life on despising others.”

“A waste?” Degas exhorts. “It is hardly a waste. It is a solemn 
truth that we know and understand the hearts our enemies. And 
my enemy—the enemy of the French people—is Dreyfus. Think 
about it, Mademoiselle. Think about the hundreds of thousands 
who died in that awful war. And then at the hands of the Com-
mune. It is people like that miserable sniveling Dreyfus who bring 
down a civilization. So I ask you—how can you, how can anyone, 
imagine making art in a world of such horror and disdain?”

“All right, Edgar, all right. But consider this: Captain Dreyfus 
is merely suspected of passing secret documents to the enemy. He 
is still awaiting trial. But we know, beyond a shadow of a doubt, 
that Bismarck—a Protestant, mind you—purposefully provoked 
the French into going on the offensive in order to set off a pow-
der keg of war and unite the German state. Where is your anger 
and hatred for him?”

“Otto von Bismarck? Surely, you are joking, Mademoiselle. 
He is one of the great diplomats and peacekeepers of our time!”
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“Bismarck set forces into motion that resulted in hundreds of 
thousands of casualties, and you call him a peacekeeper?”

“Otto von Bismarck is a legendary statesman. How can you 
utter his name in the same sentence as that scurrilous, odious 
Jew?”

For her part, Cassatt can only look at Degas with absolute 
dismay. She recoils at the power of his unchecked anger.

“And here I was thinking that you were pining away for me,” 
she says, “when your real obsession is with this artillery officer. 
No wonder you are not getting any new work done.”

As Degas straightens his necktie, his tirade having seemingly 
ended, Mary continues.

“I was going to share some news earlier—before your bom-
bast began to erupt. While I was in Antibes,” she says, clearing 
her throat, “I decided to give up my lease in Oise at Bachivil-
lers—” 

“Well, that is excellent news!” Degas allows. “Now you can 
move back to the city where you belong.”

“Excuse me,” says Mary, “but I was going to say that I have 
decided to give up my lease and buy my own place in the coun-
try. And I have found it. It is Château de Beaufresne. It is an 
exquisite rural estate near Le Mesnil-Théribus.”

“So you will be leaving me again?” says Degas, matter-of-
factly.

“In a manner of speaking,” Mary replies. “Or you could me-
ander your way up to the countryside more often. It’s the matter 
of a short train ride to my château. There are plenty of shops and 
cafés nearby. We could enjoy dinners out and you could tune out 
the noise of the worrisome politics and the whole lot of the critics 
and artists who set your soul ablaze.”

“I don’t know,” says Degas, his voice filled with resignation.
“We could set up a studio for you in one of the outbuildings. 

You have been promising to return to printmaking and sculpt-
ing. Or you could try your hand at photography. We could put 
together a darkroom—”

“All right,” he allows. “We will go it your way for now. Be-
sides, this city has brought me nothing but pain and an attendant 
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bucketful of sad memories. All except for you,” he admits. “I will 
never forget the very moment when I first saw you in the Louvre. 
For the briefest of instances, it all made sense. Like a trick of the 
light. Sometimes, I feel like I can have it back—like just now, 
when you were talking before about what life might be like in 
the country. But just as quickly, it eludes me, and I am lost again 
once more. I tell you, I simply, for the life of me, cannot compre-
hend these awful deceits of the mind.”

Within a fortnight, Degas joins Mary at the Château de 
Beaufresne. Ever true to his word, he works to resume his efforts 
as a sculptor, establishing a makeshift studio in the estate’s sunlit 
rear parlor. In truth, he spends the majority of his time enjoying 
expensive cigars and turning up his anger to a fever pitch through 
his daily bouts with the Paris newspapers, fraught as they are with 
the latest gossip surrounding Captain Dreyfus’ trial.

Occasionally, Degas wanders over to the parlor’s picture 
window, from whence he gazes at Mary as she plies her paint-
brush en plein air in the Château’s expansive back lawn. Having 
set up an easel facing towards the main house, she goes about 
the work of continuing her longstanding series of portraits of 
mothers and their children. In recent years, she has quickened 
her pace of completing new work—as if her abiding theme of 
depicting maternal love has somehow fed the furnace of her 
artistic soul.

While Degas all but ignores her growing artistic triumphs, 
Mary has captured the attention of Mathilde, her servant girl 
who hails from nearby Le Mesnil-Théribus. Tall and gaunt with 
a shock of cornflower hair atop her dainty head, Mathilde tends 
to her mistress’ every whim, breaking up her long working days 
with tea and pastries, while staving off Degas until darkness falls 
and Mary is free to join him for the evening’s repast.

Mathilde finds herself especially taken with Mary’s latest 
work, a pastel effort depicting a little girl being read to by her 
doting nurse.

“The little one, she has red hair like you, Mademoiselle,” says 
Mathilde. “And is that the Château in the background?”
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“Indeed, it is,” Mary replies, as she shades in the rolling lawn 
that abuts the house. Her models, hired townspeople from Le 
Mesnil-Théribus, had left several days earlier after Mary had 
completed her initial sketches.

“What do you think the nurse is reading?” says Mathilde. “I 
like to think that it is one of the Mademoiselle Lili books. Per-
haps it is Alphabet de Mlle Lili? It was my favorite when, I too, 
was a little girl!”

For her part, Mary can only provide her attendant with a 
sideways glance. She is desperate to complete the work before the 
light fades.

“Or perhaps it is Mlle Lili en Suisse. That is a good one, too!” 
Mathilde continues. “Tell me, Mademoiselle, why did you color 
the little girl’s hair red? The model was clearly a brunette.”

Mary ignores her, continuing to work on the bright greenish hues 
of the shrubbery that flank her estate as it is depicted on the canvas.

“Why do your paintings always seem to feature women?” 
asks Mathilde, as she gathers up the dishes from the afternoon 
tea. “Only women, children—babies, most often—and some-
times their pets. I like the dogs best of all! But so few men it 
seems—only mothers, mostly.”

“You seem more inquisitive than usual today, Mathilde.”
“I have been looking at your pictures in the house—the ones 

in the study. Monsieur Degas says that your are infatuated with 
motherhood, that you are obsessed by it.”

“Monsieur Degas should mind his own obsessions and leave 
me out of his particular worldviews.”

“His worldviews, Mademoiselle?”
“By worldviews, I mean his way of seeing our lives. He has 

certain ways of thinking about society, and I have my ways. But 
in a free society like our republic, they don’t necessarily have to 
be the same ways of looking at things.” 

“How does society see your paintings, Mademoiselle?”
“From what I can gather,” Mary answers, setting down her 

pastels for the day, “society appreciates them very much. And 
why not? Everyone adores the image of devoted motherhood and 
little children.”
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“I would like to be a mother someday.”
“Then you should,” says Mary. “That’s one path you could 

take. For many, there’s only one thing in life for a woman. It’s to 
be a mother.”

“And for you, Mademoiselle?”
As Mary packs away her painting implements, she finds her-

self caught off guard by this last question. As if this basic fact 
about her existence was the proving ground for some kind of 
unexamined truth.

“Well, Mathilde, a woman artist like myself must be capable 
of making primary sacrifices. And motherhood is certainly one 
of them. But life, I have learned, is capable of teaching you many 
lessons.”

“What kind of lessons?”
“One, mainly,” Mary replies. “Life makes certain that there is 

no end to the sacrifices that it can demand. And when it comes 
to women, life always comes back for more. And sometimes it 
comes back to the well so often that you’re not sure that you have 
anything left to give.”
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Saturday, August 29, 2015 Sunday, August 30, 2015

So here I am, Dr. Vicki, jet-lagged out of my mind 
and still reeling from Professor Bleeker’s betrayal. But 
my Pinboard rocks, it truly does. What started as a hand-
ful of photographs has grown to dozens upon dozens—
a veritable smorgasbord of Appalachian-borne mystery 
and intrigue!

And looking at this growing array of images has . . . 
left me even more confused than ever. And that’s saying 
something, given my Stendhal-tinged journey lo these 
past few years. . . . How is it possible for Mary Cassatt, 
the celebrated Impressionist, to have anything to do with 
Donald J. Mercer, a World War I veteran cum bachelor art 
lover from Altoona, Pennsylvania? And how do places 
as incongruous as the World Famous Horseshoe Curve 
and a tiny house in New Haven, Connecticut, share any 
relationality whatsoever? And then there’s the Bell Av-
enue picture and the image—I just can’t get it out of my 
head—of a plain black wooden frame. It’s hard to believe 
that they have come together so haphazardly. Good God, 
it’s hard to believe that they even belong in the same uni-
verse of objects and ideas.

What does it all mean? Oh, it simply boggles the 
mind, I tell you.

But then it happens—and I receive, seemingly out of 
the blue, a telephone call from my Recruit:
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YOURS TRULY: Hello, Noah? I can barely hear you.
MY RECRUIT: [Almost inaudible] I had to call you as 

soon as I knew.
YOURS TRULY: [Straining to hear] As soon as you 

knew what?
MY RECRUIT: I couldn’t just text you. I had to tell 

you, face to face—
YOURS TRULY: Well, voice to voice—
MY RECRUIT: I’m clean. Prognosis negative. Which 

means you’re most likely clean, too. Almost certainly. 
You should get tested, though, just to be on the safe side.

YOURS TRULY: [Exhaling a sigh of relief]
MY RECRUIT: [Still almost inaudible] I promise . . . 

I promise not to bother you again. I have bothered you 
enough already.

YOURS TRULY: Noah, are you sitting next to a loud-
speaker? I can barely hear you. It sounds like you are 
standing in traffic.

MY RECRUIT: Do you think you’ll ever be able to 
forgive me?

YOURS TRULY: For sleeping with Taylor? Or for put-
ting me at risk?

MY RECRUIT: Well, both. 
YOURS TRULY: Taylor’s your problem. We were bro-

ken up. I broke up with you, more accurately. You were a 
free agent, available to sign with any team of your choos-
ing. I wouldn’t have picked Taylor’s team, if it were me, 
but I was already predisposed to hate the bitch, right?

MY RECRUIT: I know, and I don’t blame you in the 
slightest. But you and I—we’re still friends?

YOURS TRULY: Absolutely, English Major. We’ve 
been through the wars together. Not a lot to show for it, 
but we fought the good fight nonetheless. No, you and I 
will always be friends. 

MY RECRUIT: [Almost entirely inaudible] That’s all I 
really wanted to know, I guess. That, and to tell you the—
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And then my iPhone dropped the call. Or the white 
noise of my Recruit’s traffic jam and that awful loud-
speaker finally took him out . . . or whatever.

But when I finally stopped exhaling in a kind of 
heart-stopping, soul-reviving relief, I was left with a sin-
gle, abiding thought: 

I sure miss that guy.

Bodysnatchers Time: 

12:05 PM (Professor Bleeker? No, it couldn’t be!)

3:37 PM (Professor Bleeker! How could you?)

2:14 AM (Is that you, Noah Dearing? Or a wind-
storm?)

Threat Level Elevated: Yellow to Orange (!) then Red (!!) 
and back again. . . . 
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Mary Cassatt at the Louvre
August 2015

Judy wakes up with a start. For a moment, she struggles to 
remember where she is. Could she be back in her boarding 
house in Chicago? Or is she still in New York City? Or

   Altoona even?
But then Judy sees her iPad, its case half-open and resting 

next to her. It must have fallen away from her in the night. And 
then it hits her: the last thing she remembers doing is working 
until the wee hours of the morning, toiling and struggling to 
render her Pinboard as accurately as possible in her room at the 
Hôtel Angleterre.

Sitting up in bed, Judy fires her iPad back into life. Unlock-
ing the screen, she finds herself precisely where she left off earlier 
in the morning when sleep finally overtook her. 

mother and child, by mary cassatt, reads the header, a 
provenance.

And what progress she must have made!
The Pinboard has reached full flower all right. As Judy scrolls 

across the board she finds 10 “Pins” appearing just below the 
header. Each of the Pins features photographs and documents 
culled from her summer adventures, including, whenever perti-
nent, email clippings and excerpts from The Yellow Book. 

Chapter Thirty-Two
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Arranged chronologically, the assemblage of Pins begins to 
reveal the pattern of a rudimentary timeline through its represen-
tation in the Pinterest app:

• June 8, 1926: Colonel Brubaker buys the painting (and a 
black wooden frame?) in Paris from Durand-Ruel. A grainy pho-
tograph of the Colonel, circa 1914, accompanies the Pin.

• June 14, 1926: Cassatt dies, aged 82, at Château de Beau-
fresne, near Paris. The Pin is illustrated by a JPEG of the artist’s 
gravestone at Cimetière Saint Louis in Le Mesnil-Théribus.

• June 30, 1926: Colonel Brubaker returns to the USA; a bill 
of lading is created in Customs to certify the taxable importation 
of the painting. A JPEG of the bill of lading, complete with the 
official stamp of the US Customs Service, is included along with 
the Pin.

• July 3, 1926: Durand-Ruel & Sons records the painting’s 
sale in the company’s records. Judy’s iPhone photograph of the 
bill of sale is appended to the Pin.

• November 20, 1926: Colonel Brubaker presents the paint-
ing to the Altoona Art Institute, under Donald J. Mercer’s di-
rectorship, at a luncheon at the Penn Alto Hotel in Altoona. A 
photograph of Mercer from his 1966 Altoona Mirror obituary 
illustrates the Pin.

• January 5, 1927: City Hall opens in Altoona. Sometime 
during the previous month, the City Council passes an ordinance 
banning the ruination of the new City Hall’s marble walls for the 
purposes of hanging artwork, with the exception of Biblical arti-
facts. A photograph of City Hall, from the Altoona Tribune circa 
1930, is included as an illustration.

• Sometime in 1931: the Bell Avenue photo depicting Colo-
nel Brubaker and Virginia Reed posing along with the painting 
(?). A JPEG of the photograph is appended to the Pin, along 
with an enhanced version of the painting itself. In her notes, 
Judy writes that “the results are blurry at best. In the eyes of the 
most hopeful viewer, it looks like the spitting image of ‘a fond 
mother holding aloft and gazing lovingly upward at an attractive 
child.’ But given the quality of the picture, it could be a woman 
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holding up her favorite pet in deep admiration. Or it could be 
just about anything.”

• Sometime in 1947, Colonel Brubaker argues with another 
man, likely Mercer, after an art show at Roosevelt Junior High 
School in Altoona. A period photograph of the school, now 
razed, accompanies the Pin.

• September 6, 1947: Mercer arrives in Le Havre, traveling 
on to Paris (?). Judy’s iPhone photo of the itinerary serves as the 
Pin’s illustration.

• June 2, 2015: Professor Bleeker reveals the bill of lading to 
Judy Coker at the University of Chicago. A faculty photograph 
from the Art History Department’s website accompanies the Pin, 
along with Judy’s own words: “who, really, is this man?”

As she gazes at the Pinboard, the nearly 68-year gap between 
Donald J. Mercer’s arrival in France and the day she first set eyes 
on the bill of lading looms frightfully large. For Judy, there is 
really only one, singularly inescapable conclusion: 68 years is an 
awful lot of history for something as relatively small as a work of 
art to become lost in the detritus of time, which, as we all know 
too well, destroys everything.

But before she can became even more maudlin about her 
chances of actually finding the painting at all, her iPhone springs 
into life with the sound of an incoming text:

hello judy, the text reads. greetings from your ally.
my what? she texts back.
your ally. max hagen here. i told you that you’d be 

hearing from me.
and hearing from you i am, she texts back.
you are, indeed. care to meet at the louvre? at the 

coffee shop at two? 
the where? she texts back.
you can’t miss it, Hagen texts. it’s under the giant pyra-

mid out front. a little taste of giza for a summer’s day in 
paris. . . . 

How needlessly cryptic, Judy thinks to herself as she hops out 
of bed, ready to confront another day in the City of Light.
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After a swift ride on Le Métro, Judy alights at the Louvre 
Rivoli stop and makes a beeline across the plaza towards the mas-
sive glass and metal-framed pyramid that sits in the courtyard 
abutting the most famous art museum in the world.

As Judy enters through the main entrance and takes the cir-
cular staircase down towards the lobby several stories below, she 
can’t help feeling awed by the sight of the centuries-old museum 
towering above her through literally hundreds of triangular glass 
panes. 

The lobby itself teems with weekend visitors, many of whom 
jostle for position as they head off in the direction of the Salle des 
États, the gallery in the Denon Wing that has served as the home 
of the Mona Lisa for most of the twenty-first century.

As Judy makes her way across the vast lobby, she spies the 
gift shop and refreshment concessions beside the entrance to the 
Richelieu Wing. And there, sitting alone at one of the tables, is 
Max Hagen, wearing his beige corduroy jacket. It must be some 
kind of affectation, Judy thinks to herself.

As she walks ever closer, Hagen stands up to greet Judy and 
entreats her to join him at the table, where a cup of coffee con-
veniently awaits.

“I don’t care what the locals say,” he begins, glancing up at 
the glass-enclosed ceiling above. “I adore this place.” 

As Judy sips her coffee, he continues. “There was a rumor, 
you know, that the pyramid is comprised of 666 panes of glass. 
Like I.M. Pei would purposely adorn such a controversial cre-
ation as his Pyramide du Louvre with the mark of the Devil. The 
rumor was probably started by some cunning Parisian trying to 
discredit the project. It’s an urban legend, of course. Those kinds 
of rumors usually are. Turns out there are 673 panes.”

“What does the number 673 symbolize?” Judy asks, coolly 
taking another sip of coffee.

“Not a blessed thing, I would imagine,” Hagen replies. “Any-
way, let’s get down to business. You’re probably wondering about 
my little invitation today.”

“My curiosity is piqued,” Judy admits. “That’s for certain.”
“Like I said back at MOMA, I am your ally. Nothing more. I 
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have no ulterior motives. If there’s a lost Cassatt out there, I’d like 
to see it—well, I’d like to see it in a place like this, quite frankly.”

Judy notices that when Hagen spoke the word ally, and later, 
the phrase ulterior motive, he glanced downward at the table. Isn’t 
that supposed to be a telltale sign of lying? Or is that just some 
garbage she heard on television?

“Wouldn’t the painting necessitate some sort of financial 
transaction?” Judy asks, raising an eyebrow in Hagen’s direction.

“For my part, only the reimbursement of my expenses. And 
I’ve already racked up quite a few. But when you’re talking about 
a painting like this—one that’s been lost for nigh on 70 years—
time is of the essence. Every day could spell the end. Imagine, 
some unsuspecting relative going through the attic of some dead 
so-and-so, finding the thing, and, without giving it a second 
thought, flipping it into a handy dumpster.”

“Okay,” says Judy, “but imagine that somebody actually finds 
it—you, me, anyone. How do you suss out the painting’s owner-
ship?”

“Good question,” Hagen replies. “There are several schools 
of thought. The City of Altoona could try to claim ownership. 
Like most Rust Belt towns, they’re just about rusted-out and up 
to their eyeballs in debt. A find like that would seem like pennies 
from heaven. The Altoona Art Institute would have a claim—af-
ter all, the Colonel presented it to them at the Penn Alto Hotel.” 

Hagen notices Judy’s ashen look. “You’re surprised, I see,” 
he continues. “My research has been pretty solid. I may be a few 
steps behind you, but not that many. Anyway, the Institute is 
defunct, so you can count them out. In this case, I like to think 
that salvage rights rule the day.”

“Salvage rights?” Judy asks.
“Quite right,” says Hagen. “It’s a concept of maritime law. If I 

go to the trouble and risk of finding an artifact, then the lost item 
is mine to claim. It’s the rule of the sea and all that, I suppose.”

“Would that hold up in a court back on the mainland?” Judy 
asks.

“Sometimes yes, sometimes no,” Hagen answers. “Which 
brings me to our little visit today. I come bearing gifts.”
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Removing a photocopy from the pocket of his jacket, he 
slides the item across the table.

“Think of this as my little peace token,” Hagen announces, as 
Judy reads over the document. Her eyes grow larger as she takes 
in the contents.

“Perhaps you already had a copy,” Hagen adds nonchalantly, 
as he takes a sip of coffee. “But by your response, I somehow 
doubt it.”

As Judy sets the photocopy back down on the table, Hagen 
continues. 

“I’m sure you’ve already gathered that this bit of evidence 
represents a new wrinkle in terms of the painting’s ownership. 
Determining provenance is not so simple now, is it?”

“According to this—”
“It’s a kind of manifest,” Hagen helpfully answers. “A kind 

of inventory.”
“According to this inventory,” says Judy, “in 1947, the Blair 

County Historical Society took possession of all four paintings 
originally owned by the Altoona Art Institute. Including the Cas-
satt, I would presume?”

“Correct,” says Hagen. “And that’s the wrinkle: they could 
claim ownership, and they’d be legally correct.”

“So all we need to do,” says Judy, “is comb through their 
records. And then, one way or another, sort out their inventory 
from top to bottom.”

“Which is exactly what I did,” Hagen admits. “And not all 
of it entirely legally. You see: sometimes, my yen to carry out 
such a valuable public service and return a painting such as this 
to the eyes of the world—well, sometimes it gets the best of 
me.”

“Public service,” says Judy. “I like that. When you say it that 
way, I want to believe you’re being truthful.”

“In any event,” Hagen continues, briefly averting his eyes 
yet again, “there’s nothing there. Nothing in the Baker Mansion, 
which is their headquarters. And nothing in off-site storage ei-
ther. I even took the liberty of, ahem, going through the archives 
of the local Genealogical Society on my own time.”
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“Let me guess,” says Judy. “Your own time refers to the hours 
when the society didn’t happen to be open to the general public.”

“Something like that,” Hagen replies. “So here’s the thing: I 
come to you today, with metaphorical hat in hand, bearing gifts 
of great value. All I ask is a little something in return.”

“I scratch your back, you scratch mine,” says Judy as she 
pockets the photocopy.

“Exactly,” says Hagen, standing up. “There can’t be too many 
pieces left in this puzzle, which, through a fairly odd series of 
circumstances, we have come to share. I hope that when you find 
a similar shred of evidence—something to keep the old ball roll-
ing—you’ll think of old Maxie here.”

For her part, Judy can only stare at him noncommittally, try-
ing desperately not to give anything away.

“And if you find the painting first,” he continues, “then be 
sure to remember me. I’ll not only make sure that it finds a good 
home, I’ll make certain that it’s the right one.”

And with a final swig of coffee, he is gone.

After carefully watching Hagen as he crosses the vast lobby 
and takes the circular staircase towards the courtyard above, Judy 
removes the photocopy from her pocket and quickly snaps an 
iPhone photo of the document. Opening up the Pinterest app on 
her iPad, she uploads a copy of the manifest and adds an eleventh 
entry to her Pinboard:

• 1947: Blair County Historical Society takes formal posses-
sion of the inventory of the former Altoona Art Institute. Paint-
ings, including Mother and Child, unaccounted for.

Returning her iPad to her trusty Longchamp tote, Judy be-
gins aimlessly strolling about the lobby. Finally girding her cour-
age, she gingerly approaches the entrance to the Richelieu Wing. 
With a quick exhalation of breath, she strides past the wingéd 
statues of Cour Marly and Cour Puget, up the marble steps, and 
into the gallery itself.

So far, so good.
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As she makes a quick tour around a batch of Egyptian an-
tiquities, the elaborate, looted bounty from one of Napoleon’s 
expeditions, she feels the old familiar pangs coming on. 

But something is different this time. . . .
As it turns out, she makes her escape to the vast expanse 

of the underground lobby below the pyramid just in the nick 
of time. But to her great relief, the nausea subsides remarkably 
quickly. In fact, in a matter of a scant few moments, she feels rela-
tively normal yet again. As a kind of afterthought, she presses the 
outside of her pocket, where, just inside, she can feel the outline 
of Hagen’s document. She feels strangely reassured. As if, odd as 
it may seem, her world is beginning to make sense.

As she prepares to depart the Louvre by way of the circular 
staircase, Judy watches the latest wave of tourists ambling into 
the lobby. Many of them look like she did just a few days ago—
still clutching their luggage as if they couldn’t wait to see the 
sights, no matter how jetlagged and bedraggled they may feel.

At that’s when she spots him—a certain disheveled traveller, 
with a backpack slung over his shoulder. A backpack with the im-
age, in silhouette, of those fabulous Beatles crossing Abbey Road 
for the very last time.
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Beware of Darkness
July 1894

Degas works his hands upon the beeswax, sculpting it this 
way and that on a table in the sunlit parlor at the Châ-
teau de Beaufresne. As the object takes shape, a minia-

ture armchair begins to gain its form. Above the chair, a female 
figure, unclothed, is caught unawares in the act of bathing. 

As he works, Mary slips quietly into the parlor to watch him 
ply his craft.

After a few minutes, Degas abruptly stops kneading the bees-
wax. Without glancing in Mary’s direction, he breaks the silence. 

“Art does not look kindly upon an eavesdropper.”
“Forgive me, dear one. I only wanted to remind you that our 

carriage for the city will be here soon.”
As if on cue, Edgar begins putting his supplies away.
“Oh, Edgar, don’t stop so soon! Please work a little longer,” 

says Mary. “I do so miss your sculpture. You haven’t shown your 
figurines for 20 years.”

“It was more like 15,” he replies. “It was my Little Dancer at 
our first exhibition together. It was you, me, and Gauguin on a 
wing and a prayer.”

“I remember your little dancer fondly! You finished the bees-
wax with a clay outer layer—and adorned the figurine with real 

Chapter Thirty-Three
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blonde locks. She was so lovely.”
As Degas wipes the stray beeswax from his hands, Mary leans 

towards his latest sculpture for a closer look.
“I am curious, Edgar: why do you remain so preoccupied 

with the female form? Your paintings and artifacts are peopled 
with your ballerinas and ladies of the evening, not to mention 
your dancers, bathers, and little girls.” 

“They are ravishing creatures, no?” Degas answers.
“But they are human beings, too, and you depict them in 

deeply personal acts. You seem to delight in exposing them,” she 
laughs.

“I have said it before, Mademoiselle. Art is vice. You don’t 
marry it legitimately. You ravish it.”

“Well,” Mary sighs, “your motives aside, I am so glad to see 
that you are working again.”

“In truth, I can hardly concentrate!” he replies, punctuating 
his words by throwing his hand towel into the fireplace. “Did 
you hear the news? Captain Dreyfus has been convicted!”

“You should be very pleased.”
“If only that were possible,” says Degas. “The terrible bastard 

was found guilty in a court martial held under secret proceed-
ings. In secret? Why the devil wasn’t there a public trial on the 
Place de la Concorde where everyone could see what has become 
of our government? Our fragile republic will scarcely survive 
these assaults!”

“He was stripped of his rank and sentenced to life imprison-
ment on Devil’s Island. What more could you possibly have in 
mind for him?”

“Devil’s Island! That may be the worst part of this entire cha-
rade, the most unkindly cut of them all. This vermin succeeds in 
infiltrating our military and committing his treasonous acts, and 
what do we do? We shuttle him off to French Guiana. Problem 
solved. How do you Americans say it? He becomes out of sight, 
out of mind!”

“A life of shame and hard time would seem to be enough for me.”
“That would be enough for you, Mademoiselle? How conve-

nient it must be to act as a tourist in such affairs.”
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“I wonder, sometimes, how you can be the very same man 
who discovered me with a gleam his eye in the corridors of the 
Louvre?”

“Mademoiselle!” he pleads.
“How can this awful person before me be the selfsame gentle-

man who was so kind to my sister in her final days?”
“Dear Mary, please—”
“I wonder, too,” she continues, “if we would be having this 

very same conversation if Captain Dreyfus were Catholic?”
As Mary glares at Degas, Mathilde sheepishly enters the 

parlor.
“So sorry to disturb, Mademoiselle. Your carriage awaits.”

Mary sits alone, sipping coffee, at a corner table at the Café 
Guerbois. She is still thunderstruck from her unsettling conver-
sation with Degas back at the Château. As she rubs at the creases 
streaking across her forehead, a voice breaks the café’s late after-
noon silence.

“Well, hello there, Mademoiselle!” says Cézanne, doffing his 
woolen cap and bowing at the knee in an exaggerated greeting.

“Monsieur Cézanne,” she replies, greeting her fellow artist 
with a polite smile.

“I had no idea that you frequented this establishment. I come 
for the cappuccino myself. It may be the finest in all of Paris.”

“Please join me, if you will,” she answers. “I have been here 
many times in the company of Degas.”

“Where is dear old Edgar these days?” Cézanne asks, taking a 
seat at the marble-topped table.

“In the city. Trolling for clay, I would guess.”
“How does he like your new work? Your Mother and Child 

series is all the rage.”
“He doesn’t, really. In truth, we tend to avoid such talk. It 

makes it easier to get along and, more importantly for me, easier 
to do new work.”

“I see,” says Cézanne, “but I don’t see. Why spend any time 
with him at all, if you can help it, is what I say. I mean, he’s mad, 
you know.”
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Without uttering a word, Mary looks simply crestfallen.
“Oh, Mademoiselle, what’s come over you. You knew, right? 

Of course, you knew. How could you not know?”
She remains silent. 
“He’s mad the whole day long. I quit showing with him for 

very good reason. The only thing keeping Manet and Pissarro 
around is their sales figures. Just being associated with old Edgar 
can be enough to fill the coin purse. Dealers adore Degas. And 
he’s so acidic that critics either can’t help loving or hating him 
in the most ridiculous fashion that collectors snap up his latest 
works just to see what all of the fuss is about.” He notices Mary’s 
growing reticence. “Wait, you’re not . . . you’re not with him, are 
you?”

Mary remains silent. 
“My God, I never would have guessed. Everyone says that 

you are chaste.”
Mary seems even more thunderstruck, if that is possible, 

than before.
“Oh, dear God, I should never have put it that way. As if 

everyone we know is talking about your personal affairs. I must 
admit that I once heard Degas being questioned about your pri-
vate life. We were at the Café de la Nouvelle Athènes, if memory 
serves. Edgar was quite cross. Somebody wouldn’t stop pestering 
him about you—about why Degas had never made a play for 
you, and Edgar finally said, ‘I would have married her. But I 
never could have made love to her.’ It was rather crass, I suppose, 
but also rather to the point. I mean, we all believed him after he 
put it so crudely.”

Mary remains silent.
“I mean, it’s pretty stark,” says Cézanne, “but there it is.”
“Who—” Mary begins to speak, but cannot continue.
“What’s that, Mademoiselle?”
“Who—” she continues, her voice regaining its strength. 

“Who asked him about me?”
“It was,” says Cézanne. “Oh, I really shouldn’t tell you, but 

what does it matter now anyway. It was . . . It was Gauguin.”
“Paul?” says Mary. “I wouldn’t have believed it for the world.”
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“Like I said, it was at the Café de la Nouvelle Athènes—isn’t 
everything? And Gauguin asked him about you, about why Edgar 
never seemed to take a liking to you. I mean, why wouldn’t he? 
You spent nearly every waking hour up each other’s noses—still 
do, I guess. It would only make sense. And that’s when he said it. 
Gauguin lapped it up, of course. He’s still around—even when 
everyone else has abandoned Edgar like the plague. Like I said, 
he is absolutely mad. But the only thing keeping Gauguin in the 
picture is good old blind loyalty. I mean, Degas treats him like 
the son he never had, although I fear Degas has had plenty of 
sons—and daughters, to boot.”

Mary lapses into a stunned silence yet again.
“Oh, dear me, I’m sorry,” says Cézanne. “I can’t seem to 

stay quiet. What the devil has come over me? But I know that 
I am not wrong to caution you about his madness. I’m afraid 
that it’s all too real. Did you know that Mallarmé once took 
to calling him ‘The Rigorous One?’ And not out of any kind 
of begrudging respect for his high aesthetic values, I can tell 
you that. Oh no, Mallarmé meant it ironically. It had entirely 
to do with old Edgar’s disruptive, even self-destructive behav-
iors.” 

For her part, Mary remains ever silent, a solitary tear climb-
ing down her face. The one and only tear that she would ever 
shed on Degas’ behalf.

“It’s really true, then, isn’t it?” says Cézanne, unable to con-
tain himself. “I would never have guessed.”

After a moment, Mary admits:
“I lied to you, you know. In truth, I lied to everyone. I lied 

to Lydia about being with Degas, and to Degas about Lydia’s sus-
picions. But most damning of all, I lied about myself to appease 
him, to curry favor with Edgar and to feel closer to him.”

“Lied about what?” says Cézanne.
“I lied about feeling dispassionate about the making of my 

art. It is the great passion of my life, yet I betrayed it to feel an 
alliance with Degas, whose passions flow unabated in any and all 
directions. What a farce we’ve become. What a farce, perhaps, we 
always were.”
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“Why the need to feel closer to him?” says Cézanne. “I can’t 
pretend to understand it.”

“It was a desperate attempt to justify the sex instinct, I sup-
pose. To elevate my desire. Dear God, how bloody conventional 
is that?” 

“There are worse things on heaven and earth,” says Cézanne, 
“than behaving like damned near everyone else.” 

“Being like everyone else,” Mary sighs. “That may have been 
the single thing that I was trying to forestall. And I threw it 
all away for a man who would sooner crow at the moon about 
l’affaire Dreyfus, than admit that he could possibly love me.”

Cézanne looks away nervously.
“Oh, dear God, I should never have mentioned this to you,” 

says Mary. “I have admitted to no less than being a liar and a 
fraud in the course of a single evening. Now it is me who has suc-
ceeded in embarrassing you.”

“Your secret is safe with me, Mademoiselle. But in truth, 
you’re probably talking to the wrong person when it comes to 
human relations. I can gossip with the best of them, but form-
ing genuine bonds with others is my weaker suit. As it happens, 
I gave up on people a long time ago. They’re more trouble than 
they’re worth.”

“But the world is social, is it not?” asks Mary.
This time it is Cézanne who lapses into silence.
“Paul?” 
“The contour eludes me,” Cézanne blurts out.
“The what?” says Mary, breaking into a kind of nervous 

laughter.
“The contour eludes me,” he repeats. “I am sorry for being 

so opaque. When I say that ‘the contour eludes me,’ I mean that 
I understand how to make a well-wrought painting. How to en-
dure the toil and difficulties of art. But real life—trying to experi-
ence the well-lived life—is so very different. Outside of the canvas, 
I find it maddening to try and intermingle with my fellow hu-
mans. I can’t make out the contours and textures of other people. 
They elude me, unlike art, in which I can see the detail, the fine 
craftsmanship, with ease. With human beings, it is so much more 
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arduous. With every person, there is so much chaos. We are so 
convoluted by ego and emotion that we scarcely make any sense. 
To ourselves, much less to anybody else. Tell me, Mademoiselle, 
can you make out the contours?”

“I am afraid that I cannot,” says Mary, “when you put it that 
way. I expect so much more from other people than they can 
possibly deliver. I suppose that is why I have always wanted to 
be independent, to live life alone and on my own terms. That is 
the only pathway I know to true freedom. And yet I have lost my 
way.”

“I feel like I have brought you nothing but a plague of the 
mind this afternoon,” says Cézanne.

“It is brutalizing to know these realities,” Mary allows, “but 
know them I must. It turns out that there is one thing that can 
become more relevant than art for me, and that is betrayal.”

“Then I am at a loss for words,” Cézanne admit. “How do 
you find your creativity—your art—in this morass?”

“For me, the answer has suddenly become exceedingly sim-
ple,” says Mary. “I will do my level best to see the contours. I will 
jettison the betrayal and keep the art. The rest,” she continues, 
biting her lip, “you smite back.”
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Art for Art’s Sake
August 2015

For a moment, Judy watches him from across the expansive, 
brightly-lit lobby. She can’t help thinking about how she 
wants to run right up to him and hold him with all of her 

might.
But then, before she can act, he sees her.
And gently smiles.
They meet up somewhere beneath the apex of that majestic 

room. And, as Noah quietly releases his backpack to the floor, 
where it soon commingles with her tote bag, they embrace.

“Fancy seeing you here,” she remarks.
“Just got into town,” he says. “I don’t know—I guess I was drawn 

here. In a way, I’ve been waiting all my life to see the Louvre.”
“And here you are,” says Judy.
“Here I am!” says Noah, stepping back to look at her. “I guess 

my timing was perfect.”
“Almost,” Judy replies. “You just missed Mr. Cool.”
“Hagen?” he answers with a smirk.
“Mr. Corduroy Jacket himself,” says Judy. “Claims that he 

came in peace. Wants to join forces and all that. But I don’t know 
for sure. I have it on strong authority that he just might be a do-
gooder.”

Chapter Thirty-Four
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“I don’t know,” Noah admits. “The guy still seems dirty to me.”
“He gave me this,” says Judy, wrenching the document from 

her pocket, “as a kind of peace offering.”
“1947, huh?” says Noah, scanning the document. “If this is 

the real McCoy, then the Blair County Historical Society deposit 
might have happened around the same time as the dust-up be-
tween the Colonel and Mercer. Which makes you wonder what 
all the fuss was about.”

“It gets better,” Judy continues. “Hagen claims to have Water-
gated the Baker Mansion and, for good measure, the Genealogi-
cal Society. But no painting.”

“Figures,” says Noah. “Look, this is intriguing information 
and all, but I’ve had a lot of time to think. I’ve tried to get myself 
up to speed. I’ve read just about every Cassatt book that I could 
get my hands on, but I’m not sure that I possess the necessary 
expertise to draw any conclusions from this kind of evidence.”

“Oh, come now,” says Judy, “you read mystery novels!”
“Only for fun,” Noah protests. “My serious work is in the 

modernists. But you already know that. Or at least it will be my 
serious work, if I ever get my dissertation started again.”

“Wait,” says Judy, “I know a professional. Somebody who 
just might be able to help us out.”

As she begins rapidly texting into her iPhone, the pair walk 
towards the circular staircase that beckons from above.

When she’s finished, Judy looks up at Noah.
“Hey, are you ready for an irony?” she asks. “There aren’t any 

Cassatts in the permanent collection of the Louvre.”
“No way! She’s, like, the most famous American expatriate 

artist.”
“Way,” says Judy as they ascend the circular staircase towards 

the courtyard above.

As the pair shoots beneath the bowels of the city on Le Métro, 
Noah leans as close as he possibly can to Judy, speaking into her 
ear in order to be heard above the din of the subway.

“I need to explain myself,” he tells her. “About why I came all 
the way out here.”
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“There’s no need,” she says. “I’m just happy to see you.”
“I didn’t mean to surprise you like that,” he continues. “But 

I don’t know. The last time we spoke, I heard something in your 
voice that told me it would be all right.”

“Really, there’s no need—”
“I was at the airport when I called, and it was noisy as all get-

out. Maybe it was wishful thinking on my part, but I was search-
ing in your voice for a sign, which I know I don’t deserve. I just 
felt like that, at a certain level, I had betrayed you.”

“Possibly,” Judy allows, “but like I told you on the phone, not 
with Taylor.”

“I swear to you,” says Noah, “it happened after you broke up 
with me. Only a couple of times—”

“Seriously, I don’t need numbers,” Judy replies, taking him 
firmly by the shoulders.

“After that—after our road trip to PA—I haven’t so much 
as thought about anyone else,” Noah continues, casting his eyes 
downwards towards the subway aisle.

“Look,” says Judy, even more firmly than before. “I am glad 
that you’re here. We make a good team, you and I, if I am being 
completely honest. But I am a patient right now. I have to come to 
grips with the fact that I have a disorder. In truth, I am not that op-
timistic about treatment and long-term relief. But as long as I am 
struggling with this condition, I’m fairly certain that I shouldn’t be 
in a relationship. With anybody. Do you understand?”

For his part, Noah can only nod his head, silently and reso-
lutely, as the subway car flies beneath the Paris streets.

Looking as dapper as ever, Nate Conroy good-naturedly rises 
to meet Judy and Noah as they step inside the café. After making 
their introductions, the pair joins him in a cozy booth.

“I came as soon as I could!” Nate booms in his British accent, 
shooting a wide smile at Judy in the process. “Sounds like there’s 
maybe something big in the offing, no?”

Without another word, Judy slides Hagen’s document from 
the Blair County Historical Society across the table. She smiles 
brightly at him as Noah looks on.
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“Seems intriguing,” says Nate, as he scans over the photo-
copy.

“But here’s the rub,” she adds, giving Noah a sideways glance. 
“I have it on fairly good authority that the painting is not longer 
among the BCHS inventory.”

“I guess what I’m lacking here,” Nate admits, “is a larger 
sense of context.”

And with that, Judy helpfully opens up her iPad to her de-
tailed Pinboard.

“What have we here?” Nate asks, as he pulls the screen closer 
for easier inspection. Meanwhile, Noah cranes his neck in an ef-
fort to look over the art detective’s shoulder.

“At a certain level, it’s so . . . random,” says Nate.
“A Pinterest board?” Noah chimes in. “Are you crazy? You 

might as well broadcast it to the entire world.”
“Relax,” says Judy confidently. “I set it to private.”
“This is pretty staggering stuff,” says Nate, still scanning Ju-

dy’s Pinboard. “The gap is the most troubling part. In my busi-
ness, we rely almost exclusively on tips. But your trail is utterly 
cold in that regard. Still, this is a very fine example of establishing 
provenance under duress.”

“Do you ever actually find anything?” Noah asks.
“Indeed,” Nate replies. “All the time, in fact.”
“What’s your biggest find?” Noah asks.
“Come on,” says Judy, “let’s concentrate on the Pinboard—”
“I’ve had my share of successes,” says Nate. “I’ve worked with In-

terpol, Scotland Yard, the FBI—you’ve probably heard of their ilk.”
“Sure have,” says Noah. “But, again, what’s your biggest 

find?”
“I am suddenly reminded of my favorite line from Manet: 

‘The concise man makes one think,’ the artist once remarked to a 
friend. ‘The talkative man irritates.’”

“Dude,” says Noah, “are you telling me to shut up?”
“Look, I’ll be immodest here,” Nate continues, turning his 

attentions towards Judy. “I can be a pretty solid detective. But 
while I like to think that I have a certain degree of skill in this 
area, I usually work on far more concrete evidence than we have 
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here. The best you can really do, at least in this instance, is engage 
in a tidy bit of supposition.”

“Such as?” Judy asks.
“Well, if I had to take a stab at it,” Nate answers, “I’d con-

centrate right here,” he adds, gesturing towards the September 6, 
1947, entry.

“Mercer’s trip to Le Havre?” Noah asks.
“Exactly,” says Nate. “A guy like that, given what relatively 

little we know about him, doesn’t go to all that trouble of cross-
ing the Atlantic just to see Upper Normandy. No, he came here 
to see Paris. And let’s ruminate about that for a moment. What is 
the first thing you two did when you arrived?”

“I hopped on a tour bus and saw the sights,” says Judy.
“Headed straight for the Louvre,” Noah adds, shrugging his 

shoulders.
“That sounds about right for 2015,” says Nate. “But back in 

’47, travel was much more regal. More formal, even. A guy like 
Donald J. Mercer would have made the US consulate his first 
stop once he arrived in Paris.”

“But why?” asks Noah.
“He would have felt a sense of duty,” Nate replies. “They all 

did in those days. Today, it’s all flip-flops and ear buds. I know, I 
have pairs of both myself! But no, your Mr. Mercer would have 
made a point of heading right over to the big white building on 
the Avenue Gabriel and checking in with his countrymen.”

Judy and Noah walk along the Rue Boissy d’Anglas towards 
the Place de la Concorde, pausing here and there as a steady 
stream of visitors busies themselves posing with selfie sticks and 
consulting glossy tour guides.

“It feels like we’re about to go on the mother of all cold-calls,” 
says Noah, as they make the wide turn at the Avenue Gabriel, 
where the US Embassy overlooks the gardens along the Champs-
Élysées. The Chancery, the consulate’s stately ivory-colored main 
building, looms just head.

“Hey,” says Judy, “we’re American citizens. Just stopping by 
to check in. Couldn’t be more innocent if we tried.”
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As they near the Embassy gates, with the Chancery’s under-
stated ambassade des etats unis d’amerique sign in full view, 
Judy digs her passport out of her tote bag, while Noah retrieves 
his own from the bowels of his backpack.

“Here goes nothing,” she says as they step into the consulate’s 
luxuriously appointed reception room.

While a male attendant scans their passports, Judy and Noah 
are greeted by a young attaché in a shimmering white blouse and 
a smart blue skirt. Her patriotic ensemble is completed by a red 
felt jacket with a tiny American flag pin appended to its lapel.

“How may we help you today?” the attaché inquires.
“We’d like to visit your records division,” says Judy. 
“Or failing that,” says Noah, giving her a sideways glance, 

“the Embassy’s library.”
“I would recommend the Wallace Library, then,” says the at-

taché, “along with the Protocol Office. Do you have a specific 
question that I can address?”

“We’re interested in any historical documents about the life 
of the Embassy,” says Judy. 

“That would definitely be the Wallace Library,” says the atta-
ché, directing them towards the interior of the consulate. “You’re 
welcome to explore any of the public spaces on the Chancery’s 
main floor.”

Strolling along the Embassy’s elegant corridors, with their 
arched vaulted ceilings and pictorial history of Franco-American 
relations, Judy and Noah make their way to the Wallace Library. 
An elaborately designed ceremonial space, the Wallace Library 
features a series of sculptured oak cornices, but very little in the 
way of actual books. Scant as it is, the collection is organized into 
a row of floor-to-ceiling glass-enclosed bookcases.

“Care to ascertain whether they’re using Library of Congress 
or Dewey Decimal?” Judy asks.

“It hardly seems worth it,” Noah laments. “I have more books 
crammed into my apartment back in Chicago.”

Leaving the Wallace Library behind, Judy and Noah navigate 
yet another series of corridors until they reach the magisterial 
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Protocol Office. Clearly a ceremonial space in the tradition of 
the Wallace Library, the room’s centerpiece is an assemblage of 
elegantly arrayed friezes with the interwoven letters “USA.”

Shrugging her shoulders in defeat, Judy begins making her 
way back through the corridors, with Noah ambling behind in 
her wake.

As she heads towards the reception area, Noah cries out, 
stopping Judy in her tracks.

“Get a load of this!” he shouts.
Loping back into the recesses of the corridor to join him, 

Judy finds Noah standing in front of a black-and-white photo 
near the entrance to the Protocol Office.

In the photograph, a distinguished gentleman in a grey pin-
stripe suit presents a medal to another man, a big smile plastered 
across his face, while a gaggle of journalists and other embassy 
patrons look on. Behind them, an assortment of paintings—
landscapes and portraits, mostly—rest on wooden easels. “Am-
bassador Jefferson Caffery hosts the First-Annual American Art-
ists Exhibition at the US Embassy in Paris, September 27, 1947,” 
reads the caption.

“How about that,” Judy whispers. 
“It sure times out well, doesn’t it?” Noah asks.
“Certainly does,” Judy admits, leaning in for a closer look. 

“Still, none of them looks like Mercer. So we can’t really place 
him here, can we?”

“I guess not,” says Noah, leaning back to snap of a shot of the 
photograph with his iPhone. “Sure wish we had something more 
concrete,” he adds, as he follows Judy down the corridor.

And that’s when Judy sees it: a white wooden door with a 
simple brass plaque identifying it as the pennsylvania room.

Looking this way and that, Judy quietly turns the knob.
“Seems like a public space to me,” she says, with a shrug of 

the shoulders, as Noah follows her inside.
Chockfull of framed art works, antique maps, and period pho-

tographs, the Pennsylvania Room presents a dizzying array of media. 
And within a matter of seconds, Judy can feel the same old familiar 
pangs of stress and nausea with which she is all too conversant.
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“This wasn’t a good idea,” Noah cries out, as he bounds to 
her side. Grabbing her by the shoulders, he begins to pull her 
towards the door, as if he were some battlefield medic trying to 
wrest a fallen comrade to safety.

“No,” says Judy firmly, as she wrenches herself free of his 
embrace. “We’ve got to press on.”

Together, they move from one framed artifact to another, 
shifting ever forward from an historic map of Bucks County to 
a vintage photograph of stately Old Main at the former Penn 
State College. Eventually, they find themselves standing in 
front of an image that they know too well—an artifact of their 
own recent past together amongst the steep hillocks of the Al-
leghenies.

Displayed in an unpretentious mahogany frame, the land-
scape painting, obviously fashioned in the style of the Impres-
sionists, depicts the image of a steam-powered locomotive pull-
ing an elongated posse of rail cars around the hairpin curve of a 
sharp mountainous bend. 

the world famous horseshoe curve, reads the caption. 
by donald j. mercer. 

For a moment, Judy and Noah, stand there, open-mouthed, 
gaping at the elusive Donald J. Mercer’s art work. 

“Well, whaddya know,” says Judy, gesturing towards the 
frame. “Un cadre de bois noir pour six francs.”

On the bottom edge of the wood, just below Mercer’s block-
letter signature on the painting itself, a gold insignia is embossed 
into the frame: durand-ruel et fils.

“Well, I’ll be darned,” says Noah.
And then just as suddenly, he has a thought. “Wait, let’s re-

move it from the frame!” he cries. “Perhaps the Cassatt is con-
cealed on the other side of the canvas. Just like in the movies!”

“That’s ridiculous,” says Judy, who eagerly turns over the 
painting just to be sure.

But their rush of excitement is quickly extinguished, as the 
back of the painting reveals exactly what it should: Mercer’s origi-
nal canvas appropriately framed and stretched, with a silver wire 
affixed to the edges of the frame.
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Without another word, Judy carefully returns the painting to 
its place on the wall of the Pennsylvania Room.

Together, Judy and Noah make their way back through the 
labyrinthine corridors of the Embassy and, with even more ques-
tions than answers, fall back into the waiting arms of the city 
once more.
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Mother and Child Reunion
July 1894

The sound of creaking floorboards startles Degas awake at 
his perch in the corner of the dusky parlor. His sculpture 
of the bather rests nearby, still unfinished.

A few moments later, Mary enters the room. Tired and be-
draggled, wearing the same clothes that she had on during her 
fateful meeting with Cézanne, she is ready, now, to face him at 
last.

“I have been waiting here for you,” he whispers. “I searched 
for you across Paris. Failing to find you, I have been sitting here 
for two days. I have been holding vigil. Mathilde has been going 
mad with fright.”

“She is young,” says Mary, blankly. “She will recover.”
“And what about me?”
“You, I am less certain about. I know only this: I have be-

come far too old to withstand your bleakness any longer, Edgar.” 
“You—you’re not old.” 
“I’m not talking of years. Just brute experience. We were 

meant to be happy, no? But there is no happiness in your world. 
Where is there a place for me in it when your despair is push-
ing me into the nooks and crannies of your—for lack of a better 
word—existence? Where?”

Chapter Thirty-Five
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For the scantest of moments, his eyes grow soft. She readies 
herself for the same old capitulation, the groveling that punctu-
ates their conflicts. But it fails to materialize.

“This was a mistake!” he shrieks, standing up from his place 
in the corner of the parlor with a start. “I have always feared it, 
and I will say it again now: a painter should never have a personal 
life! It dulls the artistic disposition. It is to blaspheme oneself.”

“That is just about enough,” Mary barks back, her voice over-
brimming with resolve. “If we are to be anything—even friends 
for so much as another single, solitary day—then we will be do-
ing so on my terms. Do you understand what I am saying to 
you?”

“I understand that you are sidestepping my philosophy about 
the artist. I most certainly understand that.”

“Once again, you are missing the forest for the trees—”
“What does that even mean?” he interjects. “What forest? 

What trees? These godforsaken idioms of yours can be so utterly 
beguiling!”

“There will never be anything but a crossroads between us,” 
says Mary. “I can see that now. If you are wont for your artistic 
disposition, if you hope to quit blaspheming yourself, then don’t 
let me stand in your way for another instant—”

“But what if I told you that I loved you?” he says, his eyes 
having grown even softer yet.

For a moment, she can only look at him with absolute won-
der. What a madcap revelation he has become. 

“You dare to play that card now?” she asks, her eyes ablaze. 
“After all of this time?”

“You have seen my romantic letters,” he pleads. “You know 
that my heart is genuine.”

“You want another go-round with me?” she asks, fixing her 
eyes upon him.

“I do,” he whispers. 
“Then it is my voice that will bellow to the rafters. Do you 

hear me?”
“I do,” he whispers yet again, as if he were meagerly attempt-

ing to balance her rage with a masquerade of quietude.
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“You insisted, all those years ago, that we must burn our cor-
respondence. ‘Burn it! Burn it all!’ You would demand that of 
me. You would show me passion, then take me to the depths of 
hell. And all along, you were worried about your precious his-
tory. Well, listen to me, Degas: now it is me who is looking out 
for history. It is me who is saying that we will burn our letters. 
Do you understand? Are we clear? If we are to spend another day 
together—another minute—then you must do as I say.” 

“You have always had my heart, ma chérie,” he chokes.
“Have I now?” she asks, looking askance at him. “Always?”
“Indeed, you have. And I possess yours, my darling. Your 

heart resides within me, too. We have these harsh words, I know. 
And there is a darkness in me: I know that, too. But your heart 
belongs with me. It is locked up—I tell you—and it is safe and 
sound wherever I may go. In the cafés, in the museums, in my 
studio. You are,” he sighs, “as precious to me as my life—even 
more precious, if you can imagine it, than my palette, my easel, 
my sketchbook.”

“All right, then,” she says. “You have made your bed with me. 
But in so doing, we won’t be choreographing our lives for your his-
tory books any longer. We will be living in this moment—in the 
here and the now. After all, you said it before: history doesn’t need 
to know about us, does it? It is only you and me that matter.”

“In truth,” says Degas, “I don’t believe that history will give 
the first damn about us. But fine. We will have it your way and 
blight out any evidence of our . . . of our existence.”

“And we will burn it,” she says.
“Oh, yes,” he whispers. “We will burn it all.”
“I have told you before that I feel as if I am moving into a 

new unknown,” she tells him, her eyes alive with a newfound 
fervor. “I wonder: will you still be here for me when I get there?”

“Your timing is impeccable, Mademoiselle!” says Durand-
Ruel, scuttling behind Mary along the cobblestone path behind 
her château. “The Havemeyers are my most important and influ-
ential American clients. As you know, my sons have opened up a 
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gallery on Fifth Avenue in New York City, and your countrymen 
cannot seem to get enough of the Impressionists.”

“Anything to help the cause,” Mary replies, as they enter 
the main house, where they are joined by the artist’s Pekingese, 
who begins sniffing about Durand-Ruel’s pant-leg with fervid 
curiosity.

“We are in desperate straits, I am afraid. With our little group 
splintering this way and that, we must make haste. Things seem 
to be falling apart by the minute. Pissarro is now fashioning 
himself as a progenitor of scientific color theory—whatever that 
is—Monet is barely speaking to me, and Degas—well, nobody 
knows where Degas is these days—”

“He’s in my parlor,” Mary deadpans, stopping short so that 
Durand-Ruel can catch up with her before they reach the en-
trance to the foyer.

“Right now?” asks Durand-Ruel. “Is he working on anything 
that we can show in the gallery?”

“I’m afraid it may be some time before he has any new work 
to share. There’s a lovely sculpture in the making in the parlor. 
But he’s been toiling away at it for what seems like ages. Still, if 
any of your clients have a taste for beeswax—”

“Beeswax?” Durand-Ruel interjects. 
“No worries, Paul,” Mary laughs. “The beeswax is only the 

foundation. Dear old Edgar will seal it in clay for you before you 
stamp it with a price tag.”

“That’s a relief, Mademoiselle,” says Durand-Ruel, wiping his 
brow with a handkerchief. “Now, to the business at hand: Mrs. 
Havemeyer is waiting just inside the foyer with her daughter, a 
splendid young girl named Electra—”

“I know the routine, Paul,” she replies as she flings open the 
French doors.

“Mrs. Havemeyer!” Durand-Ruel announces, following 
closely on Mary’s heels. “May I introduce Mary Cassatt, born 
and bred in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania?”

“Mademoiselle Cassatt,” Louisine Havemeyer replies, taking 
Mary warmly by the hand. A buxom woman with a thick New 
York accent and a natural scowl, Mrs. Havemeyer steps aside to 
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reveal her daughter, a blue-eyed brunette wearing an expensive 
frock with pink pastel stripes and a shimmering white collar. 
Electra beams at the sight of the Pekingese, with his regal, leo-
nine face.

“And how old are you, young lady?” Mary asks, leaning down 
to greet her young visitor.

Without missing a beat, Electric sings out, “I am seven! And 
I am not a lady. I’m a girl!”

“And you shall be whatever you like,” Mary replies, “and as 
long as you’d like to be it!”

Ignoring Mrs. Havemeyer’s deepening frown, Durand-Ru-
el continues, as if he were reading from a well-rehearsed script. 
“Mademoiselle Cassatt is one of our foremost Impressionists. She 
is a master of our own age. But she is even more special, I can 
assure you. A leading art critic recently observed that women 
who paint sincere pictures are rare,” he adds, ignoring Mary’s 
reproachful gaze. “Despite studying art, despite their very real 
intention of painting truly, it seems that they always give in to 
convention—a fatal result of their temperament, their training, 
and their role in society.”

“Oh, convention is truly awful indeed,” Mrs. Havemeyer re-
plies. “It is the bane of our existence. How will we possibly enjoy 
the fruits of the new century when we are so unerringly tethered 
to the past?”

“Mademoiselle Cassatt is the grand exception,” Durand-Ruel 
continues, his spiel winding its way towards its predetermined 
conclusion. “Her portraits of mothers and their children are 
timeless in their unsurpassed beauty and aesthetic quality alike.”

For her part, Mary can only stare in wonder, as Durand-Ruel 
weaves his magnificent tapestry in the confines of her foyer.

“Unless I am mistaken, Monsieur, wouldn’t the depiction of 
mothers and daughters, by its very nature, be conventional?”

“Oh, Mrs. Havemeyer, I assure you that Mademoiselle Cas-
satt’s work will be anything but conventional. There is a hint of 
an irrepressible subtlety, an ironic sensitivity—oh, goodness, let 
us dispense with these platitudes. You are only a moment away 
from seeing the magic come alive for yourself!”
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As Durand-Ruel paces in the garden behind the château, 
Mary sets down to work in the house’s great room. Her Pekingese 
rests just behind the artist’s chair.

She has posed Mrs. Havemeyer and Electra on an ochre di-
van. With their lips pursed, mother and daughter stare in oppos-
ing directions, with the only hint of their matrilineage evinced 
by the intimate proximity of their seating. Electra’s left arm is 
casually draped across her mother’s shoulder.

Mary carefully sketches her models onto the canvas, adjust-
ing her easel to catch the midmorning light as it skirts across the 
room. Drawing the paint from her palette, she begins capturing 
the shadows gathering behind the divan, slowly but surely bring-
ing Mrs. Havemeyer and her daughter into stark relief.

“Don’t you Impressionists usually paint outside?” says Mrs. 
Havemeyer, finally breaking the silence.

For a moment, Mary ponders the question, pursing her own 
lips in deep thought as if she, too, has become lost in the stillness 
of the room.

“It is true,” she eventually replies. “We, um, Impressionists 
have adopted that affectation. But Mrs. Havemeyer, I simply 
must ask: didn’t you explicitly request that I pose you in an in-
door scene?”

“Why, yes, Mademoiselle. I most certainly did.”
“Very well,” Mary replies.
Without another word, Mary takes up her brush yet again. 

As she begins fleshing out the delicate pink coloring of Electra’s 
frock, Mary privately hopes that the day will afford just enough 
sunlight so that she can finish the Havemeyers’ portrait in a sin-
gle sitting.
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50 Shades of Judy
August 2015

“I can’t believe we’ve fallen for another red herring,” Noah la-
ments.

“Maybe not,” says Judy, walking beside him along the 
ancient cobblestones of the Rue La Fayette.

“Really?” Noah counters. “If you think about it, we came 
all the way out here because of Donald J. Mercer’s shenanigans. 
We followed his movements from Altoona to New Haven and, 
finally, to Paris. But what have we got to show for it? Just another 
guy who suffered at the hands of the art bug.”

“Well, that part may be only half-right,” Judy allows. “I 
mean, think about it. Mercer is infected by the bug, all right, 
but not merely as a connoisseur. My hunch is that Mercer is 
just like everyone else. He hears the whispers of his own im-
mortality, so naturally he wants his life to mean something. 
He leaves his book behind on the shelves of the Yale guest 
house. He just wants to be noticed, on some level, so he sheds 
a little piece of himself back in New Haven. And later, he sees 
to it that his painting is installed here at the Embassy. I get 
that, don’t you?”

“Possibly,” says Noah, “but the truth is that I haven’t created 
anything worth leaving behind as of yet. Have you?”

Chapter Thirty-Six
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For her part, Judy strolls beside him in relative silence as they 
aimlessly head northeast, in the direction of the Gare du Nord.

“We never talk about it,” Noah continues, “but I’d dearly 
love to see your watercolors sometime.”

“You mean, as in, ‘would you like to come upstairs and see 
my etchings?’”

“Seriously,” Noah pleads. “I’m not hitting on you here. I’ve 
never seen your work. It would give me a window into your soul. 
I’d like to peer in.”

“Well, you can’t,” she tells him.
“Don’t be selfish. Or embarrassed. Or whatever.”
“I’m not being selfish. Or embarrassed. Or whatever,” she 

says, gently mimicking him. “You can’t see it because it no longer 
exists.”

“Your watercolors?”
“Exactly,” she replies. “All gone. Up in smoke in the incinera-

tor in my building. 
“Whatever for?” he asks.
“I already told you—back when we walked along the beach 

in Chicago. Everything had gone to hell. I was on antidepres-
sants. The mere sight of art made me nauseous, drove me into 
a state of catatonia. And that went for my own art, too. It was 
awful. So one night, in a fit of rage, I began hauling my canvases 
down to the basement and tossed them into the incinerator.”

“So you burned it,” he says, aghast at the thought.
“Oh, I burned it all,” she answers. 
As they continue walking along the street, Noah can only 

shake his head in disbelief.
“But how could you?” he asks. “I mean, aren’t you the slight-

est bit like old Donald J.? Don’t you hear those whispers of im-
mortality, too? At least on some level in spite of your condition?”

“Perhaps I do,” Judy replies. “See, I’ve never told anybody 
this—not even Dr. Vicki. As I dispatched my paintings into the 
maw of the incinerator, I enjoyed a powerful sense of relief. You’d 
think I would have been distraught, but it was the opposite, re-
ally. I felt powerful, like I was killing the demons inside of me. It 
was short-lived, of course. And any relief that I felt was decidedly 
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temporary. So at the last moment, as I was tossing the final load 
into the mouth of the thing, I held one canvas back. Probably out 
of guilt. Possibly out of uncertainty about the necessity of taking 
such a dramatic step and destroying the lot. I don’t really know.”

“Was it your favorite?”
“The canvas I held back? No,” she answers. “It was a sudden, 

fairly random change of heart is all.”
“What’d it look like?” Noah asks. “The one you spared?”
“It was an early work,” she replies. “There were hundreds in 

all, but this was one of my first when I started my MFA. I guess 
that it’s significant in that you always seem to put everything you 
have into those early attempts.”

“Like writers who pour everything they know into first nov-
els?”

“Exactly,” says Judy. “It had lots of energy, and you could see 
it right there on the canvas.”

“Did it have a name?” he asks.
“No,” she answers. “Isn’t that strange? I never thought to 

name it.” 
After they stroll even further along the streetscape, Judy pipes 

up again. “I know. We should give it a name right now!”
“I’m game,” says Noah, “but I don’t even know what it looks 

like.”
“It’s a self portrait,” says Judy. “It started out as an assignment 

in my MFA program, but it kept growing and changing as the 
semester wore on. It become more elaborate and kaleidoscopic as 
I worked on the thing.”

“Show me how you posed,” Noah interjects.
“Right here? On the street?”
“Yes!” Noah pleads. “I want to see the full effect!”
“Fine!” she says, stopping in her tracks and effecting a blank 

look. With her lips slightly parted, she stares off into the dis-
tance, her blue eyes ablaze, her head fixed to one side, as if she’s 
lost in thought.

“And you said it was elaborate and kaleidoscopic, right?” 
Noah asks, as Judy breaks the pose and nods her head in response.

“Then I’ve got it,” he tells her confidently. “50 Shades of Judy.”
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“Oh, get out,” she replies. “This has nothing to do with 
whips, ice cubes, and that whole bit.”

“Sure, it’s a clever pun,” says Noah, “but it’s evocative, isn’t 
it? I’m spitballing here, but it kind of captures the multicolored, 
psychedelic spirit of your work, right?”

“Well, I guess it was like that,” she admits. “At least the last 
time I saw it.”

“So where is it now?”
“I can’t really say for sure,” she says. “When I held it back 

from the flames, I started to make my way upstairs, dragging the 
thing along with me—”

“The thing referring to 50 Shades of Judy,” says Noah, cor-
recting her.

“Right,” she answers with a smile. “I was dragging 50 Shades 
of Judy upstairs, when, entirely on a whim, I stepped off of the 
landing onto one of the floors.”

“Which one?”
“How should I know?” she replies. “Like I said, it was on 

a whim. So I walked right up to one of the apartments, which 
I chose at random, and set the thing—set 50 Shades of Judy—
against the door and rang the buzzer.”

“OMG,” he says. “Let me guess: you rang the doorbell and 
ran upstairs.”

“Yeah, pretty much,” she answers. “Almost exactly like 
that.”

“And you’ve never seen the thing again?” he asks.
“50 Shades of Judy, you mean?” she replies, with the slyest 

hint of a smile. “No, I haven’t laid eyes on it since. For all I know, 
it was in the dumpster by the next morning. Sitting next to rot-
ten eggs and old milk cartons, just somebody’s else’s garbage to 
add to the heap.”

“It’s hard to believe, I guess,” says Noah. 
“Why is it so hard to believe?”
“How you can so easily destroy so much of yourself. And 

even the one piece you spared—how you can so easily leave it in 
the hands of the universe. At least old Donald had the good sense 
to find a home for his work.”
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“I’ll say,” Judy replies. “The Embassy makes for a pretty solid 
gig. But you know, destroying your work isn’t that uncommon 
for an artist. There was a time when Cassatt did it, you know.”

“I must have missed that in the biographies.”
“It’s true,” says Judy. “And it happened during her brief es-

trangement from Paul Durand-Ruel. It was 1905, 1906 or there-
abouts. Durand-Ruel had arranged for a London exhibition of 
the Impressionists and had left her work out.”

“Good God, why? She must have felt horribly betrayed.”
“Oh, she was all right. She ended their exclusive contract and 

threw him over for another dealer, Ambroise Vollard. Cassatt 
promptly invited the new guy up to Beaufresne and allowed him 
to choose from her inventory and then burned the rest in short 
order.”

“Christ, no!”
“Oh, yes. That’s why we have so little in the way of Cassatt’s 

early work. It went up in flames along with everything else that 
day. She made some sort of excuse about trying save her heirs 
the trouble of sorting out her wares or something to that effect. 
But Durand-Ruel was crestfallen, which was probably Cassatt’s 
objective all along. He came back to her with a vengeance, hat in 
hand, and by the end of the year they were in cahoots once more. 
He never strayed again, and even after his death, his sons knew 
to treat her with kid gloves.”

“What a harrowing story!” says Noah.
“You know what?” says Judy, turning to face him on the side-

walk. “We should go there right now.”
“Go where?”
“To Mary Cassatt’s place—Château de Beaufresne,” she re-

plies, beaming right there on the Rue La Fayette. “We’re only a 
few blocks from the Gare du Nord. We could be at Beaufresne 
by nightfall!”

“You must be exhausted,” says Judy, as Noah rests his head 
against the seat in front of him on the train car. “You couldn’t 
have slept since you arrived in Paris.”

“Sure,” he admits, “but I’m starting to get my second wind.”
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Meanwhile, Judy gazes out the window of the TGV train as 
it shoots across the countryside, with acres of rural farmland oc-
casionally interrupted by the sight of a pastoral village.

“This story sure has a lot of trains in it,” she says.
“It’s like you said before—way back in Altoona,” Noah answers, 

rubbing the sleep out of his eyes. “The railroad is the common de-
nominator in this mystery. The railroad brings Cassatt to central 
Pennsylvania. No railroad, no A.J., no Hollidaysburg. But it’s true 
later as well. No railroad boom, no Altoona Art Institute. No rail-
road, no new Altoona City Hall. And both of those avenues led to 
an original Cassatt for the crown jewel of the railroad universe.”

“But then it disappears—seemingly forever,” Judy adds.
“All the live long day, right?” says Noah.
“All the live long day,” repeats Judy. “But you know what? 

There’s another common denominator here, too. And that’s the 
idea of betrayal.”

“And you know how sorry I am—”
“No, not you,” says Judy, punching him lightly on the arm. 

“What I mean is that betrayal, like the railroad, is at the heart of 
this thing. When you get right down to it, that was our suspicion 
with Donald—that he had betrayed his public trust. After all, he 
was a lifelong supporter of local Chambers of Commerce across 
Pennsylvania. But now, in hindsight, it looks like he was inno-
cent enough.”

“Which leaves the Colonel!”
“Among others,” says Judy. “But no matter who the culprit is, 

they violated the public trust. At some level, they broke some kind 
of oath. Or some kind of understanding, at least. It’s doubtful 
that Mother and Child fell off of the turnip truck. Very likely, 
somebody who knew its value found an opportune moment and 
made off with the goods.”

“Made off with the goods,” says Noah. “I love it when you 
speak like a street-wise detective. Next, you’ll be talking about 
finding the perp and dusting for prints.”

“Which brings us to Professor Bleeker,” says Judy.
“Has he ascended to our Most Wanted List, too?” Noah asks, 

with a sideways glance.
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“Oh, he full-on confessed,” says Judy.
“Did you Mirandize him?” Noah jokes.
“I’m perfectly serious here,” Judy continues. “I confronted 

him yesterday while you were winging your way to Paris. Found 
him in the smoking room of a grand hotel along the Jardin des 
Tuileries.”

“That doesn’t sound like Provence,” says Noah, casting his 
eyes downward.

“Provence was only one of his many lies,” Judy replies. “Turns 
out that he betrayed me in an attempt to regain some kind of lost 
glory.”

“My gosh, that’s disheartening. But I’m hardly any better. I 
feel like I’ve betrayed you, too. At nearly every turn, it seems. Or 
at least, I’ve gone and let you down.”

“But you’re here now—and that’s something.”
“See, that’s it!” Noah sings out. “It’s there—something in 

your voice—giving me a kind of hope.”
“‘A very small degree of hope is sufficient to cause the birth of 

love,’” says Judy, reciting from memory.
“That’s lovely. Who’s it by?” he asks, following her gaze as she 

watches the countryside gliding alongside the train.
“I can’t quite place it,” Judy replies. “I must have read it 

somewhere along the way.”

Arriving at the regional train station in Beauvais, with its 
ancient, Romanesque architecture, Judy and Noah hire a taxi-
cab for the short journey to Le Mesnil-Théribus. After meander-
ing through the rural farmland along a series of narrow country 
roads, Judy and Noah find themselves in the tiny commune town 
as dusk begins to fall over the countryside. The city center in 
Le Mesnil-Théribus consists of a smattering of shops and cafés, 
along with an inn and a petrol station. 

Guided by a starry, moonlit night, Judy and Noah make the 
short walk out of town. Within a half hour, they finally lope up 
to the locked gates of a darkened country estate. 

“Could this be the originary moment for our painting?” 
says Noah, looking through the wrought-iron gates at the main 
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building, which is mostly obscured by the shadowy haze of 
nighttime.

“I like that—our painting,” says Judy. “And sure, could be 
the place all right. Cassatt begins the Mother and Child series in 
earnest during the late 1880s. She bought this place in 1894. 
From then on, domestic scenes were her bailiwick. So it times 
out right.”

“Once again,” says Noah, “we find ourselves going back in 
time, rather than forward, in our vain effort to find this thing.”

“Well, look at it this way,” says Judy. “If this really is the origi-
nary moment, then we’ve gone about as far as we possibly can. 
There’s simply no place left to go.”
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Monday, August 31, 2015

My Recruit’s come back and there’s gonna be trou-
ble. . . .

Haha, not really. But it’s been a heck of a day all right. 
As for the night, I am writing this entry with the helpful 
illumination of the Virtual Candle app on my iPhone. My 
Recruit is somewhere down the hall, while I am huddled 
on a daybed in the attic of an old inn in Le Mesnil-Théri-
bus, the veritable definition of a quaint French town. 

I could tell you about Max Hagen’s sudden reappear-
ance in my life or the evolution of my Pinboard prov-
enance—it’s coming along nicely, thankyouverymuch. 
But that would be burying the lead—twin leads, actually. 
First and foremost is the unexpected return of my Re-
cruit, dashing and exhausted, backpack in hand, in the 
lobby of the Louvre. And no worries, Dr. Vicki. We’re 
keepin’ it on the low-down—just good friends is all. 

Now, for the other lead, which happens to fall directly 
in line with your area of expertise: today, I experienced 
not one, but two incidents of my disorder. In the first in-
stance, I took Stendhal into my own hands and marched 
right into the Richelieu Wing and lost myself among the 
antiquities. And it damned near killed me. Fighting off 
the urge to swoon, I made it back to the lobby just in 
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time. Crisis averted. And then later, at the US Embassy, I 
ran headlong into the maelstrom of art in a little place—
and I’m not making this up—called the Pennsylvania 
Room. With the help of my Recruit, I was able to avoid 
yet another fainting spell.

With these two moments firmly lodged in my case 
file, Dr. Vicki, I am itching to learn if it is possible for 
me to experience a lessening of my symptoms. Do these 
near-misses mean anything? Is tried-and-true mental-
ization just around the corner? Or is this merely a mirage 
among the desert of my suffering?

What say you, Dr. Vicki?

Bodysnatchers Time: 

9:05 AM (Max Hagen returns. . . .)

11:11 AM (My hearts skips a beat in the lobby of the 
great pyramid. . . .)

2:37 PM (Seeing ghosts of railroads past in the Chan-
cery. . . .)

6:50 PM ([No longer] Strangers on a Train. . . .)

Threat Level Blue: Guarded (“It’s getting better all the 
time”: maybe, just maybe?)
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An Enterprising Old Thing
April 1902

“And how is your Margot this morning?” asks Degas, 
squinting his eyes in the morning sunlight behind the 
Château de Beaufresne. 

“She is coming along slower than I might have liked,” says 
Mary, working her brush along the painting’s vague greenish 
background. As she works at her easel, Mathilde eases up behind 
them with a tea tray. Mary’s Pekingese, loyal to a fault, snoozes 
nearby on the mossy cobblestones.

“Is Margot sitting on a sofa?” says Degas. “I cannot tell.”
“It’s the one upstairs. I’m afraid I am not getting it right. I 

may have to call her back from the village to finish the face.”
“Still,” says Degas, as he unfolds his newspaper. “That dress 

is really something.”
“It matches my bonnet,” says Mathilde as she sets up the tea.
“Surely, not!” Degas replies, as Mathilde makes her way back 

down the cobblestone path to the main house.
“She’s serious,” says Mary. “My model had to go back to 

school, and I’ve been guessing ever since. If it weren’t for Mathil-
de’s powder-blue bonnet, I wouldn’t have been able to bring it 
off. I’d be back at square one.”

“Square one?” says Degas.

Chapter Thirty-Seven
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“Sorry, another idiom I’m afraid. It means going back to the 
beginning. Starting over.” For a moment, Mary hesitates, thinks 
better of it, and then speaks anyway. “Like us,” she adds.

Setting his newspaper aside, Degas stares for a moment to-
wards the heavens. Looking up at Cassatt by her easel, he replies 
in the faintest of whispers:

Adieu, chants de combat, adieu, cris de victoire,
Récits éblouissants d’une héroïque histoire,
Que les âges futurs nommeront fabuleux!
“That’s quite lovely,” says Mary, as Degas takes up his news-

paper again. “Who is it?”
“Crémazie,” he answers. “He’s French-Canadian. But still.”
“Surely, you can tolerate another expatriate?” asks Mary.
“The anti-Dreyfusards have been dealt another blow,” says 

Degas, ignoring her jest as he scans the headlines. “Our Captain 
will be returning to Paris for a new trial, it seems. Zola must be 
experiencing spasms of ecstasy about now.”

“Come now, Edgar. The selfsame man who volunteered to 
fight in the infantry against our Prussian invaders would hardly 
accept a miscarriage of justice.”

“C’est vrai,” Degas admits. “But I didn’t sign up to lose life 
and limb only to see our country fall into the hands of traitors.”

“Is that what we’re calling them these days?” Mary says, as she 
works her brush along the exaggerated ruffles of Margot’s regal 
dress coat. 

Before Degas can make his reply, Mathilde returns with Mrs. 
Havemeyer in tow.

“Louisine!” Mary exclaims. “You are a most welcome sur-
prise. Monsieur Degas was on the verge of putting his foot quite 
deeply into his own mouth.”

“There you go again with these confounded idioms,” Degas 
protests as he stands to greet their visitor.

“Miss Cassatt sounds painfully clear to me,” says Mrs. Have-
meyer.

“She would, now wouldn’t she?” Degas replies with a smile. 
“Please excuse me. I must attend to my work. A certain sculpture 
is calling my name.”
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As Degas follows Mathilde towards the château, Mary turns 
to Mrs. Havemeyer with a start. 

“Don’t believe a word of what he says,” says Mary. “Poor Ed-
gar never seems to finish a thing. He takes far too many breaks 
to partake of his cigars. Then he simply can’t wait for the daylight 
to ebb so that we can scurry off to one of the cafés in Le Mesnil-
Théribus for dinner. For the life of me, I don’t know where his 
passion has gone.”

“It looks like yours is in full throttle,” says Mrs. Havemeyer, 
leaning down to take in Mary’s canvas. “Who is this girl? Have I 
seen her before?”

“That’s little Margot,” says Mary. “From the village. She sits 
for me from time to time. I have been charting her childhood 
through my pictures.”

“Of course!” Mrs. Havemeyer replies. “She’s the one wearing 
the fabulous burnt orange hat with the blue stripes! She posed on 
the same divan where Electra and I sat for you, right?”

“Excellent memory, Louisine. That seems like a thousand 
years ago.”

“It is ironic, no, that you, an unmarried woman, have made 
your name painting these domestic scenes?” asks Mrs. Havemey-
er, as she gazes at Margot’s latest portrait.

“I much prefer to paint children,” says Mary, “than to have them.”
“Well, I for one, believe that the world should be grateful,” 

says Mrs. Havemeyer.
“Why?” asks Mary. “Because I prevented the world from hav-

ing to suffer at the hands of my progeny?”
“Dear me, no. Only that you have given us so many children 

in the form of your paintings. You and your brother A.J. are leav-
ing a mark, that’s for certain. Anyone who visits my brownstone 
can’t help becoming spellbound by your work. And if they’re not 
talking about you, then they’re bowing before the accomplish-
ments of your brother. If there were such a thing as railroad roy-
alty, he would be it. And Lois would be his queen.”

For a moment, Mary goes quiet at this last remark, setting 
down her brush yet again.

“I was dreadful to her, you know,” says Mary. “We made up 
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many years later, but my first impression was loathsome. I should 
have been more charitable, but my ego got in the way. It always 
does, it seems. And when it happens, my thinking becomes nar-
row and clouded. In my forward momentum, I overlook things. 
People mostly.”

“You’re not all that bad, Mary. Surely, the same person who 
can’t stop painting all of these maternal images has something 
redeemable inside of her.”

“It must be buried fairly deep, then,” Mary continues. “I 
loathed you on sight, you know. I thought you were like so many 
of the other American ladies that I know. Never awakening to 
their duties as women in this new century. Too often, they are 
spoiled, treated, and indulged like children. I was prejudiced 
against you from the outset. As I have said, I am so often wrong 
with my first impressions. What is that expression? ‘Go with 
your gut?’ I am afraid my gut is unreliable. Like history. You can 
never really tell what happens between two people. Or among 
a civilization.” She laughs a little at this last remark. “And now, 
here we are as the best and truest of friends. I hadn’t really had a 
confidante since Lydia died. My parents have been gone nigh on 
10 years. Sometimes, it seems like the only constant in my life is 
Mathilde—”

“And Monsieur Degas?” Mrs. Havemeyer interjects. 
“Monsieur Degas,” Mary laughs, “may be my most difficult 

friendship of all. Even the best relationships make for a delicate 
balance. People become close, they drift apart, and then they find 
themselves back together again. Is that how it always must be?”

“You may be asking the wrong person, Mademoiselle. I have 
been married to Mr. Havemeyer for longer than I can possibly 
remember. When you are married to Henry Osborne Havemeyer 
of the American Sugar Refining Company, you are married to 
an American institution. Once they begin calling you an ‘indus-
trialist,’ your life begins to take on legendary proportions. And 
Henry may be one of the biggest industrialists of them all. Your 
brother A.J. would know a thing or two about that.” 

Mrs. Havemeyer pauses for a moment, clearing her throat. 
“But you and Monsieur Degas are different. You are, to put it 
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kindly, different from just about anyone I’ve ever met. Did you 
know that I have purposely displayed your works in opposition 
in my home on Fifth Avenue? It’s dramatic, I can tell you. You 
absolutely have to see it!”

“Traveling by ocean is not in the cards for me—”
“Oh, I know all about your misgivings regarding seafaring 

travel,” Mrs. Havemeyer interrupts. “But it would be worth 
your effort, I tell you. Imagine the great room on the second 
floor of my brownstone. Gilded in gold and rich mahoganies, 
it’s quite a sight. Around the room are various pieces by Rem-
brandt and El Greco—and let’s not forget the exquisite Monets 
that you recommended to me. But the centerpieces, my most 
cherished artifacts, are the works by you and Degas. They are 
my treasures. On one side, we have Edgar’s Actresses in Their 
Dressing Rooms with its exacting rendering of the feminine 
form. All of those shadows lurking around the women as they 
pose and preen. And there, on the other side, we have your 
Hélène of Septeuil, with its somber, unflinching vision of moth-
erhood countered with the babe in her arms. So plaintive, so 
innocent in her plaid dress with that straw hat and its preco-
cious red ribbon.”

Mary can’t help smiling at the thought of her work in coun-
terpoint with Degas’. Alike, but not alike.

“There is so much sadness and solemnity in those works,” 
Mrs. Havemeyer continues. “But beauty, too.”

Much later, when the afternoon shadows begin to take over 
the grounds of her estate, Mary prepares to put away her tools for 
the evening. Sitting nearby in the clearing behind the château, 
Mathilde admires her mistress’ latest creation.

“Margot is so beautiful! I like to think that the curt smile 
on her face is for her mother, who is standing just outside of 
the frame and making cute little faces to amuse her daughter! 
Perhaps you are her mother? You know,” Mathilde adds, “in a 
manner of speaking.”

Mary chuckles as she cleans her brushes. “You’re probably 
right, Mathilde.”
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As they prepare to return to the main house, the women 
notice the figure of Degas, cigar in hand and clad in his trusty 
bowler, as he strolls down the lane. Catching sight of Mary and 
Mathilde, he gives them a convivial wave as he heads towards the 
village.

“He seems pleased with himself,” says Mary.

As Mary and Mathilde cross the parlor inside the château, 
trailed, as always, by the ever-faithful Pekingese, Mathilde sud-
denly cries out in surprise.

“Mademoiselle!”
“I can hardly believe it,” says Mary. Before her sits Degas’ 

sculpture, fully molded in clay, the beeswax finally concealed 
from view.

“She is beautiful, no?” asks Mathilde.
“Oh, she is beautiful all right. And the technique is amaz-

ing. But just look at it: Degas cannot help himself. Controlling 
women to this very day. This striking girl, bathing au naturel, is 
caught in the highly personal act of caressing her armpit, as if 
she were inspecting it.” Mary can’t help laughing to herself. “The 
poor girl is probably ensuring that she has shaved it to distinction 
in order to appease some chauvinist!”

“It’s just like him to do that, isn’t it?” says Mathilde, gazing 
up at her mistress.“It is,” says Mary, a tiny grin creeping across 
her face.
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Rue Mary Cassatt
September 2015

Leaving the inn near the heart of the city center, Judy and 
Noah, with their ever-present Longchamp tote and back-
pack slung across their respective shoulders, begin making 

the short walk from Le Mesnil-Théribus to Château de Beau-
fresne. As the village recedes behind them, the couple finds 
themselves back on the rural lane that they traversed the previous 
evening. Together, they lapse into a kind of shared silence as they 
walk along in the warmth of the early September sun. But after a 
short while, Judy is no longer having it.

“Why so quiet this morning, English Major?” she asks, a fey 
smile across her face.

“It’s just that I can’t stay in France very long,” he admits. “Fall 
orientation is mandatory, and it’s only a few days away. By Friday 
morning, I have to be back at Loyola. I need that assistantship, 
you know. I’ve got no dissertation going, no plans for the future, 
nothing to take to the job market. I have to stay inside the safety 
net of the grad school cocoon.”

“And no painting,” says Judy as they make their way towards 
the gate, now lying open, to Cassatt’s château.

“I didn’t fly all the way out here to find that painting,” Noah 
admits, stopping and turning to face her on the country lane. “I 

Chapter Thirty-Eight
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came out here to get the girl.”
“Oh, Noah,” she pleads, closing the distance between them 

and embracing him in a flourish. “I’m just not there yet. Maybe 
never will be—”

“I . . . I understand,” he says, slowly pulling away from her. 
As he moves towards the château’s gate, he continues. “So what 
are we looking for anyway?”

“Like you said last night,” she remarks as she lopes up behind 
him, “this is the originary moment. There’s no place left to go 
after this. We will have just about exhausted all of history’s pos-
sibilities.”

As Judy and Noah walk across the grounds of the château, 
they spot a single car, an old rusted-out Citroën parked in the 
clearing in front of the main house. Stepping up to the estate’s 
massive oaken entryway, Judy prepares to knock . . . only to be 
surprised when the door opens, revealing a thin, fortysomething 
Frenchman with long, scraggly blond hair.

“Let me guess,” he says, giving Judy and Noah the once-over. 
“You’re not here about the boiler?”

“No,” Judy replies, “we were hoping we could take a quick 
look around the place.”

“Let me guess,” the man answers, “you two must be art lov-
ers?”

“We must be,” says Noah, reaching out to shake the French-
man’s hand. 

“It’s a pleasure,” he replies. “I am Alain. Would you come 
right this way?”

Judy and Noah follow him into an expansive foyer, where a 
pair of French doors lead off into the main house.

“I should tell you right off that I know relatively little about 
Mademoiselle Cassatt,” Alain admits. “Just the basic facts, I’m 
afraid. For more than 50 years, Beaufresne has operated as a day 
school run by a social service agency, as a home for troubled 
teens, you would say in the States. The school is on summer hia-
tus right now.”

“Is it like a high school?” Judy asks.
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“It is much more specialized than that. It is operated by Le 
Moulin Vert, my employer. We provide horticultural education 
for our students. It gives them a routine, and, after they finish 
their studies here, something like a trade.”

“I’m surprised that it hasn’t been converted into a Mary Cas-
satt museum,” says Noah, as he follows Alain and Judy through 
the French doors and into the house’s great room.

“Oh, there’s a movement afoot to do just that,” says Alain. 
“As of now, there is little in the way of artwork or photographs,” 
he adds, pointing to the bare walls of the living area. “At one 
time, we considered buying some of Mademoiselle Cassatt’s work 
at auction—you know, to celebrate the château’s connection with 
her—but it proved to be much too expensive for our meager 
budget. But there’s this group, they call themselves Les Amis de 
Mary Cassatt. They might see that museum happen yet.”

As Judy and Noah follow Alain into the sunlit rear parlor, 
their host motions for them to stop.

“While I don’t know much about the house,” he says, “this 
is where Mademoiselle made much of her work, at least the art 
that she made indoors. And sometimes, in later years, Monsieur 
Degas, too.”

As Alain leads them out of the parlor, Noah gives Judy a 
knowing glance.

“In here,” their host continues, “was Mademoiselle’s study. 
She would meet her art dealer in this space. And clients, I sup-
pose, when she worked on commission.”

The study is appointed with a smattering of furniture, in-
cluding a timeworn roll-top desk in the corner. The room’s cen-
terpiece is a massive fireplace, its inner walls scarred with char 
marks from across the centuries.

Walking behind the château, Judy and Noah trail Alain along 
a mossy cobblestone path.

“What does Beaufresne mean anyway?” Judy asks.
“It translates as ‘beautiful ash,’” says Alain. “The estate was 

named for all of the ash trees in this part of the country.”
As they continue along the mossy cobblestones, the trail be-

gins to abut a wide grassy pasture.
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“This is where she did it, you know,” Judy whispers to Noah. 
“This is where she painted en plein air. She could take advantage 
of the most daylight here, in this clearing away from the shadows 
of the house and the tree line.”

For her part, Judy can feel the bug—the rush of blood, the 
excitement at the very contemplation of Cassatt in the act of 
making her art.

As the trio walks ever deeper among the grounds of the châ-
teau, the cobblestone path gives way to a trailhead that passes 
between a copse of weeping willow trees and a small pond.

“I haven’t seen it,” says Alain, “but supposedly this little mill-
pond, with its cattails and its lily pads, is in some of Mademoi-
selle’s paintings.”

“There was a piece called Summertime, I think,” says Judy, 
“with a rippling pond and some ducks swimming along in it, 
while a mother and daughter recline in a little boat.”

“I’ll have to take your word for that,” says Alain, with a tiny 
smile across his face.

As Judy gazes at the pond, Noah spots the remains of an old 
fire pit. Lightly touching her shoulder, he points it out to her.

“Could be where all those paintings went up in smoke,” he 
whispers.

“Just beyond the pond,” Alain continues, as he gestures to-
ward a tiny outbuilding, “is the millhouse. Mademoiselle appar-
ently used it as her printmaking studio.”

After a few moments’ hesitation, Alain begins walking back 
across the grounds towards the main house.

“I guess our tour is over,” says Judy, shrugging her shoulders.
“So I bet old Degas spent a lot of good times out here,” says 

Noah, as Alain hikes ahead of them along the cobblestone path.
“Ah, so we’re back to that again, huh?” says Judy.
“I’m not trying to be smutty,” he continues. “Really, I’m not. 

But—”
“But what?” Judy asks. “Have you ever noticed that people 

use certain sentence constructions when they’re trying to conceal 
untruths or tell you what’s really on their mind? Like when 
somebody says, ‘To be honest,’ or, my favorite, ‘I’m not trying 
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to rain on your parade, but. . . .’ And then they go and do just 
that.”

“I’m sorry. I was only making an observation. I don’t under-
stand why this subject tends to set you off—”

“Which is why I don’t understand why you keep coming 
back to it,” says Judy, as they follow Alain on the well-worn path 
along the side of the château.

Up ahead, Alain waits for them, standing next to an official-
looking historical plaque with Cassatt’s portrait emblazoned 
across the front.

“Les Amis de Mary Cassatt had this installed some years 
back,” says Alain, as he pushes a long strand of blond hair away 
from his face. “In addition to Beaufresne, they have also worked 
to preserve the artist’s gravesite. The cemetery is only a short walk 
from here. You should visit there, too.”

“Didn’t know it was so close,” Judy replies.
“I will show you,” says Alain, who, without so much as an-

other word, grabs a walking stick near the estate’s main entryway 
and gestures for them to follow.

Trailing behind their host in silence, Judy and Noah pass 
through the main gates, trailing Alain along the country lane 
that leads back towards the village. 

As they stroll even further down the lane, Alain lingers up 
ahead, waiting beside a street sign imprinted with the words 
rue mary cassatt.

“I take your picture,” says Alain, gesturing for Judy and Noah 
to pose next to the sign. With Judy’s iPhone in hand, Alain snaps 
a picture of the pair, their belongings resting at their feet, as they 
helpfully smile for the camera.

“One more for good luck,” says Alain, forcing yet another 
stray hair out of his eyes as he gets the shot. At the last possible 
second, Noah reaches across Judy’s shoulders and pulls her closer 
to him. And to his great surprise, rather than recoil, Judy gently 
rests her head against him.

After hiking a short way past Le Mesnil-Théribus, the trio 
finally reaches the gates of Cimetière Saint Louis.
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“You know what this means?” Noah asks as they pass through 
the open gates.

“What’s that?” says Judy.
“I was wrong before,” says Noah. “There is one more place to 

go after the originary moment. To the final resting place.”
Following their host along the cemetery’s narrow paths, Judy and 

Noah find themselves before a large rectangular gravestone. In addi-
tion to the famous artist, the memorial marks the lives and death of 
Mary’s parents, her sister Lydia, and her older brother Robert.

“I had forgotten about him,” says Noah. “So much of Cas-
satt’s story is devoted to her work and her brother A.J.’s success.”

“Like Lydia, Robert died well before his time,” says Judy. “In 
his teens, even, of some mysterious bone ailment.”

Not surprisingly, much of the gravestone’s real estate is de-
voted to memorializing the great artist:

mary stevenson cassatt
 may 22nd, 1843
june 14th, 1926
“Look at that,” Judy pipes up. “They got her birth year wrong.”
“That’s right,” says Noah. “It should be 1844 not 1843.”
“Oh well,” says Alain, shrugging his shoulders, “somebody 

should tell Les Amis de Mary Cassatt.”

For much of the train ride back to Paris, Noah stares 
moodily out the window at the countryside as it rolls by in a 
blur. Meanwhile, Judy updates her Pinboard—still attempt-
ing, as ever, to make sense out of their many and conflicting 
discoveries.

“Summertime sounds like a lovely piece of work,” says Noah, 
turning to face her. “Where is it held?”

“In LA,” says Judy, still concentrating on her iPad screen. “At 
the Armand Hammer Museum.”

“I’d love to see it sometime,” Noah continues. “With you.”
After a few more minutes, he breaks the silence yet again. 

“Tell me, Sweet Judy Blue Eyes, what’s your favorite painting of 
all time?”
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“Of all time, huh?” Judy asks, as she closes her iPad. “I would 
have to say that it’s Van Gogh’s The Church at Auvers. As the title 
suggests, the painting depicts a small French church arrayed against 
a foreboding cobalt sky. While everything is redolent and in bloom, 
nature’s fecundity is overwhelmed by shadows and mystery.”

“That’s you, isn’t it?” Noah asks. “All shadows and mystery? 
And that sounds dark all right. Very dark—like real apocalyptic 
kind of stuff. So if you had to pick something more optimistic, 
what painting would that be?”

“Hmmm,” Judy replies. “This little quiz of yours just took a 
turn for the difficult.”

“Une question difficile,” says Noah.
“Ooh, nice use of the French,” says Judy. “Proud of yourself?” 
“Oh, mos def,” Noah replies. “I’ll learn how to speak French 

if it kills me. So lay it on me, Gumshoe. Quit stalling now!”
“Okay, okay!” she replies. “My favorite, most optimistic 

painting would have to be—oh, I hate to admit this. It’s so trite. 
Everybody loves this painting.”

“Oh, go ahead,” says Noah, smiling from ear to ear.
“Fine,” says Judy. “It would have to be Renoir’s Le déjeuner 

des canotiers.”
“The Luncheon of the Boating Party?”
“That’s right,” says Judy. “I love it so. Everytime I think about 

Renoir’s imagining of that little group on the balcony along the 
Seine, I feel a rush. Is there a more tranquil, life-affirming scene 
in human experience than a group of friends talking and sharing 
a meal together?”

“That settles it, then,” says Noah. “I embrace your dark and 
light sides equally. Good show, Sweet Judy Blue Eyes.”

“Okay,” Judy beams. “Let’s do you now, English Major. 
Turning to your field—which is words, words, words—what is 
the darkest passage in your canon of favorites?”

“That’s easy,” he answers. “It’s a single, haunting phrase: ‘I 
can’t remember anything without a sadness so deep that it hardly 
becomes known to me. / So deep that its tears leave me a specta-
tor of my own stupidity. / And so I go rambling on with a hey 
nonny nonny no.’”
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“Dear God, that’s seriously dark. Who is it?”
“John Lennon, with a smattering of Shakespeare at the end. 

From a poem in the earliest days of the 1960s.”
“And your optimistic one?” Judy asks, leaning closer to him. 

“What would that be?”
“‘Our finest hope is finest memory,’” Noah recites. “‘And 

those who love in age think youth is happy, / Because it has a life 
to fill with love.”

“That’s gorgeous,” says Judy. “Speak it again.” 
And so he does.
“Who wrote that one?” Judy asks.
“George Eliot. It’s from her novel Felix Holt, the Radical.”
“But she’s not a modernist!” Judy protests. “When did you 

start trafficking in the Victorians?”
“John Lennon’s neither,” says Noah, kidding her. “And be-

sides, both of yours weren’t even Cassatts. What gives there?”
“I never said that she was my favorite artist,” Judy admits. 

“Don’t get me wrong. I like her a great deal. She’s essential. Like 
Vermeer and Klimt. But I wouldn’t call her one of my all-time 
favorites. To be honest, I only studied her more deeply because of 
all of this Genius Award business—”

“Did you hear yourself just now?” Noah jokingly protests. 
“‘To be honest. . . .’” he adds, mimicking her.

“Oh, stop!” she replies, gently pushing him from across her 
seat on the train.

“To be honest,” says Noah, adopting a more serious tone, “I 
don’t want to rain on your parade, but I just have to ask, do you 
think you can ever forgive me?”

“I think I already have,” says Judy. “Besides, I once read that 
the only way of touching a heart is to wound it.”

“Did I wound your heart?”
“A lot at first, but now, it’s only a little wound. But I’m get-

ting better all the time.”
“Couldn’t get much worse,” Noah sings back to her, beaming 

happily at the art historian by his side.
“I want to show you something,” says Judy, edging closer 

to him and opening up the Pinboard on her iPad. “Look at this 
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Pin,” she adds, pointing towards one of the illustrated entries in 
her app:

• June 14, 1926: Cassatt dies, aged 82, at Château de Beau-
fresne, near Paris. The Pin includes a picture of the artist’s grave-
stone at Cimetière Saint Louis in Le Mesnil-Théribus.

“What of it?” he says. “We’ve seen it now in the flesh. The 
gravestone is inaccurate, but there it is.”

“Well, here’s the thing,” says Judy. “I’ve been thinking all day 
about the many ways in which time succeeds in destroying every-
thing. And it’s true, for the most part. After enough time passes, hu-
man memory fails and is obliterated by death, the records are invari-
ably lost or erased, wars roll over the landscape, that sort of thing.”

“And?” Noah asks, expectantly.
“So is there something that time doesn’t destroy?”
“Is there?” says Noah. “There’s got to be something, right?”
“You bet there is. It’s not tried and true, but it works in our 

case. Bear with me,” she continues. “So much of Cassatt’s past 
has been annihilated. But there we were today, roaming about 
her house and standing above whatever’s left of her bones in the 
village cemetery.”

“I’m starting to follow you now,” says Noah. “Time stops at 
the cemetery gates, right?”

“Exactly!” says Judy. “Humankind is willing to dig up and 
tear down just about anything, but people often draw the line at 
cemeteries.”

“So how does this help us?” Noah asks.
“Think back to our time in Altoona—”
“Wait,” Noah interjects. “You’re not saying that the painting 

is wrapped up along with the bones of a corpse in some central 
PA cemetery?”

“No!” says Judy. “Don’t be gross. But I’ve got six words for 
you: ‘The Great Elvis Ban of 1956.’”

“Are you talking about Jesse—the Elvis guy?”
“Exactly. He told us that the Baker Mansion was like a ‘big 

old mausoleum.’”
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“It does look a tad funereal—all grey with those massive col-
umns out front,” Noah admits.

“And he also told us that it was ‘just a broken-down fortress 
packed to the gills with history,’” she says, consulting the notes 
on her iPad. “‘With yellowed programs from every two-bit com-
memoration and reception they ever held on this spot. Just the 
most boring, irrelevant stuff.’”

“Okay,” says Noah, “but if there was any useful evidence, 
how did Hagen miss it when he combed through the place?”

“Remember,” says Judy, “he was looking for the painting. He 
wouldn’t have been taking the trouble to rifle through much of 
anything else. Would you?”

“Not hardly,” Noah admits. “We’ve been concentrating on 
finding the painting ourselves.”

“Well?” Judy asks, expectantly.
“I don’t know,” says Noah. “It sounds like another one of 

your long shots to me.”
“You’re probably right,” Judy sighs, “but by my calculations, 

my Genius Award—as dubious as that admittedly sounds in 
hindsight—has a few thousand bucks left in it. And if nothing 
else, English Major, I fully intend to drain Professor Bleeker’s 
coffers dry.”
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L’art pour l’homme
September 1917

The taxicab pulls up to the curb at 6 Boulevard de Clichy, 
an elegant building with wrought-iron balconies and a 
stone façade. Mary steps out of the vehicle, as it sputters 

and coughs along the streetscape, followed closely by Mathilde.
After lumbering up five flights of stairs, they reach Degas’ 

penthouse quarters. His niece and caretaker Jeanne hurries them 
into the apartment.

“Thank you for coming so quickly,” she remarks as Mary and 
Mathilde remove their coats.

“We are happy to oblige,” says Mary. “May I see him?”
“Of course, Mademoiselle,” Jeanne replies. “But you should 

know that he has not been himself for quite some time. On most 
days, he wakes up at dawn and wanders aimlessly across Paris. 
The demolition of his apartment at Rue Victor Massé was a deso-
lation for him. Fortunately, he was able to find refuge in this 
space above his studio. But it has been touch and go for months 
now. When, may I ask, was the last time you saw my uncle?”

“He hasn’t been to Beaufresne since last year,” says Mathilde, 
as Mary nods in agreement. “And it was terribly sad to see him 
in such shape. He could barely hear and his eyesight was nearly 
gone.”

Chapter Thirty-Nine
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“Incredibly,” says Jeanne, “things have taken a turn for the 
worse. No doubt you have heard the news—”

“About Captain Dreyfus’ acquittal?” Mary asks. “But that was 
years ago, was it not? Edgar was beside himself. He had to come 
to terms with the Captain’s innocence, reinstatement, and pro-
motion to Major in the face of the prejudice that first prompted 
the l’affaire Dreyfus to begin with. It was a bitter pill—”

“No, Mademoiselle,” Jeanne interjects. “I am referring 
to Dreyfus’ retirement from the French army after his stint in 
Vincennes. His triumphant return to Paris brought the whole 
nightmare back to life and plunged my poor uncle back into his 
depression. It broke him, I fear. Without his art and given the 
failure of his faculties, I don’t know what he will do.”

As Jeanne and Mathilde wait in the foyer, Mary quietly enters 
Degas’ bedroom. Framed by his bushy white beard, Degas sits by 
the windowsill facing the Boulevard. He is generally motionless, 
save for occasional spasms of movement in his hands.

Gingerly approaching his side, Mary calls out his name. “Edgar?” 
As she awaits his response, she takes up a vacant chair near 

the window.
Finally, after a few tentative moments, Degas turns to face 

her. His eyes, cloudy with age, wash over her with scant hint of 
recognition.

“Edgar, it is Mary. Are you well?” 
With Degas staring blankly towards the street, Mary con-

tinues. “I am here with Mathilde. From Beaufresne. Your niece 
asked us to pay you a visit. We miss you, dear Edgar. Do you re-
member our long talks? I certainly do! How I loved talking with 
you about life and art.”

“Art for the people!” he says, his voice echoing off of the walls 
of the empty room.

“Yes, my love. The people shall have art!”
“Beauty is a mystery!” he bellows.
“Indeed it is!” says Mary, taking him by the hand. “But it is 

the essential reason that we embarked upon the life of the artist, 
is it not?”
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“Art for the people!” says Degas.
“Yes, darling. It most surely is,” she replies.
As Degas lapses into another prolonged silence, Mary stands 

up, preparing to take her leave of him. Leaning down, she kisses 
him on the forehead. She pauses for a moment, gazing tenderly 
at his face, which has become dappled with age.

As she begins to walk away, he looks up at her with those soft 
eyes that she knows so well.

“I used to say,” he tells her, his voice registering scarcely above 
a whisper, “that most women paint as though they are trimming 
hats. But not you.”

For her part, Mary can only gaze at him in wonder, as a soli-
tary tear makes a sodden trail across her own mottled face.

Later that evening, Mary and Mathilde gather their coats in 
preparation for hailing a taxicab on the streetscape below.

“I shall return as soon as I possibly can. Perhaps as early as 
next week, when I am due in town for some minor surgery,” Mary 
assures Jeanne. “It was so wonderful to see dear Edgar again.”

“I am so happy that you could be here tonight,” Jeanne re-
plies, “although it must have been trying, with the way he weaves 
in and out of consciousness.”

“On the contrary, my dear,” says Mary, smiling from ear to 
ear. “It was glorious.”

A few days later, Mary and Jeanne walk arm and arm as they 
follow the other mourners along the narrow pathways that pock 
the Montmartre cemetery. As they inch closer to the Degas fami-
ly tomb, an elaborate crypt towering well above the nearby grave-
stones, Mary hugs Edgar’s niece ever tighter.

“I am so sorry, dear one, that I was not there at the end.”
“Please know that I understand, Mademoiselle. But nothing 

had changed, I am afraid. He was as catatonic as the night you 
last saw him. One morning, he simply slipped away.”

“I know it may be maudlin to ask, but did he have any last words?”
“Only one,” says Jeanne. “He looked up at me and said, 

‘Beaucoup!’”
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“Beaucoup?” 
“Oui, Mademoiselle. He said it just like that. In the space of a 

few scant moments, he drew his last breath, and my uncle was 
gone.”

Later, after the funeral and the burial rites have ended, Mary 
leaves the cemetery in the company of Jeanne and Mathilde. As 
the women reach the gates at the Avenue Rachel entrance, an 
older gentlemen hurries to join them at the street side.

“Dear God, it’s Renoir!” Mary cries.
“Mademoiselle!” says Renoir, doffing his bowler hat. “What 

a marvelous day to be alive.”
For a moment, Jeanne seems thunderstruck by his words. 

But Renoir, realizing his faux pas, catches himself in the nick of 
time.

“Oh, forgive me!” he says. “I only meant that it is wonderful 
to have somehow survived all of this, right? You and I, Made-
moiselle, are just about the last remaining members of that little 
fellowship that we once called the Impressionists.”

“It is true,” says Mary, shaking her head. “We lost Manet far 
too long ago, and Gauguin and Pissarro, too.”

“Somehow, Monet manages to hang on. All those water lilies 
in Giverny. Dear Jesus, will he ever stop painting landscapes? I 
wonder, did he ever make it right with Degas?”

“I’m afraid that poor old Edgar spent many years alone in his 
dotage, save for his trips to the countryside.”

“What a creature he was, that Degas!” says Renoir. “All his 
friends had to leave him. I was one of the last to go, but even I 
couldn’t stay till the end.”

“Precious few could,” says Mary, wistfully.
“And what about Cézanne?” Renoir continues. “Such an aw-

ful way to go. Seemingly fit and robust, working the fields of 
his land down in Provence, only to be caught in a downpour. 
He collapses during the storm, nearly succumbs trying to find 
his way home on a country road, only to be resuscitated by his 
housekeeper. Two days later, he is felled by pneumonia.”

For her part, Mary can only shake her head in commiseration. 
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“Yet here we are,” says Renoir. “And you, Mademoiselle, have 
taken the art world by storm.”

“It is not as simple as all that—” 
“I won’t hear of it!” he interjects. “We are both as vital as 

ever!”
“We certainly have attained far more than we ever bargained 

for, I’ll grant you that. We are a far cry from those early days 
going from one rented apartment to another and thumbing our 
noses at the Salon. But you know,” says Mary, “looking back over 
my life it occurs to me how elated I would have been if, in my 
youth, I had been told I would have the place in the world of art 
that I have acquired. Do you ever think about that?”

“Good heavens, no,” Renoir admits. “I am happy merely to 
wake up again the next morning!”

“For myself,” says Mary, “I think about it all the time. And 
what I really yearn for, what really drives my passions, is the dream 
of working again. Of being able to make art like I once could—
before my eyesight began to fade and my bones began to creak. 
I would give up everything I have ever gained—Beaufresne, the 
accolades, you name it—to be able to work the brush as I once 
did. Can’t you just imagine it?” 

Later still, as Mary and Mathilde climb into the waiting 
cab, Degas’ niece leans in through the open window for one last 
tender embrace. As she begins to depart, Jeanne suddenly seizes 
Mary’s hand.

“You should visit his studio!”
“Now?” asks Mary.
“Today, tomorrow, it doesn’t matter. But soon. Monsieur 

Durand-Ruel’s sons will be there within the coming weeks to 
carry out their inventory. You should see it one final time. Just as 
he left it—when he was still a working artist!”

A few days hence, Mary visits Degas’ studio on the Boulevard 
de Clichy for the last time.

As Mary makes her way through the cavernous studio, she is 
struck by the sheer amount of artwork that fills the space. When 
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Degas relocated to the Boulevard de Clichy from his studio at 
the Rue Frochot some decades earlier, his works-in-progress and 
attendant supplies required a few hansom cabs and scarcely half 
a day’s moving time. 

But the detritus that confronts her now is an entirely different 
matter altogether. For Mary, it is, in a word, overwhelming. And 
not merely in terms of the paintings on the wall or the stacks 
of sketches in every nook and cranny of the studio, but the 
sculptures in various states of completion—hundreds upon 
hundreds of them strewn about the building as far as the eye 
can see. Some of the sculptures represent the most rudimentary 
beeswax creations, while others, encased in clay, are more fully 
realized.

For Mary, it is as if his aesthetic vision had been somehow 
frozen in time within the purgatorial space of his studio. From 
the primitive to the complex, his works litter every inch of the 
floor space, devastating her through their revelation of Degas’ 
living years as a man of art. And more importantly, as an artist 
for the people and a seeker to the answer of beauty’s beguiling 
mysteries. 

As she makes her progress across the vast environs, Mary 
stumbles over more than a few relics from her own past. On one 
wall, she catches sight of a painting that she had rendered for her 
first exhibition with the Impressionists. Determined to see her 
debut as a resounding success, Degas had purchased the painting 
to ensure that she sold out every last one of her wares.

In the deepest recesses of the studio, after carefully navigating 
her way through a maze of stray palettes, she finally comes upon 
Degas’ easel. And it is there that she discovers what may very 
well have been his last pastel. With a deep ochre background, the 
painting depicts two dancers—women, of course—resting their 
weary limbs upon a narrow bench. The canvas is marked by wide, 
vivid strokes—the result, no doubt, of his failing eyesight. But it 
is a wonder nonetheless. She can only gaze upon the work and 
marvel at how great he was—in spite of everything.

As Mary turns to leave, she is suddenly troubled by a nagging 
thought: 
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Is it possible, she thinks, that he didn’t actually do it? That 
he ignored her instructions, exacting as they were, after they had 
shared so many harsh words? Surely, he wouldn’t have thwarted 
her wishes. They must be around here somewhere—right?—
reduced, as he had promised all those years ago, to a pile of ashes 
in some long forgotten corner of the studio.

But then she flashes upon his finest moment—the only gen-
uine instance of supplication and pure selflessness that she had 
ever witnessed from her beloved Edgar. And his words come back 
to her in a rush:

You are as precious to me as my life—even more precious, if you 
can imagine it, than my palette, my easel, my sketchbook.

And suddenly her gaze shifts from the abandoned palettes to 
the paint-splattered easel, with its final canvas still in place, and, 
finally, to a mound of sketchbooks piled haphazardly against a 
dusty old cupboard.

Wrenching open the cabinet, she finds them—her letters. He 
has preserved them, every last one.
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Thursday, September 3, 2015

Well, Dr. Vicki: I won’t mince words here. Your re-
sponse to my last time diary has given me chills. After 
parting ways with my Recruit (more on that below), I 
happened upon your email in my inbox. And I am still 
reeling at your answers to my questions about a possible 
lessening of my symptoms. I guess I have been clinging 
desperately to the notion that I just might be getting better. 
That my recent near-misses at the Louvre and later at the 
Embassy must be signifying better things to come.

First things first: I have to admit that your little rev-
elation that Proust and Dostoyevsky might have been 
lifelong sufferers of Stendhal Syndrome was hardly reas-
suring. I mean, have you read their novels? Those dudes 
were working through a whole raft of unresolved issues. 
. . .

But let’s face it: what is particularly troubling is your 
suggestion that my near-misses are exactly that—near 
misses, merely unrealized symptomology of my disorder 
that didn’t quite come into full bloom. I am also con-
cerned by your unnecessary rehearsal of my symptoms, 
which we have discussed in my sessions ad nauseam, 
including feelings of alienation, delirium of persecution, 
sweating, weakness, fainting, tachycardia, chest pains, 
confusion, and anxiety. And I take further issue with 
your unwelcome reminder that I have already been to 
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that most darkest of Stendhal Syndrome frontiers: be-
coming so agitated that I actually deigned to destroy 
works of art (yes, I’ve been there/done that all right). 
But it was my own art, not someone else’s, so does that 
really count? It’s not like I’ve ever resorted to vandalism 
in the face of my disorder. . . .

Understandably, you feel a certain professional duty 
to draw a therapeutic line in the sand and duly inform 
me that, given my disorder’s inability to clear up within 
the first seven days of onset, I need to prepare myself 
for the reality of being a lifelong sufferer. So from hence-
forward, I will be drawing my own line in the sand. 
Consider this next chapter in my quest the basis for my 
psychotherapeutic final exam: as I move forward with 
my mission to find that damned painting, wherever it 
may be and however it got there—if it even exists at all, 
which I am beginning to seriously doubt—then I will with-
draw from any further engagement with the stimuli that 
continually spell my doom—namely, the art works that 
cause me to swoon. (Please excuse the unintentional 
rhyme just now.)

And before you rap off another email redacting my 
claims, I fully admit that my cycle of withdrawal and re-
covery, both in relation to art and the people to whom I am 
close, has everything to do with your assertion that I am 
not, in fact, getting better, but simply revisiting the well-
trodden ground of my recent past. Point taken, Dr. Vicki.

And speaking of withdrawal coming on the heals 
of recovery, before I sign off I should provide you with 
a full recap of my parting with my Recruit earlier this 
evening at O’Hare. Yes, it was bittersweet as he left 
my side to catch his L train back to Loyola. And yes, 
he was concerned, like you, about the inherent dan-
gers of me leaving for one final wild-goose chase back 
in central PA.
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But here’s the thing, I guess—and it’s the best thing 
about this whole godawful experience: when my Recruit 
finally saw the resolve in my eyes, he didn’t flinch. He 
didn’t so much as try to break me. He just smiled and 
said, “Well, Gumshoe. You’ve stared down far more 
frightening demons than just about anyone I’ve ever 
known—including the demons that I dished out. And 
besides,” he added, kissing me warmly on the cheek, “I 
still hear something that sounds oddly like hope in your 
voice.” Duly noted, English Major. Message received.

So as for me, I’m taking one last stab in the dark in 
Altoona. See you back in Chi-Town, Dr. Vicki. One way 
or another—no matter the outcome—we will have plenty 
to discuss. Of that I am completely certain. 

PS: Please don’t bother taking any offense at my tone 
above. What may seem like irritation is nothing more 
than burning resolve. So, TTFN: I’ve got a painting to 
find (or not). 

And on a happier note, my Recruit and I still have 
unfinished business. ’Nuff said.

Bodysnatchers Time: 

6:19 PM (“Parting is such sweet sorrow”)

6:28 PM (“Oh, Dr. Vicki, why hast thou forsaken me 
in my time of need?”—and via email, no less!)

Threat Level Red: Severe (To paraphrase none other than 
50 Cent: “I’m gonna get that painting or die tryin’”)
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How Do You Solve a Problem Like Virginia?
September 2015

And suddenly, Judy is right back where it all began.
She is sitting across from Mrs. Markham at Tom and 

Joe’s, the greasy spoon where she first ate breakfast with 
Noah after they arrived in the Mountain City.

“So you’re telling me,” says Mrs. Markham, as she picks at a 
Denver omelet, “that you want me to go on down to the Baker 
Mansion with you and starting rummaging through a bunch of 
old papers?”

“That’s right,” Judy replies, as she takes another bite from her 
English muffin.

“Looking for what?” says Mrs. Markham, eying Judy suspi-
ciously from across the table.

“Sometime in 1947, the Blair County Historical Society 
took formal possession of the inventory of the former Altoona 
Art Institute.”

“And according to your way of thinking, that lost painting 
must’ve been part of the deal?”

“That’s correct,” says Judy.
“But you don’t know when exactly this took place, other than 

it was supposedly in 1947?”
“Right again.”

Chapter Forty
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“And that maybe we could dig us up some kind of proof if we 
started rifling through their old papers and such?”

Judy nods her head in affirmation.
“And that it’s highly unlikely that this mysterious painting 

you’re after is even on the premises? Which makes this like look-
ing for some kind of needle in a haystack. Basically, a lost cause?”

“Right and right again,” says Judy.
“Then what are we waiting for?” Mrs. Markham replies with 

a silly grin on her face. “You get the check.”

Mrs. Markham pushes open the back door of the Baker Man-
sion, bounding into the foyer with Judy in her wake.

“Hey there, morning Glory!” says Jesse, coming down the 
cavernous hallway to meet them. He is wearing a burgundy 
jumpsuit with a Pittsburgh Steelers pin on his lapel.

“Hey yourself,” says Mrs. Markham, adjusting her pink ten-
nis visor.

“What can I do for yinz?” Jesse asks.
“We’d like to see your public records,” Mrs. Markham re-

plies. “For some school project of Judy’s here.”
“You’re welcome to take a look at the Blair County Historical 

Society archives,” he answers. “But it’s plenty messy. Not really in 
any kind of order. Like I told you and that other fella,” he adds, 
gesturing towards Judy, “it’s just a bunch of old programs and 
such.”

“You weren’t kidding,” says Mrs. Markham, as Jesse leads 
them into a walk-in closet in the attic of the Baker Mansion. The 
room is packed high with banker’s boxes, scads of them—and 
each one is filled with all manner of documents. And the closet 
itself is like an obstacle course, piled to the brim with old sig-
nage, memorabilia, and holiday decorations. And to top it off, 
the room smells faintly of mold, as if it has been contaminated 
by years of invisible water damage and other forms of natural 
seepage.

“We’ve got to start somewhere,” says Judy, as she pulls down 
one of the banker’s boxes, sits cross-legged on the floor, and be-
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gins leafing through its contents. Shrugging her shoulders, Mrs. 
Markham does the same, selecting one of the cartons for herself 
and sitting down on the floor next to Judy.

And they go on this way for hours, with Judy working, sur-
geon-like, through one box after another, while Mrs. Markham 
makes much slower progress, pausing occasionally to wax nostalgic 
about her memories of growing up and growing older in Altoona.

“Now just look at this, will you?” she asks Judy as she holds 
up a water-stained Ringling Brothers and Barnum & Bailey cir-
cus poster. 

join your friends and neighbors under the big top!
the greatest show on earth comes to altoona’s jaffa 

mosque!

“Back in the 1930s,” says Mrs. Markham, “just about ev-
erything rolled through this town on its way west outta New 
York City. But now, we’re lucky if the motocross even so much as 
makes a pit stop here.”

It would be much later—almost closing time, in fact—when 
Judy finally comes across the object of her quest. And it arrives in 
the form of a simple, typewritten program commemorating the 
deposit of the contents of the former Altoona Art Institute into 
the permanent collection of the Blair County Historical Society.

“That’s all you wanted to find?” says Mrs. Markham, holding 
up the program, which is little more than a leaflet, really, to the 
attic light for closer inspection. “The thing’s not even illustrated!” 
she adds, handing it back to Judy.

Admittedly, the program isn’t much to look at. Dated Sep-
tember 27, 1947, the leaflet describes a ceremony held at the Bak-
er Mansion and presided over by Mayor H. Atlee Brumbaugh, 
with the ever-present Colonel Henry W. Brubaker, listed as “the 
eminent folklorist,” serving as compère. And there, at the bot-
tom of the short program, are the words that Judy’s been looking 
for—perhaps without even knowing it until that very moment: 
“K. Virginia Reed standing in for Donald J. Mercer (otherwise 
engaged), former Director of the Altoona Art Institute.”
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“Whaddya know?” says Mrs. Markham, peering over Judy’s 
shoulder. “That’s Mother’s old boss. Wonder what the K stood 
for? Kimberly or Kaelynn maybe?”

“Kaelynn?” says Judy, turning to face her.
“Always kinda liked the name Kaelynn,” says Mrs. Markham 

defensively. “And what the devil’s up with Don Mercer? Other-
wise engaged how?”

“He was in Paris around that time,” Judy replies, “looking 
after his own art, while Miss Reed was back here, acting as one of 
the last people, I would hazard a guess, to lay eyes on the paint-
ing.”

“Wait,” says Mrs. Markham, “you’re not saying that Miss 
Reed, the finest librarian this town has ever seen, not to mention 
an upstanding citizen who I had the great good fortune to know 
personally, is at the bottom of this?”

“I wouldn’t go that far just yet,” says Judy, snapping a photo 
of the leaflet with her iPhone. “But it just about absolves Donald 
J. Mercer of any wrongdoing.”

“Who cares about Don Mercer?” Mrs. Markham asks, with a 
quizzical look plastered across her face.

“A certain English Major I know,” Judy answers. “He’s been 
trying to pin this on the Colonel since June.”

“That’s balderdash,” says Mrs. Markham. “Everyone who’s 
anyone knew the Colonel to be a stand-up guy.”

“We’ll see about that,” says Judy, as she begins pushing the 
banker’s boxes back in place along the Baker Mansion’s attic 
walls. As Mrs. Markham starts hoisting the boxes on top of each 
other, Judy reaches for her iPhone and texts Noah the news about 
Mercer’s innocence. 

“oh yeah! who’s winning the bet now!?!?!?!” he texts back 
a moment later.

“I’m surprised to see you again!” says Madge, as she welcomes 
Judy back to the offices of the Blair County Genealogical Society. 
“I hadn’t heard a peep from you since my email back in July.”

“Oh, my God, I’m sorry,” says Judy. “Things went haywire 
shortly after that, and I lost track of . . . of time.”
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“Oh, dear, I’m not offended,” Madge replies. “I just want to 
know if anything came of Mr. Mercer’s relationship with Émile 
Walters.”

“It came up bust, I’m afraid,” says Judy. “Noah and I even 
went out in search of Mr. Walters’ studio. We found his brown-
stone all right. But it looked empty. Just another dead end.”

“So what brings you back my way?” Madge asks.
“I’m trying to learn more about a depository with the Blair 

County Historical Society in September 1947. A ceremony was 
held at the Baker Mansion.”

“Let me see what I can find,” says Madge, sitting down in 
front of her computer at the reference desk. “We can check the 
archives of The Altoona Tribune and see what they have on file.”

“The Mayor presided over the event,” Judy adds, “along with 
Colonel Brubaker. Virginia Reed was there, too.”

“Hmm,” says Madge. “There’s nothing in the newspaper 
about it, I’m afraid. No hits on the BCHS or Brubaker or 
Reed for the month of September. But wait!” she suddenly 
exclaims, “there’s something here for November. Oh, but it’s 
probably nothing after all,” she laments, as she scans her eyes 
across the computer screen. “Looks like just another one of 
the Colonel’s regular columns railing against some bigger and 
better city—usually Philly or New York—and how Altoona 
needed to find a way to compete. Here, take a look for your-
self.”

Sitting down in Madge’s place at the computer, Judy reads 
the Colonel’s editorial, dated November 24, 1947: 

As I have written before in the pages of this newspaper, the 
Mountain City has earned its place as a first-class rail capital, but 
it will never emerge as a truly first-class city if it does not take its 
rightful place as one of the East Coast’s cultural mainstays. To 
this end, Altoona should emulate New York City’s Metropolitan 
Museum of Art by getting together a loan exhibition of Mary 
Cassatt’s works. Perhaps Altoona’s popular and efficient young 
librarian, Miss Virginia Reed, might take up the cause? Her taste 
in all worthwhile things is paramount.
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“Sounds like a certain Colonel had a crush on the pretty 
young librarian,” says Madge, standing beside Judy.

“Really?” she answers. “Why do you phrase it that way?”
“Everyone adored Miss Reed,” Madge replies. “If there were 

such a thing as the town’s most eligible bachelorette, it was her. 
And in later years, when the railroad all but left, she was one of 
the last people to really believe in Altoona. Even years later, she 
talked about celebrating our cultural heritage when nobody else 
seemed to care.”

“So thinking out loud for a moment,” says Judy, “what if 
Miss Reed accepted the Colonel’s challenge and actually planned 
to mount a show?”

“Seems a bit farfetched to think that a bunch of big-city mu-
seums would loan out their works to little old Altoona, a town 
that didn’t so much as have a museum at that time. Remember, 
SAMA didn’t come along for decades.”

“True,” Judy admits, “but let’s say she withdrew the paint-
ing from the BCHS inventory, hoping to assemble an exhibition 
with Mother and Child as its centerpiece—and simply never put 
it back.”

“Sure,” says Madge. “I guess that would be possible. But 
there’s no reason to think that the Colonel couldn’t have been 
just as culpable, right? Or just about anyone else, for that matter. 
I’d bet you dollars to doughnuts that they never left the thing 
under lock and key. I mean, you’re talking about 1947. There are 
still people around here who keep their doors unlocked at night. 
I even know a man who leaves the keys to his pickup truck on the 
dashboard, plain as day for anyone to see.”

As Judy sits there, lost in thought, Madge reaches across her 
lap and begins tapping, rapid-fire, a series of keystrokes into the 
computer.

“Interesting,” says Madge, having downloaded a web page 
from Ancestry.com. “Miss Reed never married. And from what I 
can tell, she never produced any heirs. Here it is, see: ‘Katherine 
Virginia Reed, born 1909, Scranton, Lackawanna County, Penn-
sylvania, USA, died 1985, Altoona, Blair County, Pennsylvania, 
USA.’”
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“So it was Katherine, huh?” says Judy, studying the words on 
the monitor. “And now she’s just like everything else. Another 
historical dead-end.”

“Seems like there are a lot of those in this case,” says Madge, 
who reaches in front of Judy once more to open up a genealogy 
app. “Look at this now—this is interesting: ‘K. Virginia Reed, 
BLS, Columbia University, 1931.’”

“So she has a Library Science degree. That makes sense, right, 
for the town librarian?”

“Well,” says Madge, “putting two and two together, that 
makes her a bit of an outsider. Born over in Scranton, which is 
more East Coast than Altoona, she heads off to the big city and 
gets herself an Ivy League education.”

“Sounds like social mobility to me,” says Judy.
“Sure,” says Madge. “That’s one way to read it. But you know 

what they always say in these parts: you may live here, but if you 
weren’t born here, then you aren’t from here.”

“Which means what—that Altoids tend to have an inherent 
suspicion of outsiders?”

“Well, yes,” says Madge. “But also that Miss Reed possibly 
didn’t have a genuine connection to the region. Hence, when the 
opportunity arose, perhaps she didn’t have any real sense of civic 
duty holding her back from committing malfeasance and lifting 
the painting from the BCHS.”

“Or maybe it was something a little less suspect,” says Judy. 
“Perhaps Miss Reed was like everyone else in this whole crazy 
saga—the Colonel, Donald J. Mercer, Professor Bleeker, Max 
Hagen, even Noah and me. Maybe she suffered from an incur-
able case of the bug?”

“Okay,” says Madge, pulling up a chair next to Judy, “I’ll play 
devil’s advocate then. In one way or another, all of these folks can be 
connected to the painting up to, and including, 1947. And you could 
argue that any of them might have been able to get in close enough 
proximity to swipe it. But how can you possibly draw a connection 
between any single one of them and the painting beyond that date?”

“Wait,” says Judy, pulling her iPad from the bowels of her 
tote bag, “when does the Colonel die?”
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“In 1958, I believe,” Madge replies, consulting her notes 
for verification. “Yes, in 1958 up in McElhattan, Pennsylvania, 
which is not too far away, as the crow flies, from Jersey Shore, 
PA.”

“And Donald J. Mercer passed away in December 1966 right 
here in Altoona,” says Judy, scanning the contents of her No-
teTaker app. “He succumbed in the hospital after a bout with 
cancer. Virginia Reed doesn’t die until much later—in 1985, as 
we just established.”

“So what is your logic here?” says Madge.
“I was just taking a stab in the dark,” Judy admits. “I’ve got 

nothing, really. Just a Pinboard full of loosely-connected events. 
And when I sift through them all, other than a bill of lading, a 
receipt, and a handful of newspaper articles, there is very little in 
the way of concrete evidence. Except for one thing—”

“The photograph?” Madge asks.
“That’s right,” says Judy. “But how does a picture of the Colo-

nel and the librarian find its way into the hands of Ben Krause 
anyway? Unless, that is, the connection isn’t between the Colonel 
and Virginia Reed, but the librarian and Ben Krause. Oh, good 
God—”

“Oh what?” says Madge, expectantly.
“I could just about kick myself,” says Judy. “I’ve never both-

ered to consider who shot the photograph. The picture shows the 
Colonel and Miss Reed, but who was the photographer? There’s 
always that one extra person involved—unless it was a selfie. But 
we’re talking about 1931 here, so you can rule that out.”

“Maybe it was the Krause kid?” Madge asks.
“Krause would have been in middle school at the time that 

the photograph was taken. And the library was formerly housed 
at Roosevelt Junior High—”

“So there’s your connection,” Madge interjects. “But what 
could it possibly mean?”

“Hold on,” says Judy, scrolling through her NoteTaker app. 
“What is it? Have you found something?”
“I’ve got to go,” says Judy, abruptly standing up. “If I’m right 

about this, it’ll be a first. And I’m awfully tired of being wrong.”
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“Right about what?” Madge asks, as Judy gathers her things 
up to leave.

“Right about a little pet theory of mine,” she replies. “And 
I’m about to put it to the test.”

As the taxicab cuts through the narrow streets of Altoona, 
Judy rubs her hands in nervous anticipation. The sky is already 
growing dusk as the driver makes the wide turn onto Bell Ave-
nue. A few moments later, the taxi pulls to a stop in front of 513. 

Stepping out of the car, Judy catches sight of Deke Zimmer-
man, who is sitting on the steps of his porch, absentmindedly 
smoking a cigarette. As he flips through the pages of a paperback, 
the tiny orange embers at the end of his cigarette light up with 
each successive drag. For a moment, Judy stands there in the 
middle of Bell Avenue. As she studies the streetscape, one of the 
homes catches her eye. 

A craftsman house with pink shutters.
As the taxi disappears at the end of the street, Judy takes a 

long look at Deke, who is still lost in his paperback, before walk-
ing in the opposite direction across Bell Avenue. After taking a 
few short steps up the asphalt walkway, she mounts the porch 
of 510, and, with her heart racing at full tilt, presses the buzzer 
beside the door.
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Château de Beaufresne Redux
June 1926

Mathilde ushers Joseph Durand-Ruel into the château’s 
expansive foyer. It is a beautiful early summer day. 
With the great house’s doors and windows thrown 

open, Beaufresne is redolent with flowers and the fervent smell 
of freshly mown grass.

“It is lovely to see you, Monsieur,” says Mathilde, hav-
ing long since traded in her powder-blue bonnet for a pair of 
spectacles. “How we miss your father. He was a true and proper 
gentleman.”

“He had a special place in his heart for dear Mary,” says Jo-
seph. “He would come back to Paris with the most amazing sto-
ries about her adventures with Degas and the other Impression-
ists of old.”

“I should warn you that Mademoiselle is not well,” Mathilde 
cautions, leading the art dealer into the château’s rear parlor. “She 
doesn’t walk very much anymore—and of course she can barely see. 
When the weather is nice, we carry her outside to the garden in a 
voiture à bras. She likes to rest there under the trees, not very far from 
where she used to paint and spend precious time with her visitors.”

Mathilde admits Durand-Ruel into the parlor, where her 
mistress awaits. Bundled in a woolen overcoat, Mary is reclining 

Chapter Forty-One
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on a chaise-lounge. She seems much older to him, having grown 
pallid and tiny in the years since he had last seen her. 

As he walks up to the chaise lounge, her head jerks towards 
him at the sound of his entrance. Mathilde pulls the parlor doors 
closed behind her, leaving the artist alone with her guest.

“Mademoiselle?” says Durand-Ruel.
“Dear Joseph, is that you?” Mary replies.
“What a pleasure to see you.”
“I wish I could say the same, but there it is,” Mary sighs. 

“My eyesight is nearly gone. But the memories, alas, remain. 
Your father used to sit with me here, in this room, and share 
the latest news from the Paris art scene. We would sip sherry 
and talk of books and artifacts. I miss him so.”

“He treasured your friendship,” says Joseph, still adjusting 
to the emaciated state of Impressionism’s grande dame.

“Mathilde tells me that you come with urgent business.”
“Indeed, Mademoiselle,” says Joseph, righting himself. 

“An American—a colonel—is on the hunt for an original 
Mary Cassatt. He is willing to pay top dollar. This colonel 
wants to display your work back in Pennsylvania. Apparently, 
he is motivated by sentimentality, by heritage. You were born 
there, no?”

“Yes, I hail from Allegheny City. Near Pittsburgh. I must 
admit that it is all but forgotten to me now. As if it were a 
thousand years ago. I have lived whole lives since then.”

As she speaks, Joseph’s eyes drift towards the sun-glinted 
horizon. Eventually, his gaze drifts towards the estate’s rolling 
back lawns, its mossy cobblestone paths alive in the bloom 
of a new June. Not too far away, a solitary easel stands in the 
garden, its wooden frame weathered by the elements. For a 
moment, he imagines Cassatt painting there en plein air.

“I am afraid I don’t have anything here,” she continues. “I 
haven’t made new work in years. Is there something in your back-
log that would suffice?”

“I am so sorry, Mademoiselle, but our inventory is rather 
small.”

“That would be because of my brother,” says Mary.
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“Mademoiselle?”
“My brother Alexander J. Cassatt ascended to the very 

heights of the rail industry in the States. I enjoyed a kind of 
celebrity by proxy due to his professional success. It’s a little 
embarrassing, in retrospect. It reached its zenith most particu-
larly around the turn of the century, when my sales began to 
skyrocket.”

“Perhaps, Mademoiselle. But you are widely coveted by col-
lectors in Europe and America alike. Now more than ever. No-
body ever asks me about your brother. It is your work that they 
are after. Your vision.”

Mary suddenly springs into life, a vast smile erupting across 
her face.

“Mother and Child!”
“Mademoiselle?”
“Do we have any later entries in my Mother and Child series 

that we could share? I seem to recall Monsieur Durand-Ruel had 
a few stray artifacts left in his stable. Perhaps one of those would 
suffice for our friend from Pennsylvania?”

“Now that you mention it,” says Joseph, “I believe that we 
have something along those lines that might be of interest. I can 
show it to him if you’d like.”

“Now you’re talking. Let’s give the customer what he 
wants. Always remember that,” says Mary. “Somebody once 
told me that a working artist doesn’t merely make art, but also 
a living.”

“That sounds like sage advice to me,” says Joseph.
“Of course, it does,” Mary laughs. “Why wouldn’t it? You are 

an art dealer, after all!”

Later that day, the sun having long since drifted behind the 
gardens of Mary’s estate, the artist sits before the timeworn roll-
top desk in her study. Running her hands across the woodwork, 
she carefully removes a letter from one of the pigeonholes and 
holds it up to an oil lamp so that she can have the faintest hope of 
seeing it. Even with the lamp’s steady illumination, she can barely 
eke out the handwriting. 
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Aix-en-Provence, October 1906
Your secret is safe with me, Mademoiselle.
Yours always, Cézanne
PS: The contours still elude me.

As she sets the letter on the desktop, Cassatt’s face is envel-
oped with the tender warmth of a smile. Continuing her search, 
she opens up the roll-top’s central oaken drawer. Rummaging 
through the accumulated debris, her hands suddenly grasp the 
object of her quest. 

Mary carefully removes the sheaf of letters that she recovered 
from the Rue Victor Massé. Digging into the old desk’s furthest 
reaches, she locates yet another bundle. It is tightly bound with 
a faded pink ribbon. Unrolling the bundle, she plucks one of the 
letters at random and holds it up against the lamp. Squinting her 
eyes, she can barely make out the thick masculine script of Degas’ 
pen. As she ekes out the words, she allows herself the tiniest hint 
of a smile, as if she has discovered something surprising, some-
thing new in the tattered old pages. 

She mouths a single, solitary word.
“Beaucoup.”

The next morning, Mathilde throws open the shutters of the 
parlor, allowing the morning sun to wash over the house. As she 
continues about her daily chores, she traipses down the corridor 
to the study, where she is startled to find her mistress crouched 
before a roaring fireplace. The artist’s eyes squint against the heat 
as perspiration rolls down her cheeks. Mathilde can only watch 
in horror as Cassatt pulls the letters, one by one, from the wither-
ing sheaves and feeds them into the conflagration.

“What are you doing, Mademoiselle?” Mathilde cries out in 
disbelief as she races to her mistress’ side.

“I am burning it,” Mary answers as she goes about her work. 
“I am burning it all.”
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The Future (Really) Starts Now
September 2015

Sitting in her room at the Motel 6, Judy carefully adjusts her 
iPad so that the camera lens captures her image from the 
shoulders up. And then, with a touch of the finger, she acti-

vates the Skype app. In a matter of moments, Noah’s face, bright 
and smiling, appears in the larger frame in the center of her iPad 
screen. From the looks of things, he is sitting in his office in the 
grad student bullpen back at Loyola.

“I know it’s a cliché,” says Noah, “but you sure are a sight for 
sore eyes.”

“How’s the semester going so far?” she asks
“Look, I don’t mean to be rude,” he answers. “But the excite-

ment’s out there in PA, not in my Rhet and Comp class. So tell 
me, have you run into any of the Cassifiers?”

“As in pacifiers?”
“Exactly,” says Noah. “’Cause they are bound and deter-

mined to shut us up!”
“Nothing I couldn’t handle,” she replies. 
“So, come on now, what have you found so far?”
“If you’ll allow me,” says Judy, “I’d like to tell you a story.”
“A story?” he asks. “Sounds intriguing!”
“And in a way, it’s about you. And me. And about art.”

Chapter Forty-Two
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“It always seems to come back to that, doesn’t it?”
“It sure does,” she admits. “And, at a certain level, food.”
“Good things happen over food,” says Noah.
“I’ve heard that,” Judy replies, “from a very reliable source.”
“A glorious source, I’d wager,” says Noah.
“My story begins in a living room in Altoona. Not very far 

from here. It is a late summer night, and a stranger comes to 
the door. And the woman of the house, a certain grandmotherly 
type, lets her in.”

“Must be a trusting sort,” says Noah. “You can never be too 
careful these days.”

“And the young woman introduces herself. Begging the 
homeowner’s pardon—with it being the dinner hour and all—
she asks if should could step inside, where she can smell the warm 
aroma of roast chicken and vegetables.”

“Sounds yummy.”
“And the grandmotherly type invites her to stay. ‘I’m just 

sitting down for dinner,’ she says. ‘Care to join me?’ And the 
houseguest does just that, sitting down for a late summer’s meal 
in the woman’s quaint home. As they eat together, the woman 
shares stories about her life and her family, about the generations 
who had grown up right there in the same home for more than 
a century.”

“So time doesn’t destroy everything?”
“At least not until it vanquishes the human memory,” says 

Judy. “And after they are finished with the meal, the woman leads 
her guest about the house, showing her a dizzying array of family 
photos and mementos—”

“And let me guess,” says Noah, “the dinner guest never be-
comes dizzy?”

“Steady as a rock,” Judy continues, “she follows the woman 
about the house, soaking up her tales about the past, about grow-
ing up under the shadow of the railroad boom—and later, in 
the paralyzing gulf left by its absence. And there, above a well-
used fireplace, having gone dormant for the summer, hangs an 
assortment of period photographs—some faces the houseguest 
vaguely recognizes, many that she doesn’t recognize at all. ‘And 
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oh my gosh,’ the woman suddenly says, ‘will you look at the 
hour? Would you care for some dessert before you have to go?’”

“I dearly hope the answer is yes,” Noah interjects.
“Of course,” says Judy. “It’s blueberry cobbler with a side of 

vanilla custard.”
“Impossible to pass up.”
“Indeed. So the woman leads her guest into the formal din-

ing room, where they sit down to enjoy their cobbler. And the 
room is decked out with still more family mementos. Pictures 
of the grandkids, a Pittsburgh Steelers pennant, the bronze baby 
shoes of the son who lives oh so far away now. And there, in the 
center of the room, displayed above an antique buffet table—
hangs a most unusual and exquisite painting—somehow out of 
place, yet at home just the same.”

“You’re kidding me, right?—” 
“It’s a domestic scene like no other. A woman proudly hold-

ing her infant aloft. Ecstatic with the glow of life’s possibilities. 
Of great expectations for finding out what happens next. And it 
was simply beautiful, I tell you, as the houseguest gazed upon the 
painting—unflinchingly and without fear—sitting there, taking 
her time with the cobbler, being sure to make it last.”

“Because good things happen over food,” says Noah, nod-
ding along with the story.

“And after a while, the homeowner catches her eye, saying 
‘I can’t help but notice that you are drawn to our old family 
heirloom. We’ve had it for so long that I can’t even recall how 
we acquired it. Perhaps it was a gift from my late husband. Or 
that doting brother of mine—that may have been it. I only know 
that we love it—that it’s one of the surest things in our world. 
That I can’t wait for it to hang above my granddaughter’s firma-
ment someday. And I know that she will love it just the same.’ 
And so the houseguest stands up from the table and thanks the 
woman—”

“Surely,” Noah interjects, “you’re not telling me—”
“And as the houseguest rises up to take her leave,” Judy con-

tinues, “she turns and gives the painting one last look. Drawing 
her eyes to the periphery of the canvas, she sees the famous sig-
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nature that she knows so well. And so she thanks the woman one 
more time. For the spontaneous joy of sharing a meal with a new 
friend. And for the opportunity to see her astonishingly beautiful 
painting. Recognizing how much the woman truly adores it, how 
much it moves her, and that she loves it as dearly as anything else 
in her life, the houseguest drifts back alone into the night, where, 
a few blocks away, she finds a taxicab idling in front of a bowling 
alley and begins the first stage in her long journey back home.”

“It all sounds so beautiful,” says Noah, his eyes brimming 
with emotion. “I almost wish that it were true.”

“Can’t you imagine it?” says Judy, smiling brightly and peer-
ing deeply into Noah’s eyes. “Can’t you just imagine it?” 
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Saturday, September 5, 2015

Greetings from my humble little abode in Chicago, 
Dr. Vicki! I am looking forward to our appointment next 
week. I’ll be there for sure—you can absolutely count it. 
I can’t wait to tell you about the resolution of my final 
exam. . . .

I just returned from O’Hare, by the way. You’ll nev-
er guess who met me at the Arrivals gate. On second 
thought, maybe you can after all:

MY RECRUIT: [Pulling out of the parking garage] So 
that’s it, then? We’re calling it a day on the search?

YOURS TRULY: That’s right.
MY RECRUIT: But why? The Cassattites are still out 

there, and they won’t be so generous.
YOURS TRULY: You’re probably right, although I 

truly doubt they’d ever find the painting. Besides, it’s all 
but impossible to establish provenance. Max Hagen and 
Professor Bleeker would do their level best, I’m sure, but 
the city of Altoona could make a pretty fair claim, too, 
not to mention the Blair County Historical Society. 

MY RECRUIT: I have to admit that I’m a little sad 
that it’s over. That it won’t be in some museum.

YOURS TRULY: Well, I look at it this way: art was 
meant to be enjoyed, not lost, and certainly not fought 
over by people with questionable motives. So from my 
perspective, all three of those criteria have been met.

MY RECRUIT: You sound, for all the world, like an 
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idealist.
YOURS TRULY: I just may be. And why not? I can 

look at art again without doubling over with nausea or 
fainting. That’s progress in my book.

MY RECRUIT: But there are still so many unanswered 
questions. Like, why did the Colonel get into a shouting 
match with Mercer at Roosevelt Junior High?

YOURS TRULY: We’ll probably never know. Just like 
we’ll likely never learn how the Krause kid happens 
upon the 1931 photo of the Colonel and Virginia Reed.

MY RECRUIT: Because time destroys everything?
YOURS TRULY: Whenever I happen upon these 

kinds of unanswerable questions, I remember the sage-
like words of Thornton Wilder—

MY RECRUIT: The American playwright?
YOURS TRULY: One and the same. He once said, 

“These are mysteries, give them no names.”
MY RECRUIT: Not bad. That could be useful in try-

ing to explain all sorts of murky situations.
YOURS TRULY: Like trying to explain how we still 

manage to find our way back to one another?
MY RECRUIT: I’ll say. We might just give Evgeny 

and Tatiana a run for their money yet.
YOURS TRULY: If only we could find a way to make 

the pieces fit together, to work out the timelines—
MY RECRUIT: [Pulling the car over in front of a con-

venience store]
YOURS TRULY: Why are we stopping?
MY RECRUIT: I have to show you something. And 

I just can’t wait any longer. [Reaching into the backseat, 
he reveals a polychromatic canvas that I know so well—
a self-portrait that I haven’t seen since I saved it from 
the flames of the incinerator. For a moment, I stare at the 
canvas, trying to see myself, or at least the person whom 
I used to be, in its mélange of color and shadow.]

YOURS TRULY: My painting.
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MY RECRUIT: 50 Shades of Judy!
YOURS TRULY: But how did you manage to find it?
MY RECRUIT: Roamed the corridors of your old 

building, went door-to-door and did a little cold-call-
ing—just like my Genius taught me.

YOURS TRULY: And you got it back—just like that?
MY RECRUIT: Well, I had to make an offer. Speaking 

of which: how much of Professor Bleeker’s money do we 
have left?

YOURS TRULY: I’m sure we’ll be able to work some-
thing out. Just make sure that you get a receipt. He’s a 
stickler for paperwork.

MY RECRUIT: I’m a stickler for you.
YOURS TRULY: [Smiling adoringly back at him] I 

can’t believe you found my painting.
MY RECRUIT: Mieux de le croire, ma chérie!
YOURS TRULY: And you’re finally learning how to 

speak French!
MY RECRUIT: N’importe quoi pour toi, ma douce.
YOURS TRULY: Oh, Noah, je t’aime.
MY RECRUIT: [Holding me in the warmth of his em-

brace] Je t’aime aussi!
YOURS TRULY: Beaucoup! 
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